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"To administer justice in the last resort, to expound and apply the laws for
the advancement of right and the suppression of wrong, is an enabling and
indeed a holy office, and the exercise of its functions, while it raises my mind
above the mists of the earth, above cares and passions, into a pure and serene

tBiographical notes and scattered references to Gaston are numerous. Among the serious
but quite repetitious and eulogistic studies, upon which this article has drawn heavily,
the following are noteworthy: 2 Richard H. Battle, Biographical History or North

Carolina (1905) 99-107; William H. Battle, Judge Gaston as a Literary Man (1860-1861)
11 N. C. U. Mag. 258-268; William Gaston in W. J. Peele (ed.), Lives of Distinguished
North Carolinians (1891) 150-160; R. H. Clarke (of Georgetown College, 1846), Memoir
of Judge Gaston (1865) 4 Metropolitan Mag. 585-592, 681-687; Henry G. Connor,
Address at the Unveiling Presentation of the Bust of William Gaston to the State

of North Carolina (1915), and his authoritative sketch in 3 W. D. Lewis (ed.), Great
American Lawyers (1907) 38-84; Matthias E. Manly, Memoir of Hon. William Gaston

(1860-1861) 11 N. C. U. Mag. 193-203, which is paraphrased in the New York Freeman's

J. (December 15, 1860) ; a sketch by J. Fairfax McLaughlin (Georgetown College, 1860,
1862)-, in 6 Records of the American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia

(1895) 225-251; a chapter in Coleman Nevils, S.J., Miniatures of Georgetown (1934);
Sister M. Agneze Simmons, C.S.C., The Political and Constitutional Contributions of William

Gaston (MS, master's essay, The Catholic University of America, 1936, done under the

writer's direction). The recognized authority on Gaston and North Carolina history is

R. D. W. Connor, Archivist of the United States and son of the above Henry G. Connor,
who is custodian in his personal capacity of the Gaston correspondence and papers from

which it is to be anticipated that he will write a full-length biography as presaged by his

sketch in 7 Dictionary of American Biography (D. A. B., hereafter) (1933) 180-181, and
an excellent survey, William Gaston, a Southern Federalist of the Old School and His Yankee

Friends, 1778-1844 (Oct. 1933) Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society of

which Society Gaston was a counsellor from North Carolina from 1814 until his death, and

published as a reprint (Worcester, 1934. Pp. 68).
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atmosphere, always seems to impart fresh vigor to my understanding and a

better temper to my whole soul."1

QEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY celebrates this year the sesqui-
centennial of its foundation. Since 1789, it has stood upon an emi

nence in Georgetown overlooking the Potomac and maintaining a sen

tinel's watch over the capital of a nation which it has seen develop from
an impotent, experimental Republic into the world's most commanding
power. It has gazed down upon a half dozen passing generations of
men who have dominated the affairs of state, of representatives of parties
that have disappeared, of political figures from the original eleven states
and from the thirty-seven states which it has counted as they entered
the Union, and of ambassadors and ministers from countries that were
and from new nations born of wars and revolutions. It can give direct
testimony concerning the growth of the Catholic Church, whose prin
ciples it has fostered and whose sons it has taught, from a weak body
emerging in freedom from a penal code to a vigorous organization with

twenty million adherents from every old land in which the Jesuits had
ever served. A hundred and fifty years makes an institution venerable
even though it is but a brief moment in the history of man.
There were earlier educational foundations in America, but no college

antedates the dream of Father Andrew White, as he landed from the
Ark and Dove at St. Clement's Isle, and only one has genealogical
existence so ancient as that of Georgetown if traced through a series
of ephemeral and proscribed academies to the primitive school at St.

Mary's. Nor can any American college boast of a richer European heri

tage nor more notable American founders. In chronological order there
was the report (1784) of the Prefect Apostolic John Carroll to the

Congregation de Propaganda Fide urging the need of religious schools;
the meeting of the Roman Catholic gentlemen at Whitemarsh; the pur
chase of the site with the deed delayed until January 23, 1789; the solici
tation of subscriptions by such lay patrons as Senator Charles Carroll of

Carrollton, the sole Catholic signer of the Declaration of Independence,
and the Youngs, Brents, Darnalls and Digges of manorial Maryland,
George Meade, the merchant grandfather of the northern hero of Gettys
burg, Thomas Fitzsimons, one of the two Catholic framers of the Con

stitution, and Mark Wilcox of Pennsylvania, George Brent and Colonel

1Last letter to his daughter, Susan Donaldson, quoted by H. Connor in 3 Great Amer

ican Lawyers (1907) 84, cited supra note t, and in Nevtls, Miniatures of Georgetown

(1934) 54.
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John Fitzgerald, aide-de-camp of Washington, of Virginia, and Dominick

Lynch, the enterprising capitalist of New York.2 In the late autumn of
1791, Georgetown prepared to receive students; and in the meantime
its founder, John Carroll, had been consecrated the first bishop of
Baltimore with the nation as his diocese. And up from North Carolina
came its first student and proto-alumnus : William Gaston, a worthy
precursor of alumni in every state.

Gaston was descended from sturdy God-fearing forbearers whose
characters were forged in adversity and by religious persecution. Jean
Gaston, Huguenot, fled France as early as 1640 in order that he might
worship more freely in Presbyterian Scotland; three of his sons left
Scotland of the Restoration for the plantations of Ulster; two of his

grandsons3 emigrated from the North of Ireland to Congregationalist
Connecticut to avoid Episcopalian oppression; a third grandson, William,
remained in Ballymena, County Antrim, and reared a son, Hugh, a

Presbyterian doctor of divinity, who gained some renown in the British
Isles as a preacher and a theologian, and another son, Alexander, who
conformed with the Church of Ireland, studied medicine at the Univer

sity of Edinburgh and as a commissioned surgeon in the Royal Navy
served at the capture of Havana (1762). At the end of the Seven Years'

War, Dr. Alexander Gaston joined the heavy Scotch-Irish immigration
to North Carolina and settled at New Bern, named after Calvinistic

old Bern in Switzerland, where he won distinction as the trained physi
cian of the area and the untrained justice of the Court of Pleas and

Quarter Sessions and later judge of the Court of Oyer and Terminer.

In May, 1775, he married the cultured Margaret Sharpe (1775-1811),
an English girl from County Cumberland, who on the completion of

her studies in a Dominican convent at Calais had come to visit her

brothers, Gerard and Joseph, merchants of New Bern. Of recusant

stock persecuted under the English penal code, she too had suffered for

her faith.
Nor were the days of martyrdom over for the young couple and their

2For biographical sketches with bibliographies by Richard J. Purcell: see Father White

and Bishop Carroll in 20 D. A. B. (1936) 87, and 3 D. A. B. (1929) 526; Charles Carroll

in Studies (Dublin, December, 1932), and in Catholic Educational Rev. (December,

1932) ; Education and Maryland Irish Schoolmasters, id. (March, April, 1934) ; Fitzgerald
in Thought (December, 1933) and Fitzsimons in Studies (June, 1938).
'From these arrivals stem the Gaston family of Massachusetts. See Edward F. Mc-

Sweeney, Gaston (privately published, 1926), also an article on Gaston by same author

in the U. S. Catholic Historical Society, 18 Historical Records and Studies (1926) 172.
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three children, one of whom died in infancy, William, born September
19, 1778, and Jane. The Revolutionary War was upon them, and North
Carolina was torn by an internecine strife between patriot and loyalist.
Gaston as a bold rebel and a quondam Captain of Militia was sufficiently
prominent to be marked for vengeance by the Tories of the region on

their first opportunity. Hence when a British and Tory detachment
under Major James H. Craig captured New Bern, in 1781, he was seized
while bearing his family in a small boat to the safety of his isolated
farm on Bryces' Creek and was murdered in cold blood in the presence
of his distracted wife and babies by a Tory neighbor's craven bullet.
Thus was the boy of three years of age "literally baptized into patriotism
in the blood of his murdered father."4 As her brothers were now dead,
Widow Margaret Gaston, with the slight resources from her husband's
estate decimated by the turmoil of the times, the inflation of currency,
and rising prices, was left alone to carry her burden.
A prayerful, and serene woman, who has been depicted as "gifted

with a beautiful person, fine properties of mind, and a character of
unusual strength," she dedicated herself to the religious instruction and
the elementary education of her children as an admiring biographer has
written :

"The great object of her life was the instruction of her son, and the imbuing
his mind with the high principles, the noble integrity and the Christian faith
which shone conspicuously in herself. Her income being small she practised
economy to enable her to gratify her dearest wish to procure for him a com

plete education."

Quite as eloquent was Bishop John England of Charleston as he
commented upon the paucity of Catholics of that region and singled out

for praise Mrs. Gaston whose home was always available as a "Mass-
house" for missionary priests:

"Yet there is one individual whose memory ought to be preserved and cher
ished by the Catholics of future generations. . . . Her pity, her intelligence and
her attachment to the principles and practises of her religion under circum
stances peculiarly trying have been worthy of the best days of Christianity."5

With his full education in mind and in preparation for the belated

opening of the College of Georgtown, William at the age of twelve years

*1 Samuel A. Ashe, History of North Carolina (1908) 688.

"Elizabeth F. Ellet, Margaret Gaston in 2 Women of the American Revolution

(1900) 152 ; Bishop England, Memoirs of the Church in the U. S. Catholic Miscellany

(1824).
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was put under the tutelage of Francis A. Fleming, O.P., a self-sacrificing
priest of St. Mary's Church in Philadelphia, who succumbed as he
attended fever victims in 1793, and formerly rector of the Irish refugee
college at Lisbon. On November 5, 1791�Pope's Day of the colonial
era�William was matriculated at the college as its first student, its proto-
alumnus as affairs were to materialize. Despite the jolting of a three-

days' stage trip from Philadelphia, the dutiful boy wrote enthusiastically
to his mother:

"Now you may congratulate me of being at that place where I have so long
desired. The College will be opened immediately. I stay with Rev. Mr. Plunkett,
till it is, in company with -a young gentleman, that is to be a professor in it,
who is the most religious person, that I ever met with. He has been talking
to me this morning about God, and has made my heart almost burst with
crying."8

While the spirit of the institution was deeply religious, Georgetown like
other colleges founded in these years of the new nationalism marked by
the beginnings of religious toleration was not narrowly denominational
if one may judge from its prospectus:

"Agreeable to the liberal Principle of our Constitution, the Seminary will be
open to students of Every religious Profession. They, who in this Respect,
differ from the Superintendent of the Academy, will be at Liberty to frequent
the Places of Worship and Instruction appointed by their parents; but with
respect to their Moral Conduct, all must be subject to general and uniform
Discipline."7

Thus the Jesuit Fathers, too, taught Gaston toleration as well as dis

cipline; for they were still Jesuits despite the unhappy and temporary
suppression of the Society.
Studies may have been elementary but hardly more so than at contem

porary collegiate-academies of the Southland; though one may be
assured that sufficient stress was placed upon grammar, mathematics
and the French and classical languages by the teaching President and
his three instructors. Apparently young Gaston was a commendable
student for Rector Robert Plunkett, without divulging the number of

registrants, reported to Mrs. Gaston that her son was "the best scholar
and the most exemplary youth in Georgetown". Father Francis Neale

'Letter in archives of Georgetown University as printed in Nevils, op. cit. supra note 1,
at 52.

'John Gilmary Shea, Memorial of the First Centenary of Georgetown (1891) 8.

The best account of the College is James S. Easby-Smith,' Georgetown University, 1789-

1907 (2 vols., New York, 1907). See also Peter Gtjilday, The Life and Times of John
Carroll (1922).
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was quite as extravagant in his expression: "I am inclined to esteem the
whole family judging that through him, sooner or later, they will all
become great favorites with heaven."8 However, ill health due to vigor
ous discipline and the severe climate compelled the disappointed lad to

withdraw in about eighteen months and return to his more salubrious
native land where he continued his studies at the New Bern Academy
which was presided over by Thomas P. Irvine, a graduate of the College
of New Jersey (Princeton), an Episcopalian divine, and a sound classical

scholar, who prepared "some of our first men with a great care for the
duties of life."9
From this outpost of a Scotch-Irish ascendancy it was quite natural

that Gaston should be directed to Princeton, then a citadel of narrowly
orthodox Presbyterian tenets. At any rate, he registered as a junior
classman in the fall of 1794. Attentive to his Easter duties in Phila

delphia, he no doubt followed his mother's warning injunction:

"I hope you correspond with your good friends at Georgetown. Be very

particular in observing their advice and very attentive to your spiritual exer

cises that God may bless you in your ways."10

Nor could he have been negligent in following his studies, for he was

graduated with highest honors at the Commencement of 1796, and he re

turned home sound in faith and skilled in letters. Yet young Gaston

may have experienced unconscious slights from the adherents of John
Knox; for in later life when it was proposed to send his two younger

daughters to school in Connecticut, he wrote warningly and probably
retrospectively :

"Above all, let it be understood that their religious opinions are to be treated
with respect, their religious pratices to be in no manner interfered with, and
that they are, not, even to be invited, much less, required to do any act incon
sistent with the avowed profession of the faith in which they have been nurtured.
Much as I respect Connecticut, I know full well, the rancorous and unenlightened
hatred which is there felt against my venerable religion, and the extreme diffi

culty, "which must be experienced by those who are under the influence of this
confirmed prejudice, in treating with decency, what is so completely misunder

stood, and feared, and detested. I would spare my children the mortification of

sPlunkett's letter of June 23, 1792, quoted by Manly, supra note f, at 195; McLaughlin,
op. cit. supra note f, vol. VI at 229.

"Charles L. Smith, The History of Education in North Carolina (1888) 25, 44 ff. ;

J. H. Wheeler, Reminiscences and Memoirs of North Carolina and Eminent North

Carolinians (1884) 120.

"Quoted in H. Connor, Address (1915) 10; 4 Metropolitan Mag. 589.
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seeing that insulted which they have been taught to revere, and save them from
the greatest of all moral evils�the unsettling of their faith."11

At New Bern, Gaston read law for two years with Francis Xavier
Martin (1762-1846), a French immigrant, an eccentric miser, a printer
and publisher, a compiler of law books and statutes, probably a Catho

lic, certainly a Free Mason, and at all events an adept at the common

law, who later was named a federal judge for Mississippi and New Or
leans Territories and became a judge and finally Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of Louisiana. In such lands he learned the law as prac
tised in North Carolina and improved his knowledge of the French

tongue. In 1798, Gaston was admitted to practice at the March term of
the Court of Craven County. No doubt he had the opportunities of an

apprenticeship with John Louis Taylor (1769-1829), a self-made Irish

immigrant from London, who had attained a lucrative practice, won

prestige because of his learning and his services to the University of
North Carolina and to state masonry, and had married (1797) as a

second wife Gaston's sister, Jane, by whom he had a daughter.12
Gaston fell heir to a considerable share of his practice when Taylor

was elected judge of the Superior Court in 1798. Nor was it to Gaston's

disadvantage when Taylor was popularly recognized as Chief Justice,
in 1811, and actually became so when the new Supreme Court was

organized in 1819. Quite likely Gaston's marriage, in 1803, to Susan,
the daughter of Lawyer John Hay of Fayetteville, had something to do
with his success, as certainly did his second marriage, in 1805, to Han

nah, the daughter of General McClure.13

"Manly, supra note t, at 203. See, also McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, vol. VI

at 250; and for Connecticut Federalism and religious intolerance in this period, R. J.
Purcell, Connecticut in Transition (1918), and J. V. Morse, A Neglected Period of

Connecticut's History (1933).
^22 Catholic Historical Researches (1905) 322. Biographical sketches, Martin, 12 D. A. B.

(1933) 335 and Taylor, 18 D. A. B. (1936) 334, and Walter Clark, Supreme Court of
North Carolina (1892) 4 Green Bag 461. Jane Taylor's daughter married David E.

Sumner of Gates Co. and left descendants in Tennessee. For Taylor and early Irish in

North Carolina, see 10 J. of the Amer. Irish Hist. Soc. (1911) 258 ff.

13Susan Gaston apparently died in child birth. Hannah Gaston (d. 1813) had a son

and two daughters. The son Alexander Gaston (referred to hereafter) who apparently
attended Georgetown or at least made his first Communion there, had two sons, both of

whom attended Georgetown, William, a graduate from West Point, who was killed in

Col. Steptoe's campaign against the Indians in Oregon, and Hugh who died for the Con

federacy at Sharpsburg, or was it at Antietam? These were the last lineal descendants.

Susan Gaston married Robert Donaldson of New York and was survived by at least two

children, Eliza Donaldson and Mrs. Bronson, who presented to the Supreme Court of
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At all events, within a few years Gaston was known throughout the
state as an advocate and more particularly as a counsellor with an

attractive practice in both state and federal courts. Luther Martin, the
great constitutional lawyer of Maryland, heard him argue a case at New
Bern, and is said to have predicted that, "Mr. Gaston was destined to
fill the first place in his profession in our country".14 This too was in
his immature years and despite his activity in state politics.
A deep-dyed Federalist like most of his leading co-religionists through

out the United States and a conservative who feared Republicans quite
as much as the dread persecuting Jacobins, Gaston was drafted to repre
sent Craven County in the State Senate when only twenty-two years of
age. A conservative son of an Irish rebel! His conservatism in religion
and in politics was due not only to his training at Georgetown and at
Old Nassau but quite as much to his reasoned convictions which inspired
him with a permanent crusading zeal against Jeffersonianism, which
was so appealing to the working classes and to the new immigrants of
his race. When Washington died, Alexander Hamilton became his hero
as a man of "spotless patriotism, heroic virtue, and eminent services",
"ablest expositor and advocate" of the Constitution, and one "whose
radiant intelligence poured on every question to which it was directed,
a flood of light, and whose candid soul disdained artifice or deception."15
Gaston was young enough to be a hero-worshipper, though he never

overcame that charming vice.
In his first session, Gaston introduced a resolution calling for the ap

pointment of a joint committee of both houses "to enquire if and what

North Carolina a painting of their grandfather by an artist, Brown (who was reared on

the premises where Gaston died). Hannah Gaston married Matthias Manly (author of

the memoir), a Roman Catholic like his father, and a younger brother of Governor
Charles Manly and the Rev. Dr. Basil Manly, a Baptist minister, who became a judge of
the Superior Court in 1840, justice of the Supreme Court in 1859, and a rejected United
States Senator in Reconstruction days. See Clark, supra note 12, at 528, 540; J. F.

McLaughlin, College Days at Georgetown (1899) 171 ff.; Manley's child, Hannah,
married a son of the Rev. Francis L. Hawks who studied law under Gaston and became

a historian and an Episcopalian rector in New York, and left several children.
"4 Metropolitan Mag. 590. There is a severe and unwarranted criticism of Gaston's

legal ethics in connection with the estate of the Grenville heirs. The case was lost in

jury but the American agent in view of Marshall's sympathy kept up the fight for ten

years with Gaston as lawyer when it was finally given up in 1817 according to A. J.
Beveridge (4 The Life of John Marshall 156 n.) because of Gaston's political ambitions
and the unpopularity of the cause.

"From letters quoted by R. D. W. Connor, William: Gaston, a Southern Federalist

of the Old School and His Yankee Friends (1934) 13.
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alterations are necessary to be made in the law regulating the mode of
conducting disputed elections". With the formation of a committee, he
was named chairman. Thus began a legislative career of four terms in
the Senate and six in the House of Commons with the resultant contri
bution of his wisdom to the State's statute books.
To Gaston, as to most extreme Federalists, Jefferson was a man of

dangerous ability, a visionary and a demagogue, "half-Jacobin and half-
Voltairean", whose consorting with French Girondists and Irish rebels
of 1798 and his attack upon the federal courts won no amendment of his
opinion. In 1805, he wrote an open letter signed "A North Carolinian"
in the anonymous fashion of the time to President Jefferson upbraiding
him for inviting Thomas Paine, radical and rationalist, to return to
America in a national ship. Not satisfied with a violent attack upon that

professional revolutionist of three lands, he assaulted the President in
his most poignant style:

"Surely, Sir, it has not already escaped your recollection that amongst the
reasons urged against your election to the Presidential chair, none seemed to
have more influence, or were more confidently relied on by your opponents, than
that you were believed to deny the truth of divine revelation, and that you
were the idol of the men, who had opposed and abused our never-to-be forgotten
Washington. . . . Was it wise of you, Sir, to strengthen this unfavorable im
pression by manifesting your friendship for the calumniator of Washington
and reviler of the Christian Faith?"16

When the Senate passed resolutions in support of the embargo, Gaston
offered a substitute measure around which debate waged for several days
when it was finally defeated in the House by 79 to 29 and in the Senate

by 37 to 15�a fair test of Federalist strength.
In the legislature of 1807, he violently protested against a laudatory

address endorsing Jefferson's nominee, Madison, in spite of an apprecia
tion for that worthy's remarkable work in the Constitutional Convention
and his conversance with government, history, and philosophy, even as

he had opposed a popular resolution urging Jefferson to allow his name

to be presented for a third term. Indeed, Gaston held, and many later
commentators would acquiesce in the opinion, that Madison's qualifica
tions were less valuable for the nation's highest office than "for a pro
fessor in a University, a.co-adjutor in a political controversy, a writer of

WR. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at IS, quoting from a draft of the paper

in Gaston's hand. See also, McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, vol. VI at 234. A study
of the legislative journals should be made.
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State papers, or a framer of legislative resolutions."17
It was because of these beliefs that as a patriotic duty, he offered,

in 1808, to stand for presidential elector on the Pinckney-King ticket

against a local opponent who was equally militant as a promoter of
Madison's fortunes. In a lengthy and most candid announcement, he

analyzed the qualifications of the outstanding nominees with shrewd

partisanship, as he argued Charles Cotesworth Pinckney into first place
over Madison, the pundit, Monroe, a Republican of slight talent, and

Clinton, a political hack of doubtful loyalty to the Constitution under
which he would serve. There was no cavil and equivocation as Gaston

explained himself to the voters with artless insistance upon his own free
dom from partisan prejudice. Apparently he convinced the voters as he
often did a jury, for he was returned as a Federalist elector.18

Regardless of his conservative politics in a state of decidedly demo
cratic cast, Gaston was respected in the legislature for his valiant sup
port of principle. Nor was he too severe a man judging from a descrip
tion of local theatricals at Raliegh where he was in attendance at the
Circuit Court of the United States:

"There sat the learned, genial Gaston, who was equally happy in a song and
convivial chorus, or in a racy anecdote; unbending from his usual staid reserve

was Nathaniel Macon, whose name has stood as a sort of proverb for honesty,
while greater still in his charming gentleness, was the wise, benevolent, Chief

Justice Marshall, who undisguisedly wept over the woes of Jane Shore or laughed
with boyish glee until the tears fairly rolled down his cheeks."19

Such a man, it is understandable, could be elected speaker of the House
of Commons though a member of the minority party.
In the legislature of 1808, Gaston, as chairman of a committee to

"enquire into the law of descent", was the author of a statute which

simplified and regulated the descent of property in such a satisfactory
fashion that it has remained substantially as framed save for modifica
tions necessitated by negro emancipation. He also fathered a law which

made provision for a child born subsequent to the execution of the will

of the father. The difficulty of the committee's assignment as well as the
legal vexations in interpretation which occur when legislatures attempt to

legislate precisely on general problems are indicated in the following
excerpt from the presented report:

"Gaston's pronouncement of 1808, quoted by op. cit. supra note IS, at 18; R. D. W.

Connor, 2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 20S ff.

MR. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at 18-20.

"2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 207.
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"That the various acts . . . passed to regulate the course of descent are so

replete with ambiguities that it is difficult to understand the true meaning
of the Legislature. . . . Your committee conceiving that certainty in the law of
descents, is of the most importance, and of universal consequence, have been
anxious to discover whence this ambiguity in the existing law, has arisen. They
believe that all of those errors have arisen from the Legislature having under
taken to define with minuteness, the cases which might occur, and endeavored
to make provisions for that instead of establishing certain plain and general prin
ciples, which might be susceptible of application in every instance. Your Com
mittee, thoroughly impressed with this belief, have been studious to conform
as nearly as may be to the spirit of the existing laws."20

In 1810, Gaston unsuccessfully stood for Congress against William
Blackledge, a former incumbent and a violent Republican known chiefly
as a prosecutor in the impeachment of Judge Pickering. In the legis
lature of 1811, he denounced the enactment providing for the appoint
ment of presidential electors by the legislature instead of by popular
election according to districts as an undemocratic scheme to control
the State for Mr. Madison. As a sturdy partisan, he could conveniently
forget that the Federalist legislature of 1798 had proposed the same

strategy with no worthier motive. Yet to Gaston's credit where Federal
ist interests were not paramount, he could crusade for needed and liberal
reforms as the development of backward public education, the founda
tion of humanitarian institutions, the advancement of internal improve
ments, legal reforms, and regulations to enforce sound banking.
Again in 1812, Gaston ran for Congress on a peace-ticket with a con

demnation of Madison's policies which resulted in war with England
rather than with Napoleon:

"Convinced that we had well-founded causes of complaint against each of the

great belligerents of Europe, I nevertheless could not but view the selection of
Great Britain for our enemy, while the relations of friendship were courted with

France, as an act of extravagance and rashness, astonishing and unaccountable.
It is forbidden by our interests. From the honor and fair character of the

nation, nothing could be more abhorrent. If the declaration of war is to be

lamented, there is little consolation to be found in the manner of its prosecution.
I avow myself the earnest and anxious friend of peace. The difference between
the United States and our enemy is now understood to be confined to a single
point, the right of search for British sea-men. I will not as a man and, as a

Christian, I dare not, yield my consent to shed blood or waste the treasure of

my countrymen upon an abstract question of doubtful right. At whatever

risque or cost, I am prepared to protect my country and every section of it from

attack, but I am not disposed to aid in schemes of foreign conquests."

'H. Connor, 3 Great American Lawyers (1907) 45.
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With the failure of Blackledge to canvass the district, Gaston won an

easy victory, 2763 votes (about 500 more than in his previous campaign)
to 943.21
Taking his seat, May 24, 1813, he found himself in a House of

Representatives of more than usually distinguished membership: Tim
othy Pitkin of Connecticut, the unsuccessful Federalist candidate for

speaker against Henry Clay, John Forsythe of Georgia, Charles Golds-

borough and Alexander Hanson (editor of the Federalist Republican of

Baltimore) of Maryland, Timothy Pickering, Federalist of Massachu
setts Federalists, Daniel Webster of New Hampshire, John C. Calhoun
and Langdon Cheves of South Carolina, old John Sevier and Felix

Grundy of Tennessee, and John Eppes, son-in-law of Jefferson, from

Virginia. In the Senate, he found such associates as Jeremiah Mason,
the notable lawyer of New Hampshire, Rufus King of New York, whom
all Irish Republicans cordially detested, and James Barbour of Virginia;
while in the Supreme Court there were Marshall and Joseph Story of
whom he made life-long admirers. Immediately he became a member of
the unofficial steering committee of his party whose purpose was to

organize a violently articulate opposition to administration measures�

and no member of the Federalist faction proved more vitriolic in his

hostility to the War and to the "War Hawks" generally.
In the first session of the Thirteenth Congress, Daniel Webster offered

resolutions relative to the Milan and Berlin Decrees in an effort to learn
when the information reached the Department of State that Napoleon
had actually withdrawn them as this action naturally meant the revoca

tion of the British Orders in Council. To be sure, this was done in an

alleged desire to preserve the reputation of official leaders from contra

dictory rumors and from evidences that the documents had not been

promptly made known and acted upon as to avoid an unnecessary war.

Denying that he had an intention to speak on behalf of Webster, Gaston
took the floor22 to refute insinuations made by Felix Grundy that some
members were of a disposition to support the British enemy:

"I will content myself with saying that in the charge of partiality to the
cause of the enemy, as contrasted with that of my country, as far as regards me,

a2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 225-26.
�26 Annals of Cong. 239 (1813). Chancellor Kent on reading this speech wrote,

July 14, 1813, to his brother, Moss Kent, then a member of Congress: "Mr. Gaston's speech
is admirable in every respect, and the arguments of the Federalists on Webster's resolu

tion is most triumphant and unanswerable." William Kent, Memoirs and Letters oe

James Kent, LL.D. (1898) 166.
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would be utterly untrue. ... It will not be deemed egotism, I trust, to add,
that baptized an American in the blood of a martyred father; bound to my na

tive land by every moral and natural tie that can fasten on the heart of man;
and with not one motive of interest, of passion, or prejudice, to seduce the
loyality of my affections; never can I separate myself from the cause of my
country, however that cause may have been betrayed by those to whose care

it was confided."

After reviewing the course of events leading to Mr. Madison's War he
continued :

"Yet, sir, this decree, the suppression of which has involved my country in
war�this decree, of which our first knowledge is its communication to Mr.
Barlow in May 1812�this very decree the French Government declares was

duly laid before the proper Representatives of this nation both abroad and at

home. The great object of these resolutions is to ascertain the truth or false
hood of these charges. . . . When I reflect on the situation of those whom I

represent . . . not the wealthy inhabitants of your cities, who in time of need
can live luxuriously upon the gains which they have amassed in the days of

prosperity but, in general, the plain industrious farmers of your country, once

comfortable and happy, though never rich�when I consider the general em

barrassment which prevails among them, and the new burdens which your tax

bills are about to impose�when I think of the utter distress which has seized
on that portion of my constituents who once gained a decent competence by
laboring in their native forests, or by navigating their dangerous coast, or by
mechanical pursuits connected with commere�and recollect that all these
calamities have sprung from a fatal war, which had its origin in a trick, a

delusion. I should be a traitor to them if I did not aid with my efforts in dis

covering the authors of this fraud. It is due to our citizens that they should
know how the nation has been betrayed into its calamities. However mortify
ing the acknowledgement, better, far better, that they should learn that their
Government has been the dupe of France, than that they should suspect it of

being an accomplice in our perfidy."

Though apparently on its face a minor matter, Gaston, more liberal

than his Republican colleagues defended the petition of George Richards
of the Federal Republican for re-admission to the reporter's gallery for
which an earlier application had been denied by the Speaker.23 Gaston

supported the reference of this petition to a Committee of the Whole
House and cynically observed that he had been glad to learn that Clay
was influenced solely by the convenience of the House, that is the ma

jority, and that he had not lent himself to the suppression of an obnoxious

paper. As to the matter at issue, he held that freedom of discussion and

publicity of proceedings are connected intimately with the primary

'26 Annals of Cong. 119, 123 (1813).
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principles of a republican government. He could not countenance Cal
houn's theory that the Speaker is irresponsible except for wrongs done
to the members of the House. He would agree that the Speaker is not ac
countable to any tribunal other than this House for wrongs committed
as Speaker, but he insisted:

"I deny the humiliating doctrine that the Speaker of this House, or any
other public man in this nation, be he high or be he low, is not responsible
for any injuries he may inflict even on the meanest citizen. The rights of the
humblest beggar who crawls on the earth are as strictly guarded by the laws as

those of the supplest minion who crouches at the footstool of power. The chains
of the Constitution are around us all, and they shall never be loosened until
liberty sinks in a general convulsion of society. The struggles of aspiring men,
to shake them off, shall but draw them closer and render them stronger. ... It
is contended that this complaint is founded on a rule of this House. These
rules are solely for the members, and a violation of them cannot be noticed
but by a member; therefore, the petition itself was disorderly, and ought to be
rejected. . . . That no one can take cognizance of and enforce the rules of this
House, but itself is true. But it is not less true that if the right or privilege
is secured to any citizen by any law, whether by act of the legislature or in the
form of a rule of this House, such right and privilege is sacred, until the act
be repealed or the rule dispensed with by the same power that gave them
existence. And if the Speaker or any man violates that privilege or right, any
injured man may have redress�in the case of a legislative act by a court of
law�in the case of a rule, by petition to this House. In every shape thereof,
these doctrines are incorrect, and cannot be endured unless we are prepared to
offer up the rights of our constituents on the altar of dignity and power."

As the petition carried no reflection on the Speaker's motives or a de
mand on the score of right, Gaston hoped that the amendment would be

rejected; and after a lengthy debate the question to strike out was

carried by a vote of 85 to 75.
Relative to Calhoun's report from the Committee of Foreign Affairs

in approval of the administration's conduct, Gaston urged immediate
discussion rather than the postponement favored by minority members.24
While insulting in his reference to the sophistry of the report, he ob
served that a disposition of members to accommodate themselves to

minor points was commendable whereas on major points he would have
men inflexible and none would be more so than himself.
In the second session of the Thirteenth Congress, Gaston spoke at

length in favor of Israel Picken's resolution to amend the Constitution

2i26 Annals of Cong. 438 (1813). For Gaston's slight amendment to a bill permitting
alien enemy residents prior to June, 1812, to become naturalized on declaring their in
tention within nine months after the passage of the Act, see 26 Annals of Cong. 154 (1813).
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in order to establish a uniform mode for the election of presidential
electors by a direct vote of qualified voters by districts which would
eliminate intrigue, guarantee representation of the minority and prove
no innovation as far as the Constitution was concerned. Nothing came

of his North Carolinian colleague's democratic proposal inspired by his
own State's interference with the elective franchise.25 It was to Gaston
that James Fiske of Vermont turned for information, and from whom
he learned that Congress could and had passed laws punishing treason

committed outside the United States. Again he stood in debate against
John C. Calhoun as he maintained that the administration forces "pro
ceeded from an over sensitive delicacy ... in respect to the Executive"
in their opposition to the resolution of Alexander C. Hanson of Mary
land, who urged that a committee be appointed to learn whether the late
Minister Turreau of France did not write a letter about June 14, 1807

stating the terms of a potential treaty of amity and commerce with the
United States, setting forth certain complaints against this government,
and requiring certain political sacrifices as indispensable for making
such a treaty and that this committee learn whether this letter was

withdrawn from the archives and if so why it was withdrawn and be em

powered to send for persons and papers. The resolution was defeated

by 100 to 60 votes, and about the same ratio saw the rejection of Gas
ton's amendment embodying the alleged letter of the French minister.26
Such obstructive tactics won no administration favors. The Republi

can House by 92 to 67 voted not to consider Gaston's resolution of

January 18, 1814, "that, pending negotiation with Great Britain, it is in
expedient to prosecute military operations against the Canadas for in
vasion or conquest."27 Here his Federalism may have been tinged with

sectional suspicion of northern expansionists. Nor did he fail to annoy
the opposition in his remarks against a bill to prohibit ransoming vessels
as contrary to the policy which normally should be followed by a nation

with a small navy. Undaunted he defended the right of the States to

appeal to Congress as he spoke on behalf of the defeated proposal to
publish the memorial of the Maryland legislature on the War. He saw

defeated his amendment to make the decision of the commissioners on

the Yazoo land claims final. While a proponent of a new national bank,

25Took his seat, Friday, Dec. 10, 1813. 26 Annals of Cong. 787, 828, 836, 849, 851

(1813). The resolution was. lost by a vote of 70 to 54.

M26 Annals of Cong. 887, 890, 894, 899, 922 (1813).
"26 Annals of Cong. 1054 (1814). Julius W. Pratt; Expansionists of 1812 (1925)

266-268.
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he opposed manfully the indirect introduction of legislation by the
Executive.28
Gaston's famous speech on the Loan Bill with its proposal of raising

$25,000,000 attracted national attention, although today it is interesting
chiefly for his views on legislative practices as restricted by a controlling
majority and for his observations upon citizenship.29 No wailing victim
of the opposition which shut off debate concerning war measures and
the reputed causes of the war, he understood and reprobated its tactics :

"... It was once deemed a Constitutional privilege for every member to

bring forward any proposition he deemed beneficial to the country, and support
it by whatever arguments he could adduce; to offer amendments to the pro
positions of others, so as to render them, in his judgement, more inexception-
able; and to state the reasons of his dissent from any measure on which he was

called to vote, and endeavor to impress his opinion on others. No doubt a vast

portion of the good people of this Republic yet believe that such is the course

of proceedings here. Little do they dream of the complicated machinery, by
means of which every privilege, except that of thinking, is made to depend on

the pleasure of the courtesy, the whim of the majority. By certain interpola
tions into our practice, but which nowhere show their hideous first front in
our written code, the system of suppressing the liberty of speech is brought to
a degree of perfection that almost astonishes its authors. A gentleman wishes
to bring forward a proposition; he must first state it and obtain permission from
the majority of the House to let it be considered, before he can show the pro
priety of adopting it, or ask even a decision upon it. Thus is annihilated the
right of originating a proposition. ..."

Again with regard to naturalization which as modernly interpreted in
the American system had nevertheless been one of the causes of the War
and has ever since complicated our foreign relations, Gaston expressed
Federalist if not English views:

"What is the effect of naturalization in severing the ties which bind a man

to his native country, and in requiring, as against its claims, the protection of
his adopted country? It is my conviction, that erroneous opinions prevail upon
this point. . . . Every political association must be considered as originally
founded on a contract between each of its members and the whole body. Each
stipulates to yield obedience to the laws, and to refrain from acts destructive
to the existence of the State; while the community, as such, stipulates to se

cure to each individual the enjoyment of his rights. The duration of such an

association, if not denied by the original compact, is necessarily unlimited. When
any of its members is desirous to free himself from his engagements, it is
manifest that he cannot do it by his own act, at his own pleasure; for such a

"26 Annals or Cong. 1135, 1220, 1227 (1814) ; 27 Annals of Cong. 1892, '921, 10*5

(1814).
OT27 Annals of Cong. 1542-76 (1814), especially, pp. 1545, 1561 ff.
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power would be utterly inconsistent with the notion of an obligation. . . . Children
in every political community, must be viewed as succeeding to the rights and
with them to the consequent obligations of their parents. . . . From these prin
ciples, or principles like these, it is that all jurists agree that when a political
society is formed the fundamental laws of that society may prescribe when and
upon what terms only any individual of it shall be freed from his engagement
to defend it. . . . It must be perfectly obvious that in any case where the
fundamental laws of the society do not permit the individual to release himself
from his engagement the intervention of a third party cannot effect this release.
. . . The effect, therefore, which the naturalization in any country of the subject
of another has upon the original obligations may be lessened or destroyed."

Naturally such a disquisition on naturalization with its support of
England's contention and attitude toward her ex-subjects did not appease
violent patriots who made much of the Canadian capture of twenty-three
American invaders, largely immigrant Irishmen, whom British authori
ties threatened to try for treason in England. Some there were who
insisted upon retaliation even on the basis of rumor. Of taxes Gaston
spoke eloquently as within a month, he submitted a resolution30 to re

peal the embargo that business and agriculture be encouraged:
"That it is expedient to repeal the act laying an embargo on all ships and

vessels in the ports and harbors of the United States, that it is expedient to
repeal so much as may be in force of the several provisions of an act entitled,
An act to interdict the commercial intercourse between the United States and
Great Britain and France, and their dependencies, and for other purposes."

Again, he was defeated by a vote of 86 to 58.
At the beginning of the third session of the Thirteenth Congress, Gas

ton supported a general inquiry by a committee into the causes of the
English enterprises against Washington and Alexandria and the manner

of the destruction of the public buildings.31 In a resolution placing
manufactured commodities on the excise list, he was instrumental in
striking out cotton yarn as an infant industry in need of coddling and
shoes in order that small domestic makers be not discriminated against,32
thus anticipating later southern opposition to protective tariffs.
A sound-money adherent, Gaston favored a new Hamiltonian national

bank on the order of the Bank of England as a medium of loans rather
than an inflationary issue of treasury notes. Hence he spoke sharply
against a bill before the House which proposed a capitalization of 50
million dollars based upon United States securities rather than specie
"27 Annals of Cong. 1867 (1814).
31Sept. 23, 1814. 28 Annals of Cong. 309 (1914).
"28 Annals of Cong. 558 (1814).
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as an artifice which would throw into circulation a flood of paper money.
He urged a bank of 20 million dollars of which one-fourth should be
subscribed in specie and the remainder in treasury notes and six per
cent government bonds; and he would deprive the President of a fiat
to suspend specie payment by the bank at any time. A bank was neces

sary to keep money in general circulation and to hold the confederacy
together, to afford a currency that would circulate nationally, win public
confidence, and overcome the chaotic condition of credit due to the
failure of state banks and a general stoppage of specie payment. While
the bank measure was delayed, not amiss were his warning injunctions
against visionary plans, the destruction of capital and local banks by a

load of loans beyond their absorption, rising debt and uncertainty which

presses to earth, and schemes which would aid individuals rather than
the nation which he would bequeath to posterity with its union un

shaken.33
A militia bill to call out men to protect the frontiers from invasion

gave Gaston a splendid opportunity as a critic without the appearance
of an obstructionist. He pointed out that the Senate bill was nugatory
in effect because the demand for soldiers was immediate and desperate
while this cumbersome scheme of drafting men for the army from the
rosters of militia companies throughout the states with reliance upon
local machinery would require a twelve-month. The bill failed as a small

majority agreed with Gaston's attack upon the monstrous, detestable
doctrine of the Secretary of War which he construed as unconstitutional
and as adapted only to an enslaved people. In Gaston's mind the gen
eral government had no delegated power to force every American into
the ranks of the regular army. To make it more infamous, he held, sup
porters of the bill had quoted General Washington.34
It was in this session that Gaston, a member of the powerful Ways

and Means Committee, presented the petition (January 27, 1815) from

the president and directors of Georgetown College that they be em

powered to grant academic degrees, and he steered the bill around the
shoals of latent bigotry through both Houses of Congress. Signed by
President Madison, (March 1), the statute permitted the college, "to
admit any of the Students ... or other persons meriting academic honors,
to any degree in the faculties, arts, sciences, and liberal professions, to
which persons are usually admitted in other Colleges or Universities of

w28 Annals or Cong. 564, 568, 574, 582, 665, 667, 987, 1167 (1814 and 1815).
M28 Annals of Cong. 922, 928, 930 (1814).
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the United States, and to issue in an appropriate form the diplomas or

certificates which may be requisite to testify the admission to such de

grees." Under this act, which remained unmodified until the incorpora
tion of the University by a statute of June 10, 1844, Georgetown acquired
all the legal rights and privileges given by states to colleges and was

empowered to grant degrees not only to its own graduates but in due
time to those of Holy Cross College until belatedly that institution was

granted similar privileges by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.35
It was in these difficult days that Chairman Eppes of the Ways and

Means Committee after reading his report on finances "threw it upon
the table with expressive violence" and asked Gaston in bitter levity:
"Well, Sir, will your party take the Government, if we give it up to

them." Quick in retort and sardonic in humor, he answered: "No, Sir,
not unless you will give it to us as we gave it to you."36 In truth, tre
mendous changes had occurred since the Revolution of 1800. In these

years Gaston was no pleader for patronage for later in life when con

demning the new zeal for federal appointments, he observed that in his

congressional years only one applicant sought a position and that one

whom he would assign to no post but the whipping post.37
Taking his seat, December 5, 1815, in the first session of the Four

teenth Congress, Gaston plunged into work and as a die-hard fought for
his waning Federalist cause. He made no criticism and offered no

apologies for his party's disloyalty during the War, for the Hartford

Convention, for the obstruction of loans and enlistments, or for "blue-
lightism" in general. He had no misgivings as to the integrity of his

party any more than of his own righteousness. In the forum, he displayed
little judicial temperament or detachment, nor was he seemingly aware

that he had been something of an obstructionist:

"He had come into Congress with a perfect disposition to cooperate with his
associates of whatever political party, in any measure which might promote the

public weal, and he indulged the hope that now when the troubled night of
war was departed and the day star of peace had beamed on our land . . . that
all could work peacefully and harmoniously together."38

Obviously, Gaston was not tinged with nullificationist thought as later
in life he was to demonstrate at some personal inconvenience.

"28 Annals of Cong. 1106 (1815) ; 6 U. S. Stat. 152 (1815) ; 6 U. S. Stat. 912 (1844) ;

1 Easby-Smith, op. cit. supra note 7, at 48 ff.

3S1 F. Greenslet (ed.), Life and Letters of George Ticknor (1909) 31, letter Jan. 22,
1815, Ticknor from Georgetown to Edward Channing.

S7113 N. C. 540 (1893).
3S29 Annals of Cong. 467 (1816).
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Contra to James B. Reynolds of Tennessee, Gaston could detect no
reason why residents of that state who had taken up lands in the con

gressional grant should be given pre-emption rights over against other
squatters in view of the terms of North Carolina's cession of those
lands to the Federal Government in 1803.39

When the House resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole on the
bill to carry into effect the provisions of the lately concluded treaty with
Great Britain, Gaston observed that the bill was superfluous and harm
less in view of the fact that the treaty was law and that if treaties were

to be legislated into validity there would be errors, conflicts, and con

fusion. He had no desire, he insisted, to be in the opposition but he
saw no especially valuable concession in connection with the opening of
the East India Trade to American shipping. Accused of exalting treaties
over the Constitution, he explained with sound logic the law of the
Constitution as it pertained to treaty-making and set forth a substantial
consideration of precedents in connection with earlier treaties as he in
sisted that only where a treaty was executory could there be any reason

for a legislative supplementary enactment. Cyrus King, of Maine, a

half-brother of the more militant Federalist, Rufus King, made the an

noying remark that Gaston's view would degrade the House of Repre
sentatives into a mere chamber to record the edicts of the President and
the Senate. This gave Gaston an opportunity to state his nationalist
view of a fundamental principal of the government:

"Every man and every body of men . . . owe obedience to the law of the
land: The House cannot claim an exemption from this duty. They may aid
in repealing law�but so long as the law exists, whether it had derived its origin
from legislative enactment or a treaty, as the declaration of the will of the
sovereign power, the House, the Senate and the President are bound thereby.^
The House is obliged to appropriate the necessary monies to put a treaty into
effect as for the objects of any other legislation. He could wish for himself no
liberty superior to the law."40

On the report of the Committee on Standing Rules concerning the

priority of the "previous question" over all motions to amend, commit
or postpone the main question, Gaston fought for freedom of debate
and the right of minority members to represent their constituents and
to be heard freely on the floor of the House.41 In opposition to the ad-

sa29 Annals of Cong. 375, 394 (1815).
"29 Annals of Cong. 456, 466, 489 (1816).
"29 Annals of Cong. 699 (1816). This speech, Tyranny of the Previous Question, was

reprinted in 62 Cong. Rec. 2086 (1922), at the request of Representative Ladislaus Lazaro
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ministration leaders, and especially Henry Clay, he played havoc with
his opponents in a prepared, learned, superbly organized speech in which
he traced the development of the previous question as understood in the
British Parliament since its first use in 1672, and its unhappy acceptance
by Congress, in 1807, 1808, and 1811, until it had become a means of
throttling free debate. Nor did he hesitate to ridicule Clay's speech or

his argument of expediency with, "if Hector cannot protect his Troy,
the doom of Troy is fixed by fate." It took time for Clay to forgive.
Gaston stood for liberty within the assembly, not for the rule of alleged
necessity.
As reported, he observed that "in your patent office there is no model

of a machinery�better fitted for its purpose than this instrument for the
purposes of tyranny." Members have a right to be heard before their
money is voted or their liberty is restrained for they are agent of their
constituents. The House cannot rightly close the mouth of a member,
nor refuse the ancient constitutional right to petition for redress of
grievances. The power of Congress to determine its rules of procedure
"is given for the preservation and more effectual enjoyment of the rights
of which it is the guardian."- It may not destroy this power. It may pre
vent an abuse of this power but it cannot forbid its exercise. It was the
moment to protest against "this odious tyranny", he sharply maintained
with an annoying but unsound prediction that

"The executive power is about to change hands ... no one can confidently
pronounce whether before this Congress closes, he will be found among the

majority or the minority of the House."

Relative to the repeal of the direct tax which as a plantation-owner
and a representative of a small-farm interest he regarded as oppressive,
he would not favor the measure in view of the heavy debt and the

rigorous system of finance demanded by the national interest for the
maintenance of credit. He would concur with Sir Fletcher Norton in his

presentation of the civil list to the king that, "it was hoped what the
Commons had given cheerfully, his Majesty would spend wisely." Gas
ton explained that he did not vote this tax to prosecute wild schemes of

chivalry, to divert citizens from industry to military pursuits, to be

spent on extensive improvements in roads and canals, which he insisted
were obligations of the states not of the general government. He voted

of Louisiana who referred to Gaston as "conceded to be the first not only in time but in

talents and distinction in the whole history of Georgetown�a profound scholar and an

orator of the first rank."
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it not in fear of an inevitable war forecast by some members, but to

extend the navy as a proper defense and to pay the debt which should
be discharged as speedily as possible lest it continue as a loadstone in

capacitating the country and business from vigorous exertion. He antici

pated that some money raised would be squandered as he contemptuously
insisted that,

"There is no department of government whose account would be received
nor is there a voucher among them that would be admitted in a settlement
between a gentleman and his overseer."

In further consideration of the tax bill as amended by the Senate, he

gave his support to the land tax as necessary while he expressed his fear
that the limitation of this direct tax to a year would spell its early
demise and result in a mere balancing of revenue with expenditures and
hence a failure to reduce the principal of the debt.42
In his support of the Second National Bank, Gaston displayed a con

siderable intimacy with banking and finance as well as a searching ap
preciation of the monetary and economic situation of the country.43 A

properly conceived bank would be useful; a badly constituted one mis
chievous. He would have the stockholders name all the directors, as he

spoke for a motion against presidential appointment of even five direc
tors for fear that they would be politicians, quite ignorant of banking
and not unwilling to make adroit use of opportunities offered. He had
little trust in the honesty of professional politicians, and it might be
noted in passing that then such persons were of native stock. To him
the government's interest beyond the safety of its deposits and the trans

mission of its revenues in the business of state was to preserve the com

mercial welfare of the nation by a gurantee that the Bank be managed
by men of integrity and not be allowed to degenerate into a "paper-
making machine". Directors should be above presidential commands
and demands, and be within public confidence if investors would risk

money in the venture. As to the proposed capital structure, he could

agree in a broad way; but in conscience, he could not compromise with

regard to its control, operation or possible manipulation.
Again he opposed the successful arrangement to change the compensa

tion of members from a per diem to an annual basis not because he held
the rate too high but the mode wrong. Parsimonious pay in North Caro
lina hurried public business through the legislature improperly. Per

^29 Annals or Cong. 871, 1135 (1816).
"29 Annals of Cong. 1146 (1816).
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diem pay would not prolong sessions over against the magnetic com

forts of home.44
In the contest as to the right of John Scott, a fellow alumnus of

Princeton, to sit as a delegate from Missouri, Gaston, in the second
session of the Fourteenth Congress, urged that in respect to the resi
dents of the Territory the matter should not be postponed indefinitely
while he held that the House had no right to go behind the certificate

signed in proper form by the governor because a delegate was not a

member of the House and hence that body had no constitutional power
to determine his election and qualifications. Scott, however was sent

home, only to be more formally elected and seated in the next two Con

gresses. Again, Gaston showed skill in constitutional interpretation in his
remarks favorable to counting the Indiana electoral vote cast in the

preceding national election. That territory in conformity with an en

abling act of the last session had established a republican government and
had been properly admitted to statehood as both Houses of Congress had

recognized when they seated her properly chosen representatives.45
On a proposed modification to Picken's resolution offering a constitu

tional amendment relative to the selection of presidential electors, Gaston
again took the floor.46 His speech in itself has lost distinction with time,
but some of his sagacious comments remain as liberally sane in the light
of history as the dicta in some of the decisions of Chief Justice Marshall,
his friend and counsellor:

"No man more reverences the Constitution than myself. No man would
dread more any rash innovations . . . this is not such an innovation. It alters
not the fundamental terms of the contract�it merely regulates in detail, in

conformity to these fundamental principles, a subject which has been left for

regulation to the different State legislatures, and which experience has shown

ought to be regulated in the charter itself. And are we, in respect to the Consti

tution, to renounce the benefits of experience? Shall the lessons of practical
wisdom, which are taught in that school, be received in vain? Such was not the
intention of the Framers of the Constitution. They were aware that time would
make manifest defects in that instrument which no practical sagacity could fore

see, and they therefore provided, by the instrument itself, a process for its
amendment. Surely, if experience has taught us anything in relation to our

government, it has shown that there ought to be an uniform and permanent
form or mode of appointing Electors. It is demanded by the honor of our

country, that some remedy should be devised to cure the shameful disorders

"29 Annals of Cong. 1187 (1816).
^30 Annals of Cong. 416, 947 (1817) ; Biographical Directory of the American

Congress (1928) 1501.

*30 Annals of Cong. 333 (1816).
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which are obtruded upon our view on the approach of every Presidential elec
tion. I speak without particular reference to parties when I say the mode is

everywhere made subsidiary to the immediate views and interests of the dominant
faction. Nor do I think that we subect ourselves to the censure which the
honorable gentleman from Virginia [John Randolph] bestows on those who

claim, as a part of the federal government, the right of arraigning the States

legislature ... it would be strange indeed, if those to whom the people have

granted the power were chargeable with arrogance when they inquire into the

existing defects, and point out a suitable remedy; whether those defects are

found to be inherent in the instrument itself, or to arise from the mal
administration of those whom that instrument has made the depositories of
confidence . . . certainly for the last fifteen or sixteen years it has in some

way or other been before the public. At different times it has received the
sanction of the legislatures of New York, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Massa
chusetts and Virginia. . . . Nor can I think that these states, large states too,
supposed that they were seeking to break down states' power, when they recom

mended such an amendment. ... It had been said, district elections of Electors
would diminish the relative strength which the great states had in this con

federacy; and that, whether this strength was disproportionate or not, they
were entitled to it by the original terms of the association and ought not to be

deprived of it ... it might be remembered that their present disproportionate
power arose not from the original terms of the Confederacy, but from an altera
tion . . . that the Electors should designate by their votes between the President
and the Vice-President, that the great states now owed their exclusive claims
to these offices. And if the effect of the proposed proposition should be to com

municate some additional power to the smaller states, it would be but to restore

the ratio fixed by the original compact."
This was his last appearance in the national arena for he did not stand

for re-election in 1816. Possibly it was because of his third marriage,
in 1816, to Eliza Ann Worthington of Georgetown.47 In a sense he
went out with his Federalist party. In Congress, he served well and
won general respect, indeed acclaim, as a parliamentary debater. Yet
there was humor as well as exaggeration in Webster's oft-quoted answer

to the query who was the greatest figure in the War Congress: "The

greatest was William Gaston. I myself came along after him." Clay
campaigning in 1844 at Raleigh paid generous tribute to his deceased

adversary: "I once differed with Gaston, but found out afterwards that
Gaston was right." Edgar Allan Poe, too, witnessed in a letter to Francis
S. Key that he read a speech of Gaston and must perforce agree with
Chief Justice Marshall's extravagant opinion of the man. A modern

authority is no less generous: "Gaston was rated as the peer of Lowndes,
Clay, Calhoun and Webster: indeed, in some material respects, none of

17By his third wife, he had two daughters, Eliza, /ho married George Graham of Mary
land, and Catherine, who remained unmarried.
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them equalled him."48 Impulsive he was needlessly direct. Tact on the

part of an opponent and Calhoun's sanity were required on at least
two occasions to prevent challenges to the field of honor to which appeals
were then so frequently made.49
Quite naturally, Gaston maintained a keen interest in national politics,

continued a nationalist and a Federalist in spirit even after the demise
of that party forced him to accept Whiggery, and denounced Jacksonian
Democracy even as he had execrated Jeffersonianism. In the curious

campaign of 1824, he saw North Carolina's interest in the defeat of
William Crawford and was willing to accept Calhoun, Adams, and

Jackson, in this order. It was not long until he was entirely weaned
from Calhoun and in dread of Jackson, while he gradually accepted
Adams, partly through the good offices of Daniel Webster. Unlike more

narrowly constituted Southerners he favored the Panama Congress as

an attempt of the administration to bring about neighborly relations
between the United States and Hispanic-America. His regard for Adams,
often wrongly depicted as a religious bigot, no doubt improved on

learning that the President in a cabinet meeting suggested the desira

bility of a southern representative in the cabinet on the resignation of

Secretary of War James Barbour, who had been appointed minister to

the Court of St. James, and proposed either Gaston or John Williams
of Tennesee. Nothing came of this gesture in the face of the opposition
of Clay, Rush and Southard; and Peter B. Porter of New York became
the appointee in 1828.50
Had a nomination materialized it is doubtful if Gaston would have

accepted. However his support in North Carolina was won for Adams'
re-election. In 1829, Gaston had refused a nomination to the United

States Senate when the legislature was so minded that it was tantamount

to an election. It was at this time that he expressed himself to a dis

ciple who had forsaken politics for the Superior Court and whom he ad

vised never to be seduced into a return to the partisan arena unless

under an overwhelming sense of public duty:
"He said he was growing old, and endeavored as much as possible to with

draw attention from the threatening aspect of public affairs, but there were

sleepless hours when he could not avoid reflection on the utter heartlessness of

"McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, vol. VI at 229 ff.; Manly, supra note f; Green Bag

(1892) S2S; 2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 235-36.
49R. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra note 15, at 25; McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t,

vol. VI at 235 ff.

"Adams, Memoirs quoted by McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, vol. VI at 235.
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party politicians, and the difficulty of preserving a conscience void of offense
when mingling in political controversies . . . that he had always endeavored to

place country above party, and that yet on a calm review of the course of his

life, too many instances presented themselves when he convicted himself of
having been influenced to an extent of which he had no suspicion at the moment,
by other than purely patriotic considerations. In addition to this it had been
his fate on repeated occasions to be loudly applauded for what in his own con

science he regarded as least praiseworthy, and to be bitterly reviled for what
he considered to have been the purest and most discreet acts of his public
life."51

In 1832, he preferred Clay with some misgivings as he departed
farther from Calhoun on the subject of slavery and nullification. It was
about this time that Gaston and Clay became reconciled after the long
enmity engendered by Gaston's sharp and decisive speech in which he had
worsted Clay in the debate on the previous question. This was the re

sult of an accidental meeting at the home of William Seaton, editor of
the National Intelligencer of Washington where the stately reserve of
both men was broken by the host's toast: "Friendship in marble, enmities
in dust". Immediately cordial intercourse followed, and as Whigs they
became friends.52 In 1833 there was a rumored suggestion of Gaston
for the Vice-Presidency which some Carolinians deprecated as a pre
mature thrusting of a man before the public for an office beneath his

recognized abilities. He knew Van Buren personally but largely through
David Ogden and Kent and held him a politician in his selfish interest
in men only so long as they were useful.53
In 1840, Gaston came out for Clay, but he became sufficiently recon

ciled to the Whig Convention's selection of General Harrison to support
his election. It was at the state Whig Convention that Gaston's now

famous song, "The Old North State Forever" was first sung and pub
lished.54 With the Whig success, for as "Marse" Waterson has cryptically
related, "it was a damned bad year for Democrats", the North Carolina

delegation in Congress pressed to have Gaston named head of the De

partment of State or slated as Minister to London or Paris, when he
wrote to Senator James Graham hoping that no such nomination be
made as he desired to keep out of politics unto death. In 1841, he did

61David L. Swain, Early Tlmes in Raleigh (1867) 11.

^Josephine Seaton, William Winston Seaton of the National Intelligencer (1870)
294; 2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 250.

^Richard B. Creecy, Grandfather's Tales of North Carolina History (1901) 104;
13 Miscellany (1833) 54, quoting the Carolina Watchman, Aug. 10, 1833.

"2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 422.
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decline President Harrison's tender of the Attorney Generalship with
the explanation that he owed his services to his native state in gratitude
for honors received, even as in the previous October he declined a vir
tual appointment to the United States Senate in a letter to General John
Bynum with the explanation that his duties as a justice were "as im
portant to the public welfare as any services which I could render in
the political station to which you could invite me".53 No more ardent
States' Rights adherent loved his state more unswervingly than Gaston
did North Carolina, whose possibilities he recognized in a letter to a

daughter :

"The resources of our State lie buried and unknown; when developed, as they
must be ere long, she will be raised to a consequence not generally anticipated.
I shaU in the course of events not live to see this happy result; but having
struggled for her so long, so earnestly and with so little good fortune, I am

cheered with the prospect of better days to come for those who may follow
me."56

On retirement from Congress, Gaston devoted himself to his law prac
tice, business, legislative labors, Church, and children whom he reared
as his third wife also died early. He lived laborious days following a

rigorous schedule: in his law office from sunrise to 10 A.M.; at the Bank
of New Bern of which he was long president, from 10 A.M. to 1 P.M.;
a solitary dinner; reading and writing all afternoon.57 His reading was

not narrow: law, history, biography, theology, and literature some of
which was in French, Latin, and Greek. Indubitably he turned to his
mother's marked copy of Thomas a Kempis. As a result he was pre
pared whether at court or in the legislature; there was no slothful
reliance upon native intellectual ability. Indeed, he required the forti

fying assurance of preparation in order to speak before a legislative body
or a judicial tribunal for as a fellow-member of the legislature has
written :

"He had, or seemed to have, when he first arose to speak, a modesty that
was embarrassing to himself as it was to his audience. He trembled perceptibly
at first, but after a few moments, his emphatic and deliberate manner and sub
dued tones commanded profound silence and attention. He became perfectly

^McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, vol. VI at 229; Green Bag (1892) S2S; 2 Ashe,
op. cit. supra note 4, at 423. For Catholics in the Cabinet see R. J. Purcell in America,
Dec. 17, 1932, with comment in London Tablet, Dec. 31, 1932.

MQuoted in Green Bag (1892) apparently from Manly, supra note t.
"Letter to Hannah Gaston, Aug. 26, 1828, quoted in R. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra

note IS, at 11.
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possessed and commenced his argument with matchless and thrilling eloquence."58

The year 1818 witnessed a struggle in the state between the conserva

tives and liberals of the frontier, yet Gaston was elected to the state

senate and appointed to serve as chairman of the judiciary committee to

which was referred the question of changes in the judicial system which
would make the courts more effective. He submitted a report and drafted
a bill which substituted for the somewhat informal Court of Conference
of the Circuit Court justices a supreme court with a bench of three ap
pellate judges at a combined salary of $7500. In spite of democratic

opposition the bill became law, but in a later legislature he was forced
to defend the court against a scuttling movement which would destroy
its effectiveness by a reduction of salaries and by appointments for a

term of years. A report by Gaston emanating from the committee de
fended the independence of the judiciary in so thorough a fashion that
the bill was defeated and a successor of Gaston on that bench could

classify his statement with that of Webster on the independence of the

Judiciary in the Massachusetts Convention of 1820 and Rufus Choate's
famous defense of judicial tenure in the Massachusetts Convention of
1853. 59 For fifty years the supreme court in jurisdiction and personnel
stood unchanged until modified by the Constitution of the Reconstruc
tion Era.
While a member of the house in 1824 and in 1827, it was in 1828 that

Gaston attracted notice in his defence of state banking, a subject which
he as a small-town banker understood at first hand. Radical opponents
of the state banks introduced a resolution ordering the attorney general
to undertake quo warranto proceedings against them as a means of

bringing about their dissolution and expropriation of their properties by
the State. The bill was popularly supported, and only the most strenuous
efforts of Gaston prevented its passage for as a colleague wrote :

"Day after day did he labor and toil against this furious majority; day after

day did he take captive some of his opponents by the mere force of his argu
ments, until he at last succeeded in bringing the vote to a tie�thus saving the
banks from destruction and the state from disgrace."60

In his last session of the Commons, in 1831, he again challenged notice
when the question of rebuilding the capital was under reconsideration.

^John H. Wheeler, op. cit. supra note 9, at 138.

raR. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at 16; 103 N. C. 359 (1889); Green Bag

(1892) 457 ff. ; H. Connor, op. cit. supra note 1, vol. Ill at 51.

""Quoted, H. Connor, op. cit. supra note 1, vol. Ill at 52 ; Green Bag (1892).
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Bitter were the rivalries between Raleigh and Fayetteville. Gaston

made two much extolled addresses on behalf of Raleigh maintaining that

the legislature had no constitutional right to change the site of the

capital.61 The weight of his opinion decided the issue, and his long
series of legislative contributions, of which his support of public edu

cation long advocated by Judge Archibald Murphey was not the least,
passed into the historical annals of the state.62

Gaston's interest in education was attested by his active service from

1804 until his death as a trustee of the University of North Carolina

which was administered largely by presidents and professors of his own

Scotch-Irish and Princetonian background. In the legislature, he was

an active friend of the university, obtained grants of escheated property
for its general purposes, and was not unmindful of its code of moral

regulations. In 1832 when slavery had become a question which could

no longer be discussed dispassionately in the South,�what with the

recent memories of the Nat Turner rebellion and the foundation of the

abolitionist Liberator in Boston the year before�Gaston dared speak
out to the students at Chapel Hill in an address on the "Duties of

Citizenship" which won the praise of Chief Justice Marshall and which

did not minimize the importance of religion as a basis of moral integrity:

"On you will devolve the duty which has been too long neglected, but which
cannot with impunity be neglected much longer, of providing for the mitigation
and (is it too much to hope for in North Carolina?) for the ultimate extirpation
of the worst evil that affects the Southern part of our Confederacy. Full well do

you know to what I refer, for on this subject there is, with all of us, a morbid

sensitiveness which gives warning of even an approach to it. Disguise the truth

as we may, and throw the blame where we will, it is Slavery which, more than

any other cause, keeps us back in the career of improvement. It stifles industry
and represses enterprise,�it is fatal to economy and providence,�it discourages
skill,�impairs our strength as a community, and poisons morals at the fountain

head."

This betokened the courage of an embarrassed slave-holder in facing
a peril which he realized was imminent as a danger to the South and to

the Union. He saw slavery as an evil, possibly an inevitable evil, as

might be anticipated from a man who placed his boy "Augustus under

the charge of Rev. Joseph Carbury, to receive moral and religious in-

612 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 340.

ffiJudge Murphey's Report on Education was submitted to the legislature in 1818 but

there was no public school law for twenty years. 13 D. A. B. (1934) 345. See Green

Bag (1892) 465.
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struction, to be taught a useful trade, and when qualified to make fit
use of his freedom, to be emancipated."63
Hardly less intrepidity was required to oppose Calhoun, for whose

ability he had the highest respect, and that statesman's nullification

platform. The old Federalist was in a broad sense a nationalist who, even
without letters from New England, shrewdly recognized that nullification
must end in a dissolution of the union of states. He recognized the

strength of the movement which he assigned to "quackery, violence or

fraud" which would destroy the Union and establish "upon its ruins a

Southern Confederacy". Yet it was a wickedness, which he saw abetted

by men of weight. On December 8, 1832, he addressed an anti-nullifica
tion gathering at New Bern, tracing the origin and history of the Con
stitution and the progress of the country under its protection. Still he
did not minimize southern grievances, as he denounced secession as the

Virginia-Kentucky Resolutions at their worst. Shortly afterward, Cal
houn harangued an audience at Raleigh where Gaston was in legislative
session. He did not greet the Great Nullifier, but he wrote disheartenedly
to his daughter:

"I am told however that he protests that there will be no breach of the peace
unless an attack be made on the Nullifiers. I sometimes wish that I could
withdraw my mind entirely from the consideration of all public concerns. It

grieves me to see such happy prospects blasted or threatened to be blasted by
Pride, Ambition, Perverted Ingenuity, and wicked Selfishness."64

Nor did he fear the fanaticism of the Abolitionist any the less.
In the meantime, Gaston was being honored with degrees by northern

universities: Princeton gave him a masterate in 1799 and followed with
a doctorate in the laws in 1835; the University of Pennsylvania con

ferred an honorary degree of doctor of law in 1819; Harvard University
followed in 1826; New York University in 1834; and Columbia Univer

sity in 183 5.65 Before the American Whig and Cliosophic Society of

**2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 243; McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, vol. VI at

238; Peele, op. cit. supra note t, at 168 ff. A letter of Secretary J. M. Saunders of the
Alumni Association quoted by Sister Agneze, op. cit. supra note t. See A. B. Hart,
Slavery and Abolition (1906) 176. Manumission paper (Sept. 1, 1824) in Gaston's hand
in Georgetown municipality's archives as quoted by McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t,
at 239.

"Based upon R. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at 59-62, whose account is

grounded upon Gaston's letters.

^According to officials of these schools in letters quoted or noted by Sister Agneze,
op. cit. supra note t, there are no citations available and probably they were not then
in vogue. As M. H. Thomas, Curator of Columbiana at Columbia University, indicates
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Princeton, Gaston eloquently set forth the duties of a citizen in relation
to the laws and institutions at a time when partisan hatreds were high,
mobs ruled, and sporadic intolerance held sway as indicated by the firing
of a convent-school in Charlestown, Massachusetts.66
Georgetown had not forgotten Gaston, although she failed to confer

an honorary degree, and it was quite late (1841) when he was sought
to give an address before the Philodemic Society at a celebration of the

landing of the Maryland Pilgrims. This, with full acknowledgement
of the College's claims on him, he declined on account of advancing age,
an impaired voice, and a feeling that a citizen of Maryland would be
more worthy as he wrote:

"As a Catholic, I am proud of the heroism of that noble band who . . . did
not hesitate to prefer exile, privation, danger and death to a hyprocritical pro
fession of conformity to the church by law established; and as an American
citizen, I can never cease to be grateful for the glorious precedent which they
were the first to establish, and by which it was shown that an undoubting con

viction of the truth of one's own Religion is perfectly compatible with the
tenderness for the rights of conscience in others."67

Quite naturally it was the degree from Harvard that indicated both
the toleration of the man and of that school. That year there were

honored: Levi Lincoln, James Lloyd, William Sullivan, and William
Gaston�two of them of Irish stock. Gaston's name was suggested by
Joseph Story because of his eminence, his religion, and his state which
had not hitherto been so honored :

"When I mentioned Mr. Gaston's name there was instantaneous and unan

imous consent by the whole corporation. My reason for naming Mr. Gaston
was because he is one of the most distinguished American lawyers in the highest
sense of the phrase; because he is eminent as a statesman and because as a

private gentleman he is all that one could wish or desire. Another is that he

the procedure was informal: "A century ago the recipients of honorary degrees were rarely
present at Commencement. ... In most cases they knew nothing about the degree until

they received the diploma. If William Gaston was present at the Commencement of 1835,
the newspapers of the day did not record it, and I feel pretty safe in saying that he

was not there. I imagine the honorary degrees were announced at the Commencement

exercises and that the diploma was mailed to him. The idea of a citation is a recent

invention."
""Richard H. Battle, Distinguished Carolinians (1897) 158 ff.; McLaughlin, op. cit.

supra note t, vol. VI at 241.

""Quoted, McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, vol. VI at 246. See Nevils, op. cit. supra

note t- Georgetown has a Gaston Hall, his portrait, watch, Bible, and personal copy of

The Federalist Papers. The address of 1841, incidentally, was given by Alexander

Dimitry (Georgetown, 1826), superintendent of schools of Louisiana.
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is a Catholic. I am most anxious that a Protestant University should show its

liberality by doing homage to a gentleman of a different faith and thus to honor
itself by a fine exhibition of Christian virtue. I consider our appointment as

conferring honor upon ourselves and not on Mr. Gaston. I am proud that he
should stand on our catalogue as truly a doctor of laws, whom to know was

to honor."68

This decided and unique honor was appreciated by the jurist and

certainly by his co-religionists:
"We are very much gratified at observing the name of this highly gifted and

learned gentleman, and good man, amongst those whom Harvard University
has conferred the degree of LL.D. We believe that he is the first Roman Cath
olic to whom that seat of learning has paid this tribute. It is strange, however,
that although Mr. Gaston has presided in the Legislature of his native state,
and represented one of its districts in Congress; still by her Constitution, that
State, North Carolina, could not invest him with any office even one as low
as that of constable."

Well might Bishop England's journal rejoice at any honor awarded
the militant Gaston, who was one of the petitioners to Archbishop
Marechal for a resident priest at New Bern in 1818, host of England
on the missions, adviser of the Bishop in drafting his diocesan statutes,
general counsellor and correspondent to whom England could write

confidentially as in connection with his sermon before Congress, lay
reader in the absence of a priest, and trustee of the parish.69
In view of these activities and versatile interests, Gaston might have

been expected to neglect the law, but to this demanding mistress he gave
ample attention. His practice and his reputation grew as an advocate,
able, sympathetic and devoted, who could appeal by reason and emotion
as a friendly critic has witnessed:

"Who can forget, that noble form, as he rose to address the jury . . . ; the
head slightly declined, the calm grey eye, the expansive jutting brow . . . ;
the embarrassed beginning, hesitating, pausing, stumbling along; the words fall
ing singly, slow like drops of rain before the storm. But kindling an unaccount

able interest and curiosity ... the manner becomes more animated, words come

like disciplined troops, obedient to the will and arrange themselves in their

""Quoted, Nevxls, op. cit. supra note t, at 58; R. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra note 15,
at 51.

""6 Miscellany (1826) 71; 6 S. G. Messmer (ed.), Works or Bishop England 491 ff.;
25 Catholic Historical Researches (1908) 27; 2 Miscellany (1922) 8; 1 Peter

Guilday, The Life and Times of John England, 1786-1842 (1927) 130, 320, 324, 510;
2 id. at 52, 127. For Marechal and England see sketches by Richard J. Purcell, 12 D. A. B.

(1933) 279; 6 id. (1931) 161.
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positions, each so apt and expressive; and concentrating such a world of thought
that . . it seems to bury itself in your heart."70

From timidity to eloquence! His appearance fortified his reputation:
grave, restrained, affable with dignity, courteous, and large in stature

with a slight student's stoop.
That "a lawyer's life before he becomes a judge, like that of an

actor, is largely writ in water unless he has a rich political career" is
not altogether true in the case of Gaston. In North Carolina, he was

ranked as a lawyer by Judge Murphey with Thomas Rufhn and George
E. Badger, later a United States Senator and Fillmore's defeated nominee
for the Supreme Court. Governor Swain insisted in 1822, that "Gaston
was facile princeps" of practioners before the state supreme court. Jus
tice Story regarded Gaston as one of the leaders of the American bar

along with Webster, Mason, of New Hampshire, and William Wirt.
Webster not only appreciated him as a lawyer but maintained that his
"table talk would make a most interesting and instructive book." As

for Marshall's opinion, Badger wrote to Ruffin:

"I have been employed for some days past in the Circuit Court of the United
States where Brother Gaston is all in all, and although I have heard much and

seen a little of leaning, yet never said I, or heard I, of such complete supporting
upon a lawyer as of the Chief Justice upon Gaston. The Chief Justice seems

to be but his echo, though he is not aware of it, for his integrity is certainly
pure."71

The North Carolina Reports give an imperfect key to Gaston's appel
late practice, but apparently for some years he led the state bar; for
in the twelfth volume, it may be noticed that he was counsel in forty-
five cases leading Badger, Nash, Wilson and Devereux though numerous

cases were unrepresented by counsel. The bar was distinguished, and
so was the bench, of this primitive state where cities, business, and

controversies were on a small scale and where students of the law had

leisure to ponder and read. Certainly their decisions were of marked
influence in the general development of American law. It was to the

highest appeal bench that Gaston, the emotional, partisan pleader in

nisi prius cases, was to be called without previous judicial experience.
Yet the zealous advocate was gradually to develop into the impartial
judge.72
'"Manly, supra note t, at 197.

�"Quoted, 2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 320.

raSee Fabius Bushbee in 113 N. C. 538 (1893). Bushbee's grandmother was an adopted
daughter of Judge Taylor and thus in the Gaston family circle.
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On the death of Chief Justice Leonard Henderson, there was grave
fear on the part of the bar that Justice Thomas Ruffin would resign
because of his contempt for Justice J. J. Daniel unless a proper suc

cessor was named in Henderson's place, and such a resignation would
have doomed this unpopular court. Ruffin, the son of a Methodist
minister but a graduate from Princeton, urged Gaston to become a can

didate :

"I entertain firmly the belief and I mean explicitly to acknowledge it that I
cannot . . . sustain the Court or duly administer the law without having the

place of that great luminary, lately extinguished, supplied by an able, and

honest, an efficient successor. . . . After the most deliberate and impartial con
sideration I am even now thoroughly satisfied, that it will be my duty to seek
the retreat of private life, unless the member now to be placed on the bench
be a man differing in almost all respects from the person, with whom I now

sit. . . . You are the first and only person, with whom I have permitted myself
to have any interchange of thought on it. ... I should never forgive myself,
if upon my solicitation you should be drawn into a situation planted with thorns
without a friendly warning to put on sandals, at the least. ... I cannot serve

with Judge Daniel, unless the third Judge be in capacity, character, temper and
respect mutually entertained between him and myself, qualified to give and
receive assistance in consultation and decision and impart to the decision . . .

the weight which attaches to a sensible opinion and an unsuspected impartiality."

This plea was fortified by that of Governor George Swain and two

prominent lawyers who insisted:

"In a word we think your appointment to the Bench the only event which
will preserve the Court, and certainly the only event which can make it worth
preserving."73

Gaston was unwilling to serve on the highest court of his State, but
he faced a constitutional limitation which disqualified from office anyone
who should "deny the truth of the Protestant religion". In general this
was held to disqualify Catholics, and this intentionally by the framers.
Gaston himself believed it failed to do so, writing that he had once

considered the question in connection with an appointment of his son

to the office of justice of the peace:
"I then came to the conclusion, aided by one of the best legal understandings

"Letter of Aug. 21, 1833, also plea of Swain, George Badger, and Thomas Devereux,
Sept. 3, 1833, Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at 39; 2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 360.
For notes on Henderson, Ruffin, and a highly flattering account of Daniel as to ability
and character supported by even Ruffin's eulogy on his death (1848), see Green Bag

(1892) 462, 467, S21. See, J. G. de R. Hamilton (ed.), Papers of Thomas Ruffin
(1918-20).
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in the State, that whatever reason there might be to conjecture that some of
the framers of the Constitution intended to prohibit R. Catholics from holding
office, judicially, it must be expounded as not declaring such a disability."

Badger sought Marshall's opinion and received the reply: "I declare,
Sir, if I were a member of the N. C. Legislature, I should not have one

moment's hestitation". He held that, "the terms expressing the exclusion
were so vague and indefinite, it must be in every case left to the indi
vidual to be appointed, to determine under his own responsibility and
with his own conscience how far he is within the operation of the
clause".74
Gaston saw his way clear to swear to the "truths" of Protestantism,

and he was elected by the legislature on the first ballot, November 28,
1833, to the "sincere satisfaction" of Ruffin who insisted that "the lovers
of virtue and the admirers of ability and great attainments and elevated
character throughout the nation" would rejoice that some mysterious
Providence had "so signally dispelled the bitter passions of bigotry and
intolerance". Gaston did not succeed to the chief justiceship as his own

law instituting the court provided that the presiding judge be selected

by three justices. Judge Daniel declined to vote, and Gaston and Ruffin
cast lots with Ruffin winning the honor which he would have had for his
friend. This system of choice by lot, Gaston explained to Chancellor
Kent with the note that chance "did not decide amiss". Kent, who at

times corresponded with Gaston on intricacies of the law, thought less
of election of judges and selection of chief justices by lot than Lord
Tenterden did of electing jurors in this fashion; but he was becoming
reconciled to democracy in action.75
Gaston's acceptance of a place upon the supreme court did not escape

attack on the part of some nativist critics like the Rev. Robert J. Breck-

'*Letter to Devereux, Aug. 19, quoted Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at 40. Badger
to Gaston, Nov. 14, ibid. Ashe (op. cit. supra note 4, vol. I, at SOS) maintains that the

convention of 1776 modified the test in the Mecklenburg instructions to permit office

holding by deists, atheists, and Catholics (as Governor Burke) all of whom were repre

sented. He believes that there was no thought of exclusion and points out that Burke

had once advocated that officers give assurance that they "do not acknowledge supremacy,

ecclesiastical or civil, in any foreign power, or spiritual infallibility, or authority to grant
divine pardon." Id. at S62.

75Ruffin to Gaston, Dec. 2, Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at 41 ; 2 Ashe, op. cit. supra
note 4, at 360 ff., where both also quote from Kent Papers (Library of Congress), id.

at 42, 361 n. Gaston's passion for agriculture had not made his farm profitable; he was

in debt a few thousand dollars; and he was relinquishing an income of $6000 for a judge's
salary of $2S00�both income and judicial stipend being high for that time and in that

State.
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enridge who in a diatribe published in the Baltimore Literary and Re

ligious Magazine maintained that Gaston held the religious test in the
state constitution a dead letter, or stood on the technicality that he
could not be expected to know what was meant by the Protestant re

ligion, or that he believed that the Protestant religion was true, or that
he had received a dispensation saving his oath. These charges, Judge
Gaston ignored, though he did defend his course in a letter to the Lex

ington Gazette (Virginia) in which he denied that he had recourse to

any ecclesiastical authority for advice prior to arrival at his decision
and in which he heartily condemned the current political and sectarian
rancor which wantonly would injure the characters of public men.

To his defence came Bishop England with the assertions that Gaston
took an oath to perform the duties of an office to which the state called

him, that he did not deny his religion but rather gloried therein, that
if his selection was unconstitutional those non-Catholics who insisted
that he take the office violated a trust, and that some of the foremost
lawyers in the state were agreed that the framers of the constitution
had not intended to exclude Catholics from office. Be the last statement
as it may, Bishop England insisted that Gaston was: "one of the most

deservedly respected men, for moral worth, for legal and political con
duct, and for talent, taste and information that his state possesses".76
Chief Justice Marshall would concur.

Enthusiastic writers, whatever their evidence may be worth, have
maintained that Marshall on several occasions had declared that he
would resign if assured that Gaston would be named his successor.77 At
any rate when the Chief Justice died the press suggested Gaston's name

among the half-dozen more likely nominees, but a conservative paper cor

rectly interpreted the situation as far as his appointment by President
Jackson was concerned:

"No possible chance for the country under its present misrule to be blessed
with such a man upon the Supreme Bench. He is too pure a patriot and too

"McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note t, at 243 ff.; S Baltimore Literary and Religious
Magazine (July, 1835) 56. 4 Ignatius A. Reynolds (ed.), Works of John England
(1849) 106 ff.

"Manly, supra note t, at 198; Green Bag (1892) 528; 2 Guilday, England 464 n.;
Senator J. W. Bailey in an historical address commemorative of the centennial of the
Constitutional Convention eulogized Gaston at length. Printed in Bulletin of the Catholic
Laymen's Association of Georgia, Dec. 21, 1935. Gaston revered Marshall too much to
write his biography at a publisher's request much to the regret of the former's family.
R. D. W. Connor, op. cit. supra note 15, at 47.
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good a man, and possesses too much fitness for the station, to be thought of
for a moment at the White House. ... He has never cursed his old acquaint
ances, and truckled to the caprices of the poor old man who thinks he is
President of the United States, but who is really the mere puppet of Amos
Kendall and Mr. Van Buren."78

At all events, Roger B. Taney, a convert-Democrat and a Catholic,
was appointed, and Philip Barbour of Virginia was named an associate
justice to replace Justice Duval who had resigned.
Gaston's pleasant days on the bench were interrupted when both he

and his son, Alexander, were elected to the convention to revise the
state constitution. Again he was to render the state a worthy service
for no other delegate was more active in debate and on committee.79
He stressed the desirability of delegates taking the oath, read the report
of the committee outlining the procedure, insisted upon full discussion,
favored borough representation, urged in vain a continuance of the

policy of permitting free negroes to vote, advocated frequent meetings
of the legislature, commended an increase in the governor's authority,
opposed divorce that is, at least, by the legislature, and gave his voice
for the belated equality of representation in the legislature to the fron
tier counties whose contention had been ignored by the tide-water section
since the days of the Regulators. He served on the committee of exami
nation and classification of amendments. Gaston's will did not always
prevail as it did in the case of the toleration amendment which sub
stituted Christian for the word "Protestant" in the disqualifying clause
of article XXXII, which had become the same of every enlightened
North Carolinian, as similar disqualifications had been erased from all
state constitutions with possible and somewhat technical exceptions in
New Hampshire and Rhode Island,80 that is :

"That no person who shall deny the being of a God or the truth of the
Protestant Religion, or the divine authority of the old or new Testament, or

who shall hold religious principles incompatible with the freedom and safety
of the State shall be capable of holding any place of trust or profit in the civil

department within this State."

Gaston's speech in advocacy of religious and civil freedom (June 26,
1829) is a masterpiece on that subject from the view of candor, logic,
78N. Y. Courier, quoted in 2 Charles Warren, The Supreme Court tn U. S. History

(1933) 281 ff.

�^Proceedings and Debates of the Convention of North Carolina (1836).
'"See Joseph F. Thorntng, Religious Liberty in Transition (1931), originally a

doctoral dissertation done under the writer's guidance.
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historical development, with emphasis upon Historian Bancroft81 and a

letter from Chancellor Kent, broad toleration with no imputations upon
the beliefs of others, civil loyalty, and deeply embedded fealty to the

Catholic Church:

"It is not easy for a man, to speak of himself or of his principles without

disgusting egotism. It will be enough for me to say, that trained from infancy
to worship God according to the usages, and carefully instructed in the creed
of the most ancient and numerous society of Christians in the world, after
arrival at mature age, I deliberately embraced from conviction the faith which
had been early instilled into my mind by maternal piety. Without, as I trust,
offensive ostentation, I have felt myself bound outwardly to profess what I

inwardly believe, and am therefore an avowed though unworthy member of

the Roman Catholic Church."

With the conclusion of Gaston's address the Convention voted the

Amendment 74 to 52 not that there were fifty-two opponents of tolera
tion for of these twenty were delegates who opposed the change on the

score that it should have eliminated every sort of religious test in order

to embrace non-Christians of any character.82 While Gaston's intimate

friend, Attorney General Coleman, went an unmeasured distance, there
is much in the thought that regard for the judge had something to do with

the rise of toleration in the State:

"Probably no higher honor was ever conferred upon any American citizen
than that a State Convention should be called to change the organic law on his
individual account."

Judge Gaston's contribution to North Carolinian and American juris-

fflBancroft thereupon wrote to Gaston: "Still more what I value more highly than

praise from a man whose name I have never mentioned but with praise�that what I

had written furnished an argument favorable to intellectual liberty. It is the highest
award to which I could have aspired." Quoted by Connor, op. cit. supra note IS, at 43,
and also in a recent address on Gaston at the University of North Carolina by Rev.

Edmund A. Walsh, S.J., Vice-Rector of Georgetown University (The Bulletin, Augusta,
Georgia, Dec. 24, 1938) who notes that the speech might be sent to Russia and Nazi

Germany in defense of Catholics, Protestants, and Jews.
""Manly, supra note f, at 197; 113 N. C. 538 (1893); Niles Register, July 18, 1835;

Connor, op. cit. supra note 15, at 43; McLaughlin, op. cit. supra note f, vol. VI at

240 ff.; Governor Benjamin F. Perry, Reminiscences of Public Men with Speeches

and Addresses (1899) 104; R. B. Creecy, Grandfather's Tales of North Carolina

History (1901) 104 ff. (which also gives a personal view of the man in a lighter fashion).
The N. Y. Weekly Register, July 18, 1835, with satisfaction noted the toleration vote and

commented upon Gaston and Chairman Macon's addresses. The speech is reprinted in

full in the 17 Records of the American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia

(July, 1926) 189-249.
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prudence has not been appraised in a scientific study. His approach
was historical, and his method an adaptation of the Common Law to
local conditions with some understanding of sociological influences. It
is doubtful if he had any philosophy which would serve as a thread to
knit into a logical series his numerous decisions within a wide field of
law and equity; and it is even more doubtful if his religious beliefs had
a noticeable influence upon his judicial interpretations. His contribution
was far wider than his individual opinions would indicate; there were his
causeries with admiring students of the law, his conferences with fellow
justices of the lower courts whom he regarded as more capable in law
than in the science of equity pleading,83 and his advice to his brethren of
the supreme court. Together with Justice Ruffiin, he was accepted as a

legal oracle in North Carolina. As Professor Felix Frankfurter has said
in writing of Justice Holmes:

"And legal opinions are not conducive to biographical revelation. On the
whole, we have a pitifully inadequate basis for understanding the psychological
and cultural influences which may be the roots of judicial opinions. The obvious
map to the minds of the Justices�the opinions of the Court�is deceptive
precisely because they are the opinions of the Court. They are symphonies, not
solos. Inferences from opinions to the destinctive characteristics of individual
Justices are treacherous, except in so far as a man's genius breaks through a

collective judgment, or his vivid life before he went on the bench serves as

commentary, or as he expresses individual views in dissent or through personal
writings."84

The opinions Gaston read are graced with learning, grounded on

work, keyed to an honest, even though an unpopular, effort to strike

justice at the expense of technicality, and marred on occasion by the tone

of an advocate. His sense of justice and honor guarded against his
natural emotionalism, and gave a forward looking color which his poli
tical and personal conservatism would apparently deny. His contribu
tion was larger than it is written; and certainly competent state critics
insist upon the outstanding character of some of his decisions which have
become law and which had more than a guiding influence in foreign
jurisdictions and which are still abstracted in student's case-books.85

""In a letter dealing with the advisability of separate equity courts, B. F. Perry, op.
cit. supra note 82, at 106.

^Frankfurter, Justice Holmes (1938) 162 Atl. Monthly 484, 485.

"15 N. C. (1833) to 26 N. C. 38 (1843). (Morrisey v. Lowe was his last decision).
For estimates, see Bushbee in 113 N. C. 538 (1893) ; Green Bag (1892) ; H. Connor,
3 Great American Lawyers (1907), cited supra note t-
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In State v. Davis,86 where certain goods were stolen and in part found
in the defendant's possession and in part in the possession of a neighbor
who proved that he had purchased them in good faith, the lower court
in charging the jury had suggested that a witness "had given a fair and
candid statement and appeared to be a creditable man" and that the jury
might admit the statement as correct. Gaston found no error in the
direction or reason for reversal of the decision on the basis of a statute

of 1796 to guard the impartiality of juries, though he held that the judge
had gone a bit far in his comments:

"The task allotted to the presiding judge is confessedly one of great difficulty
and delicacy. He is to rescue the case from misrepresentation and misconception
of the evidence, and from false glosses put upon it by ardent and ingenious
advocates; he is to present a fair, full and impartial statement of the evidence
as applicable to the matter in controversy; and he is to collate the testimony of
concurring and conflicting witnesses; and indicate these presumptions or legal
inferences previously formed on such occasions and generally found to be
accordant with truth."

One of his masterpieces which required a degree of courage and

impartiality was the opinion in State v. Negro Will.87 The defendant,
a chattel of J. S. Battle, was convicted of murder for the killing of an

overseer. The negro had angered the overseer who, quite maddened, ob
tained a gun contrary to his wife's advice and shot the negro who was

frantically fleeing punishment. The wounded negro was caught by other
slaves and was about to be whipped by the overseer when he, under cir
cumstances calculated to excite his terror and fear of death, cut the over

seer with a pocket knife causing minor wounds which resulted in the death

by loss of blood. Gaston decided that it was manslaughter rather than

murder, carefully defined the terms in the sense of the facts, reviewed the
relations of master and servant, held that the master had no greater au

thority of arrest than a sheriff for misdemeanor, that life could not be
taken to prevent such an escape, that between whites this would be
considered justifiable homicide, that a master had no greater right than
his overseer-agent, that there was no resistance or rebellion, and that a

slave wrought by fear and pushed to the wall could defend himself

against a master's assumed right to take his life. And Gaston's decision
was accepted as law despite the ever present fear of a slave insurrection;
and it had an effect in the amelioration of the slaves' lot in the Southland.

""IS N. C. 612, 61S (1834).
"18 N. C. 121 (1834). See 2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note t, at 362.
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In State v. Miller88 where a juror without leave or custody absented
himself for a brief interval to procure a drink, Gaston dissented from
Ruffin and Daniel, for while he agreed that minor irregularities are

grounds for a new trial in the discretion of the presiding judge, he main
tained that any unexplained separation of a juror from his fellows in a

capital offence vitiates the verdict in law and there should be a venire de
novo. He would uphold the purity and efficiency of juries, despite a less

rigorous tendency of the past forty years in England and the States, as

he reviewed the history of juries through the Year Books, Doctor and

Student, Coke and the British decisions, for to him:

"The trial by jury, justly considered as the strongest security to the liberties
of the people which human sagacity ever devised, as well as the happiest con

trivance for cherishing among all an affectionate attachment to the laws, in the
administration of which they act so important a part�must be kept under the

protection of the law, and not left to the patronage of its ministers."

Again in State v. Davis89 an appeal on the plea that the indictment was
found by a grand jury of only fifteen members, Gaston had an oppor
tunity to expatiate on the character of such juries in accord with his
toric guarantees.
In State v. Manuel,90 the defendant, convicted of a trivial assault and,

although a free negro, ordered to be hired at auction to work out the

fine, contested the constitutionality of statutes of 1831 and 1832 on the
score of illegal imprisonment for debt (rather than for punishment), as

an excessive fine, and as a violation of guaranteed due process of law.
This defence the Attorney General waived aside with the plea that
Manuel was not a citizen within the protection of these personal rights.
Gaston reviewed the laws of alienage and naturalization and the status

of slaves and freed negroes as he modified the decision of the lower court
and recognized the negro's equality of right with a white man in the
same circumstances while affirming the constitutionality of the laws in-

"According to the laws of this State, all human beings within it, who are

not slaves, fall within one of two classes. Whatever distinctions may have existed

�"18 N. C. 500, 541 (1836).
"24 N. C. 153 (1841).
��20 N. C. 144 (1938). Quoted, Dred Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. 393, 573 (U. S. 1856).

See State v. Newsom, 27 N. C. 250 (1844), also 6 Edward Channing History of the

United States (1936) 194, quoting The Equaiity of All Men Before the Law Claimed

and Defended (1865). Negroes of the locality appreciated his benign attitude to the

slave, his insistence that his slaves be taught reading and writing, and his habit of freeing
slaves; and they so expressed themselves in a memorial on the occasion of Gaston's death.
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volved. This decision attracted attention and criticism in these years
when manumitted negroes were becoming a problem and when emancipa
tion of slaves was being obstructed by law and community opinion.
Justice Curtis in fortifying his dissent in the case of Dred Scott quoted
Gaston at length:

in the Roman laws between citizens and free inhabitants they are unknown to
our institutions. Before our Revolution, all free persons born within the
dominions of the King of Britain, whatever their color or complexion, were

native-born British subjects�those born out of his allegiance were aliens. Slavery
did not exist in England, but it did in the British colonies. Slaves were not in
legal parlance persons, but property. The moment the incapacity, the disqualifica
tions of slavery was removed, they became persons, and were then either British
subjects, or not British subjects, according as they were or were not born
within the allegiance of the British King. Upon the Revolution, no other change
took place in the laws of North Carolina than was consequent on the transition
from a colony dependent on a European King, to a free and sovereign State.
Slaves remained slaves. British subjects in North Carolina became North
Carolina freemen. Foreigners, until made members of the State, remained
aliens. Slaves, manumitted here, became freemen, and therefore if born within
North Carolina, are citizens of North Carolina and all free persons born within
the State are born citizens of the State. The Constitution extended the elective
franchise to every freeman who had arrived at the age of twenty-one, and
paid a public tax; and it is a matter of universal notoriety, that, under it, free
persons, without regard to color, claimed and exercised the franchise, until it
was taken from free men of color a few years since by our amended Constitution."

In State v. Haney?1 Gaston set forth the principle, which has become
settled law, that the unsupported testimony of an accomplice which pro
duces entire belief in the prisoner's guilt is sufficient to warrant a con

viction and that the propriety of cautioning the jury against placing too
much confidence in testimony of that nature must be left to the trial
judge's discretion. In Clary v. Clary?2 Judge Gaston held with admir
able common sense that a witness whose sanity is impeached may not

only depose to the facts as he knows them but he may also express his
opinion or belief as to the party's sanity or insanity.
Judge Battle has found only one of his opinions over-ruled and the

dissenting view upheld, that is, in Clayton v. Liverman93 where Gaston
and Ruffin held that a writing executed by two persons providing after
their deaths a joint disposition of their property could not be admitted
to probate.
"19 N. C. 390 (1837).
�"24 N. C. 78 (1841).
M20 N. C. 379 (1839).
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In Allen and Wycoff v. The State Bank of North Carolina,94 Gaston
followed English practice and granted the owners of one half of a bank
note (so torn to avoid danger of loss in transmission) full payment on
proof of the loss of the other half of the note. In the case of the State
Bank of North Carolina v. Knox95 he set forth as fundamental practices
of equity procedure:

"An usurious contract is also regarded by the settled law of every court as

an oppression, practiced or attempted by the lender upon the borrower. A
court of equity cannot, therefore, be invoked to aid such a contract, in whole
or in part, or to redress the oppressor, because the meditated injury has, by
the artifice of the intended victim, been made to recoil upon himself. Oppres
sion cannot demand help, even against fraud. The court is not at liberty to

array its imagined wisdom against the legislative will, or to defeat public policy,
by a recourse to the code of honor or morality."

Strangely enough he took part in a decision in a case in which he had
once acted as counsel for the plaintiff, though not without some defen
sive hesitation.96 In an agency case, Hite v. Goodman97 in which county-
justices without authority offered a reward for the capture of outlawed

fugitive slaves, Gaston on a bill in equity brought by the captors held
that the justices were not personally liable of their contract unless there
was fraud or they had rendered themselves so by stipulation or receipt of
consideration.
In McRae v. Lilly,98 trespass on the case for seduction of plaintiff's

daughter, there was an appeal on the grounds of excessive damages
($1600), prejudice of the court, and rejection of testimony as to the

plaintiff's good character. Gaston, maintaining that "between the court

and the evidence there is an inpenetrable wall", found no error in the

judge's charge unless it be inferred from his tone or manner; and he
declared that the supreme court could not in review reverse the judge
ment of the superior court because of the finding of alleged excessive

damages by the jury and the refusal of that court to set aside the finding
as this was a matter not of law but of reasonable discretion.
In State v. Davis,99 the defendant was indicted and convicted for an

w21 N. C. 1 (1834).
"21 N. C. SO, 52 (1834).
��21 N. C. 284 (1835).
"21 N. C. 364 (1836).
"23 N. C. 118 (1840).
"23 N. C. 125, 127, 128 (1840). Quoted in State v. Hemphill, 162 N. C. 632, 78 S. E.

167 (1913). See Bohlen and Harper, Cases on the Law of Torts (1933) 5; Harno,
Cases on Criminal Law and Procedure (1933) 172.
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assault and battery. Davis had been insulted by one Roberts and was

about to chastise him when Roberts struck him down with a rifle. Gaston
on appeal affirmed the judgment on the basis of English precedents as

he sustained the trial judge's directions to the jury. His definition of
terms still holds:

"An assault is an intentional attempt, by violence to do an injury to the

person of another. It must be intentional, for if it can be collected notwith

standing appearances to the contrary, that there is not a present purpose to

do an injury, there is no assault. ... It is difficult in practice, to draw the

precise line which separates violence menaced from violence begun to be exe

cuted, for until the execution of it is begun there can be no assault. We think,
however, that where an unequivocal purpose of violence is accompanied by any
act, which, if not stopped or diverted, will be followed by personal injury, the
execution of the purpose is then begun�the battery is attempted. . . . Rushing
with that intent, ... so near as to render it necessary for the prosecutor's
safety to strike him down, amounts in law to an assault in the defendant."

In Fox v. Horah,100 one Hoskins had discounted a note with plaintiff
as surety and obtained a loan from the defendant-cashier of the State
Bank of Carolina. The cashier won a judgment on the note in both the
trial and appellate courts, whereupon the plaintiff filed a bill for an in

junction against the collection of the judgment, as the bank's charter had
in the meantime expired. On the dissolution of this preliminary injunc
tion, the plaintiff appealed and Judge Gaston, falling back on Coke, de
cided that the debt was extinguished by the dissolution if the bank was

without a successor or representative to whom the money could be paid
in silencing the debt. Such was the Common Law and such was the law
in North Carolina, he maintained, as there was no statutory modification
or safeguard in the bank's charter. Gaston has been criticized for his
erroneous interpretation of the common law as it developed in the seven

teenth century. According to Chancellor Kent it was law "obsolete and
odious" both as to real and personal property; and it was set aside in
North Carolina, in 1878, in accordance with the prevailing American
rule. Criticism need not be too severe because corporation law was

little developed in the United States; and, aside from banks, corpora
tions were quite non-existent in North Carolina.
Thus Gaston continued until January 23, 1844, when shortly before

the hour of the adjournment of court he suffered a slight stroke of

apoplexy and was lead to his home, a detached house on a plot of land

10"36 N. C. 358 (1841). For criticism see Richards, Cases on Private Corporations
(revision of S. Johnson, 1936) 622 n.
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belonging to his adopted sister, Miss Fauntleroy Taylor of Raleigh.
Recovering somewhat he entertained callers that evening. With char
acteristic humor, not unlike that of Saint Thomas More, he remarked to

his solicitous colleague, Justice Ruffin, "It is astonishing with how
much fortitude you bear my troubles." In speaking of a free-thinker
whom in earlier life he met in Washington, he declared his view:

"A belief in an all-ruling Divinity, Who shapes our ends, Whose eye is upon
us, and Who will reward us according to our deeds is necessary. We must
believe and feel there is a God, All-wise and . . ."

To give emphasis to his last unspoken words, he stood up. With this
exertion there was a rush of blood, and he expired.101

"Such was the passing away of a man whose life was of singular purity and
who stood first in the estimation of his fellow-citizens in the ideal of noble
manhood."

Over his grave in New Bern there was raised a massive marble block
with the one engraved word "Gaston". Standing by this monument,
Edward Everett almost soliloquized: "The marble so polished, is a fit
emblem of the great man whose dust it covers."
In the supreme court chamber, Gaston's death was announced by

Attorney General Whitaker and there were read resolutions of the bar.
It was agreed that, "the bench, the bar, and the whole people of North
Carolina have sustained a loss which can neither be supplied not for

gotten" as Chief Justice Ruffin replied: "We knew that he was a good
man, and a great judge."
North Carolina had indeed, lost a favorite son, and one of the most

popular men of his day where popularity was, as Lord Mansfield defines
the term, that "which follows a man, not that which is run after, but
which sooner or later, never fails to do justice to the pursuit of noble
ends by noble means." Almost fifty years after his death when a portrait
was presented by Fabius Bushbee on behalf of Gaston's granddaughters,
Chief Justice Shepherd could maintain with the perspective of time that :

"The name of Judge Gaston excites the admiration and pride of every North

Carolinian, and he is constantly held up to our youth as an exemplar of all
that is pure as a private citizen, able and patriotic as a statesman, and elevated
and learned as a jurist."102

m2 Ashe, op. cit. supra note 4, at 437; H. Connor, 3 Great American Lawyers 68,
cited supra note t. Manly, supra note f, at 199. Niles Register (Feb. 3, 1844, 368)
noted in its necrology: "He was one of the most eminent and estimable men of that state.

He died like Pinckney and Emmett in the fullness of his powers and of his fame without

enemies and without reproach. He was one of the great race of men that has passed."
102113 N. C. 538 (1893).



THE PLACE OF THE NEW FEDERAL RULES IN THE
LAW SCHOOL CURRICULUM

James Wm. Moore*

'JTHE thesis of this paper is that courses in procedure must accord due

recognition to the Federal Rules; and that this can best be done by-
using the Rules and principles of federal jurisdiction as the theme,
and using common law and code procedure generally as counterpoint.
Thus the emphasis would be upon federal practice, but with comparison
to state and English practice for the purpose of understanding and eval

uating both federal and state practice.
In revising the law school curriculum the current fashion favors

sweeping change. For example, at the University of Chicago a real effort
is being made to get the entire curriculum back to first principles. The
shift employed and the design of the play is known as the famous (but
now "invalid") AAA formation: Adler to Aquinas to Aristotle. If the

play is successful, the goal is first principles.
Now I can offer you no such dramatic play as that. I cannot assist

you toward first principles. Although I was teaching procedure at the

University of Chicago Law School during the academic years of 1936 and
1937 when its New Plan was launched, I could not see the feasibility
of integrating procedure and first principles. It was my belief that
common law procedure courses which were taught as an end in them

selves, as a means of developing the theories of Lord Coke or Baron

Parke, were decided liabilities. They were so technical and so divorced
from modern litigation that most students managed to grasp only enough
to pass the examination and this in a garbled manner, and the few who

*B.S., Montana State College (1924), J.D., University of Chicago Law School (1933),
J.S.D., Yale University School of Law (193S). Instructor in Law, Yale University School

of Law, 1935-36, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Chicago Law School, 1936-38,
Associate Professor of Law, Yale University School of Law. Research Assistant to Re

porter, Advisory Committee on Rules for Civil Procedure, Supreme Court of the United

States. Author: Market Manipulation and the Exchange Act (with Frank M. Wiseman)
(1934) 2 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 46; A New Federal Civil Procedure, I�The Background
(with Charles E. Clark) (1935) 44 Yale L. J. 387, II�Pleadings and Parties (with
Charles E. Clark) (1935) 44 Yale L. J. 1291; Federal Intervention, I�The Right to

Intervene and Reorganization (with Edward H. Levi) (1936) 45 Yale L. J. 565, II�The

Procedure, Status, and Federal Jurisdictional Requirements (with Edward H. Levi) (1938)
47 Yale L. J. 898; Bankruptcy and Reorganization: A Survey of Changes (with Edward
H. Levi) (1937, 1938) 5 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 1, 219, 398; Gilbert's Collier on Bank

ruptcy (with Edward H. Levi) (4th ed. 1937) ; Moore's Federal Practise (with Joseph
M. Friedman) (1938); Moore's Bankruptcy Manual (1939).
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understood the common law procedure were apt to gain a completely
false perspective of procedure or react violently against it, as Bentham
had done. For the latter few, of course, common law procedure was not
an entire waste of time and energy. But a common law procedure course

could not be justified for the purpose of proving that such procedure
was perhaps no worse than trial by battle. Much the same appraisal
was in order for a separate course in equity procedure. It also seemed
that code procedure did not furnish the model, for reasons which I shall
advance later. Accordingly, I built my procedure courses around the
federal judicial system and the practice outlined in the then prospective
Federal Rules. Common law, equity, and code procedures were used as

background and explanatory materials. State procedures were taught
incidentally. And it was my belief that such a course was successful.

Refusing then to start procedure with the first principles of the Year

Books, naturally I did not go further back into antiquity for Thomistic
and Aristotelian first principles. I realize I am out of step with the

"higher learning" in America. But Mr. Hutchins' "The Higher Learning
in America" is a platform, not a program, and hence I need not be

unduly deterred by it. Nevertheless, it is with humility that I start

forward with A.D. 1939, rather than backward to 339 B.C. and Aristotle.
The Federal Rules became effective September 16, 1938. They govern

the procedure for civil actions in the district courts of the United States.
"The inherent and fundamental distinctions between actions at law and
suits in equity" which some courts have asserted, and which many law

professors have proclaimed by their method of teaching and writing,
exist no longer. The Federal Rules have departed from the first prin
ciples of Lord Coke and Ellesmere. All relief pertaining to a claim can

and must be obtained in one action�the civil action. Actions and forms

of action, those procedural puzzles of pundits, have been relegated to

the past. Two cases will illustrate the fashions of the past, and also what

is no longer good taste. In 1904 the Supreme Court of Appeals of West

Virginia had before it a judgment rendered after a trial on the merits.

Plaintiff had recovered a small sum for work performed. The judgment
based on defendant's indebtedness was reversed, because the court rea

soned that the action was in assumpsit, and although an indebtedness

was alleged, there was no allegation that defendant promised to pay:
no super se assumpsit. The court frankly admits that "it does not make

any difference whether the defendant ever made any such promise, nor
is it necessary to prove it." But the fictional promise must be alleged
so that we can adhere to the first principles of general assumpsit enun-
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dated in Slade's Case,1 and preserve the forms of action.2 In Reed v.

Allen? the United States Supreme Court fulfilled an old prophecy that

although the forms of action are dead they continue to rule us from the

grave. A and B, were rival claimants to certain property under a will.

X, an agent who had been collecting the rents of the realty, filed a bill
of interpleader in the nisi prius court of the District of Columbia to

determine whether A or B was entitled thereto. The district court found
that under the will A was entitled to the property and entered a decree

accordingly. B appealed. During this appeal, A brought ejectment,
basing his right on the decree in the interpleader rent action. B pleaded
the pendency of the appeal, but a demurrer was sustained thereto and
A had judgment. B did not appeal therefrom. Subsequently, the appeal
in the interpleader action resulted in a reversal, the Court of Appeals
holding that on the merits B was entitled to the rents, as owner of the

property. B then brought ejectment and was met by a plea of res judicata
in the A-B ejectment action. On appeal in this case the Court of Appeals
ruled that the first ejectment action was ancillary to the interpleader
action, and hence B was now entitled to prevail in this ejectment. B

who had been adjudged to be the owner was, at last, to obtain possession
of his property. At this stage the Supreme Court granted certiorari to
settle a problem of general jurisprudence. Quite naturally, first principles
defeated justice. The Supreme Court reversed, three judges dissenting.
The majority said: "The facts and the law upon which the right to the

money and the title to the realty depended may have been the same;
but they were asserted in different causes of action."4 B, the real owner,
then concluded that if the Supreme Court was recognizing actions and
forms of action that surely there must be one which would put him in

possession. Accordingly, B brought an action in equity based upon the

decree of the Court of Appeals in the interpleader action, asking that A
be decreed to hold the legal title to the property subject to B's equitable
right to have the rents ; that A be declared a constructive trustee of the

legal title. The District Court held with B. The Court of Appeals,
however, reversed on the theory that the Supreme Court had settled the

controversy in the ejectment suit.5 Having granted certiorari and reversed

a case that did justice on the merits, the Supreme Court quite logically

H Coke 92b (K. B. and Exch. 1603).
^Vaid v. Dixon, 55 W. Va. 191, 46 S. E. 918 (1904).
3286 U. S. 191 (1932).
'Id. at 197.
rAllen v. Johnson, 70 F. (2d) 927 (1934).
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denied certiorari in the last action which would finally have allowed the
merits to prevail.6 The only explanation that I can offer is this: When
the first petition for certiorari was filed in 1932 the Court was not unduly
busy. It had time for first principles. Certiorari was granted. But by
1934 when the second petition for certiorari was filed the Court was too
burdened with business. It had then assumed the task of settling the
economic and social problems of the country.
One time when Mr. Hutchins, now an advocate of "higher learning,"

then Dean of the Yale Law School, was in Washington, he was accosted

by a Supreme Court Justice. "Is it true," the Justice queried, "that at
your law school you teach disrespect for the opinions of this court?"

"No, Mr. Justice," was the quick answer, "we just let the students read
the opinions for themselves." Cases like Reed v. Allen must have been
in the mind of Mr. Hutchins.

Now, of course, the Federal Rules cannot rule the court of last resort.

They do, however, bury again actions and forms of actions, and the
distinctions between law and equity. The Court need not exhume them.
The federal pleading rules also mark a departure, and are designed

to do substantial justice. This is the antithesis of the common law

glorified by Baron Parke. The first principles, which I was taught in
law school not so many years ago, concerning such grave matters as the

replication de injuria, the new assignment, and the absque hoc traverse

are missing. In fact the theoretical aim of common law pleading that

pleadings should develop precise issues of fact or law is in the discard.
The romantic notion that "Common law pleading was the mill of justice
in which an undefined, obscure mass of fact was ground down to clear
and distinct issues," languishes.
Let me interpolate the case of Buckley v. Mandel Brothers7 decided

by the Illinois Supreme Court in 1928, a few years before Illinois went

off the gold standard and adopted a modern practice act. A, a motorcycle
policeman, was killed as the result of a collision between his motorcycle
and a truck owned by the defendant and operated by its servants. His

personal representative alleged that the truck hit the motorcycle. The

proof at the trial showed that the defendant's truck made a sharp turn

in coming onto the public highway from a private driveway, and that

as a consequence, A, who was travelling on the public highway and could

neither pass on the right nor the left, ran into the truck. Part of the

"293 U. S. S72 (1934).
7333 111. 368, 164 N. E. 657 (1928).
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proof that A hit the truck instead of the truck hitting A came from the
defendant's driver of the truck. A verdict and judgment for the plaintiff
was set aside�not because negligence was unproved; not because the
defendant was surprised; but because the proof did not support the

allegations. Had the complaint contained a second count with allegations
that corresponded to the proof then the judgment would have been
affirmed. Yet no one can contend that the complaint with two, or perhaps
several counts to cover all the possible contingencies of proof which an

adroit lawyer might conceive of, would have given the defendant more
or fairer notice than it obtained from the complaint with but one count.

Had the Mandel Brothers case been decided by an administrative agency
rather than by a court, what hue and cry of red tape and bureaucracy
would have been raised. Chicago's "greatest" newspaper would have
seen the sinister shadow of Moscow. But the decision coming from the

highest court of Illinois was accepted with no particular misgivings of
the judicial process. A litigant was crucified, but it was good that he

lay down his life for the first principles of sound pleading. The code
courts have often been equally bad. In City of Logansport v. Kihm,s
the plaintiff, after a trial on the merits, recovered a judgment against
the city for an injury by a fall from a bicycle occasioned by a defect
in the street. Her recovery was set aside on appeal because, said the

court, her complaint had alleged that she struck the defective street, but
not necessarily the defect in the street.

In commenting on a situation similar to that involved in the Illinois
or Indiana cases, Justice, then Judge, Peckham remarked:

"This question of pleading has been a terror to suitors for many years before
the Code. Legislatures have sought in vain to. give relief, . . .

"England was our original, but she is far more liberal in disregarding variance
in pleadings . . . than we are. . . .

"Probably in not one case in ten thousand has injustice been done from the

ignorance of a suitor as to the matters to be tried.
"But the cases of loss and damage to suitors by some defect of pleading have

been innumerable."9

The Federal Rules follow the emphasis of Justice Peckham. Stated

differently, a defendant invariably knows what he is being sued for;
but if he does not, he will never learn from pleadings drawn by a clever

adversary. Federal Rule 15 on amendments is, accordingly, so drawn
that a claim or defense is susceptible of proof at trial and when proved

"159 Ind. 68, 64 N. E. 59S (1902).
�Degraw v. Elmore, SO N. Y. 1, 7 (1872).
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a verdict or judgment based thereon will stand, regardless of the defective
nature of the pleadings, unless the adverse party has been actually (not
legally) surprised and prejudiced by the defective pleading. I do not want

to be understood as stating that good craftsmanship in pleading is not de
sirable under the Federal Rules. Certainly it is, if for no other reason

than to minimize pre-trial skirmishes on the pleadings, or to allay op
portunities for reversal on appeal. But the emphasis is away from
"sound pleading." Effective judicial administration is promoted by lib
eral rules on pleadings and parties, and broad rules on depositions and

discovery which enable a party to obtain accurate and reliable factual
information.
Certain pitfalls in trial practice have been eliminated. The jury

system has been made more workable by waiver, which is automatic,
unless an affirmative demand is made for a jury, and by the reservation
of decision on motion for directed verdict. The law of evidence has
been revolutionized, or at least the courts have been given the oppor
tunity to work great change. They can knock out the old pseudo-
rational underpinnings of the law of evidence, and place it largely on a

basis of relevancy and materiality.
The Federal Rules have not gone back to first principles, but they

have introduced new principles into procedure. And they are bottomed

upon the principle that procedure should be a very practical part of our
law: that procedure is not a rule on the merits, but a tool to bring the
merits to decision. But procedure has such a vital bearing on the realiza
tion of substantive rights that a great deal of litigation will always cen

ter around procedural rules. Furthermore, the line between procedure
and substance is often shadowy. Already certain provisions of the Rules

have been challenged as substantive in character and hence in conflict
with the implications of Erie Railroad v. Tompkins:10 whether con

tributory negligence is an affirmative defense; burden of proof and pre

sumptions; whether a stockholder may bring a shareholder's suit al

though he was not a shareholder at the time of the transaction com

plained of.11 But laying aside these challenged provisions, there are im

perfections and ambiguities in the Rules; time and trial will produce
others. The Rules will require amendment and supplementation. One

value of lodging rule-making power in a court is that procedure may be

reshaped and refined from time to time, and, indeed, devices must often be

10304 U. S. 64 (1938).
uFor discussion of the Tompkins case as related to these problems see 1 Moore's Fed

eral Practice (1938) S70-S71, 3 id. at 3068-3071, 2 id. at 22S0-22S3.
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replaced by new and better methods. Certainly the evolution of the
Federal Rules will be worth following. And today they serve as a code
for one of the greatest court systems in the world; and are serving as

models for revised code procedures in such states as Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and Indiana. Also many lawyers in Florida contemplate a reformed state

procedure along the lines of the Federal Rules within the next year or

two. Other states are bound to take similar action. What, then, are the
law schools to do?
It seems to me that the teaching of procedure must strive for at least

two objectives:
(1) The imparting of concrete and specific information concerning

the operation of the judicial machinery; and

(2) The development of the theories underlying various procedural
devices as well as the main objective of procedure so that students can

compare and evaluate.
The teaching of code procedure attained the first objective only par

tially. In the main it attempted to give a composite picture of proce
dural rules. A full picture of the judicial machinery as it operated in a

particular state was not possible in a school where students came from
a wide area. A complete picture of the federal machinery, while de

veloped to a considerable extent in the specialized course of federal juris
diction and procedure, was not desirable as a general model. It will be
remembered that the federal courts had an equity procedure that was

distinctly their own, but that their law procedure was a composite of
federal statutes and conformity to local state practice. Then after the
Law and Equity Act of 1915 there was a hybrid procedure which ap
proached a union of law and equity, but did, nevertheless, retain two

distinct procedures.12 The federal procedure was not a model.
This picture has completely changed. The most extensive and prob

ably the most important system of courts now has a new procedure.
That procedure is too important to ignore. And it does offer the oppor
tunity to teach one procedure and give it specific content.

The second objective of procedure that I have mentioned, namely,
comparison and evaluation of procedural devices, can be well attained.
Each student should be told that he is responsible for the procedure of
the state in which he expects to practice. A classroom discussion, for
instance, of Federal Rule 3 on commencement of action would reveal

many methods for commencing an action, and many diverse points of

^his development is traced in 1 Moore's Federal Practice (1938) 117-142.
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view among students as to what was the most desirable rule in view of
its bearing upon the following matters: (1) facilitation of the disposition
of litigation; (2) the entry of a valid judgment, and the obtaining of

provisional remedies; (3) lis pendens; (4) conflict of jurisdiction; (5)
statutes of limitations. Much the same process of learning and evaluation
would go on relative to Federal Rule 2�One Form of Action, Rule 38�

Jury Trial of Right, Rule 39�Trial by Jury or by the Court, and Rule
52�Findings by the Court. These rules, taken as a unit, present the one

form of action, which, for purposes of trial and review, breaks down
into jury and non-jury actions. The whole background of the common

law forms of action, the development of equity, the code union and the

problems presented by such union and how they have been met by the
Federal Rules, is thrown open. Similar treatment would be accorded
such subjects as pleading, parties, depositions and discovery, trial prac
tice, judgments, provisional and final remedies and appeal.
Federal jurisdiction must be taught as a vital element of such a course.

No one can understand the working of the federal judicial machinery
unless he has a fair knowledge of the federal court system and the

principles of jurisdiction and venue that apply therein.
Such a course properly presented could give the student a generalized

picture of the development of the English court system and today's pic
ture of American state courts; a specific picture of the federal courts,
their jurisdiction and procedure; and an appreciation of state procedure
and procedural problems generally. In addition each student would
have specific knowledge of procedure in the state in which he intends to

practice. Picturization of the federal court system and its litigation pre
sents the methods used in raising questions of major importance, i.e.,
constitutional and federal questions; and it presents the statesmanship
needed to adjust the friction between two systems of courts�state and
federal. The last problem is currently presented by Erie Railroad v.

Tompkins.13
The speaker realizes full well that curricular revision is difficult.

Quite often there are many who have vested interests in procedural
courses such as common law pleading, equity, code pleading, trial prac
tice, appeals, federal jurisdiction. The problems of adjustment are diffi
cult. Some professors will be loath to discard procedural rubbish that
has been inventoried on the books as valuable background courses ; some

will prefer the quiet procedure of the arm chair logician; others will

1S304 U. S. 64 (1938).
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stand by worthwhile courses and hesitate to adapt them to the new fed
eral procedure. Still others will make a sincere and earnest effort to

integrate federal procedure in the interest of well balanced procedural
courses.

The problems of adjustment are for professors, deans, and sometimes

presidents of universities. But even those committed to "higher learn

ing" are not wholly desirous of making law schools into medieval de

bating societies. And so there is hope. Procedure can go forward with
the principles of 1939.



TORT ACTIONS BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFEf
C. G. Haglund*

IV

JN EVERY jurisdiction where the right to maintain tort actions between

spouses has been denied, it has been held that, where a cause of
action existed between the parties at the time of the commission of the
tort and suit there-for has or has not been instituted, the subsequent
marriage of the parties before the cause is reduced to judgment will
extinguish the cause of action.127 Conversely, if the tort occurred in a

tThis is the second and concluding installment of this article. The reader's attention
is invited to the first installment in the preceding (April) issue, where a useful appendix
of the different state statutes on this subject will be found.

*A.B., University of South Dakota (1913), LL.B., id. (1913), Jur. D., Yale University
(1914), A.M., (Government and English History) Harvard University (1920); Associate

Professor of Law, University of Kansas (1921-1922), Associate Professor of Law, Univer
sity of Wyoming (1922-1929) ; author of Naval Reserve Leases (1932) 20 Georgetown
Law Journal 293 ; Evolution and Construction of Oil and Gas Leases (1929) 3 Temp. L.

Q. 239; Current Federal Oil Policy, A Change in the Public Land Policy (1931) 4 So. Calif.

L. Rev. 195 ; The Federal Leasing Act, Construction by, the Land Department and the

Courts (1932) 5 So. Calif. L. Rev. 355; Taxation of Oil and Gas Interests (1932) 20 Ky.

L. J. 224; Fundamental Economic and Legal Difficulties with Taxation and Some Sug
gested Remedies (1933) 21 Ky. L. J. 260; New Conservation Movement with Respect to

Petroleum and Natural Gas (1934) 22 Ky. L. J. 543; Double Taxation (1935) 8 So.

Calif. L. Rev. 79.

127Spector v. Weisman, 59 App. D. C. 280, 40 F. (2d) 792 (1930) ; Webster v. Synder,
103 Fla. 1131, 138 So. 755 (1932) ; Carmichael v. Carmichael, 53 Ga. App. 663, 187 S. E.

116 (1936) (A suit by a wife against her husband for personal injuries inflicted by his

negligence prior to their marriage. The court held, consistent with the authorities, that

under the common law in force in that state that all rights of action by a wife for ante

nuptial wrongs committed by her husband are extinguished by their subsequent mar

riage) ; Henneger v. Lomas, 145 Ind. 287, 44 N. E. 462 (1896) (seduction�valid marriage
bars cause of action�void subsequent marriage does not) ; Palmer v. Edwards, 155 So.

483 (La. App. 1934) ; Lubowitz v. Taintes, 198 N. E. 320 (Mass. 1936) (The plaintiff,
a passenger in an automobile operated by the defendant, was injured in a ccfllision with

another car. She sued the defendant for gross negligence. Before the case was reached

the plaintiff married the defendant. Defendant's motion to dismiss the action was

granted. In overruling the plaintiff's exceptions the court held, consistently with the

authorities, and the Massachusetts law, that a wife is not permitted to maintain an action

against her husband for negligence. The marriage before the cause was reduced to judg
ment extinguished the plaintiff's cause of action); Note (1936) 10 Temp. L. Q. 328;

Patenaude v. Patenaude, 195 Minn. 523, 263 N. W. 546 (1935) (The wife sued the hus

band to recover for personal injuries caused by his negligence in operating an automobile

wherein she was a passenger on a highway. The parties married subsequent to the acci

dent and after the marriage this action was commenced. The question before the court was
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jurisdiction that recognizes the right of husband and wife to prosecute
actions for tort against each other, the subsequent marriage will not
impair the cause of action that existed between the parties before such

marriage.128
Cases for tort actions between husband and wife involving conflict of

laws are few; all of them are for negligence, and all brought by the wife
against the husband. As would be expected, the negligent tort in all
instances occurred in jurisdictions that deny the right of spouses to sue

each other for tort, so recovery by the wife for her injuries was sought
in jurisdictions that permit such actions between husband and wife. The
principle governing tort actions is that the tort must be actionable in the
jurisdiction where it was committeed. If it is, the court in any other
jurisdiction will enforce the right given by the state in which the tort

occurred, unless it is contrary to the policy of the forum in which the
action is brought. Hence, if the tort occurred in a jurisdiction where it
is actionable, suit may be brought in a jurisdiction that denies recovery;
if the tort had been committed within it, and recovery will be allowed
on the foreign cause of action. Such suits might arise where it is

necessary to go into a foreign jurisdiction to obtain service on the de
fendant. On the other hand, if the negligent tort happened in a juris
diction that denies tort actions between husband and wife, no recovery

whether the wife could, during coverture, bring an action against her husband for a tort

committed against her person prior to her marriage to him. This the court, consistent with
authority, decided in the negative.
The wife alleged that, "she commenced a prior suit against the defendant before their

marriage and was induced by fraudulent representations and conduct of a repre
sentative of an insurance company which carried automobile accident insurance for
the defendant to dismiss her action." While such conduct on the part of a representative
of an insurance company is reprehensible, it could not avail the plaintiff in this action.
Minnesota is a jurisdiction that follows the majority rule in denying the right of a spouse
to sue the other in tort. In such jurisdictions the decisions are unanimous that subse

quent marriage extinguishes a cause of action between spouses for a tort that existed prior
to such marriage, and unless the suit instituted prior to marriage had been reduced to

judgment before such marriage the case would anyway have had to be dismissed. The

case was rightly decided) ; Note (1936) 20 Minn. L. Rev. 227 (no reaction) ; Scales v.

Scales, 168 Miss. 439, 1S1 So. SSI (1934) ; Newton v. Weber, 119 Misc. 240, 196 N. Y.

Supp. 113 (Sup. Ct. 1922) ; Notes (1923) 36 Harv. L. Rev. 346 (no reaction) (1923) 32

Yale L. J. 196; Cardamone v. Cardamone, 9 Pa. D. & C. 723 (1927) (Court arrested

judgment pending coverture or until disability removed when plaintiff would be permitted
to proceed with the action unaffected by the statute of limitations) ; Raines v. Mercer, 165
Tenn. 415, 55 S. W. (2d) 263 (1932) ; Gottlieff v. Edelston, [1930] 2 K. B. 378.

128Shirley v. Ayers, 201 N. C. 51, 158 S. E. 840 (1931) (action by husband against
wife).
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can be had in another state which allows recovery for such actions, for
such tort occurring within its own borders. In other words, if the juris
diction where the tort occurred gives a right of action, this right will be
enforced in any foreign jurisdiction in this country, but if the state

where the tort happened does not give a cause of action there-for, no
recovery can be had in any jurisdiction.129
Buckeye v. Buckeye� has been the debating ground among those

cases. The negligent tort took place in Illinois, and was actionable in
that state when it occurred. Suit was brought by the injured woman in
Wisconsin against the defendant, whose negligence caused her injury.
After the commencement of the action, but prior to trial of the cause, the

parties to the action married. By the law of Illinois the subsequent
marriage extinguished the cause of action for the tort between the spouses
and Wisconsin denied the right of the wife to recover. It is submitted
that the case was correctly decided. It is beyond controversy that the

subsequent marriage extinguished the cause of action in Illinois.131
This was more than a procedural matter which is governed by the law
of the forum. The substantive cause of action was gone. Suppose Illinois
had had a statute granting a cause of action under which a right had
accrued, and that statute is repealed before suit is brought in a foreign
jurisdiction, barring any interference with the contract clause in the

federal constitution or prohibition in the state constitution, can it be

contended that the suit is maintainable in the foreign state because
Illinois had once given a cause of action? We think not. The same

I2912 C. J. 452, the rule is stated as follows: "The question of whether or not an act

gives rise to a civil liability for tort depends on the law of the place where it is com

mitted, and in order that such liability may be enforced in another forum the act which

is the foundation of the action must at least be actionable or punishable by the place
in which it is done, ... In. case the act does not give rise to a cause of action where

it is committed, it is immaterial that a cause of action would have resulted had it been

committed within the jurisdiction of the forum."

130203 Wis. 248, 234 N. W. 342 (1931); Notes (1931) 31 Col. L. Rev. 884 (disapproved
�injury occurred before marriage, and actionable in Illinois where the negligence took

place), (1931) 44 Harv. L. Rev. 1138 (disapproved�suit not in Illinois), (1931) 35 Law

Notes 74 (no reaction), (1931) 29 Mich. L. Rev. 937 (favors tort actions), (1931) 79

U. of Pa. L. Rev. 804 (approved�"consistent with authority", but cannot be reconciled

with principle that law of domicil of parties determines the rights of the spouses in their

movable property). Such a theory assumes that a cause of action for tort constitutes

property. This question will be considered later. (1931) 6 Wis. L. Rev. 103.

331Maine v. Maine, 46 111. App. 106 (1892), see note 127, supra.
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result has been reached in North Carolina,132 Alabama133 and New

Hampshire.134 Subsequent marriage was not involved in any of these

jurisdictions, so a cause of action never existed in the jurisdictions where
the negligent tort occurred. The wife's right of action against the husband
for negligence was denied in each jurisdiction.134*
,32Howard v. Howard, 200 N. C. 574, 158 S. E. 101 (1931) (husband's negligence oc

curred in New Jersey).
133Dawson v. Dawson, 224 Ala. 13, 138 So. 414 (1931) (husband's negligent tort

happened in Mississippi); Note (1932) 16 Minn. L. Rev. 704 (approved). The court

said: (138 So. 414, 415) "Where an accident occurs in another state, the courts of this
state will look to the substantive law of that state to determine whether the defendant
under that law has breached any legal duty to the plainiff."

13*Gray v. Gray, 87 N. H. 82, 174 Atl. 508 (1934) (husband's negligence occurred in

Maine) .

ls"Hensel v. Hensel Yellow Cab Co., 209 Wis. 489, 245 N. W. 159 (1932), was a suit

by a married woman against the employer of her husband for injuries caused by the

negligence of the husband, the employee, in operating a truck. The accident and injury
occurred in Ohio. It was held that the employer was liable for the injury to the em

ployee's wife, who was riding as his guest in the employer's truck, and was injured by
the negligent operation thereof during a trip on the employer's business.
The law of Ohio had not been declared at the time of the suit but the court assumed

that the Ohio law would allow recovery in a suit by the employee's wife against the

employer although a wife could not sue her husband for tort in Ohio. The court said:

(245 N. W. 159, 165) "It is considered that when the Supreme Court of the State of

Ohio is called upon to decide this question it will, in accordance with what appears to us

to be the sounder reasoning, declare the law to be that the employer is liable under the

circumstances of the case."

The law of Ohio as assumed in the Hensel case was declared by the Ohio court in

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. v. Huff, 48 Ohio App. 412, 194 N. E. 429 (1933), cited

infra note 147a.

In Poling v. Poling, 116 W. Va. 187, 1�9 S. E. 604 (193S), a husband sued his wife for

personal injuries sustained by him in ar, automobile accident which occurred in Alabama,
caused by the negligence of the wife while driving her own car. It does not appear
whether insurance was involved. The spouses were living apart, she in the District of

Columbia, and he in West Virginia. Under the laws of Alabama the action would have
been maintainable. It does not appear whether or not they were living apart because of

estrangement. The court recognized that the cause of action was created and given by
the Alabama law, but denied the action on the ground that the case came within the

exception whereby the court of the forum will not enforce a foreign cause of action
which is in conflict with the public policy of the forum. The court said: (179 S. E. 604,
605) "It is a general rule, applicable to both torts and contracts, that the lex loci is

determinative of the right of action. It is likewise a general proposition that courts of
other jurisdictions will give effect to the rights which are created or recognized by the
lex loci, but there is an exception which is as fundamental as the rule itself, and that is,
that the lex loci must give way when it comes in conflict with the law or public policy
of the lex fori." The court stated further that no West Virginia statute expressly
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An interesting field for controversy, in the domain of tort actions be
tween husband and wife, has been afforded by the master and servant

authorized tort actions between husband and wife. It said: "There is> a fundamental rule
that statutes in derrogation of the common law are to be strictly construed."
If insurance was involved here, as it undoubtedly was, the decision was unfortunate.

To refuse to enforce a foreign cause of action in such a case on the ground that it is in

conflict with the public policy of the forum would seem to be carrying this exception
to an extreme application. The court admitted that this was a new case in this juris
diction, and cited the Secure case, wherein a minor was denied the right to sue his parent
where there was no insurance protecting the parent. The court omitted to cite, or ignored,
the Lush case where the court sustained a minor's action against his parent where the

later was protected by liability insurance. See note 155, infra. Notes (1935) 4 Fordham

L. Rev. 475 (Favors legislation abolishing the concept of unity of spouses and authoriza

tion of all actions between husband and wife, both in regard to property and personal
injury, subject to substantive limitations upon suits by way of consent implied from the

marriage relation. Until this is brought about the writer favors a more liberal application
of the principle of comity with regard to actions between husband and wife.), (1935) 41

W. Va. L. Q. 429 (Public policy of West Virginia upon which the court placed the deci

sion is criticized. The writer says: "Certain considerations, already suggested cast doubt

upon the wisdom of enforcing such policy.").
A recent case reaching the same conclusion as the Poling case, although the Poling case

was not cited, is Mertz v. Mertz, 271 N. Y. 466, 3 N. E. (2d) 597 (1936). In this case

the wife sued her husband in New York to recover for personal injuries sustained by her

in Connecticut, caused by the husband's negligence in operating an automobile. Connec

ticut allows tort actions between spouses; New York does not. The action was denied on

the ground that it was against the public policy of New York. The parties resided in

New York and the court recognized that a transitory cause of action arising elsewhere

must be enforced unless contrary to the law of the forum. On page 599 of the report the

court defined public policy of the state as, "the law of the state, whether found in the

constitution, the statutes, or judicial records." Two judges dissented on the ground that

a non-penal foreign transitory cause of action should be enforced unless contrary to

some strong public policy of the forum. "Strong public policy" are the words used in

the restatement. (Restatement, Conflict of Laws (1934) � 612.)
It would seem that a tort action for negligence arising in a foreign jurisdiction where

it is permitted between spouses falls far short of being against the strong public policy
of a forum simply because the action could not have been maintained in the forum had

the cause of action arisen there. The policy in question has never been declared by the

New York constitution or statutes and is at most found in the judicial opinions established

by a divided court. Notes (1936) 6 Brooklyn L. Rev. 100, (1936) 36 Col. L. Rev. 1158

(disapproved�public policy as defined by the court would tend to abolish all conflict of

laws), (1936) 5 Fordham L. Rev. 496, (1936) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 351 (disapproved),

(1937) 31 III. L. Rev. 792, (1936) 1 Mo. L. Rev. 348, (1936) 14 N. Y. U. L. Q. Rev. 93,

(1936) 3 U. of Pittsburgh L. Rev. 128, (1936) 11 St. John's L. Rev. 122, (1934) 44

Yale L. J. 158, 161 (Test of public policy�"The more modern test is merely whether

some fundamental principle of justice or some prevalent conception of good morals would

be violated.")
Miltimore v. Milford Motor Co., 197 Atl. 330 (N. H. 1938) (Negligent injury to wife
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cases where the injured party has brought action against the master,
under the doctrine of respondeat superior for the negligence of the other

spouse, in whose employ he was at the time of the commission of the

negligent act. The first case of this character arose in Iowa.135 The
wife sued the defendant corporation, the employer of her husband, to
recover for personal injury caused by the latter's negligence while acting
in the scope of his employment. The court stated that there was no

liability on the part of the husband toward the wife, and held that her
action was not maintainable against the master on the ground, among
others, that the latter would have a right of recovery over against her
husband, the servant. The court said: "Moreover, where the employer
is held liable for the negligent act of his servant, he can recover over

against the servant. Where there is no right of action in the wife for
a wrongful or negligent personal injury inflicted upon her by her hus

band, there can be no liability there-for on his part; and, since there
is no liability on his part, we see no escape from the conclusion that his

employer cannot be made to respond in damages to her for his negligent
act."135" We submit that the circuity of action argument should have no

application, and should not be invoked to defeat recovery against the
master, when he is protected by liability insurance. The court has in

correctly applied the well known principle stated by Mechem,136 where
the master and servant are sued jointly in the same action. He states that

occurred in Massachusetts; she could not sue husband in tort. Since the Massachusetts
law gave her no cause of action she could not sue him in New Hampshire on a non

existent cause of action in Massachusetts).
^Maine v. Maine & Sons Co., 198 Iowa 1278, 201 N. W. 20 (1924) (As to insurance

the court said: "The occasion for a controversy of this character between parties so related
and associated may be found in the fact, shown in evidence, that the appellant company
carried a policy protecting it against liability for damages caused by the automobile in

question."); Notes (192S) 25 Col. L. Rev. 337 (not approved), (1925) 38 Harv. L. Rev.

824 (not approved), (1925) 10 Iowa L. Bull. 228 (not approved�excellent argument
why master should be held liable under these facts), (1925) 9 Minn. L. Rev. 485 (ques
tions whether the nonliability of husband to wife should have any bearing on suit against
master), Liability of Master for Torts of Servant to Servant's Spouse (1929) 6 N. Y. U.

L. Q. Rev. 53, 59 "It is submitted that the cases siding with the Maine case are based

neither on precedent, sound logical reasoning or equitable principles of justice, and that

the common law immunity of the husband should be neither extended nor ingrafted on

the doctrine of respondeat superior."
135aMaine v. Maine & Sons Co., 198 Iowa 1278, 1281, 201 N. W. 20, 21 (1924).
1382 Mechbm, Agency (2nd ed. 1914) � 2012 states: "Where the master is joined with

the servant in an action based wholly upon the servant's misconduct, the master can not

be held unless there is a cause of action against the servant, and the acquittal of the ser

vant must lead to the discharge of the master also."
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where the servant is absolved from liability by an acquittal, no recovery
can be had against the master. In such case, there has been no wrong
committed by the servant. That rule was never evolved from, and was

never intended to apply to, cases where the wife brought suit against
the master and was prohibited by the common law from suing her hus
band at all, or jointly, with the master. The principle stated by Mechem
was derived from, and intended to apply to, cases where the servant

could be sued and not to cases where he cannot be sued at all, as is the
case between husband and wife for torts committed by one against the
other. In the Maine case, and those following it, the servant is not

exonerated; his wrong still remains, only the wife's remedy is barred

against him. The case is analogous to the statute of limitations which
bars the remedy, although the debt still remains, and will furnish sufficient
consideration to support a new promise. The master should not be per
mitted to shelter himself from liability for his servant's wrong because
the wife has no cause of action against her husband, and especially, to
serve as a shield for an insurance company that has received the con

sideration in the form of premium for the contract it entered into with
the master to protect him from liability for the wrongful acts of his ser

vant. A further answer to the circuity of action argument that the wife
should not be permitted to recover from the master indirectly, when
she cannot recover directly from her husband, and that recovery over by
the master against the servant will leave the parties where they started,
is that the servant is ordinarily insolvent and the master, as in this case,
is almost invariably protected by liability insurance.
The Iowa doctrine was followed in a Nebraska case presenting an

almost identical state of facts. The court there held, that the employer
could not be sued where the husband was liable over to him.137 The

circuity of action argument was more stressed. The doctrine has been

adopted in Michigan where the wife sued her hosts for injuries caused

by her husband's negligence. The court stated, that as there could be

no recovery against the husband, there could be no recovery against
the owners, and that if the servant is not liable the master cannot be

held.138 Two other jurisdictions, Maine and Tennessee, have been added

^Emerson v. Western Seed & Irrigation Co., 116 Neb. 180, 216 N. W. 297 (1927);
Note (1928) 26 Mich. L. Rev. 830 (case placed on sounder ground than Maine case�

that employer could recover back from husband what wife got if suit were allowed).
^Riser v. Riser, 240 Mich. 402, 21S N. W. 290 (1927) ; Note (1928) 76 U. of Pa. L.

Rev. 324 (approves result�recovery by master against husband will leave parties where

they started. If husband is guilty of no substantive tort respondeat superior is not
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to this list since the cases took a turn. In the case from Maine the

facts were identical with those in the Michigan case. The court ex

pressly declined to follow the New York case.139 The Tennessee case

also involved a suit against the host for injury caused by the negligence
of his son. This is the only case in which a definite statement appears
that there was no indemnity insurance. After the commencement of
the action, the plaintiff married the son, which extinguished her cause of
action against him under the law of Tennessee. The court held that this
also defeated her right of action against the host, who was chargeable
only under the doctrine of respondeat superior.140
The doctrine of these cases, that the master cannot be sued where

the wife has no cause of action against the employee, her husband, was
first challenged in New York. The wife brought an action against the
defendant corporation to recover for personal injury, caused by the

negligence of her husband while acting in the scope of his employment
as president and employee of the corporation.141 In New York the wife
cannot sue her husband for a personal tort. The court below held that
the employer was not liable under the doctrine of respondeat superior,

applicable, but if the husband owes a duty but. the remedy is merely barred the master

should be liable.)
139Sacknoff v. Sacknoff, 131 Me. 280, 161 Atl. 669 (1932) ; Notes (1932) 12 B. U. L.

Rev. 701 (approves Schubert case and says Massachusetts should follow it when the ques

tion arises), (1933) 17 Minn. L. Rev. 450 (seems to disapprove the case�no definite

reaction) .

""Raines v. Mercer, 165 Tenn. 415, 55 S. W. (2d) 263 (1932).
^Schubert v. August Schubert Wagon Co., 129 Misc. 578, 222 N. Y. Supp. 115 (Sup.

Ct. 1927), rev'A, 223 App. Div. 502, 228 N. Y. Supp. 604 (4th Dep't 1928), reversal aff'd,
249 N. Y. 253, 164 N. E. 42 (1928) ; Reimers v. Clark, 300 N. Y. Supp. 31 (App. Div.
2d Dep't. 1937), on the authority of the Schubert case, held that a wife who was injured
by reason of her � husband's negligent driving could sue the owner of the car, who had

consented to the husband's operation of it; see Lippman, The Breakdown of Consortium

(1930) 30 Col. L. Rev. 651 (approved Schubert case at p. 669) ; McCurdy, Torts Between

Persons in Domestic Relations (1930) 43 Har. L. Rev. 1030 (disapproved case�p. 1049

"logically unsatisfactory opinion.") ; Note (1929) 42 Har. L. Rev. 697 (disapproved on

basis of respondeat superior on which decided). We are unable to agree with either of

these last two citations. Note that (1925) 38 Har. L. Rev. 824 disapproved the Maine

case. Notes (1932) 12 B. U. L. Rev. 701 (approved), Liability of Employer to Wife of
Negligent Employee (1927), 13 Corn. L. Q. 106 (case disapproved�argues (1) that spouses
should be permitted to sue each other in tort (2) if not, still here defendant should be

liable under respondeat superior), (1929) 27 Mich. L. Rev. 830 (no reaction), Liability
of Master for Torts of Servant to Servant's Spouse (1929) 6 N. Y. U. L. Q. Rev. 53

(well argued note approving Schubert case), cited supra note 135; N. Y. L. J., July 26,
1928, p. 1800.
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on the ground that there was no liability on the part of the employee to

the injured person. The case was reversed by the Appellate Division,
and the corporation held liable, on the ground that the primary liability
of the master grows out of the wrong done by the servant while acting
for the master, and not upon fact that servant is liable over to master.

The Appellate Division was affirmed by the Court of Appeals in an

opinion by Justice Cardozo. The employer would have been liable if the
servant had been a stranger to the plaintiff, and it was stated that the
rule of liability is not different where the servant is the husband. It was
further stated, that the master is not liable for the act of the servant

under respondeat superior, if the act itself was lawful. Here, the hus

band's act was unlawful, although he is immune, and the master cannot

take advantage of that. We said in our comment on the Iowa case, that

a wrong of the husband for which a wife is barred from suing, and a

debt barred by the statute of limitations bear some analogy. The debt
still exists, and the wrongful act is not obliterated. In each case there

is no remedy. Suppose that one period of limitation applies to husbands,
and a longer limitation to third parties, one of whom is liable with the

husband for the same transaction, and that the remedy against the hus

band has been barred by lapse of time, but not against the other defen
dant. Can it be contended that the third party is no longer liable because
the remedy against the husband has been barred by time? It would

seem not. The doctrine that the master cannot take advantage of the

husband's immunity for his wrongful act, when it is of such a character

that the master would be liable, had the act been committed by a third

person, would seem to be sound. At any rate, social justice is promoted
by so holding.
Vermont was the first jurisdiction to follow the Schubert case. The

wife sued the master for injuries, caused by her husband's negligence
while in the employ of the master, and the action was allowed.142 The

court assumed that she could not sue her husband for tort, and a subse

quent case has so decided. But, states the court, that does not affect

the suit against the master. The right to proceed against the master is

primary and independent. It is not dependent upon a right against the
servant. The court further states that the wife's right to sue the master

^Poulin v. Graham, 102 Vt. 307, 147 Atl. 698 (1929) ; see Lippman, The Breakdown of
Consortium (1930) 30 Col. L. Rev. 6S1 (approved) ; Notes (1930) 34 Law Notes 112,

(1930) 28 Mich. L. Rev. 774, (1930) 14 Minn. L. Rev. 574 (approved) ; Comstock v.

Comstock, 106 Vt. 50, 169 Atl. 903 (1934) (decided that wife cannot sue her husband

for negligence).
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is established by the Schubert case, "the reasoning and result of which
accord with the present day status of married women in this jurisdiction
and are satisfactory to us."142*
The Maine case, and those following it have gone on the theory that

the liability of the master is derivative; that unless the servant is liable
there can be no liability on the part of the master. The Schubert case,
on the other hand, went on the ground that the servant had committed
a wrong from which a liability arose on the part of the master and, while
the servant's wife had no cause of action against him for his wrongful
act, still that immunity did not avail the master who could not take
advantage of it. The Vermont court is first to place the decision on the
ground that the master is under a primary and independent liability for
the wrongful acts of his servant, and it is therefore immaterial whether
the servant can be sued or not by the party injured. The master, under
this theory, is answering for his own wrong, that is, the wrong of the
servant committed in the course of his employment by the master and
when he is in law regarded as being under his master's direction. The

master, therefore, is answering for his own acts committed through his
agent or servant. That appears to be the true doctrine upon which
respondeat superior rests, and not that there must be any liability over

against the servant. Hence, under the doctrine stated by Mechem,143
if the servant is acquitted of any wrong, obviously the master has com

mitted no wrong through the acts of his servant or agent. But in the
case of husband or wife, the wrong of the servant cannot directly be
made a ground for recovery by the other spouse. Yet, the master's
wrongful act committed through his servant remains the same, and for
that he is independently liable.
The Connecticut court adopted the theory of liability, advanced by

the court of Vermont, in a case where an unemancipated minor sued a

corporation for personal injuries caused by his father's negligence while
acting as manager and agent in the regular course of his employment
by the defendant corporation.144 The action was held maintainable al
though the child could not sue the father under Connecticut law. In

speaking, of the respective liabilities of master and servant the court
said: "The liability of each exists without relation to that of the other;
the servant for his own wrongful conduct; the master for the wrongful

""Poulin v. Graham, 102 Vt. 307, 310, 147 Atl. 698, 699 (1929).
"*2 Mechem, Agency (2nd ed. 1914) � 2012, cited supra note 136.
1MChase v. New Haven Waste Material Corp., Ill Conn. 377, ISO Atl. 107 (1930).
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conduct of his servant while acting for him. The breach of duty as to
each is independent of the other. In no sense is the master's duty a

derivative one."144'
The doctrine sustaining liability against the master, although the in

jured party has no right of recovery against the servant, has also been

adopted in Florida.145 The plaintiff sued the defendant for injuries
caused by the negligence of defendant's son, the servant. After the
commencement of the action, but before its determination, the plaintiff
and son married which extinguished her cause of action against the ser

vant. The court decided that the subsequent marriage did not abate her

right of action against the defendant employer. The marriage did not

affect the servant's liability to the employer. If the servant is exonerated
of the charge of negligence, the employer is not liable under respondeat
superior.
The doctrine has also received the support of Mississippi, a jurisdic

tion that does not permit tort actions between husband and wife, in a

suit brought by the wife against a corporation, for personal injuries
caused by her husband's negligence, while in its employ and where re

covery was sought against the master on the ground of respondeat
superior.146 The court stated, that where the tortious act of the servant

is the act of the master, the master is liable proximately even though the
wife may not recover from the husband, the servant; that she is merely
denied a remedy, and that this does not destroy the right of action

against the master. The court quoted extensively from the Schubert
case. The master was held not liable, however, on the narrow ground
it would seem, that the wife was the guest of the husband, but not of
the master, and refused to apply the doctrine of respondeat superior to
the facts in the case before it.
It would also seem that the doctrine is recognized in Ontario, that

there may be a recovery against the owner, although the party who

committed the negligent act cannot be sued by the injured person. No

direct adjudication on the point has been found, but in a case where the
wife sued the husband and defendant owner jointly, for personal in
juries caused by the husband's negligence, the action was dismissed as

to the husband only. Subsequent reports do not reveal what disposition
was made of the case against the defendant owner.147

14"W. at 380, ISO Atl. at 108.

145Webster v. Snyder, 103 Fla. 1131, 138 So. 7SS (1932) ; Note (1932) 80 U. of Pa. L.

Rev. 1027 (approved).
116McLaurin v. McLaurin Furniture Co.. 166 Miss. 180, 146 So. 877 (1933).
"'Goldman v. Goldman, 61 Ont. L. R. 657 (1928).
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We have thus five147* jurisdictions on each side of this interesting
li7"Since writing the above the New Jersey Supreme Court has decided Cerruti v. Simone,

13 N. J. Misc. 466, 179 Atl. 257 (1935). Plaintiff, a married woman, sued defendants
S and B for injuries sustained in an automobile collision. She was riding as invitee in a

car owned by defendant 5 and operated by her husband, who was an agent and servant
of the defendant S. She did not join her husband in the action as defendant through
whose joint negligence with defendant B the injury occurred, but sued the master 5, under
the married women's act as a femme sole. It was held that the action was maintainable

against the master although she had no cause of action against her husband under the
New Jersey law. The court said (179 Atl. 257, 258): "It would amount to a perversion
of justice to hold that a master could not be held liable for the acts of his servant. To
hold that the plaintiff cannot recover in this case because her husband happened to be
the servant involved would be to pervert the purpose, meaning, and effect of the Married
Women's Act of New Jersey."
In Hensel v. Hensel Yellow Cab Co., 209 Wis. 489, 245 N. W. 159 (1932), cited supra

note 134a, the Wisconsin court sustained an action by an employee's wife against the

employer.
The law of Ohio as assumed in the Hensel case was declared by the Ohio court in the

case of Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. Huff, 48 Ohio App. 412, 194 N. E. 429 (1933) where

a married woman while riding with her husband in his automobile, was injured in a

collision upon the highway. She alleged that she was a passenger in her husband's car,
that he was an employee of the insurance company, that at the time of the injury he
was using his car with the company's knowledge and consent, while engaged in its business
and acting within the scope of his employment, that his duties rendered the use of the
car reasonably necessary in said business, and that her injuries were caused by her hus
band's negligence in the operation of the car. The question before the court was whether
the fact that the injured party was the wife of the negligent employee precluded her from

recovery from the employer for injuries caused by the negligence of the employee while

in the discharge of his master's business and within the scope of his employment. In

Ohio spouses may not sue each other for tort. It was held that the wife injured by
the negligence of her husband while he was acting for his employer, and within the scope
of his employment, may maintain an action against such employer, although she is pre
cluded from maintaining an action against her husband for such injuries. The court

observed that the reasoning of the cases that deny recovery against the master (194 N. E.

429, 431), "
�entirely ignores the fundamental principle that the employer is responsible

because the act of the employee in the course of his employment is the act of the employer.
. . . The right to sue the employer is not a dependent, but a primary right; the liability
of the employer is not based upon the employee's liability, and is not subordinate or

secondary thereto. The liability of the employee is for his wrongful conduct, and the

liability of the employer is for his breach of duty through his employee acting for him;
the breach of duty as to each is so independent of the other that, in a case such as the

one at bar, the injured party, even if she were a stranger to the employer (employee?)
could not maintain a joint action against the negligent employee and his employer."
This is substantially the same argument employed in the Poulin case, cited supra note 142,
and which appears to be sound. Case rev'd on other grounds, 128 Ohio St. 469, 191 N. E.

761 (1934). Note (1935) 2 Ohio Ops. 113 (approves the rule laid down in the Huff case

as the "weightier and wiser rule." It is stated, p. 115, "The modern trend certainly is
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question in this country, with Ontario probably supporting the side that
allows recovery against the master even though the injured party has no

in the direction of abolishing all legal immunities of the husband by reason of family
relationship, even including the rule that the husband himself is not liable to the wife
in tort."); Restatement, Agency (1933) � 217 (2) (adopts the majority rule first
announced in the Schubert case, holding that the wife of the servant may sue the master,
even though the servant himself is immune.) ; Smith v. Smith, 116 W. Va. 230, 179 S. E.
812 (1935) was an action by a guest against the owner of an automobile to recover for

injuries sustained as a result of negligence of the latter's driver and agent in the operation
of the car. The driver was the minor son of the plaintiff and consequently could not

be sued by the parent. The court held that the action was maintainable against the owner

in whose employ the minor was. It thus followed the line of cases initiated by the
Schubert case. It observed (179 S. E. 812) that "the right of action against the principal
is separate from that of the act of the agent, and if the act was negligent, the principal
is liable although the agent may not. under the law. be held accountable."
In Louisiana the law is inconclusive as to whether suit can be maintained against a

master where the servant causing the injury may not be sued by the plaintiff. In Ruiz

v. Clancy, 157 So. 737 (La. App. 1934), minors, by their representatives, sued the sheriff,
as owner of an automobile, for loss due to the death of their mother caused by the

negligence of the deputy sheriff, their father, who drove the car, with the owner's consent,
and who had invited his wife to ride, without the owner's consent or knowledge, and not

within the scope of his employment. The owner of the car was insured, but the court

held that the action was not maintainable against him, nor against the insurer, as no

consent by the owner to the presence of the deceased in the car was alleged nor proved,
nor was such consent implied from custom or usage. The judgment was affirmed on this

ground. 182 La. 935, 162 So. 734 (1935).
In Miller v. J. A. Tyrholm & Co., 196 Minn. 438, 265 N. W. 324 (1936), the Minnesota

court adopted the rule of the Schubert case and held that the wife of a negligent agent,
who is immune from suit in tort by the wife, could maintain an action against the prin
cipal and owner of an automobile in which the wife was injured by her husband's negli
gence while a passenger, upon the invitation and consent of the principal and owner.

Minnesota Laws 1933, c. 351, � 4, provides that when any motor vehicle is operated on

a highway by one not the owner, but with the owner's consent, the operator "shall in

case of accident, be deemed the agent of the owner of such motor vehicle in the operation
thereof." The court would probably have arrived at the same conclusion without the

statute although technically the driver was not an employee, but was testing the car

with a view of purchasing it. The court said (265 N. W. 324, 328): "liability on the

defendant's part arose out of the relationship created by the statute." Note (1936) 20

Minn. L. Rev. 566 (approved).
The majority rule allowing the wife of a negligent servant to maintain an action against

the master for the servant's negligence was adopted in Pennsylvania in Koontz v. Messer

and Quaker State Oil Refining Co., 320 Pa. 487, 181 Atl. 792 (1935). The plaintiff was

injured by the negligent driving of her husband while riding in the master's automobile

operated by her husband within the scope of his employment. The court observed that

the marital immunity of the husband in that state did not- extend to the master, who may

be liable to the wife of the negligent servant. The husband's immunity from tort action

by his wife did not bar her action against his employers. The court declined to follow
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recourse against the negligent wrongdoer. It is submitted that the

cases, allowing recovery against the master although the injured per
son cannot recover against the negligent servant, result in social jus
tice and rest upon more logical ground, and are based upon sounder prin
ciples than those that deny such recovery.
A few cases exist where a married woman has sought to recover for

personal injury against a partnership of which the husband was a mem

ber at the time of his negligent act which caused the injury. A case arose

in Maryland, where it was held that a tort action did not lie against a
partnership by a woman who, at the time of the tort, was wife of one
of the partners.148 In this jurisdiction no tort actions are maintainable
between husband and wife. The husband's negligence consisted in

leaving open and unguarded an elevator shaft into which the wife fell
and was injured. This is the only instance found involving suit for negli
gence between husband and wife where the negligence did not arise from
the operation of an automobile or truck. Indemnity insurance was in
volved.
In a New York case, the wife of one of the partners sued the partner

ship for injuries sustained through the negligence of her husband while

the Maine, Riser, Emerson, and Sacknoff cases, and adopted the line initiated by the

Schubert case.

Thus eleven courts sustain actions by the wife of a negligent employee against his

master. Louisiana, where the question has also arisen, is inconclusive.
Rosenblum v. Rosenblum, 231 Mo. App. 236, 96 S. W. (2d) 1082 (1936), follows the

majority rule holding that a wife who accompanied her husband on an automobile trip
which he had taken on behalf of his employer is entitled to maintain an action against
the employer for injuries sustained by her and caused by her husband's negligence in

operating the car, although the latter is immune from tort actions by her in Missouri.

Mullally v. Langenberg Bros. Grain Co., 339 Mo. 582, 98 S. W. (2d) 645 (1936), ruled
that the wife of an employee may sue the employer for personal injuries sustained and
caused by her husband's negligence while driving an automobile within the scope of his

employment. Recovery was denied in the case as the accident occurred outside the scope
of employment. The Schubert case was extensively quoted, followed, and approved.
Miltimore v. Milford Motor Co., 197 Atl. 330 (N. H. 1938), was a case wherein a wife

sued her husband's employer for injuries caused by the husband's negligent driving, within
the scope of his employment, in Massachusetts. By the Massachusetts law the wife of
the negligent employee was permitted to sue the master. The New Hampshire court de
clared that it would enforce the cause of action given against the employer by the Massa
chusetts law.
148David v. David, 161 Md. 532, 157 Atl. 755 (1932) ; Notes (1936) 1 Md. L. Rev. 65,

(1932) 9 N. Y. U. L. Q. Rev. 504 (no reaction), (1933) 8 Wis. L. Rev. 82 (argues action

should be allowed even though the wife cannot sue her husband, and, that latter should
not be required to contribute, but that the damages should be correspondingly reduced).
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operating a partnership automobile. It was held that there could be no

recovery under the Partnership Law which imposed no greater liability
on the partnership than on the offending partner, against whom the wife
had no cause of action.149 The decision would seem to be required by
""Wadsworth v. Webster, 143 Misc. 806, 257 N. Y. Supp. 386 (Sup. Ct. 1932), aff'd,

237 App. Div. 319, 261 N. Y. Supp. 670 (3d Dep't 1932) ; Notes (1932) 2 Brooklyn L.
Rev. 31S (no reaction), (1932) 18 Corn. L. Q. 101 (argues that if the wife had sued the
other partner only and .omitted the husband she should have succeeded). New York
Partnership Law, � 24, Con. Laws N. Y., 1919 c. 408, � 24, provides: "Where, by any

wrongful act or omission of any partner acting in the ordinary course of business of
the partnership, or with the authority of his copartners, loss or injury is caused to any

person, . . the partnership is liable therefor to the same extent as the partner so acting
or omitting to act."
In Caplan v. Caplan, 243 App. Div. 456, 278 N. Y. Supp. 475 (3d Dep't 1935) the doc

trine was reaffirmed. There the wife sued the husband and another as copartners. At

the time of the injury she was riding as a guest in a partnership car, operated in the

partnership business, and driven by her husband. The car collided with another car

because of the husband's negligence. Under the common law rule in force in New York

a wife may not sue her husband for a personal injury caused by his tort whether inflicted

wilfully or negligently. The court quoted section 24 of the Partnership law and held

that as "the partnership is liable ... to the same extent as the partner so acting or

omitting to act" there could be no liability against the partnership because the plaintiff
had no cause of action against her husband, the partner. The decision of the lower court

was affirmed, 268 N. Y. 445, 198 N. E. 23 (1935), by the New York Court of Appeals.
In the course of its opinion the court stated (198 N. E. 23, 26), "Thus no action may be

maintained by a wife against a husband, either individually or jointly, for a trespass upon

her person, and since he is not liable for such a wrong jointly with his partners, it follows
that no judgment can be rendered against all the members of the partnership and in

consequence against the partnership itself; for a partnership liability is a joint liability
of all the partners and there can be no judgment gainst the partnership except in an

action against all the partners to enforce their joint liability. . . where the law grants
to a partner immunity from liability for his own acts, there can be no partnership lia

bility asserted against all the partners, and the foundation of liability arising from a joint
venture fails. Then, to hold the other partners individually liable for the fault of a

copartner, though the erring partner is immune, would create an anomaly. Freedom from

liability by all the parties in such case is not an extension of the personal immunity of

the erring partner. It arises from the fact that partners are liable for the acts of a

copartner in a business carried on by them jointly only within the field where liability
is joint." The court concludes that, "for these reasons, the paintiff cannot maintain an

action against the defendants or any of them jointly or severally, for the wrong com

mitted by her husband."

No liability arises in this case against the partnership because of section 24 of the

Partnership Law. However, Ihe court proceeded upon the broader ground that there would

be no liability at common law. In so doing it disregarded the distinction between liability
and culpability where there is no liability pointed out in the Schubert case, and cited cases

from other jurisdictions that also ignored the distinction. Cases of master and servant
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the statute. It is clear that the offending partner, the husband, was

where the servant is exonerated from culpability and the master consequently was not

liable clearly have no application to cases between husband and wife where the husband
is immune regardless of culpability. The Schubert case is also distinguishable from the

Caplan case in that there the defendant master was a corporation. Hence we do not

perceive that the authority of the Schubert case is in any way shaken.
Two judges dissented, one on the ground that the other partner should be held indi

vidually liable, and the other on the authority of the Schubert case.

The Caplan case has been extensively commented upon in law reviews. Notes (1936)
24 Georgetown Law Journal 484 (criticises the decision), (1936) 5 Brooklyn L. Rev.

174 (states that "recovery should have been permitted against the partner of the husband,
since the husband was acting as the agent of the partnership when the tort was committed.

It is to be regretted that a majority of the court was unable to adopt the views expressed
in the dissenting opinion of Judge Finch."), (1936) 36 Col. L. Rev. 501 (disapproved),
(1935) 21 Corn. L. Q. 157 (Extensive note disapproving the decision in so far as com

plaint is dismissed against the other partner individually. Concurs that under the New

York law no cause of action is stated against the partnership. This because New York

holds to the aggregate theory of partnership and rejects the entity theory. Schubert case

approved, and favors the enactment of a statute giving the husband and wife remedies

for wrongs against each other.), (1936) 5 Fordham L. Rev. 186 (favors application of

principle in Schubert case, on the ground that with respect to the common law liability
for tort the partners are agents as to each other) , (1936) 30 III. L. Rev. 806 (In absence

of abrogation of the rule prohibiting suits in tort between the spouses, the note writer

seems to be of the opinion that the case was rightly decided. "The foundation for several

liability would not seem to exist."), (1936) 13 N. Y. U. L. Q. Rev. 310 (seems to approve

the result "... the admitted preservation of the married woman's disability to sue her

husband can result in no other conclusion."), (1936) 84 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 429 (dis
approved. . . . "Since the justification of vicarious liability is the fact that it permits
including in the cost of the product the risks normally incident to the business, the fact

that the person injured happens to be a member of the wrongdoer's family should make

no difference."), (1935) 10 St. John's L. Rev. 137 ("If the partner whose negligence
caused the injury is not liable, another partner, not negligent, is not liable." This over

looks the distinction between liability and culpability. The husband here was at fault

but under the New York law was immune from suit brought by his wife. The other

partner should not share this immunity. If the other partner is not liable it is by virtue

of Section 24 of the Partnership Law, but the court does not place its decision on this

ground. Under the common law rule of agency between partners it would seem that the

other partner should be liable even though the actual wrongdoer is immune from suit.

Had the negligent act been committed against anyone but the wrongdoer's wife there can

be no doubt that the other partner would have been liable on the rules of agency.),
(1936) 22 Va. L. Rev. 473 ("Applying to the instant case these common principles of

partnership and agency, it would seem that the partner other than the husband should

be held liable. . . . The dissenting opinion is therefore more constant with reason if not

with authority. Better to put the loss on the partnership than on the wife."), Wife's
Action Against Husband's Partner for Tort of Husband in Partnership Business (1936)
45 Yale L. J. 528 (Argued that other partner should have been held liable individually,
and that result would have been warranted by authority of the Schubert case.)
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under no liability to his wife under New York Law. In Wisconsin, a

wife sued a partnership for injuries caused by her husband's negligence.
The husband was an employee of the partnership. The wife was allowed
to recover. But that is a jurisdiction where tort actions between hus
band and wife are allowed, which was the principal question determined
in that case.150 The partners interpleaded the husband, and on rehearing,
it was decided that they were entitled to recover contribution from the
husband as a joint tort feasor.151 It has been held, however, that where
the tort is the joint act of the husband and a third party, and the
latter is sued alone, such defendant cannot bring in the husband and
recover contribution from him in jurisdictions where tort actions between
husband and wife are not maintainable. In such case where there is no

liability on the part of the husband to his wife for torts committed

against her, the husband cannot be sued for contribution by his joint tort
feasor.152 No master and servant relationship existed here. We are not

aware that this doctrine has been applied where such relationship exists.
If it were, it would discount the circuity of action argument in the Maine
case153 and those following it, that deny actions for tort between hus
band and wife.
It is not the purpose of this paper to deal with tort actions between

parent and child, but it is interesting to note by way of comparison, that
North Carolina, Wisconsin and Connecticut which allow such actions

between husband and wife have all denied them between parent and
child.154 On the other hand, New Hampshire and West Virginia have

allowed suits by a minor against the parent.155 The latter state refused

to apply its former rule denying actions for negligence between parent
and child, where the former is protected by liability insurance on the

ground, that the reasons for parental immunity from liability for the

child's injury fail in such cases. The court applied the common law

maxim�when the reason for a rule ceases the rule itself ceases�and

said: "There is no reason for applying the rule in the instant case.�

150Wait v. Pierce, 191 Wis. 202, 209 N. W. 475 (1926).
�-Ibid.
152Ackerson v. Kibler, 138 Misc. 695, 246 N. Y. Supp. 580 (Sup. Ct. 1931), aff'd, 232

App. Div. 306, 249 N. Y. Supp. 629 (4th Dep't 1931) ; Norfolk Southern R. R. v. Gretakis,
162 Va. 597, 174 S. E. 841 (1934).
^See notes 135 to 140, supra.
154Mesite v. Kirchstein, 109 Conn. 77, 145 Atl. 753 (1929) ; Small v. Morrison, 185

N. C. 577, 118 S. E. 12 (1923); Wick v. Wick, 192 Wis. 260, 212 N. W. 787 (1927).
15SDunlap v. Dunlap, 84 N. H. 352, 150 Atl. 905 (1930) ; Securo v. Securo, 110 W. Va.

1, 156 S. E. 750 (1931) (distinguished) ; Lusk v. Lusk, 113 W. Va. 17, 166 S. E. 538 (1932).
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When no need exists for parental immunity, the courts should not extend
it as a mere gratuity. Without such an extension, nothing stands in the

way of this action."1553 No statutes exist authorizing such actions, and
as in the case of husband and wife, no common law can be said to have

existed, as tort actions were unknown to it between persons occupying
either of these relations. The motive for all such actions when they
involve negligence is found in the liability insurance carried by the
parent.

V

A question that has given rise to some divergence of opinion, is whether
a right of action for tort is a chose in action and, therefore, property.
And here, a distinction between torts committed against property and
those against the person should be made. Those of the former class,
such as conversion, are generally allowed between husband and wife.
But the contention advanced is that a right of action for a personal tort
constitutes a chose in action and, hence, property. If this can be main

tained, all tort actions would become choses in action, and therefore,
property; there would be no distinction between suits for property and
for personal tort. That a right of action for personal tort constitutes
property has received support in South Carolina.156 In Pennsylvania, it
has been held that a wife's right of action for a wrong done to her is
her separate property.157 But in a recent case in that jurisdiction, a chose
in action was held not to be included in the term "separate property",
since unliquidated damages are not property.158 The question seems to be
unsettled there. On the other hand, a well known English case decided
that a wife's right of action for a personal tort was not a thing in action
within section 24 of the Married Women's Property Act of 1882,158*
which provided that "property" includes a thing in action and did not

constitute her separate property, and her action for negligence against
her husband could not be supported on the ground that it was brought
for the protection and security of her separate property.159 That a right
166aLusk v. Lusk, 113 W. Va. 17, 19, 166 S. E. 538 (1932).
""Prosser v. Prosser, 114 S. C. 45, 102 S. E. 787 (1920) (The court said (102 S. E.

787, 788) : "A wife has a right in her person ; and a suit for a wrong to her person is
a thing in action; and a thing in action is property, her property").
157Walker v. Philadelphia, 195 Pa. 168, 45 Atl. 657 (1900).
^Cardamone v. Cardamone, 9 Pa. D. & C. 723 (1927) ; Note (1928) 76 U. of Pa. L.

Rev. 613 ; see notes 84 and 130, supra.
"^AS & 46 Vict. c. 75, � 24 (1882).
1MGottliffe v. Edelston, [1930] 2 K. B. 378, cited supra note 114.
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of action for tort is a chose in action, and therefore, property, also has
the support of writers.160 The writer is of the opinion that a cause of
action for a personal tort is nothing more than a claim for unliquidated
damages, and cannot be said to be property until reduced to judgment.
Therefore, in jurisdictions that deny recovery between spouses for per
sonal tort, it would be idle to contend that the right of action is prop
erty for the purpose of placing the plaintiff within the property statutes

and allow recovery under them for personal tort. That would obliterate
all distinction between tort and property actions. In order, that a right
of action may be the basis of recovery in such jurisdiction, it must be for
something that exists as property in some form, before it is made so by
bringing suit and reducing it to judgment.
The married women's acts in the various jurisdictions are so diverse

in character that they cannot be classified, and no effort to do so will be
made. Some attempts at classification have been made,161 but they
furnish no guides for predicting what the courts will decide when ques
tions on inter-spousal actions for tort shall arise in jurisdictions that
have not yet had occasion to pass on them. Dissimilarity in statutes

does not account for the majority and minority holdings of the courts.

Identical statutes have received opposite constructions in different states.
The reason for the divergence of decisions into two lines of holdings is
to be found in the personal attitude, and very often, preconceived no

tions that judges have entertained on questions of policy with respect
to actions for tort between husband and wife under the married women's

statutes. In no branch of law, outside the field of tort actions between

persons in the domestic relations, is it more clear that decisions do not

depend upon statutes but on the personal views of the judges as to social
and public policy. The two lines of decisions arose from the fact that
some courts have taken a liberal view of what was the legislative intent
in the enactment of the acts, and others, an ultra conservative view. This

also appears from illuminating dissenting opinions voiced against the

'""Williams, Is a Right of Action in Tort a Chose in Action?, (1894) 10 L. Q. Rev. 143

(answers question in affirmative. He says, p. 146, "the recompense for any wrong is a

thing lying in action";�Blackstone ranks damages for wrong as property,�shows that a

recompense for a wrong is a thing in action) ; Sweet, Choses in Action, (1894) 10 L. Q.
Rev. 303, ("chose in action properly means nothing more than money or property which

a person is entitled to recover by bringing an action." He concludes that prima facie

it means a debt; in wider sense it includes a right of action for torts).
lslFitzpatrick, Adm'r. v. Owens, 124 Ark. 167, 186 S. W. 832 (1916) ; McCurdy, Torts

Between Persons in Domestic Relations, (1930) 43 Har. L. Rev. 1030.
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majority holdings, such as we find by Justice Harlan, Judge Pound, and
by the dissenting justice in the Austin case.162
The strict construction of statutes must be looked for among those

jurisdictions that have adopted the majority rule, by denying that tort
actions can be maintained between persons occupying the relation of
husband and wife or parent and child. Thus, we find statements in the
cases that statutes in derogation of the common law must be strictly con

strued; that no rights are granted, nor any abrogation of the common

law affected, unless the statute itself clearly so expresses; and that stat
utes will not be extended by implication to abrogate the common law.163
The rule that statutes in derogation of the common law must be strictly
construed has received well deserved criticism by eminent writers.164

102Notes (1927) 27 Col. L. Rev. 237: ("Examine the actual development of the law as

regards the rights of property and labor, or the rights of women. Can there be any doubt
that judges' ideas as to what is just or necessary for social safety do influence the law?"
The same reasoning applies to judges' ideas on policy with respect to the maintenance of
tort actions between spouses), (1900) SI Cent. L. J. 284 (favors the liberal view and
states that courts have construed away the right of a wife to sue her husband that the
statutes intended to give) ; Albertsworth, Recognition of New Interests in the Law of
Torts, (1922) 10 Cal. L. Rev. 461 ("The beneficient legislation, beginning with the middle
of the 19th century, sought to create a fundamentally new status for the married woman,
and if the courts had, as a rule, recognized this revolution in the law, and given effect

to it in their decisions, our law on this matter would not have been in such discord.
But the courts, under the conception that common law incapacities were natural ones,
and that the legislature really could not have meant to do the impossible�to change these
inherited incapacities�read into the liberal statutes decidedly illiberal results." At p. 472
it is said: "A few courts, however, refusing to inject personal ideas of public policy into

their decisions, have reached results more in accord with the spirit of the new legislation
regarding married women").
ie3Plotkin v. Plotkin, 32 Del. 4SS, 12S Atl. 4SS (1924) ; Bandfield v. Bandfield, 117 Mich.

80, 75 N. W. 287 (1898) ; Kelley v. Kelley, 51 R. I. 173, 153 Atl. 314 (1931) (court said:
"A literal construction of the act would authorize any proceeding against the husband
which the wife could bring against any other person.") ; Lillienkamp v. Rippetoe, 133

Penn. 57, 179 S. W. 628 (1915) (At p. 63 the court said "an abrogation of the common

law rule will only be held to have been accomplished by a statute when such purpose is

clearly expressed therein.")
1mBlack, Interpretation of Laws (2nd ed. 1911) 368, "This rule (that all statutes

made in derogation of the common law are to be strictly construed) often led to hardship
and injustice in individual cases, and by means of it beneficient and progressive purposes
of the legislative bodies were frequently balked." (p. 371) ". . . this rule is no longer
supported by reason." See p. 373 for modern statement of rule. "This rule has been a

direct impediment to progressive legislation with respect to the married women's property
acts where the legislative intent has been frittered away by judicial construction that

never was found within the acts themselves." Pound, Common Law and Legislation,
(1908) 21 Harv. L. Rev. 383. Having stated that there was justification for applying
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A number of states and the federal courts have taken the position that
it was not the intent of the married women's acts to create any new

rights unknown to the common law, but only to remove the common law

requirement that the husband must join the wife in all actions for or

against her, and enable her to sue alone where formerly both could sue,
or he sue alone for wrongs against her.165 Another line of decisions has
stated that the purpose of the statutes was to place husband and wife

upon equality, and to give the wife the same rights as those possessed
by the husband at common law, and since he could not sue her for tort
under it, she cannot sue him for tort under the statutes.166 Then there

the rule of strict construction to penal statutes and statutes in derogation of common

right, the author, p. 387, proceeded: "
. . the proposition that statutes in derogation of

the common law are to be construed strictly has no such justification. It assumes that

legislation is something to be deprecated. As no statute of any consequence dealing with

any relation of private law can be anything but in derogation of the common law, the

social reformer and the legal reformer, under this doctrine, must always face the situation

that the legislative act which represents the fruit of their labors will find no sympathy
in those who apply it. will be construed strictly, and will be made to interfere with the

status quo as little as possible." At p. 388�"It is not difficult to show, however, that it
is not necessary to and inherent in a legal system; that it is not an ancient and funda

mental doctrine of the common law; that it had its origin in archaic notions of interpreta
tion generally, now absolete, and survived in its present form because of judicial jealousy
of the reform movement; and that it is wholly inapplicable to and out of place in

American law today." At p. 407�"The public cannot be relied upon permanently to

tolerate judicial obstruction or nullification of the social policies to which more and more

it is compelled to be committed."

Bearing on the origin of rules like the one on strict construction, the fiction of unity,

public policy advanced against the maintenance of tort actions between spouses, the

comment of Justice Holmes is of interest. He says: "A very common phenomena�is this.

The customs, beliefs, or needs of a primitive time establish a rule or a formula. In the

course of centuries the custom, belief, or necessity disappears, but the rule remains. The

reason which gave rise to the rule has been forgotten, and ingenious minds set themselves

to inquire how it is to be accounted for. Some ground of policy is thought of which

seems to explain it and to reconcile it with the present state of things; and then the rule

adapts itself to the new reasons which have been found for it, and enters on a new career.

The old form receives a new content, and in time even the form modifies itself to fit the

meaning which it has received." (Holmes, The Common Law (1881) 5.)

"Thompson v. Thompson, 218 U. S. 611 (1910) ; Libby v. Berry, 74 Me. 286 (1883) ;

Harvey v. Harvey, 239 Mich. 142, 214 N. W. 30S (1927) ; Leonardi v. Leonardi, 21 Ohio

App. 110, 153 N. E. 93 (1925); Comstock v. Comstock, 106 Vt. 50, 169 Atl. 903 (1934).
lmIn re Dolmage's Estate, 203 Iowa 231, 212 N. W. 553 (1927) ; Rogers v. Rogers, 265

Mo. 200, 177 S. W. 382 (1915) ; Finn v. Finn, 19 Ohio App. 302 (1924) ; Pound, Individual

Interests in the Domestic Relations (1916) 14 Mich. L. Rev. 177 (marital interests).

Note (1925) 38 Har. L. Rev. 383 (Statutes like those in Minnesota and Missouri that are

(p. 385 n. 12) ". . . held to give wife no greater rights than husband overlooks that if
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is a class of statutes which purports to give husband and wife equal
rights to appeal to courts. Under identical statutes in this class, con

flicting decisions have been reached on whether tort actions are main
tainable between spouses.167 Other statutes have been construed to be
remedial only, giving no substantive rights.168 Provisions often found
in the codes of the western states, are to the effect that the common law
rule that statutes in derogation thereof must be construed strictly, has
no application and that the code must be liberally construed. Still,
Montana, with such code provisions, has followed the majority rule by
denying the right to maintain tort actions between spouses.169
In some jurisdictions tort actions between husband and wife are

expressly prohibited by statute. That is true in Massachusetts, England
and Ontario.170 In Pennsylvania and Louisiana they are not included

among actions specifically granted and are, therefore, prohibited by
necessary implication.171 We have identical statutes in Minnesota and
Oklahoma that have received opposite construction with respect to main
tenance of tort actions between spouses. Washington and Oregon have
identical sections governing suits between husband and wife. The former
state has denied such actions, while the latter state has not had occasion
to pass on the question. The statutes in the four jurisdictions last men
tioned are practically identical. In Arkansas, the intent of the statute

is to remove all statutory and common law disabilities of married women.

In Mississippi and Tennessee, the statutes purport to fully emancipate
married women from all disability due to coverture and common law.
Arkansas has sustained tort actions between spouses; the last two states
have denied them. In Vermont, married women may not contract with
their husbands, and we would expect tort actions to be denied between

them, as we have found. In Mississippi, Indiana, North Carolina, Idaho,
Nevada, and Arizona suits between husband and wife are expressly
recognized by statutes. Still, actions for tort between them have been
denied by the first two states. North Carolina has allowed the action.

the old scheme of the marital self-governing unit is destroyed by the withdrawal of the

wife the husband is likewise freed of his disabilities under it").
107Strom v. Strom, 98 Minn. 427, 107 N. W. 1047 (1906) ; Fiedler v. Fiedler, 42 Okla.

124, 140 Pac. 1022 (1914); Schultz v. Christopher, 65 Wash. 496, 118 Pac. 629 (1911).
16SKeister's, Adm'r. v. Keister's Ex'rs, 123 Va. 157, 96 S. E. 315 (1918).
1MConley v. Conley, 92 Mont. 425, 15 P. (2d) 922 (1932).
170Weidman v. Weidman. 274 Mass. 118, 174 N. E. 206 (1931) (Massachusetts statute

prohibits any suit between husband and wife); Gottliffe v. Edelston, [1930] 2 K. B. 378;
Goldman v. Goldman, 61 Ont. L. R. 657 (1928).
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In the last three states no such suits have arisen. California formerly
had a like statutory provision, now repealed, under which it was held
that tort actions between husband and wife could not be maintained.172
We have stated that no actions would be brought between husband

and wife for negligence unless indemnity insurance was involved. That
this is true appears conclusively from the history of such litigation. No
cases for negligence between spouses came into the reports until 1917,
long after the advent of the automobile, and not until liability insurance
on such vehicles became common. Since then, all negligence cases be
tween spouses in the reports, with a single exception, have arisen from
accidents caused by negligence in the operation of motor cars.

That the purpose of these suits was to collect from the insurance

company does not always appear in the cases since evidence of the

presence of an insurance company has been studiously excluded, under
the supposition that the jury could be kept in ignorance of such fact, and
because of the fear that if they knew it, they might be actuated by
prejudice against an insurance corporation. We do not believe that any
body of men and women on a jury, sitting in judgment on a suit for

negligence between husband and wife, arising out of an automobile

accident, can be found, that are so stupid that they do not know that

indemnity insurance is involved, whether there is any evidence of it

given in the case or not.173 Nor is the fact that there might be collusion
between the parties to such suits, any reason why these actions should
not be allowed. As in every suit for personal injuries, medical examina
tion and expert testimony must supplement that of the injured plaintiff
herself. No greater difficulties are involved in ascertaining the extent of

injury where the parties are husband and wife, than if the action were

between strangers. In either case, the statute permits either spouse to
call the other as a supporting witness. Suits are rendered necessary by
the fact that policies as a condition to liability require that judgment
must be obtained against the insured, and execution thereon returned un

satisfied, before any liability shall airse on the part of the insurance

171Viguerie v. Viguerie, 133 La. 406, 63 So. 89 (1913) ; Palmer v. Edwards, 155 So. 483

(La. App. 1934), see note 112, supra; Smith v. Smith, 14 Pa. D. & C. 466 (1930).
1TOPeters v. Peters, 156 Cal. 32, 103 Pac. 219 (1909).
"'Rains v. Rains, 97 Colo. 19, 46 P. (2d) 740 (1935) (The court said (46 P. (2d) 740,

745) : "Few, if any, jury panels do not include owners of automobiles, and it is folly
to attempt to blind ourselves to the fact that most, if not all, jurors know of the exist

ence of indemnity insurance companies and their frequent connection with automobile

accident cases."); Pardue v. Pardue, 167 S. C. 129, 166 S. E. 101 (1932), cited supra note

126 (statement of concurring justice) ; see note 85, supra.
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company. Such suits are friendly and the purpose is to replenish the

joint family exchequer of both parties. Nor can there be any objection
to that since the insurance company, in consideration of the premium
paid, has contracted to protect the insured from liability against adverse
suits brought by anybody whomsoever, the wife not excepted, arising
from his negligence. That automobile accident insurance is highly neces

sary in these days, there can be no doubt.174
Aside from cases, that show by the title of the action, that an insur

ance company is a party to the suit, and those that have heretofore been
referred to in this paper, there are others that should be noticed.175 One
of them arose in New York.176 It is difficult to see why a suit between
husband and wife, when its purpose is to recover indemnity insurance
for the injury caused by the accident insured against, should be looked

upon by a court as a "raid" upon the insurance company. The parties
to the action are only seeking to enforce the contract of liability that
the company entered into with the insured, and for which it has been

paid a premium. The rate paid for insurance was not determined on

the basis that wives and children were to be excluded from benefit in
case of injury caused by accident insured against. The rate covered all

174Smith, Compensation for Automobile Accidents, (1932) 32 Col. L. Rev. 785. At p.
795 it is stated that in the Supreme Court of New York County 30 per cent of all new

issues placed on the calendar for a period of 18 months were motor car accident cases,
and that in the Common Pleas in Philadelphia County 50 per cent of all cases tried by
juries are like cases.

175Harvey v. Harvey, 239 Mich. 142, 214 N. W. 305 (1927) (At p. 306 the court said:
"We can conceive of circumstances where liability insurance, carried by the husband, might
prove the moving factor and not at all disrupt connubial bliss in collecting from an insur
ance company."). This was quoted in Comstock v. Comstock, 169 Atl. 903 (Vt. 1934)
where the court said: "Of course the moving factor is immaterial. If the right exists, the
wife is entitled to assert it; if it does not exist, she has no standing in court." In Small

v. Morrison, 185 N. C. 577, 118 S. E. 12 (1923) at p. 24 the dissenting Chief Justice said:

"The indemnity company in setting up the plea that the child cannot sue the father is

not seeking to carry out the Fifth Commandment or to enforce relations between parents
and children, but to exempt itself from its obligation to the father, made in consideration

of his money paid for that purpose, of reimbursing him for any damages which might
be caused to anyone by his operation of the machine." In Gottliffe v. Edelston, [1930]
2 K. B. 378, it was stated that the real defendant was the insurance company with which

Edelston was insured.

""Newton v. Weber, 119" Misc. 240, 196 N. Y. Supp. 113 (Sup. Ct. 1922) (a case of sub

sequent marriage, the court said: "The maintenance of an action of this character, unless

the sole purpose be a raid upon an insurance company, would not add to conjugal happi
ness and unison, which it is the policy of the law to further and promote.") ; Note (1926)
30 Law Notes 165 (is unable to see the "raid" upon the insurance company in this case).
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cases of liability. If insurance companies are unwilling to pay indemnity
where wives and children are victims of injury, they can except them
from the risks covered by the policy. Instead of that the companies
prefer, for reasons not difficult to understand, to issue blanket policies
purporting to cover all cases of injury by accident, and leave unsuspect
ing husbands and fathers in the belief that they are protected against
outlay for medical expenses and increased burdens of support, perhaps
for life, if their wives or children should be injured in accidents caused

by their negligence, as well as protecting them from claims of third per
sons, and defend against liability as each case arises.
An argument advanced by courts, that have adopted the majority rule

against the maintenance of tort actions between husband and wife, is
that such suits are opposed to public policy in that they tend to destroy
happy home relations between spouses.1"77 And they have applied the same

argument whether the action is for willful tort or mere negligence;
whether the relations between the parties are at point of separation, or
amicable as in suits against indemnity insurance companies. We sub
mit that the argument from policy has no application to either of these
classes of cases. In case of willful tort, the peace of the family is already
destroyed before suit is brought.178 And the cases show that in prac-

1T,Plotkin v. Plotkin, 32 Del. 4S5, 125 Atl. 455 (1924), cited supra note 163, (The court

said: "But the right to sue each other strikes at the very heart of domestic relations and

its effect not only upon the home ties, but upon society generally would be far reaching.) ;
Palmer v. Edwards, 155 So. 483 (La. App. 1934), cited supra note 112, (On rehearing the

court said: "If the views for the plaintiff were accepted, they would be destructive of the

marriage status or rather what is left of it.'' This was a case of a subsequent marriage
and indemnity insurance was involved.) ; Austin v. Austin, 136 Miss. 61, 100 So. 591

(1924), cited supra, note 94; Leonardi v. Leonardi, 21 Ohio App. 110, 153 N. E. 93 (1925),
cited supra note 92, (The court stated (153 N. E. 93, 94) that to give an action to

husband or wife for a negligent act of the other causing injury, ". . . would strike at

the very heart of the peaceable domestic relation of the husband and the wife and further,
at the happiness of the family.") ; see note 176, supra; Note (1931) 37 W. Va. L. Q. 92,
shares the same fear. The writer states: "It may seem unfair (not) to allow the wife

an opportunity to reach this insurance fund . . . but greater harm would result from a

rule of law which disturbs domestic tranquility and leads to social evils." This fear

should be alleviated by the recent decision of the West Virginia court in Lusk v. Lusk,
113 W. Va. 17, 166 S. E. 538 (1932).
178Note (1925) 38 Harv. L. Rev. 383. At p. 387 it is stated: "The fundamental answer

to this is a common-sense recognition that normal considerations of propriety will confine

the exercise of such rights to sue, if they are existent, to cases where other considerations

have already brought the happy home to the point of separation or divorce, so that the

interests of society in family unity is so far unattainable that it cannot fairly be balanced

against the interests of two individuals."
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tically every instance the action for tort has been preceded by divorce
or separation. It has also been shown that no instance of a suit for negli
gence between spouses has occurred, unless the purpose was to collect

indemnity insurance. These are friendly suits and are to the mutual

advantage of the spouses, rather than representing any clash of interests.
It has not been shown in jurisdictions that have allowed suits between
husband and wife for negligence, that sanctity of home relations has
been impaired thereby. Public policy argument is not advanced against
suits between them involving property disputes,179 nor against divorce
actions or in suits for criminal prosecution by one against the other.
The minority rule permitting tort actions between spouses has had

a steady growth since its first adoption by Connecticut and Oklahoma
in 1914. The rule, especially in the negligence and indemnity cases, rests

upon equity and justice. It has received an almost unanimous approval
of writers and commentators.180 It represents a progressive tendency in
the law, which should receive further consideration in jurisdictions that
have alroady gone on record for the majority rule. As in the case of

176Note (1928) S N. Y. U. L. Q. Rev. 55, where it is stated that public policy against
tort actions is effectively answered by fact that no such policy is involved or complained
of in tort actions with respect to property.

180In addition to writers and notes from periodicals already cited, the following support
the liberal view: Harper, Torts (1933) 633. In his discussion of torts between husband
and wife he says: "A stronger and probably increasing minority view permits the wife
to sue her husband for such harms, especially if they are intended wrongs. A few liberal
decisions have permitted the action for the husband's negligence. This result seems emi

nently desirable. The metaphysical and practical reasons which prevented such actions at

common law are no longer applicable. The danger to the family peace and tranquility,
here, as in the case of suits by an infant against his parent, has been grossly over

emphasized. Sound policy and ordinary fairness commend the right of the wife to recover

for tortious invasions of her interests in personality by her husband." Pound, Spirit of
the Common Law (1906) 18 Green Bag, 17, 189, "Recent legislation and judicial decision
have changed the whole attitude of the law with respect to dependent members of the
household. Courts no longer make the natural rights of parents with respect to children
the chief basis of their decisions. The individual interest of parents, which used to be
the one thing regarded, has come to be almost the last thing regarded as compared with
the interest of the child and the interest of society. In other words social interests are

now chiefly regarded." Notes (1926) 30 Law Notes 165 (At p. 166 it is stated: "The

weight of logic seems to be with the minority."), (1917) 1 Minn. L. Rev. 82 (favors the
liberal view but believes better to leave change to the legislature. "It was surely not the
intention of the legislature to afford the married woman protection for her property rights
against her husband and not to afford her person a similar measure of protection."), (1917)
5 Tex. L. Rev. 411 (states that the wife has full court protection as to property and

political rights, but no protection to her person. Disapproves failure of courts to extend
the remedy to the wife by civil action).
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the majority rule, we have seen that it originated in the assault and

battery cases.181
We have seen that the common law furnishes no basis for the dis

tinction between tort and property actions between husband and wife.
Neither action was known to it, because of the fiction of unity which

prevented any suits being brought at all between spouses. Nor were tort
actions between them for personal wrong entertained in equity, because
that was a property court only. At the time of the enactment of the
married women's acts, therefore, no common law precedent existed
either for or against either of the actions.182 When these statutes gave
the wife the right to sue alone, without specifically stating whether for

property or tort, courts stated that the statutes did not create any new

cause of action, but only permitted her to sue alone where formerly she
had a cause of action by joining her husband. This statement overlooks
the fact that against third persons she could bring either tort or property
actions by joining the husband, and that against him she could bring
neither because of the fiction of unity. What reason then did the com

mon law courts have for the construction placed upon the statutes that

they permitted property actions between spouses, but not actions for
tort? We submit they had none. There was no reason why in property
actions they should follow the equity court, which had always recognized
the duality between husband and wife, and allowed suits between them
for property only because its jurisdiction was limited to property, and

deny actions for tort because such actions were also unknown in equity.
If the only purpose of the statutes were to enable married women to sue

their husbands with respect to property, they were useless, because they
already had that right in equity before enactment of the statutes. Then
the argument that tort actions between husband and wife are opposed to

^Note (1931) 37 W. Va. L. Q. 92, states that the minority rule "has probably come

about because of the changing conceptions of the domestic relation, the automobile and

the introduction of indemnity liability insurance.'' It adds that the writer believes that

insurance has been important in bringing about the minority rule and "on the ground
of recovering the insurance the minority rule may well be sustained." See note 177, supra.
The statement that the rule has come about because of the automobile and introduction

of indemnity liability insurance is not supported by facts. At the time the note was

written seven states had adopted the rule in assault and battery cases and only one juris
diction had adopted it in a negligence case arising out of an automobile accident.

1S2Phillips v. Barnet, 1 Q. B. Div. 436 (1876), is the first instance of a tort action be

tween husband and wife in England, and Longendyke v. Longendyke, 44 Barb. 366 (N. Y.
1863) is the first for tort in this country. No earlier property actions in law courts be

tween husband and wife are found.
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public policy applies equally to property actions, where it has never

been invoked. Nowhere do the statutes indicate that the law courts were

to allow suits between spouses, only where the equity courts had allowed
them before. The fact, that equity had never entertained actions between
husband and wife for personal wrong, constituted no precedent for deny
ing such suits by the law courts, whose jurisdiction was confined to

property only. Tort actions were outside the equity field of jurisdiction.
Dean Pound has stated that the courts read the common law into the

legislation.183 We submit that the common law courts did not even do

that, but that they read the limitations upon the jurisdiction exercised

by the courts of equity into the statutes.

No distinction has been made by the courts between willful and negli
gent tort, and the same rule has been applied to both classes. Where
courts have adopted the minority rule there is no occasion for any dis
tinction. On the other hand in jurisdictions that have adopted the

majority rule, by denying tort actions between husband and wife, it is
submitted that a line should be drawn between torts where liability in
surance is involved, and is sought to be enforced, and those cases where
no indemnity insurance exists. That will, as far as reported cases show,
practically draw the line between willful and negligent torts. In the

days of the common law when divorce was practically unknown, there
may have been some justification on grounds of public policy for denying
suits for willful tort between spouses, although courts of equity, as

we have seen, were not concerned by arguments that actions between
them were opposed to public policy. Now, however, the cases show that
actions for willful tort are almost always preceded by separation and

divorce, so the argument from policy here fails. In negligence cases the

argument from policy never had any application. They have all arisen
from motor car accidents where there was insurance and in every case

the motive for the action has been to collect such indemnity insurance.
There is no record of a suit for negligence between husband and wife
where insurance was not involved, nor would common sense expect any
such suit between parties so related unless insurance was involved.
Hence, the argument of policy fails in both classes of tort actions.
In the one, the home ties are destroyed before suit is brought; in the
other, the suit is friendly and for the mutual advantage of both parties
to the action. An insurance company that has received the consideration
for the contract, it entered into with the insured, is entitled to no sym-

'See note 162, supra, and text matter pertaining thereto.
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pathy if it is called upon to pay indemnity incurred by accident insured

against. As we have seen, the suits are made necessary by the condition
in the policy, that liability shall only arise when a judgment against
the insured cannot be satisfied by execution.

Liability indemnity insurance is of comparatively recent origin in the
law and, as always when a new situation arises in the law, when it

appeared, the courts had no rules worked out to meet it but seized upon
a rule most nearly analogous, and applied that whether it functions or

not. In absence of any rule to apply to negligence cases, where indemnity
insurance was involved, the courts seized upon the rule applied in assault
and battery cases and used it in negligence cases involving insurance,
advancing the same arguments of policy, with pictured wrecks of

happy homes, that had heretofore been applied in cases for willful tort.
Neither the rule nor the arguments are at all applicable to negligence
cases where the purpose of the suit is to mutually benefit the parties
to the action. There is a common law maxim�When the reason for a

rule ceases the rule itself ceases�that courts should not overlook. It is
time the courts should abandon a rule which denies suits for negligence
between spouses, when there is no longer any reason behind it, as in
cases involving indemnity insurance, and when its retention serves no

other purpose than to enable insurance companies to escape liability on

contracts they have undertaken with the insured to protect him from

liability arising by reason of accidents.
The writer is happy to have discovered recently in a West Virginia

case184 that the court has drawn the line where we have suggested. This

jurisdiction must be classed among those that have adopted the majority
rule, by denying tort actions between husband and wife and parent and
child where no indemnity insurance is involved. In the recent case,
however, the court sustained an action for negligent tort by a minor

against the father for injuries caused by the latter's negligence where
he was protected by indemnity liability insurance. The court stated
that the reason for parental immunity from liability for the child's injury
failed in that case and applied the common law maxim that we have
stated. It is to be hoped that courts in other jurisdictions that have

adopted the majority rule will follow the lead of West Virginia, and allow
suits between husband and wife for negligence, where there is indemnity
liability insurance, even if they should not deem it desirable to reverse

181Lusk v. Lusk, 113 W. Va. 17, 166 S. E. 538 (1932) ; see notes 66 and 155, supra, and
text matter pertaining thereto.
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their former holdings altogether in the field of tort actions between hus
band and wife.
To summarize, we find that actions for negligence between husband

and wife have been denied in this country in the following 21 juris
dictions: District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Lou
isiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, and Vermont. They have also been denied in Eng
land and Ontario. Tort actions between spouses have been foreclosed
in the following 9 jurisdictions: California, Delaware, Illinois, Ken
tucky, Massachusetts, Texas, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia.
The last jurisdiction has allowed recovery for negligence between hus
band and wife where indemnity liability insurance exists. Tort actions
between spouses have been allowed in the following 9 jurisdictions: Ala
bama, Arkansas,184" Connecticut, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma,184" South Carolina, and Wisconsin. In the following
10 jurisdictions, tort actions between husband and wife have not arisen:
Arizona, Colorado,184" Idaho, Kansas, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming.184'
It is submitted that Wyoming, as well as the other 9 jurisdictions that

have not yet had occasion to pass upon the question, should adopt the
minority rule by allowing suits for negligence between husband and wife
where indemnity liability insurance is involved.185 This also applies to
the 7 jurisdictions where tort actions may be regarded as foreclosed by
previous suits for willful tort. In Massachusetts any suit between hus
band and wife is prohibited by statute.

""In Arkansas tort actions between spouses have been prohibited by a recent statute;
see note 122, supra.
184ilCourtney v. Courtney, 87 P. (2d) 660 (Okla. 1939) (Court sustained wife's action

against husband for personal injuries caused by his negligent operation of an automobile.
A well argued opinion. Refused to draw distinction between negligent and willful tort.
Action for latter had been previously upheld.) See note 57, supra.

184bIn Laramie County, Wyoming, an action for negligence between husband and wife
arose in the district court. The action was sustained. Subsequently, when a like action
came before the same judge he reversed his former decision by denying the action. Neither
case went to the supreme court.

184cSince writing the above Colorado has adopted the minority rule. In Rains v. Rains,
97 Colo. 19, 46 P. (2d) 740 (1935) the wife sued the husband for personal injuries sus

tained in an automobile accident caused by the husband's negligence. The court held that
the wife was entitled to recover. Insurance was involved. See note 173, supra.
185McCurdy, Torts Between Persons in Domestic Relations (1928) 43 Harv. L. Rev. 1030

(concludes that "the problem of a cause of action for personal injury should be con

sidered an open question.") ; Notes (1937) 6 Fordham L. Rev. 493, (1937) 12 Sf. John's
L. Rev. 156; (1937) 101 Just. P. 696.
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THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES*
GOVERNMENT TAX IMMUNITY

JN one of its most significant opinions of the current term the Court in
Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe1 held that an employee

of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation is subject to a non-discrimina-
tOry state income tax on his salary. This decision was foreshadowed by
that in Helvering v. Gerhardt? decided at the preceding term, in which
it was held that the salary of an employee of the Port of New York
Authority was subject to the federal income tax. In that case the Court
stated that, in establishing the immunity of the Federal Government from
state taxation, the opinion in McCulloch v. Maryland3 "recognized a

clear distinction between the extent of the power of a state to tax na

tional banks and that of the national government to tax state instru
mentalities."4 Based on this distinction, the tax immunity of the states,
first established in The Collector v. Day,5 is subject to "two guiding
principles of limitation"�first, the state is not exempt from taxation in
the performance of functions not considered "essential,"6 even though
the tax must be paid by the state itself, and second, where the tax is to

be paid by individuals and affects the state only as the economic burden
of the tax is passed on to it, the immunity will not be recognized if the
burden is merely speculative and would restrict the federal taxing power
without affording a corresponding protection to the state.7 The basis of

?Written April 28, 1939.

JS9 Sup. Ct. 595 (March 27, 1939). The opinion was written by Mr. Justice Stone.
2304 U. S. 405 (1938).
34 Wheat. 316 (U. S. 1819).
'Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U. S. 405, 412 (1938).
Ell Wall. 113 (U. S. 1870). This case held that Congress could not tax the salary of

a state judge.
"State immunity from federal taxation has for example been denied with respect to

liquor dispensary system, South Carolina v. United States, 199 U. S. 437 (1905) ; Ohio v.

Helvering, 292 U. S. 360 (1934) ; public service companies, Flint v. Stone Tracy Company,
220 U. S. 107 (1911); Helvering v. Powers, 293 U. S. 214 (1934); Cj. Brush v. Commis
sioner of Internal Revenue, 300 U. S. 352 (1936) ; and the promotion of athletic contests

of state educational institutions, Allen v. Regents of the University System of Georgia,
304 U. S. 439 (1938).
'e. g. Consultant engineer on public water supply systems, Metcalf & Eddy v. Mitchell,

269 U. S. 514 (1926) ; income from sale of municipal bonds, Willcuts v. Bunn, 282 U. S.
216 (1930) ; lessee of state lands, Group No. 1 Oil Corporation v. Bass, 283 U. S. 279

(1931); Helvering v. Mountain Producers Corporation, 303 U. S. 376 (1938); and the

transfer at death of property to a state, Snyder v. Bettman, 190 U. S. 249 (1903).

924
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the immunity is the protection of the continued existence of the state
and will be implied only where the tax is clearly shown actually and sub

stantially to burden the state in the exercise of its essential functions.
The burden on the state imposed by a nondiscriminatory tax upon the
salary of an employee is at most conjectural and consists only in the in

crease, to an unascertainable extent, of the cost of government. In such
a situation an immunity will not be implied where the only effect is to
relieve the employee of the responsibility of support of the Federal Gov
ernment and restrict that Government's taxing power without affording
a necessary protection to the state. Such a tax was therefore considered
as covered by the second limitation on state immunity already referred
to.

Although the basis of the decision in the Gerhardt case was the limita
tion of the state tax immunity, the Court felt that "the conclusion
reached in the Gerhardt case . . . makes it imperative that we should
consider anew the immunity here claimed for the salary of an employee
of a federal instrumentality."8 The result was that The Collector v. Day
and New York ex rel. Rogers v. Graves9 were overruled "so far as they
recognize an implied constitutional immunity from income taxation of
the salaries of officers or employees of the national or a state govern
ment or their instrumentalities."10

'Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 601 (March 27, 1939).
"299 U. S. 401 (1937).
'"Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 601 (March 27, 1939).

Italics supplied.
The Court recognized that "there has been attributed to Congress some scope ... for

granting or withholding immunity of federal agencies from state taxation" but "whether

its power to grant tax exemptions as an incident to the exercise of powers specifically
granted by the Constitution can never, in any circumstances, extend beyond the constitu

tional immunity of federal agencies which courts have implied, is a question which need

not now be determined." 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 597 (March 27, 1939). The Court has said

that Congress has the power to "protect the performance of the functions of the National

Government and to prevent interference therewith through any attempted state action,"
James v. Dravo Contracting Co., 302 U. S. 134, 161 (1937) but the tax exemption here

referred to seems commensurate with the implied immunity based on a direct burden on

the government which substantially obstructs the exercise of its functions. A question
that arises, with respect to the extent of the power of Congress to grant immunity, is

whether Congress will be allowed to grant an immunity from taxation without respect to

the burden imposed by the tax, and whether, if Congress says that a tax on certain sal

aries or other incidents of government would impose a burden on the government, the

Court will, nevertheless, consider for itself the nature and effect of the burden. Congress
has already taken some action in this field by the adoption of the Public Salary Tax Act

of 1939, Pub- L- No- 32> 76th Cong. 1st Sess. (April 12, 1939) which provides that no col-
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The Court made it clear that any differences between the nature or the
powers of the federal and a state government have no application when
an implied immunity from taxation is claimed for the salary of an officer
or employee of either government, since "the burden on government of a
non-discriminatory income tax applied to the salary of the employee of
a government or its instrumentality is the same, whether a state or

national government is concerned."11 The cases establishing the im

munity of government salaries from taxation12 assumed without discus
sion that the immunity of the government itself extended to the salaries

lection of a state tax on federal salaries received prior to January 1, 1939 shall be made.
The question would seem to be whether Congress or the Court is to determine whether
a particular tax burdens the government so as to obstruct the exercise of its functions.
In the O'Keefe case the government brief argued that the tax in question imposed no

burden on the government, and although this fact was not relied on in the opinion, a

similar situation was discussed in Willcutts v. Bunn, 282 U. S. 216 (1930), involving the

taxability of profits from the sale of municipal bonds, and the fact that several states

filed briefs as amici curiae supporting the tax was cited to confirm the ultimate decision
that no burden was placed on the state government. The statement in the O'Keefe case

that when "Congress has disclosed no intention with respect to the claimed immunity,
it is in order to consider the nature and effect of the alleged burden," 59 Sup. Ct. 595,
598 (March 27, 1939) may indicate a desire of the Court to place the matter in the
hands of Congress in situations where the question as to the existence of the burden is

very close.

^Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 601 (March 27, 1939).
The second limitation on the state immunity from federal taxation discussed in Helver

ing v. Gerhardt, 304 U. S. 405 (1938), is thus shown to be equally applicable to the federal

immunity from state taxation. With respect, however, to the principle that the govern
ment tax immunity is limited to the protection of essential functions of the government
there is a wide distinction between the federal and .state immunities arising from the
statements in Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe that the distinction between
"essential" and "proprietary" functions of governments discussed at length in many

opinions (see e. g. supra note 6) is of no importance when activities of the federal gov
ernment are concerned. The Court said that since the federal government derives all of
its powers from the Constitution, its every activity constitutionally undertaken, whether
carried on through one of its permanently established departments or through a cor

poration created by Congress, is governmental in nature. Hence, so far as federal tax

immunity is concerned, if the tax imposes a burden on the government agency, the only
question is whether the activities carried on are within the constitutional powers of the

government.
"Dobbins v. The Commissioners, 16 Pet. 435 (U. S. 1842), involving state taxation of

a captain of a United States Revenue Cutter; the Collector v. Day, 11 Wall. 113 (U. S.

1870), involving federal taxation of a state judge; New York ex rel. Rogers v. Graves,
299 U. S. 401 (1937), involving state taxation of the general counsel of the Panama
Railroad Company; and Brush v. Commissioner, 300 U. S. 352 (1937), involving federal
taxation of an engineer for the public water system of New York.
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of its officers and employees.13 The Court in overruling these cases felt,
however, that there was no basis for such assumption and that the nature
and effect of the alleged burden should be considered by the Court. In
cases involving taxation of other incidents of government the effect of
the burden had been examined and found not to unduly restrict the
functions of government when paid by individuals,14 and the same test

is by this case made applicable to a tax on salaries of officers and em

ployees. The reason given in the Gerhardt case for refusing to apply the

immunity to salaries of state employees were said to be of equal force in
this situation. Since the tax on the income of the employee cannot be

legally or economically considered as a tax on the source of income15 the

only basis for the claimed immunity is that the economic burden inci

dentally passed on to the government amounts to an interference in the

performance of its functions. The Court held, as in the Gerhardt case,
that no substantial burden was clearly shown to exist, and such incidental
burden as did exist was "one which the Constitution presupposes, and
hence it cannot rightly be deemed to be within an implied restriction

upon the taxing power of the national and state governments which the

Constitution has expressly granted to one and confirmed to the other.16
The opinions in the Gerhardt and O'Keefe cases clearly end any

immunity from non-discriminatory income taxation of the salaries of

officers and employees of the state government, and also of the Federal

Government in the absence of an express immunity which the Court's

opinion suggests that Congress may possibly have power to grant.
Although the basis of the decisions is that such a tax imposes no uncon-

"In the first of these cases the Court spoke of state taxation of the "instruments, emolu

ments and persons which the United States may use and employ," making no distinction

as to the subject being taxed. Dobbins v. The Commissioners, 16 Pet. 435, 447 (U. S.

1842). Taxation of salaries was thus considered on the same plane as taxation of the

National Bank in McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316 (U. S. 1819) and having been

introduced in this way no distinction was made in any of the other cases involving taxa

tion of salaries of officers and employees of the government.
"Metcalf & Eddy v. Mitchell, 269 U. S. 514 (1926), as to tax on consultant engineer

of water supply system, who was considered not an "officer or employee" of the State;

James v. Dravo Contracting Co., 302 U. S. 134 (1937), as to tax on independent con

tractor engaged in the construction of locks and dams for the government; Helvering v.

Mountain Producers Corporation, 303 U. S. 376 (1938), as to tax on proceeds of prop

erty leased by a state to a private corporation.
"Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 598 (March 27, 1939) ;

citing New York ex rel. Cohn v. Graves, 300 U. S. 308 (1937); Hale v. State Board,

302 U. S. 95 (1937), and other cases.

"Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe,. 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 601 (March 27, 1939).
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stitutional burden on the government, the real test now seems to be
whether the tax is discriminatory, since it is difficult, in the light of
these opinions, to conceive of any situation not involving discrimination
in which a "direct and substantial" burden impeding the functions of
government could be shown to be passed on to the government. The

dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Butler raises this point by suggesting
that the decisions may be dangerous to the Federal Government since
there is no limitation on the extent to which the state's power to tax

may be exercised once that power is recognized, except its own legisla
tive discretion which is not subject to judicial revision. "Where the

power to tax exists, legislatures may exert it to destroy, to discourage,
to protect or exclusively for the purpose of raising revenue."17 The

concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Frankfurter18 meets the dissent by
referring to Mr. Justice Holmes' famous statement that "The power to
tax is not the power to destroy while this Court sits"19 and by showing
that, although the strong reasons given in McCulloch v. Maryland for
the necessity of governmental tax immunity "had their roots in actual

ity" the extension of that doctrine beyond its original bounds had en

countered increasing dissents, and that it should be reexamined and
considered by reference to the Constitution itself�"the ultimate touch
stone of constitutionality"�rather than to the expressions of the Court

extending the principles of immunity. Such an approach, it was felt,
clearly showed that the extension of that doctrine could not be sup
ported by the Constitution, and indicated the necessity of the restriction

resulting from the Court's decision. The dissenting opinion effectively
answers its own objection by the statement that "Appraisal of lurking
or apparent implications of the Court's opinion can serve no useful end

for, should occasion arise, they may be ignored or given direction differ

ing from that at first seemingly intended."20

STATE REGULATION OF FOREIGN AND INTERSTATE COMMERCE

A Florida statute21 fixing an inspection fee of fifteen cents per
hundredweight on all foreign cement imported into the state was found

by the Supreme Court to be prohibited by the commerce clause in Hale

"Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 604 (March 27, 1939).
Mr. Justice McReynolds joined in the dissent.

,1959 Sup. Ct. 595, 602 (March 27, 1939).
"Panhandle Oil Company v. Mississippi, 277 U. S. 218, 223 (1928) (dissent).
""Graves v. People of New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 59 Sup. Ct. 595, 604 (March 27, 1939).
21Fla. Comp. Gen. Laws Ann. (Skillman, Supp. 1938) � 4151 (512).
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v. Bimco Trading, Inc.,22 on the ground that the Act discriminated
against foreign commerce since there were no similar provisions for
the inspection of Florida cement. That the statute was clearly dis
criminatory was amply shown by the fact that the inspection fee was

sixty times the actual cost of inspection.23
The result of such a holding is that foreign commerce is entitled to at

least the same protection from state interference as that given inter
state commerce under the Constitutional provision that Congress shall
have power to regulate both foreign and interstate commerce. While
it is probably true that these views were never seriously in doubt they
found expression in but one prior holding of the Court.24 Other cases

involving similar discriminatory provisions have generally been con

fined by factual situations to interstate transactions.25
In Clark v. Paul Gray, Inc.,26 the Supreme Court for the third time27

in recent years passed upon the validity of a so-called "Caravan Act."
In each of the previous cases, as in the instant case, the basis of attack
has been on the grounds of the imposition of a forbidden burden on

interstate commerce or an infringement of the due process and equal
protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. The California
Statute28 in the instant case imposed two license fees, each of $7.50,
for the transportation of any vehicle operated on its own wheels, or in
tow of a motor vehicle, for the purpose of sale within the state. The
statute declared that one of the fees was to reimburse the state for
added expense incurred in administering police regulations relative to

the caravan traffic, while the other fee was to be compensation for the

privilege of using the public highways. Vehicles moving only within
either of two zones, comprising approximately the northern and southern

halves of the state, were exempted from the operation of the statute.

^59 Sup. Ct. 526 (Feb. 27, 1939).
'"The Court suggested that a discriminatory statute of this kind might be upheld if

necessitated by local conditions, not indicated here, as had been done with respect to a

statute interfering with interstate commerce in territory of New Mexico ex rel. E. J.
McLean & Co. v. Denver & R. G. R. R., 203 U. S. 38 (1906), which was relied on by
The Supreme Court of Florida in upholding the statute in this case. State v. Hale, 129

Fla. 588, 176 So. 577 (1937).
slCook v. Pennsylvania, 97 U. S. 566, 573 (1878).
^Railroad Co. v. Husen, 95 U. S. 465 (1877) ; Brimmer v. Rebman, 138 U. S. 78 (1891) ;

Voight v. Wright, 141 U. S. 62 (1891).
"59 Sup. Ct. 744 (April 17, 1939).
"Mori v. Bingaman 298 U. S. 407 (1936) ; Ingels v. Morf, 300 U. S. 290 (1937).
"'Cal. Gen. Laws (Deering, 1938) � 5136.
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It is well settled that a state may constitutionally exact reasonable
fees for the use of its highways by vehicles engaged in interstate com

merce.29 Such a fee may not only be exacted on all vehicles but may be
limited to a class where the character of the traffic and the correspond
ing burden it imposes on the state justifies such a classification.30 In
the instant case, as is a similar case,31 it was found that the increased
hazard of coupled cars and the undue wear and tear caused by the

tendency of coupled cars to skid was a sufficient basis for classification.
There being scarcely any doubt as to these questions, the substance of
the attack on the statute was based on the ground that the classification
was an unconstitutional discrimination between cars driven in caravans

interstate and those driven wholly within either of the exempt zones.

In answer to this contention, the Court held that there was no denial of

equal protection in this instance since intra-zone traffic was negligible.
The question whether those who drive their cars to market singly are

unlawfully discriminated against by being subjected to the statute, while
those who drive them for other purposes are not affected, was not an

swered by the Court since it did not appear that appellees belonged to

that class. It might well be that one operating a single vehicle could

successfully contest the statute on the ground that the basis for valid
classification in the case of a caravan would be inadequate as applied
to single cars.

While a state may exact a reasonable charge for the use of its high
ways such a tax is a direct burden on interstate commerce and it must
be shown that the fee is levied only as compensation for highway use.32
It appears that the present statute avoided that vice, found invalid in

Ingels v. Morj,33 but extensive consideration of this question was un-

MHendrick v. Maryland, 235 U. S. 610 (1915) ; Kane v. New Jersey, 242 U. S. 160

(1916); Clark v. Poor, 274 U. S. 554 (1927); Interstate Transit, Inc. v. Lindsey, 283

TJ. S. 183 (1931).
^Continental Baking Co. v. Woodring, 286 U. S. 352 (1932); Hicklin v. Coney, 290

TJ. S. 169 (1933) ; Dixie Ohio Express Co. v. State Revenue Commission, 59 Sup. Ct. 435

(Jan. 30, 1939).
^Morf v. Bingaman, 298 U. S. 407 (1936).
"'Sprout v. City of South Bend, 277 U. S. 163 (1928).
^300 TJ. S. 290 (1937). In this case a statute (for which the statute in the instant

case is a substitute) imposing a fee of $15 on cars caravaned into the state was held to

constitute an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce since the fees bore no

reasonable relation to the increased cost of policing, and because it did not affirmatively
appear, in the statute or otherwise, that the fees were demanded as reimbursement for the

expense of providing facilities, or of enforcing regulations of commerce which are within

its constitutional powers.
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necessary since the appellees failed to meet the burden of showing that
the fees were excessive for the declared purposes.

JAMES G. BOSS*

JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS THE "NEGATIVE ORDER"
DOCTRINE

Of great importance in the field of administrative law is the opinion
in Rochester Telephone Corporation v. United States and Federal Com
munications Commission,1 in which the Court, through Mr. Justice
Frankfurter, re-examined and discarded the mystic doctrine of "nega
tive orders." The "negative order" was termed by the Court to be

merely shorthand for a variety of situations, and thus called for re

examination in the light of established principles regarding the jurisdic
tion and powers of the federal courts. In the instant case, the Rochester
Telephone Corporation sought judicial review of an order by the Federal
Communications Commission holding it subject to the Communications
Act of 1934.2
The "negative order" doctrine was considered by the Court to have

covered three types of situations:

(1) Where the action sought to be reviewed is only an intermediate

step in the proceedings of the administrative body, and does not compel
or enjoin any conduct of the person seeking review until some further
action is taken by the administrative body.
(2) Where the action declines to relieve the complainant from a

statutory command forbidding or compelling conduct on his part. An

?Comments on State Regulation of Foreign and Interstate Commerce written by
Cary M. Euwer.

XS9 Sup. Ct. 754 (April 17, 1939). Mr. Justice Butler delivered a separate opinion, in
which Mrs. Justice McReynolds concurred.

248 Stat. 1064, 47 U. S. C. � 151 (1934). The order immediately subjected the Roches

ter Corporation to a number of affirmative duties which the Commission required of all

in the general class of which the Rochester Corporation was found to be a member. Mr.

Justice Butler's point, therefore, that the order in question was in effect an affirmative

order may be well taken. The same may be said of United States and Interstate Com

merce Commission v. Maher, 59 Sup. Ct. 768 (April 17, 1939) (discussed later in the

text). Though the Court's clarification of an important question in administrative law

is most welcome, it seems that Federal Power Commission v. Pacific Power & Light
Company, 59 Sup. Ct. 766 (April 17, 1939) (discussed in text) was most susceptible of

the Court's remarks, though perhaps it was not chosen for that purpose because it could

have been, and was, decided on statutory grounds.
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example of this is typified by the case of Lehigh Valley R. R. v. United
States?
(3) Where the action does not forbid or compel conduct on the part of

the person seeking review, but is attacked because it does not compel
or enjoin conduct on the part of a third person. An example cited by
the Court of this instance is that of a shipper requesting the Interstate
Commerce Commission for an order compelling a carrier to adopt
certain rates or practices which the Commission, on the merits, declines.
In the first situation, the administrative action may be beyond review

by the federal courts either because it fails to present a case or contro

versy within the meaning of Article III of the Constitution,4 or because
it represents a situation in which the person seeking judicial review has
failed to exhaust his administrative remedies.5 Cloaking these traditional

concepts with the vague and mystifying term "negative order" led to

confusion, rather than clarification. The very nature of the adminis
trative regulatory process demands freedom from judicial interference
while the process is in the intermediate stage, and the Court has been
loathe to permit such interference. It has required that the administra
tive process be completed before judicial review is to begin.6
The second and third categories hitherto covered by the "negative

order" doctrine involve, in addition to the considerations of the first

3243 U. S. 412 (1917). In the Lehigh Valley case, the statute forbade an interstate

railroad from having a community of interest with a competing water carrier. The Inter

state Commerce Commission was given jurisdiction to find whether or not there was

such competition. The Commission found that competition existed, and refused to relieve

the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company from the statutory mandates requiring it to cease

operating the water carrier. The railroad sought a review of the order, but the Court

then held that the injury of which the railroad was complaining resulted from the statute

and not from the order, and that therefore the order was not reviewable. The Court,
after reexamining the case, now holds that an order like that in the Lehigh Valley case

is reviewable.

'Cf. Muskrat v. United States, 219 U. S. 346 (1911); Keller v. Potomac Electric Power

Company, 261 U. S. 428 1923) ; Federal Radio Commission v. General Electric Company,
281 U. S. 464 (1930) ; Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Brothers Bond & Mortgage
Co., 289 U. S. 266 (1933) ; Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U. S. 277 (1937).
'Myers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U. S. 41 (1938).
"United States v. Los Angeles & Salt Lake R. R., 273 U. S. 299 (1927) ; Myers v. Beth

lehem Shipbuilding Co., 303 U. S. 41 (1938) ; Federal Power Commission v. Metropolitan
Edison Co., 304 U. S. 37S (1938); Cf. Mallory Coal Co. v. National Bituminous Coal

Commission, 99 F. (2d) 399 (App. D. C. 1938). In Utah Fuel Co. v. National Bituminous

Coal Commission, 59 Sup. Ct. 409 (Jan. 30, 1939), the Court permitted review of a pre

liminary order of the Commission. Cf. American Federation of Labor v. National Labor

Relations Board, U. S. Ct. of App., D. C, Feb. 27, 1939.
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category, the statutory provisions for judicial review. In the light of
these basic considerations, regarding judicial jurisdiction and power, the
Court found that the road to judicial review was now clear, where it had
hitherto been blocked by the "negative order" doctrine.7
In justice to the doctrine, the Court showed that it arose out of an

attempt of the courts to adjust their relations to that relatively new

phenomenon in the federal field, the Interstate Commerce Commission,
in order to effectuate the purposes of the Commission, but it held that
the doctrine has long since failed to serve a useful purpose. Finding,
therefore, that the order of the Federal Communications Commission
in the instant case was neither interlocutory in character nor an abstract
determination, but subjected the petitioner to immediate obedience to

previously formulated orders addressed generally to all under the Com
mission's jurisdiction, the Court held that the order was reviewable.
Decided together with the Rochester case were two other cases in

volving similar questions. In United States and Interstate Commerce
Commission v. Maker,8 a determination by the Interstate Commerce
Commission that the defendant did not fall within the so-called "grand
father's clause" of the Motor Carrier Act9 was held to be reviewable

despite the contention of the Interstate Commerce Commission that the
determination was a "negative order." In Federal Power Commission v.

Pacific Power & Light Company,10 the order sought to be reviewed was

one denying to one of the petitioners the right to transfer its assets to

the other. This order, too, was characterized by the Federal Power
Commission as being a "negative order," but the Court held that, in ad
dition to the reasons given in the Rochester case, the order was clearly
reviewable under the provisions of the Federal Power Act.11

'The Court re-examined, in the light of these principles, cases like Proctor & Gamble v.

United States, 225 U. S. 282 (1912) and Lehigh Valley R. R. v. United States, 243 U. S,
412 (1917), and found that the orders in question there were reviewable orders. Cases like

United States v. Corrick, 298 U. S. 435 (1936), and United States v. Griffin, 303 U. S.

226 (1938), are, however, distinguishable. In the Corrick case, the review procedure was

used as a means of attacking collaterally the other actions of the Secretary of Agricul
ture (see Acker v. United States, 298 U. S. 426 (1936)), and the Court refused to permit
it. In the Griffin case, the order sought to be reviewed was not one which required the

extraordinary procedure of statutory review, and for which there was an adequate remedy
at law.

"59 Sup. Ct. 768 (April 17, 1939).
949 Stat. 543, 49 U. S. C. � 302 (Supp. 1935).
1059 Sup. Ct. 766 (April 17, 1939).
u49 Stat. 860, 16 U. S. C. � 8251 (Supp. 1935). Cf. (1938) 27 Georgetown Law Jour

nal 226.
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The opinions in these cases in no way affected the traditional limits of
judicial review. The Court did not assume to interfere with the lawful
discretion of administrative bodies, and made it clear that it is limited
in its review to questions of law only. It will not, in reversing an order
which denies relief, assume to write an order granting such relief. It
will, however, undertake to lay down the correct principles of law to

guide the administrative body in proceeding further in the case.12
One additional question is raised by the principal cases. How are the

recent cases, such as Shields v. Utah Idaho Central R. R.13 and Utah
Fuel Co. v. National Bituminous Coal Commission14 which seem to
threaten the statutory procedure for judicial review, affected by the
decision in the principal cases? Unlike Shannahan v. United States15 in
which the challenged finding by the Interstate Commerce Commission
was still an intermediate stage in the administrative proceeding, since
the National Mediation Board had not yet undertaken to act on the

finding, the question in the Shields case was similar to that of the
Rochester case, since the National Mediation Board had already begun
to act upon it and criminal prosecution was threatened. It would seem,
therefore, that the action in the Shields case was an order reviewable
under the statutory procedure, and not, as permitted in the Shields case,
by a court sitting in equity. The Utah Fuel Case is confusing in the light
of the principal cases. The Court in the principal cases concerned itself

only with the question whether the review is permissible, and not with
the proper procedure for review. The latter question was not presented
for determination.
Left undisturbed, the doctrine of the Shields case and the Utah Fuel

case may yet permit courts of equity in cases of extraordinary hardship
to assume jurisdiction of intermediate administrative actions. Un

doubtedly the effect of the decisions in the three principal cases will be
to restrict in great measure the necessity, real or supposed, of judicial
interference with the action of administrative bodies through the medium
of the injunction suit.

PHILIP TREIBITCH

interstate Commerce Commission v. Baird, 194 U. S. 25 (1904).
u305 U. S. 177 (1938).
"59 Sup. Ct. 409 (Jan. 30, 1939) ; (1939) 27 Georgetown Law Journal 630.
"303 U. S. 596 (1938).



FEDERAL LEGISLATION
BANKRUPTCY UNDER THE CHANDLER ACT: ANALYSIS

(CHAPTER X)1
TN THIS paper the writer will present an analysis of Chapter X of

the Chandler Act, which amends the Bankruptcy Act of 1898, di
recting attention to the manner in which the statute is being received
and interpreted.
Chapter X, entitled "Corporate Reorganizations,"2 deals with the re

organization of corporation's other than railroad corporations engaged in
interstate commerce, replacing former Section 77B.

Thorough investigations brought to light the abuses which arose

under former Section 77B, thus necessitating the complete overhauling
of this section of the former bankruptcy law. Mr. Percival E. Jackson's
report,3 while he was counsel to the McAdoo Committee,4 contained an

exhaustive review, as did the report submitted by the Securities and

Exchange Commission,5 of corporate reorganizations, with recommenda-

'This paper is a sequel to three papers prepared by the same writer and entitled,
respectively, Bankruptcy Under the Chandler Act: Background, Bankruptcy Under the
Chandler Act: Legislative History and Summary, and Bankruptcy Under the Chandler
Act: Analysis (1938) 27 Georgetown Law Journal, 194, 345, 599.
^For a comprehensive presentation of the sources of the several sections of Chapter X

of the Act and for expositions of the problems presented with respect to the various

phases of corporate reorganization the reader is referred to Gerdes, Corporate Reorgani

zations (1936) ; Gerdes, Corporate Reorganizations: Changes Effected by Chapter X of
the Bankruptcy Act (1938) 52 Harv. L. Rev. 1-39; Finletter, Principles of Corporate

Reorganization (1937) and Cases on Corporate Reorganization in Bankruptcy (1938) ;

Swanstrom, Chapter X�Corporate Reorganiation under the Federal Statute

(1938). See also Douglas, Improvement in Federal Procedure for Corporate Reorganizations
(1938) 24 A. B. A. J. 875-879; Chandler, The Revised Bankruptcy Act of 1938 (1938)
24 A. B. A. J. 880-884, 931; McCaffery, Corporate Reorganization under the Chandler

Bankruptcy Act (1938) 26 Calif. L. Rev. 643-663; Heuston, Corporate Reorganizations
under the Chandler Act (1938) 38 Col. L. Rev. 1199-1241; and Clark, The Securities and

Exchange Commission and the Chandler Act (1939) 73 U. S. L. Rev. 147-161.

sSen. Doc. No. 268, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. (1936).
'See Hearings before a Special Committee to Investigate Bankruptcy and Receivership

Proceedings and the Administration of Justice in the United States Courts pursuant to
S. Res. 78, 73d Cong., 1st Sess. (1933), and S. Res. 72, 78, and 170, 74th Cong., 2d Sess.

(1935) and (1936).
'Report on the Study and Investigation of the Work, Activities, Personnel and

Functions of Protective and Reorganization Committees, Securities and Exchange Com

mission (1937-1938) pts. I-VII.

935
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tions, which were given effect in the drafting of Chapter X of the Act.
At the request of Congressman Chandler the Securities and Exchange

Commission aided in the preparation of Chapter X of the Chandler Act
in conjunction with the National Bankruptcy Conference. The bill was
submitted by Congressman Chandler; hearings were held; and the bill
was subsequently enacted with some clarifying and other minor changes
made in the Commission's original recommendations.6
The prevalent interest in the subject will, it is hoped, be justification

for the space apportioned for the analysis of this chapter of the Act
in the present series of papers. Almost every provision of former Section
77B has been affected by the Act.7

EFFECTIVE DATE

With respect to the effective date of Chapter X, Section 2768 provides
that this chapter applies to debtors by or against whom petitions are

filed on and after the effective date of the Act, September 22, 1938, as

well as to their creditors and stockholders and to proceedings pending on

September 22, 1938. It further provides that former Section 77B shall
continue in force and effect in respect of proceedings pending on Septem
ber 22, 1938, except that Chapter X applies to the entire proceeding
where the petition under former Section 77B was approved within three
months next preceding September 22, 193 8.9 Where the petition was filed
under former Section 77B more than three months next preceding Sep
tember 22, 1938, the judge is given full discretion to determine to what
extent it is practicable to apply the provisions of Chapter X and to

apply them to the extent deemed applicable.10
CONSTRUCTION

Section 10111 prevents the extension and application of any provisions
"Id., pt. I (Strategy and Techniques of Protective and Reorganization Committees),

May 10, 1937, at pp. 898-903.
7See Weiner, Levy, Nathanson, Riger, Shure, and Cleveland, Corporate Reorganizations

Under the Chandler Act (1938) 72 U. S. L. Rev. 388-402.

8S2 Stat. 90S, 11 U. S. C. � 676 (Supp. 1938).
'Id. at 90S, 11 U. S. C. at � 676 (c) (1) ; see Bankers Securities Corporation v. Ritz

Carlton Restaurant and Hotel Co. of Atlantic City, 99 F. (2d) 51 (C. C. A. 3d, 1938),
rev'g In re Ritz-Carlton Restaurant and Hotel Co. of Atlantic City, 24 F. Supp. 78 (D.
N. J. 1938).

1052 Stat. 90S, 11 U. S. C. � 276 (c) (2) (Supp. 1938) ; see In re Old Algiers, 100 F.

(2d) 374 (C. C. A. 2d, 1938), and In re Gibson Hotels, Inc., 25 F. Supp. 859 (S. D. W. Va.

1938).
"52 Stat. 883, 11 U. S. C. � SOI (Supp. 1938).
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of Chapter X to other chapters of the bill. Section 102 12 is largely de
rived from former Section 77B (k) and has been amended to amplify
the provision with reference to applicability, so as to leave no doubt that
Chapters I to VII are to be deemed applicable except where inconsistent
or in conflict with the provisions of Chapter X.
Sections 10613 and 10714 recast definitions which have proved defec

tive under former Section 77B and contain new definitions for the
terms "commission," "corporation," "debts," "executory contracts," in

dependent trustee," "petition," "plan," "stock," and "subsidiary".

JURISDICTION AND POWERS OF THE COURT

An orderly and effective procedure is provided by giving the court,
under Section 111,15 exclusive jurisdiction over the debtor and its prop
erty, wherever located, from the time the petition is filed under this
chapter. The difficulties encountered in the case of Matter of Fox Metro
politan Playhouses, Inc.16 have been eliminated by providing in Section
11217 that prior to the approval of a petition, the jurisdiction, powers, and
duties of the court and its officers shall be the same as they are in bank

ruptcy proceedings before adjudication. Section 113 18 also sets forth
the powers of the judge, prior to the approval or dismissal of a petition,
with respect to the granting of temporary stays against acts or proceed
ings affecting the debtor's property, or the commencement or continuance
of suits against a debtor. The language of former Section 77B (o) is

simplified in Section 114.19 Section 11520 is derived from former Section
77B (a) and gives the court, upon the approval of the petition under
this chapter, all powers possessed by a court in a federal equity receiver

ship proceeding. Miscellaneous provisions with respect to the powers of

the court exercisable upon the approval of the petition, which were to be

found in subsections (b) and (c) of former Section 77B, have been

�Id. at 883, 11 U. S. C. at � 502.

13Id. at 884, 11 U. S. C. at � 506.

14Id. at 884, 11 U. S. C. at � 507.

�Id. at 884, 11 U. S. C. at � 511.

1674 F. (2d) 722 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935).
1752 Stat. 884, 11 U. S. C. � 512 (Supp. 1938).
"Id. at 884, 11 U. S. C. at � 513.

"Id. at 884, 11 U. S. C. at � 514.

�Id. at 884, 11 U. S. C. at � 515; see Stoll v. Gottlieb, 305 U. S. 165 (1938), rev'g
Gottlieb v. Crowe, 368 111. 88, 12 N. E. (2d) 881 (1937) as modified on denial of rehear

ing, Feb. 10, 1938.
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assembled in Section 116.21 Section 11722 is derived from former Sec
tion 77B (c) (11) and provides for the reference to referees and special
masters matters for hearing and report, or hearing and determination of
all matters not reserved by this chapter to the judge. Section 11823
provides that whenever the interest of the parties will be best served,
the proceedings begun in one jurisdiction may be transferred to another.
Section 12124 clarifies former Section 77B (o) expressly making the ap
pellate jurisdiction of the bankruptcy courts applicable to proceedings
under this chapter.

PETITION AND ANSWER

Most of the provisions of Sections 126 to 133 are derived from former
Section 77B (a). The previous distinction between secured and un

secured debts has been eliminated. The effect of the rule in Matter of
Draco Realty Co.25 is made inoperative by the provision that a corpora
tion, or three or more creditors who have claims against a corporation
or its property aggregating $5,000�instead of the $1,000 jurisdictional
amount required in former Section 77B�may file a petition under this

chapter if such claims are liquidated in amount and fixed in liability.26
An indenture trustee may file an involuntary petition, provided that

no other petition is pending. Section 12 727 makes it possible to file a

petition in a pending bankruptcy before or after adjudication. The
debtor's principal place of business or the location of its principal assets,
and not the state of incorporation, is set up by Section 12 828 as the
district wherein venue is to be generally based. Section 12929 permits
an exception to the regular venue requirements so that the court having
jurisdiction over the reorganization of a parent corporation may also
have before it any proceedings for the reorganization of that corporation's
subsidiaries. The principal averments of the petition outlined in Section
13030 are made uniform, whether filed by the debtor, creditors, or by an

indenture trustee; they call for general information with respect to the

21552 Stat. 885, 11 U. S. C. � 516 (Supp. 1938).
"Id. at 885, 11 U. S. C. at � 517.

"Id. at 885, 11 U. S. C. at � 518.

MW. at 885, 11 U. S. C. at � 521.

"11 F. Supp. 405 (S. D. N. Y. 1935).
26S2 Stat. 885, 11 U. S. C. � 526 (Supp. 1938).
"Id. at 885, 11 U. S. C. at � 527.

"Id. at 886, 11 U. S. C. at � 528.

"Id. at 886, 11 U. S. C. at � 529.

"Id. at 886, 11 U. S. C. at � 530.
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debtor's business, finances, and other pending proceedings as well as

the applicable jurisdictional facts under this chapter, a statement as to
the debtor's insolvency or inability to meet maturing debts, and specific
facts showing the need for relief under this chapter and why adequate
relief could not be obtained under Chapter XI, which deals with "Ar
rangements". Section 13 131 calls for additional information to be stated
in petitions filed by creditors and/or indenture trustees. This section
seeks to remedy defects in former Section 77B, indicated in the cases of
Duparquet Huot & Moneusr Co. v. Evans32 and Tuttle v. Harris.33 As
pointed out by the Senate Committee,34 the diversity of foreclosure prac
tices among the states made it impracticable to have the requirement in
this subsection turn on the appointment of a receiver or trustee in such

proceeding rather than the mere pendency thereof, and pointed out that

attempted abuses in this regard, as in others, may be controlled through
the "good faith" requirements of Sections 142, 143, and 144 35 Section
13 236 provides for the fees chargeable under this chapter. Section 13337
makes provision for the uniform service of a petition filed by creditors
or an indenture trustee upon the debtor, and coordinates it with the pro
visions of Section 18 (a)38 of the Act.
Sections 136 and 13 7,39 restated from former Section 77B (a), ex

pressly permit the court to extend the time within which the debtor must
answer the petition. Section 137 removes the difficulties raised by In re

1030 North Dearborn40 In re Loeb Apartments41 and In re Prairie Ave
nue Bldg. Corp.42 by permitting any creditor, indenture trustee, or, if
the debtor is not insolvent, any stockholder of the debtor to file an

answer controverting the allegations of a petition by a debtor's, creditors',
or indenture trustee's petition either before approval of the petition for

corporate reorganization or prior to the first date set for hearing. By

uId. at 886, 11 TJ. S. C. at � S31; regarding the court's power to allow amendment of

an involuntary petition so as to bring it within � 131, see In re New York Ambassador,
Inc., C. C. H. Bankr. Serv. H 51,739 (1939).
w297 TJ. S. 216 (1936).
�Id. at 225.
"S. Rep. No. 1916, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938) 26.

"52 Stat. 887, 11 U. S. C. �� 542-544 (Supp. 1938).
xId. at 886, 11 U. S. C. at � 532.

'"Id. at 886, 11 U. S. C. at � 533.

"Id. at 851, 11 U. S. C.'at � 41.

*�Id. at 887, 11 U. S. C. at �� 536, 537.
407 F. Supp. 896 (E. D. 111. 1934).
fi89 F. (2d) 461 (C. C. A. 7th, 1937).
"11 F. Supp. 125 (E. D. 111. 1935).
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allowing the indenture trustee to file an answer and an opportunity to

be heard in the proceedings under this chapter, the effect of the case of
Bitkser v. Hotel Duluth Co.43 is eliminated.

APPROVAL OR DISMISSAL OF PETITION

In connection with the petitions covered by Sections 141 to 149, the
conditions upon which the judge may approve or disapprove an un-

controverted debtor's position or a creditors' or indenture trustee's peti
tion are outlined in Sections 141 and 14244 respectively. Sections 143
and 14445 provide that the judge shall determine without the intervention
of a jury46 the issues in cases where the debtor, creditors, indenture

trustees, or stockholders controvert any of the material allegations of
the petition. The retrial of issues is for the first time prevented by
Section 14S,47 but only where due notice and opportunity to be heard
were given to the parties in interest, and is patterned after a similar pro
vision contained in Section 77 (a) pertaining to railroad reorganization
procedure.

Section 14648 sets forth, without limiting49 the general meaning of the

term, "good faith"50 and the standards of "good faith", reflecting judicial
interpretations51 of that phrase under former Section 77B. Section 14752

permits the amendment of petitions, but only upon the debtor's applica
tion to comply with the provisions of Chapter XI where the court finds
that adequate relief can be obtained thereunder since an original petition
can only be filed under Chapter XI by the debtor.53 Section 14854 clari

es F. (2d) 721 (C. C. A. 8th, 1936).
"52 Stat. 887, 11 U. S. C. �� 541, 542 (Supp. 1938).
^Id. at 887, 11 U. S. C. at �� 543, 544.
"In re Hall's Motor Transit Co., 25 F. Supp. 384 (M. D. Pa. 1938).
"52 Stat. 887, 11 U. S. C. � 545 (Supp. 1938).
"Id. at 887, 11 U. S. C. at � 546.
"In re Associated Gas & Electric Co., C. C. H. Bankr. Serv. If 51,608 (1939).
KIn re Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., 8 F. Supp. 51 (E. D. Pa. 1934), aff'd sub nom.

Wilson v. Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., 73 F. (2d) 1022 (C. C. A. 3d, 1934) ; In re

Grigsby-Grunow Co., 77 F. (2d) 200 (C. C. A. 7th, 1935) ; Manati Sugar Co. v. Mock,
75 F. (2d) 284 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935) ; In re Williamsport Wire Rope Co., 10 F. Supp. 481

(M. D. Pa. 1935), aff'd. sub nom. Williamsport Wire Rope Co. v. Bethlehem Steel Corp.,
78 F. (2d) 1023 (C. C. A. 3d, 1935) ; O'Conner v. Mills, 90 F. (2d) 665 (C. C. A. 8th,
1937); In re R. L. Witters Associates, Inc., 19 F. Supp. 648 (S. D. Fla. 1937); In re

Electric Public Service Co., 9 F. Supp. 128 (D. Del. 1934) ; In re Prairie Avenue Corpora
tion, 11 F. Supp. 125 (E. D. 111. 1935).

61See In re Blinrig Realty Corporation, C. C. H. Bankr. Serv. If 51,663 (1939).
5SS2 Stat. 887, 11 U. S. C. � 544 (Supp. 1938).
<*Id. at 907, 11 U. S. C. at �� 721, 722.

**Id. at 888, 11 U. S. C. at � 548.
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fies former Section 77B (a) in clearly providing for a stay of prior
pending proceedings upon the approval of a petition under this chapter
in cases of mortgage foreclosure, equity receivership, or any proceeding
or act to enforce a lien. The purpose of Section 14955 is to foreclose all
direct or collateral attack upon jurisdiction or venue as soon as the

period for appeal from an order approving a petition has expired.

PROCEEDINGS UPON APPROVAL OF PETITION

Under Section 156,56 upon the approval of the petition the judge is

required to appoint one disinterested trustee or more57 in every case

where the indebtedness of a debtor, liquidated in amount and fixed in

liability, is $250,000 or over. Such trustees must be competent to per
form their duties as prescribed in Section 45.58 The court may appoint
as an additional trustee a person who is a director, officer, or employee
of the debtor so that his knowledge and the debtor's experience may be

utilized in the management and operation of the debtor's business and

property after the disinterested trustee has been appointed.
If the indebtedness is less than $250,000, the judge may appoint one

trustee or more or continue the debtor in possession, in which latter case

the judge may still appoint an examiner, who may be authorized to

assume the functions of a trustee 59 The same degree of disinterested

ness is required by Section 15760 of the attorney appointed to represent
the trustee as is required of the trustee.

Section 15861 sets forth the affiliations, connections, and interests

which disqualify persons from acting as trustees or as attorneys for

trustees, nullifying the effect of prior contrary decisions.02 Section 15963

allows the judge to terminate the appointment of a trustee and restore

the debtor to possession where the indebtedness is less than $250,000.

^Id. at 888, 11 U. S. C. at � 549; see Bird, Venue of Corporate Reorganizations under

Section 77B (1938) 26 Georgetown Law Journal 356-368.
M52 Stat. 888, 11 U. S. C. � 556 (Strop. 1938). See Dodd, The Securities and Exchange

Commission's Reform Program for Bankruptcy Reorganizations (1938) 38 Col. L. Rev.

223-255.
"See Harkin v. Brundage, 276 U. S. 36, 55 (1928).
M52 Stat. 860, 11 U. S. C. � 73 (Supp. 1938).
wSee In re Utilities Power and Light Corporation, 90 F. (2d) 798 (C. C. A. 7th, 1937).

"�52 Stat. 888, 11 U. S. C. � 557 (Supp. 1938). See In re Chicago Rapid Transit Co.,

93 F. (2d) 832 (C. C. A. 7th, 1937).
61S2 Stat. 888, 11 U. S. C. � 558 (Supp. 1938).
""See In re Hotel Martin Co. of Utica, 83 F. (2d) 233 (C. C. A. 2d, 1936).

*>S2 Stat. 888, 11 U. S. C. � 559 (Supp. 1938).
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Section 16064 provides that the judge, in his absolute discretion, may
substitute or remove trustees or appoint additional trustees. The duty
to fix the exact time and manner of calling the meeting is placed on the
judge by Section 161,65 instead of upon the debtor or trustee, as was

the practice under former Section 77B (c) (1). In this connection the
Act provides that after the approval of the petition the hearing should
be held upon not less than thirty nor more than sixty days notice to

creditors, stockholders, indenture trustees, the Securities and Exchange
Commission, and others designated by the judge. Section 16 2 66 provides
that the judge may hear objections to the continuance of the debtor in
possession, or to the retention in office of a trustee upon the ground
that he is not qualified or is not disinterested as provided in Sections 156
and 158 of the Act.
The filing of sworn and detailed schedules of its property, creditors,

and stockholders by the debtor is made mandatory by Section 163 67 in
cases where the debtor is continued in possession. Section 16468 imposes
the duty on the trustee to prepare and file in court a list of the debtor's
creditors and stockholders where the debtor is not continued in posses
sion. Property schedules are also to be filed by the trustee, as required
in Section 167. 69 Section 16 5 70 provides in clear and express terms that
the court may direct, after a hearing upon notice, persons other than
debtors or trustees, such as indenture trustees, underwriters, and others
who possess lists of names and addresses or information as to creditors
or stockholders, to produce the lists or a true copy thereof and/or
furnish such information as the court deems necessary to ascertain the
beneficial owners of the securities, or to compile debtor schedules or

trustee lists. As pointed out in the Senate Committee report:71 "Since
these names are indispensable in the proper and efficient administration
of the proceedings, no tenable objection can be raised by such persons
to their production".
The court is given the power to impound schedules, lists, copies, or other
information by Section 166,72 which data the trustees, indenture trustee,

"Id. at 888, 11 U. S. C. at � 560.

66/<J. at 889, 11 U. S. C. at � 561.

"Id. at 889, 11 U. S. C. at � 562.

mId. at 889, 11 U. S. C. at � 563.

�Id. at 889, 11 U. S. C. at � 564.

"Id. at 890, 11 U. S. C. at � 567.

mld. at 889, 11 U. S. C. at .� 565.

"S. Rep. No. 1916, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938) 29.

7252 Stat. 889, 11 U. S. C. � 566 (Supp. 1938).
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or any bona fide creditor or stockholder may inspect or use under terms
prescribed by the court.

The investigative and administrative duties and functions of the
trustee upon his appointment and qualification are outlined in Section
16 7.73 The trustee becomes the centralized clearing agency for sugges
tions and/or proposals of plans of reorganization. He becomes the mov

ing force behind the preparation of plans and the supervision of the

negotiations of various proponents of plans.
The primary responsibility for the submission of a plan to the court,

or for reasons why a plan cannot be effected, is placed upon the trustee

by Section 16974 within the time fixed by the court. Under Section 168,
where a debtor is continued in possession, the court is empowered to

appoint a disinterested person as an examiner to file a plan and to per
form the duties similar to those imposed on a trustee.75 Section 17076

provides that all parties in interest or the examiner, if directed by the

judge, may file a plan within a time fixed by the court where the debtor
is continued in possession. By Section 171 notice of all hearings on pro
posed plans is to be given to all parties in interest, including the Secre

tary of the Treasury and the Securities and Exchange Commission, to
permit of full disclosure and discussion of all plans formulated.77

ROLES OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION AND THE TRUSTEE

Proceedings upon Approval of Petition

By Section 17278 the courts have been provided with the administra
tive assistance of experts�a provision that all persons associated with

this field of law agreed was needed by the courts throughout the

country (as brought out in the course of the House and Senate hearings79
on the Act). This section created more discussion and disagreement
than any other, since many were opposed to delegation of the duties

imposed by the Act upon the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Based on the thought that the courts would rely to an unwarranted ex-

�Id. at 890, 11 U. S. C. at � 567.

747<f. at 890, 11 U. S. C. at � 569.

75Id. at 890, 11 U. S. C. at � 568.

mId. at 890, 11 U. S. C. at � 570.

�"Id. at 890, 11 U. S. C.tat � 571.

78JU at 890, 11 U. S. C.'at � 572.

�"Hearings before House Judiciary Committee on H. R. 6439 and H. R. 8046, 75th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1937) ; and Hearings before Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on H. R. 8046, 75th

Cong., 2d Sess. (1938).
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tent on the findings of the Commission, it was feared that in actual
operation the Securities and Exchange Commission would have the final
word on the approval or rejection of proposed plans referred to it.
Under Section 172 the court may, if the scheduled indebtedness does
not exceed $3,000,000, and is required, where such indebtedness ex

ceeds $3,000,000, to submit to the Securities and Exchange Commission
for examination, and for an advisory report only, the plan or plans that
the court considers worthy of consideration. Jurisdiction is not divided
inasmuch as the judge has the exclusive power to approve or reject the
plan or plans before it.
The writer feels confident that the federal bankruptcy courts will

treat the advisory reports submitted by the Securities and Exchange
Commission as only another guide to be submitted by the trustee and

parties in interest in determining the facts and the feasibility of the

plans proposed. It is confidently expected that the fears of the con

scientious objectors,80 to the provisions whereby the Commission may
become a party to a corporate reorganization proceeding under this chap
ter will lessen as time and operation under the statute prove such fears
baseless. This flexible statute and procedure no person with clean hands
need regard as an oppressive weapon; on the contrary the statute is a

"new deal" in bankruptcy. It is a flexible, constructive statute whose

spirit and intent, as well as the operation thereof, will, it is confidently
expected, be looked upon as the vehicle by which those coming under
the statute will procure in almost every case an efficient administration
of the defunct enterprise and the most equitable apportionment of the
various classes of equities involved.
Section 17381 provides that the court should not approve a plan sub

mitted to the Securities and Exchange Commission until the Commission
has filed its report thereon or indicated that none will be filed, or until
a reasonable period of time has elapsed for the filing of such report.

80See S. Rep. No. 1916, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938) pt. 2 (minority views), especially
pp. 9-17; and Swaine, "Democratization" of Corporate Reorganizations (1938) 38 Col. L.
Rev. 256-279, in connection with which cf. Weiner, The Securities and Exchange Commission
and Corporate Reorganization (1938) 38 Col. L. Rev. 280-290.

a52 Stat. 891, 11 TJ. S. C � 573 (Supp. 1938) ; see S.E.C. Corporate Reorganization Series
Release No. 12, released May 8, 1939, for a statistical analysis of corporate reorganizations
instituted under Chapter X from September 22, 1938 (effective date) to March 31, 1939,
presenting data on the total number of companies and their aggregate assets and indebted

ness, classified by industry, location of principal assets and place of business, federal judicial
district in which proceedings were instituted, amount of individual indebtedness, and type
of petition filed.
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As of April 21, 1939 the Securities and Exchange Commission was a

party to sixty-eight proceedings under Chapter X of the Act. It is inter

esting to note that in forty of such proceedings the Commission became
a party upon the request of nineteen judges (sitting in ten Federal Dis
trict Courts) ; and in the remaining twenty-eight cases, with the approval
of twenty-three judges (sitting in eighteen Federal District Courts), the
Commission became a party to the proceedings on its own motion.
It is further noted that forty-two judges (sitting in twenty-eight

Federal District Courts in 23 states) are utilizing the administrative aid
made available to them. Considering the short period of time in which
the statute has been in force, one may and should look to an increasing
use of these facilities, which are available for promotion of the best
informative presentation of the legal and factual data in any reorganiza
tion proceeding which affects the rights of security holders and the

public interest.
The Commission has already submitted advisory reports on proposed

plans of reorganization of the Penn Timber Company, Detroit Interna
tional Bridge Company, and National Radiator Corporation,82 all of

which involve the interest of the investing public. The Commission's

backlog of experience under Section 11 of the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 193 5,83 with respect to plans of reorganization, will
no doubt prove valuable in the performance of its advisory duties to

the courts under this chapter of the Act.

The judge, under Section 174,84 may approve a plan which,
he determines, conforms to the provisions outlined under Section 216.85

He then fixes the time within which the creditors and stockholders may

accept such plans. Section 17586 provides that the plan or plans, with
a summary approved by the judge; together with his approval or opinion
or approved recapitulation thereof; the report, if any, or a summary of

it filed by the Securities and Exchange Commission; and such other

matters as the judge may deem necessary or desirable be transmitted to

all creditors and stockholders.
Section 17 687 invalidates and prohibits the solicitation by proxy, de-

^See S.E.C. Corporate Reorganization Series Releases Nos. 8, 9, 10, and 11, released on

March 17, 24, and 25 and April 21, 1939, respectively.
M49 Stat. 820-823, 15 TJ. S. C. � 79K (Supp. 1935).
"52 Stat. 891, 11 U. S. C. � 574 (Supp. 1938).
xId. at 895-897, 11 U. S. C. at � 616.

"Id. at 891, 11 U. S. C. at � 575.

"Id. at 891, 11 U. S. C. at � 576. In this connection cf. rule X-14-A-7(e) of General
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posit, power of attorney, or otherwise, of conditional or unconditional

acceptances or authorizations of any plan before the judge has entered
an order approving such plan and approving the transmittal of it to the
creditors and stockholders (as provided in Section 175) unless, before
such solicitation is undertaken, the consent of the judge thereto is ob
tained.
Section 177,88 which is derived from former Section 77B (e) (2),

stipulates that where the debtor is a public utility corporation, subject
to the jurisdiction of a regulatory commission, the plan of reorganization
shall not be approved until it has been submitted to such commission. No

plan with respect to a wholly intrastate public utility corporation shall
be approved until the regulatory state commission has certified its ap
proval of such plan (Section 17889). In this connection it should be

noted, as stated in the language of the Senate Committee Report,90 that
"the jurisdiction over public utility corporations granted by other stat

utes, as, for example, the jurisdiction of the Securities and Exchange
Commission under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 193 591
is in no way to be affected by any provisions of this chapter".
In respect of the preliminary steps toward the confirmation of a plan,

Section 17992 provides that the court fix a date for a hearing with regard
to the confirmation of a plan of reorganization after the plan has been

accepted by holders of two-thirds of the amount of each class of cred
itors' claims filed and allowed, and by a majority of the stock held by
holders of each class, if the debtor has not been found insolvent.
Section 18093 provides that the debtor, creditor, indenture trustee, or

stockholder may object to the confirmation of the plan at the hearing
notwithstanding the order of the court approving the plan as provided in
Section 174.

Upon appointment and qualification the trustee becomes vested, as

of the date the petition is filed, with the title,94 rights, duties, and

Rules and Regulations under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, promulgated by the

Securities and Exchange Commission ; this rule exempts solicitations, consents, and author

izations, necessitated in a proceeding under Chapter X, from the rules and requirements
of the Commission.
-"52 Stat. 891, 11 U. S. C. � 577 (Supp. 1938).
B'Id. at 891, 11 U. S. C. at � 578.

��S. Rep. No. 1916, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938) 31.

"49 Stat. 803-838, 15 U. S. C. �� 79-79z-6 (Supp. 1935).
92S2 Stat. 892, 11 U. S. C. � 579 (Supp. 1938).
"Id. at 892, 11 U. S. C. at � 580.

MId. at 892, 11 U. S. C. at � 586.
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powers that a bankruptcy trustee would have under Section 44.95 The
judge may confer upon him the additional rights and powers of a

federal equity receiver in respect of the property of a debtor.96 Subject
to the control of the judge and the limitations, terms, and conditions
which the judge may prescribe, the debtor in possession is in the same

position as a trustee.97
The trustee or debtor in possession, upon the court's authorization,

may operate the business, manage the debtor's property, and report
thereon to the court when required.98 Such periodic reports, setting forth
data prescribed by the court,, may be examined by any party in interest.
The Securities and Exchange Commission is permitted to recommend
the form of the annual and other reports and the summaries thereof. It

may also direct that summaries of such reports be published in news

papers of general circulation.99 This procedure will aid in calling
attention to the financial status of the enterprise and, if warranted, to
the necessity for stopping its unprofitable operations. The judge ap
proves the compensation of the officers employed by the trustee or debtor
in possession. No person may serve as an officer or director of the
debtor without the prior approval of the court.100

Creditors' Claims and Stockholders' Interests

Following the approval of the petition, the judge is required to fix
the time for the filing and allowance of proofs of claim and interests of

stockholders, and to determine, after hearing, the objections thereto by
any party in interest.101 Also derived from former Section 77B (c) (6)
is the substance of Section 19 7,102 which requires the judge to classify
the creditors and stockholders according to the nature of their respec
tive claims and stockholdings, and which provides for the summary
determination of the value of the security and the classification, as un

secured, of the amount in the excess of such value.
An indenture trustee can, by filing proofs of claim for all known or

unknown holders of securities under the indenture for which he is

KId. at 860, 879, 11 U. S. C. at �� 72, 110 (a).
"Id. at 892, 11 U. S. C. at � 587.

"Id. at 892, 11 U. S. C. at � 588.

"Id. at 892, 11 U. S. C. at � 589.

mId. at 892, 11 U. S. C. at � 590.

100Id. at 893, 11 TJ. S. C. at � 591.

wlId. at 893, 11 U. S. C. at � 596.

�Id. at 893, 11 TJ. S. C. at � 597.
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trustee, protect those who have not filed claims,103 but only those who
have filed claims may be included in computing the majority necessary
for the acceptance of the plan.104
The procedure to be followed in cases where the United States is a

creditor or stockholder is outlined in Section 199.103 No plan can be
confirmed by the court which fails to provide for the payment of the
claims accruing to the United States, except upon the acceptance by the

Secretary of the Treasury of a less amount, certified to the court.
The rights, duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons

with respect to the debtor's property remain the same before and after

approval of a petition as in a bankruptcy proceeding before and after

adjudication.106
Provision is made for granting provability to claims arising between

the filing of the petition and the qualification of a receiver or trustee,
or before the petition is approved and the debtor is continued in posses
sion, whichever occurs first.107
For the purposes of this chapter and of the plan, its acceptance, and

confirmation, the Act grants the status of creditor to any person injured
by the rejection of executory contracts, and preserves the three-year
limitations, as well as other limitations, upon landlords' claims, which
were found in former Section 77B (b)108 and which were held consti
tutional by the Supreme Court of the United States in Kuehner et al. v.

Irving Trust Co.109
The judge is expressly empowered to prevent the consummation (or

the obstruction thereto) of a reorganization plan by the holders of any
claims or stock whose acceptance (or failure to accept) is found to be

103See Matter of Allied Owners Corporation, 74 F. (2d) 201 (C. C. A. 2d, 1934).
104S2 Stat. 893, 11 U. S. C. � 598 (Supp. 1938).
�Id. at 893, 11 U. S. C. at � 599. Although the decision in In re Annin & Co., 95 F.

(2d) 381 (C. C. A. 2d, 1938), held the rule of Whitney v. Dresser, 200 U. S. 532 (1906),
inapplicable to reorganization proceedings under former � 77B, it would appear that since

� 102 renders � 57 (f) applicable to reorganization proceedings under Chapter X, and � 196

provides that objections to claims shall be heard and summarily determined by the court,
there will now prevail the Whitney v. Dresser doctrine, which will make a proof of claim
in reorganization proceedings prima facie evidence of the facts contained therein even after

objection has been made to such proof of claim.
1MS2 Stat. 893, 11 U. S. C. � 600 (Supp. 1938).
lmId. at 893, 11 U. S. C. at � 601.

�Id. at 893, 11 U. S. C. at � 602.

1M299 U. S. 445 (1937), aff'g Kuehner v. Irving Trust Co., 85 F. (2d) 35 (1936); see

also Meadows v. Irving Trust Co., 299 U. S. 464 (1937), aff'g In re United Cigar Stores
Co. of America (Claim of Meadows), 83 F. (2d) 207 (C. C. A. 2d, 1936).
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in bad faith. He may do this by disqualifying, after hearing upon no

tice given, claims or stock for the purpose of determining the requisite
majorities for the acceptance of a plan.110
Provision is made for a five-year minimum limitation, after the final

decree closing the estate, within which creditors and stockholders who,
through inadvertence, negligence, or otherwise, have failed to file their
claims in the proceedings may participate in the reorganization.111 At
the end of the period fixed therefor the unclaimed property becomes the

property (free and clear of any and all claims, interests, and other en

cumbrances) of the debtor or of the successor corporation acquiring the
debtor's assets under the plan.112
Without restriction, the indenture trustee, the debtor, and any creditor

or stockholder has the right to be heard on every matter in the re

organization proceedings. For cause shown the judge may permit a

labor union or employees' association, representative of employees of
the debtor, to be heard on the economic soundness of the plan affecting
the interests of the employees.113
The judge is empowered to permit a party in interest, for cause

shown, to intervene generally or specially.114 Where not elsewhere pro
vided in Chapter X, the judge may prescribe the manner, form, and
contents of notice and the persons to whom it should be given.115
Section 208116 requires the Securities and Exchange Commission, if

requested by the judge, and permits it, upon its own motion if approved
by the judge, to intervene in reorganization proceedings under this chap
ter. The Commission thereupon is deemed to be a party in interest with
the right to be given notice of all matters, copies of all pleadings, orders,
and opinions,117 and to be heard on all matters arising in the proceeding,
in the interests of adequate representation of the investing public and
for the purpose of its effective functioning in rendering regular assistance
to the courts without compensation.118 It is expressly provided in Sec-

u�52 Stat. 894, 11 U. S. C. � 603 (Supp. 1938).
1VLId. at 894, 11 U. S. C. at � 604.

">Id. at 894, 11 U. S. C. at � 60S.

""Id. at 894, 11 U. S. C. at � 606.

U4See In re Universal Bond and Mortgage Corp., C. C. H. Bank Serv. ff 51,671 (1939),
and In re The Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Co. (Report of Special Master),
C. C. H. Bankr. Serv. ff 51,740 (1939).

U552 Stat. 894, 11 U. S. C. � 607 (Supp. 1938).
�Id. at 894, 11 U. S. C. at � 608.

mId. at 903, 11 U. S. C. at � 665.

�Id. at 900, 11 U. S. C. at � 642.
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tion 208 that the "Commission may not appeal or file any petition for
appeal in any such proceeding" (italics supplied).
Any stockholder, as well as any creditor, can now act in person, or

be represented by an attorney at law, an agent, or a committee.119 Such

attorneys must furnish the judge with the names and addresses of
creditors or stockholders, their respective claims or stockholdings, and
the dates of acquisition if within one year prior to the filing of the peti
tion.120 Any person or committee representing more than twelve creditors
or stockholders, and every indenture, trustee, must furnish the court

with pertinent facts regarding their employment and a statement of the
claims they represent. In cases where claims or stock were acquired
within one year before the filing of the petition the dates of such acquisi
tions must be furnished.121
The judge may disregard the provisions of any deposit agreement,

trust indenture, committee or other authorization, enforce an account

ing, restrain the unfair exercise of powers inconsistent with public
policy, and limit any claim or stock acquired by persons or protective
committees in contemplation of the reorganization proceeding to the
consideration expended therefor.122
Representatives of creditors or stockholders must satisfy the court

that they have complied with state or federal laws regulating their
activities and personnel before they can participate in proceedings under
this chapter.123

CONFIRMATION, CONSUMMATION, OR DISMISSAL OF THE PLAN

Section 216124 of the Act sets forth minimum requirements and con

structive suggestions regarding the contents of the plan of reorganization
to be prepared and filed by the trustee or, as the circumstances may re

quire, by those named in Section 170.125
Where long-term indebtedness created under the plan extends beyond

a five-year period, adequate provisions for the amortization of it may,
for the first time, be incorporated in the plan.

�Id. at 895, 11 U. S. C. at � 609.

""Id. at 895, 11 U. S. C. at � 610; see In re The Philadelphia and Reading Coal and

Iron Co., C. C. H. Bankr. Serv. ff 51,672 (1939).
m52 Stat. 895, 11 U. S. C. � 611 (Supp. 1938).
wId. at 895, 11 U. S. C. at � 612.

wId. at 895, 11 U. S. C. at � 613.

wId. at 895-897, 11 U. S. C. at � 616; see note 83, supra.
mSee note 80, supra.
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Several new mandatory provisions, some of which codify the approved
practice under former Section 77B, are required to be included in the

plan.
The conditions to be satisfied before the judge will confirm a plan

require (as outlined in Section 22 1126), among others, that the proposal
of the plan and acceptance of it be made in good faith.127 The provisions
for altering or modifying the plan128and for the acceptance thereof,129
carried over from former Section 77B (f) have been clarified and im

proved. Upon confirmation the plan becomes binding on all parties in
interest. The debtor or successor of the debtor is required in executing
it to comply with all applicable state laws, including in public utility
cases the procurement of the approval of each regulatory commission.
The judge fixes the bar date within which to file proofs of claim, and
in order to participate in the distribution under the plan, unliquidated
or disputed claims not listed or scheduled by the trustee or debtor in

possession must be proved within the time prescribed.130
The court is empowered to hear and summarily determine disputed

claims or stock interests,131 and, except as provided in the confirmed

plan,132 the property transferred shall be clear and free from all claims, as
formerly provided in former Section 77B(h). The court may direct the

trustee, debtor, or any necessary parties to execute and deliver the instru
ments required to consummate the plan,133 after which the judge enters a

final decree discharging the debtor and/or the trustee from liability, pro
viding for whatever legal or equitable relief the court may deem meet and

proper, and closing the estate of the debtor.134

iae52 Stat. 897, 11 U. S. C. � 621 (Supp. 1938) ; see In re Gibson Hotels, Inc., 25 F.

Supp. 859 (S. D. W. Va. 1938) . See also Taylor v. Standard Gas and Electric Co., TJ. S.

Sup. Ct., (1939) 6 TJ. S. L. Week 1880, rev'g Taylor v. Standard Gas and Electric Co.,
96 F. (2d) 693 (C. C. A. 10th, 1938) ; also Denise, Corporate Reorganization (1938) 36

Mich. L. Rev. 434-443 in respect to a state court's jurisdiction to pass on a plan of

reorganization.
^Tennessee Publishing Co. v. American National Bank, 299 TJ. S. 18 (1936), aff'g In re

Tennessee Publishing Co., 81 F. (2d) 463 (C. C. A. 6th, 1936) ; In re Swank Hardware

Co., 23 F. Supp. 144 (W. D. Pa. 1938).
vaS2 Stat. 898, 11 TJ. S. C. � 622 (Supp. 1938).
�Id. at 898, 11 TJ. S. C. at � 623.

lxId. at 898, 11 U. S. C. at � 624.

�-Id. at 898, 11 U. S. C. at � 625.

l32Id. at 898, 11 U. S. C. at � 626; but see Mills v. Tiffany's Inc., 123 Conn. 631, 198

Atl. 185 (1938).
""52 Stat. 899, 11 U. S. C. � 627 (Supp. 1938).
"7<f. at 899, 11 TJ. S. C. at � 628; see In re Diversey Building Corp., 90 F. (2d) 703

(C. C. A. 7th, 1937).
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Adequate provisions covering the failure to confirm or consummate

a plan of reorganization have been made. Where a petition has been
filed under Section 12 7,135 the reorganization proceeding is dismissed
and the general bankruptcy proceedings are reinstated.136
In cases where the original petition filed under Section 128137 has

been dismissed by the judge, he may, after discharging the trustee,138
adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, whereupon the latter becomes subject
to the general bankruptcy provisions of the Act as though an involuntary
petition in bankruptcy had been filed as of the date of filing the original
petition under this chapter.139 There is then appointed a new trustee,140
who will allow claims provable under Section 63141 to be filed before
the expiration of three months after the date set for the first meeting
of creditors,142 or after the mailing to creditors of notices that bank

ruptcy proceedings have been ordered by the court, whichever may be
the earlier date.143

COMPENSATION AND ALLOWANCES

With respect to compensation and allowances, Section 24 1144 has been

expanded to empower the judge to make allowances to and compensate
the parties officially associated with the proceeding, including attorneys
for the debtor and the petitioning creditors, for their services, costs,
and expenses. The compensation of referees and trustees is not gov
erned by Sections 40145 and 48146 of the Act.

However, it is interesting to note that General Bankruptcy Order 43

provides that the court may deny the allowance of any fee to the attorney
for petitioning creditors or the reimbursement of expenses, or both, if
it develops that the reorganization proceedings were not instituted in

good faith.147

1S5See note 27, supra.
�$2 Stat. 889, 902, 11 U. S. C. �� 638, 6S9 (Supp. 1938).
137See note 28, supra.
13852 Stat. 899, 11 U. S. C. � 637 (Supp. 1938).
lssId. at 899, 11 U. S. C. at �� 636, 638 (1).
li0Id. at 860, 11 U. S. C. at � 72.

iaId. at 873, 11 U. S. C. at � 103.

li2Id. at 865, 11 U. S. C. at � 91.

li3Id. at 899, 11 U. S. C. at � 63 (3).
1MId. at 900, 11 U. S. C. at � 641; see In re Prudence Co., Inc., 96 F. (2d) 157 (C. C. A.

2d, 1938), and In re Forty-One Thirty-Six Wilcox Building Corp., 100 F. (2d) 588 (C. C. A.
7th, 1938).

11552 Stat. 859, 901, 11 U. S. C. �� 68, 645 (Supp. 1938).
at 861-863, 11 U. S. C. at � 76.

'"General Order in Bankruptcy No. 43, as amended February 19, 1939.
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Whether or not the plan approved by the court148 is accepted or

confirmed, all indenture trustees, representatives of creditors or stock

holders, committees, and other parties in interest, and their attorneys, but
not the Securities and Exchange Commission, may be compensated and
reimbursed for services rendered and expenses incurred in connection
with the administration of the estate or the approved plan.149
The judge is empowered to compensate and reimburse creditors, stock

holders, and their attorneys in formulating plans or objecting to con

firmation of them pursuant to Sections 167, 169, 170, 171, or 180, or
in connection with administering the debtor's estate,150 thus avoiding
the harsh results encountered in Sartortus v. Bardo.151

In connection with superseded bankruptcy proceedings, provisions have
been made to compensate any person entitled thereto under the Act;152
the basis for this, in the case of marshals, receivers or trustees, and their

attorneys, is provided in Section 48(g).153 In such proceedings the

judge is not restricted by the provisions of Section 40154 in fixing the

compensation for services, proper costs, and expenses of the referee

(Section 245,155 which reverses the rule as construed in Callaghan v.

Reconstruction Finance Corporation) .156
Sections 246 and 2 5 9157 provide for compensation and reimbursement

in cases where the reorganization proceedings are dismissed or where,
under this chapter, the debtor is adjudged , a bankrupt.
The judge fixes the time of hearing to consider sworn applications for

allowances, and controls the sending of notices therefor.158 He cannot

allow any compensation or reimbursement to any committee, attorney,
or other fiduciary that has purchased or sold the claims or securities of

the debtor corporation during the pendency of the reorganization pro-

14SSee 52 Stat. 891, 11 TJ. S. C. � 574 (Supp. 1938).
li�Id. at 900, 11 U. S. C. at � 642; see Cromwell v. Curtis, 99 F. (2d) 810 (C. C. A.

2d, 1938), and Zweifel, Tuohy & Crager v. Trans-State Oil Co., 99 F. (2d) 650 (C. C. A.

5th, 1938), rev'g In re Trans-State Oil Co., 24 F. Supp. 454 (S. D. Tex. 1938).
15052 Stat. 900, 11 U. S. C. � 643 (Supp. 1938).
15195 F. (2d) 387 (C. C. A. 2d, 1938).
15352 Stat. 900, 11 U. S. C. � 644 (Supp. 1938) ; see Sullivan & Cromwell v. Colorado

Fuel & Iron Co., 96 F. (2d) 219 ^(C. C. A. 10th, 1938).
1K,S2 Stat. 861, 11 TJ. S. C. � 76 (g) (Supp. 1938).
157d. at 859, 11 U. S. C. at � 68.

�Id. at 901, 11 TJ. S. C. at � 645.

1S*297 TJ. S. 464 (1936).
�7S2 Stat. 901, 902, 11 TJ. S. C. �� 646, 659 (Supp. 1938).
iaId. at 901, 11 U. S. C. at � 647.
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ceedings without his consent or subsequent approval,159 thereby codify
ing the rule followed in In re Paramount-Publix Corp.160
Appeals to the circuit court of appeals from orders which allow or

refuse compensation or reimbursement must be summarily heard on the

original papers,161 without a printed record.
Section 248162 is designed to assure that the compensation ultimately

to be paid to the referee, marshal, receiver, or trustee does not exceed
the amount that would have been received if the original bankruptcy
proceedings had not been superseded and subsequently reinstated.

EFFECT ON PRIOR PROCEEDINGS

The provisions of Sections 256 to 2 5 9163 relate to the effect of filing
under Chapter X a petition with regard to prior foreclosure or receiver

ship proceedings. Such petition may be filed notwithstanding the pen
dency of prior mortgage foreclosures, equity receiverships, or other

proceedings.164 The trustee or the debtor in possession in such cases

becomes vested with the rights of prior receivers or trustees in the
property and with the right to immediate possession of all the debtor's
property, including the property held in trust under a trust deed or

mortgage.165 The judge is empowered to make provision for the pro
tection of obligations of prior receivers and trustees and for the payment
of costs and expenses incurred in prior proceedings.166

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

During the pendency of a reorganization proceeding all statutes of
limitation which affect claims and interests provable thereunder, and all

periods of time prescribed by the Act with respect to commission of acts
of bankruptcy, recovery of preferences, and avoidance of liens and
transfers are suspended.167 Section 2 62168 expressly provides that upon
the dismissal of the proceeding, the filing of the petition under this

chapter shall not constitute an act of bankruptcy.

�ld. at 901, 11 U. S. C. at � 649.

18012 F. Supp. 823 (S. D. N. Y. 193S).
I6152 Stat. 901, 11 U. S. C. at � 650; see London v. Dougherty, C. C. H. Bankr. Serv.

H 51,677 (1939).
ia252 Stat. 901, 11 U. S. C. � 648 (Supp. 1938).
ie3Id. at 902, 11 U. S. C. at �� 656, 659.

1MId. at 902, 11 U. S. C. at � 656.

�Id. at 902, 11 U. S. C. at � 657.

�Id. at 902, 11 U. S. C. at � 658.

�ld. at 902, 11 U. S. C. at � 661.

Mld. at 902, 11 U. S. C. at � 662.
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As provided in former Section 77B(n), Chapter X does not apply to

creditors under a mortgage insured pursuant to the National Housing
Act,169 as amended.170

Applicability of Securities Act of 1933

Section 264171 provides that Section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933,
as amended,172 shall not apply to: (1) Any certificates of indebtedness
issued by the receiver, trustee, or debtor in possession for cash, property,
or other consideration approved by the judge; or (2) any transaction
in any security issued, pursuant to a plan, in exchange for securities
of or claims against the debtor or partly in such exchange and partly
for cash and/or property, or issued upon exercise of any right to sub
scribe or conversion privilege, except (a) transactions by an issuer or

an underwriter in connection with a distribution otherwise than pursuant
to the plan, and (b) transactions by a dealer with regard to securities

constituting the whole or a part of an unsold allotment to, or subscription
by, such dealer as a participant in a distribution of such securities by
the issuer or by or through an underwriter otherwise than pursuant to
the plan. The terms "security," "issuer," "underwriter," and "dealer"
as used above are to be ascribed the meanings provided in Section 2 of
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.173
Sections 265 and 266174 provide for the sending of notice of all steps

taken in connection with a reorganization proceeding under Chapter X,
to the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Secretary of the

Treasury in addition to notices previously referred to as made and pro
vided for in the Act.175
Securities issued, transferred, or exchanged, and instruments of transfer

made or delivered under any confirmed plan, are now exempt from state

as well as federal stamp taxes.176

le948 Stat. 1246-1265 (1933), 12 U. S. C. �� 1701-1732 (1934); 52 Stat. 8-26, 12

TJ. S. C. �� 1701 (a), 1702-1704, 1706 (a), 1707-1715, 1715 (a), 1716-17,18, 1722, 1725-

1727, 1729, 1731 (Supp. 1938).
170S2 Stat. 902, 11 TJ. S. C. � 663 (Supp. 1938).
m/<*. at 902, 11 TJ. S. C. at � 664.

lra48 Stat. 77 (1933), 15 U. S. C. � 77 (e) (1934); 48 Stat. 906 (1933), 15 U. S. C.

� 77 (e) (1934).
�Id. at 74, 90S, 15 U. S. C. at � 77 (b).
17152 Stat. 903, 11 U. S. C. �� 665, 666 (Supp. 1938).
"5See General Order in Bankruptcy No. 52 (4), added by the amendment of Feb. 13,

1939 to General Order in Bankruptcy No. 52.

lra52 Stat. 903, 11 U. S. C. � 667 (Supp. 1938).
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Tax Exemption Provisions

Section 2 68177 provides that no taxable income or profit shall be

recognized as having accrued to the debtor, trustee, or successor cor

poration by reason of a cancellation or modification of any indebtedness
of the debtor in the reorganization proceeding. The written-down value
of the debtor's property is to be used as the basis in determining profit
or loss for federal or state income-tax purposes upon subsequent dis

position thereof.178 The tax provisions above apply to any plan con

firmed under former Section 77B before September 22, 1938, and to

any 77B plan which may be confirmed thereafter. The Secretary of
the Treasury or a corresponding state official may object to a plan which
has for one of its principal purposes the avoidance of taxes. The judge
in such cases must disapprove such plans.179
Within one year from the date of filing the petition under this chapter,

federal and state taxing agencies are given the right to levy, collect, or
arrange for the settlement and payment of all taxes found to be owing
them.180 Whether or not the priority given to the United States under
Section 3466 of the Revised Statutes181 is applicable in reorganization
proceedings has not been passed on by the courts.

The court, debtor, or trustee cannot interfere with the right of em

ployees to join a labor organization of their own choosing.182
In conclusion of this analysis of Chapter X of the Act it should be

noted that appeals to be taken in proceedings under this chapter are

governed by Section 24183 of the Act and may be now taken from inter

locutory as well as final orders upon matters of law and of fact, except
that on an appeal from a judgment on a verdict rendered by a jury only
matters of law can be reviewed. The appellate court's permission to take
an appeal is required only when any order, decree, or judgment involves
less than $500 in amount.

In Chapters XI-XIV of the Act similar constructive reorganization
relief and arrangements have been provided for ( 1 ) corporations without
any appreciable, or with a scattered, public investor interest; (2) indi

viduals; and (3) wage-earners whose aggregate wages, salary, or hire do

mId. at 904, 11 U. S. C. at � 668; see id. at 90S, 11 U. S. C. at � 676 (c).
"'Id. at 904, 11 U. S. C. at � 670; see id. at 905, 11 U. S. C. at � 676 (c).
�Id. at 904, 11 U. S. C. at � 669; see id. at 90S, 11 U. S. C. at � 676 (c).
�Id. at 904, 11 U. S. C. at � 671.

Ml Stat. SIS (1797), 1 Stat. 676 (1799), 31 U. S. C. � 191 (1934).
^52 Stat. 904, 11 U. S. C. � 672 (Supp. 1938).
"*ld. at 854, 11 U. S. C. at � 47.
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not exceed $3600 per year. Chapter XIV, entitled "Maritime Commis
sion Liens", was enacted to insure the continued operation of vessels of
United States registry engaged in foreign trade and to protect federal

ship mortgages.
The bankruptcy statute in force today has been enacted in an attempt

to adapt the relief obtainable thereunder to the changes in our economy.
It is true that several provisions of the Act, if imprudently administered
or unduly abused by the parties coming under them, may result in undue

delays and increasing costs of administration, and may defeat the pur
poses for which the Act was enacted and subsequently amended. But
the same undesirable effects will result from the inefficient administra
tion of any statute or of rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
It is confidently expected that after the courts, their officers, prac

titioners, experts, and other persons and agencies called upon to admin
ister the amended Act have given it a fair trial in operation, the delays,
costs, inefficient procedures, and other disadvantages feared by some

will be eliminated or so minimized in proportion to the benefits obtained
that all will agree that the statute is as flexible, practicable, and work
able as could reasonably be expected in view of its revolutionary features
and the compromises to which it had to be subjected.
Furthermore, Congress may be reasonably expected to continue adapt

ing this law to the needs of the nation in helping to rehabilitate and

reorganize all persons, entities, and enterprises that come within its pro
visions�a necessary element in the process of increasing the nation's
wealth on a sound basis.

MITCHELL S. DVORET.



NOTES
LIMITATIONS ON RETROACTIVE TAXATION

"Retrospective laws are, indeed, generally unjust, and as has been forcibly
said, neither accord with sound legislation nor with the fundamental principles
of the social compact."1

In this one sentence Mr. Justice Story has epitomized the disfavor
with which retroactive laws have been met in this country. Yet nowhere
in our constitution, except as to ex post facto laws,2 is there to be found
an express prohibition as to retroactive legislation. The ex post facto
provisions being restricted to laws imposing criminal penalties, tax laws
have been held not to fall within the prohibition, since a tax is not a

"penalty" in the accepted sense of that term. Yet the court has, in a few

cases, found basis in the due process clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth.
Amendments3 to check instances of retroactivity which were deemed to

exceed the court's current view of fairness or reasonableness.4

"Retroactive application of a tax law is permitted only when it would not

operate unfairly by attaching consequences to an act by a taxpayer which he
could not reasonably have foreseen."5

So broad a test may appear to be impracticable. But the courts in

applying it look to the circumstances of the case, placing due emphasis
on the legislative reason for giving the enactment retroactive effect6 and

*2 Story, Constitution (5th ed. 1891) � 1398.

3"No bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall be passed." U. S. Const. Art. I, � 9

"No state shall . . . pass any bill of attainder or ex post facto law." TJ. S. Const. Art. I

� 10. In Calder v. Bull, 3 Dall. 386 (U. S. 1798) Justice Chase interpreted these sections
as applying only to the criminal law.

3"
. . nor shall any person be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of

law." TJ. S. Const. Amend. V. ". . . nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty,
or property without due process of law." TJ. S. Const. Amend. XIV. The retroactive tax

problem is believed to be the same under both amendments. Neuhoff, Retrospective Tax
Laws (1935) 21 St. Louis L. Rev. 1, Untermyer v. Anderson, 276 TJ. S. 440 (1928) ; Nichols
v. Coolidge, 274 U. S. 531 (1927); Llewellyn v. Frick, 268 U. S. 238 (1925); Coolidge v.

Long, 282 TJ. S. 582 (1931). The Constitutions of some states forbid retroactive laws of

any kind. Mo. Const. (1875) Art. II, � 15.

there is an implied limitation on the taxing power preventing arbitrary and grossly
unjust exactions which are contrary to the principles of the Fifth Amendment." Amberg,
Retroactive Excise Taxation (1924) 37 Harv. L. Rev. 691, 704; Nichols v. Coolidge, 274
U. S. 531 (1927) ; Blodgett v. Holden, 275 U. S. 142 (1927) ; Milliken v. United States, 283

U. S. 15 (1931).
�Neuhoff, Retrospective Tax Laws (1935) 21 St. Louis L. Rev. 1, 2. (Italics supplied).
"Stockdale v. Insurance Co., 20 Wall. 323 (U. S. 1873) ; LaBelle Iron Works v. United

States, 256 U. S. 377 (1921).
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the taxpayer's attempt, if any, to evade the law.7 A national or state

emergency may make it expedient that revenue be raised immediately,
so that the legislature in its search for taxable sources may find it im
perative to assess income already in the hands of the taxpayer from a

previous income period. It is manifest that such a process could result
in the confiscation of private property without due process of law.8
When invoked to determine its constitutional validity, the court will
consider whether the emergency justified the extent of the retroactivity,9
whether or not the taxpayer was forewarned by an already existing
assessment10 or by legislation pending at the time of the act being
taxed.11 Thus, the urgent demand for revenue created by the Civil War
was found a reasonable ground for upholding the act passed in 1864

taxing certain corporate incomes earned in 1863.12
In the recent case of Welch v. Henry,13 the Supreme Court affirmed

as valid a Wisconsin "emergency tax"14 enacted in 1935 for "unemploy
ment relief purposes," assessing corporate dividends paid in 1933. Prior
thereto the dividends had not been subject to a tax. In singling out this

type of income it imposed a rate differing from that levied upon other
income. After paying under protest, Welch brought suit against the
collector to compel restitution. Mr. Justice Stone, writing for the

majority, upheld the tax on the grounds that the classification was reas

onable and that its retroactive operation was not a denial of due process.
It was stated that the very fact that the dividends were exempted during
normal periods is a sufficient basis for the legislature, in its attempt to

equitably distribute the tax burden, to impose added assessments15 when

the exigencies of the situation so demand.16

United States v. Hudson, 299 U. S. 498 (1937).
"Smith, Retroactive Income Taxation (1923) 33 Yale L. J. 35, 36.
"Stockdale v. Insurance Co., 20 Wall. 323 (U. S. 1873).
10Milliken v. United States, 283 U. S. 15 (1931).
"United States v. Hudson, 299 U. S. 498 (1937).
"Stockdale v. Insurance Co., 20 Wall. 323 (U. S. 1873).
u59 Sup. Ct. 121 (Nov. 21, 1938). (A 5 to 3 decision).
"Wis. Stat. (1935) � 71, 50.

"Receipt of dividends from a corporation is an event which may constitutionally be

taxed with or without deductions. Lynch v. Hornby, 247 U. S. 339 (1918).
""'Any classification is permissible which has a reasonable relation to some permitted end

of governmental action. It is enough, for instance, if the classification is reasonably founded

in "the purposes and policy of taxation. . . . And what classification could be more reason

able than to distinguish, in imposing an inheritance or transfer tax, between property which

had during the decedent's life borne its fair share of the tax burden and that which had

not?" Watson v. State Comptroller, 254 U. S. 122, 124-125 (1820).
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In disposing of the contention that the Act was a denial of due process,
the majority reasoned that the depression created an emergency which
necessitated immediate revenue; the Wisconsin legislature did not regu

larly17 convene in 1934 so actually the first opportunity afforded, after
the tax year, was the legislative session in 1935; and this being so, the
enactment was likened to the federal income taxes18 which have been
held constitutional19 although reaching back beyond January first of the

enacting year.
Mr. Justice Roberts20 delivered a vigorous dissent based on the grounds

that the law was an arbitrary classification as well as a denial of due

process. Although he admitted that there may be a valid discrimination
as to income formerly taxed and untaxed under a law operating pros
pectively, yet when the law operates retrospectively so as to reach income

previously untaxed, the discrimination becomes arbitrary21 and is a

violation of equal protection.22 It is a denial of due process because
the taxpayer could not have foreseen and understood the nature of the
tax.23
This case has reawakened interest in retroactivity and caused much

speculation as to its effect on future tax policies of federal and state

governments. All realize that only reasonable retroactivity is permis
sible under the constitution. The question then presents itself, what in
the light of the decided cases and with due regard to the "rule of
reason"24 is permissible retroactivity? The cases seem to resolve them
selves into three main classes of retrospective taxation which do not vio
late the guaranty of due process, namely:�Retroactivity, justified by
administrative necessity in the collection of taxes, remedial retroactivity

17The Wisconsin legislature did in fact meet in 1934 in a special session called for other

purposes.

"Joint Resolution of July 4, 1864, 13 Stat. 417 (1864) and Act of Feb. 24, 1919, 40

Stat. 1057, 1058-1088 (1919), 26 U. S. C. � 1262 (1934).
"Stockdale v. Insurance Co., 20 Wall 323 (U. S. 1873) ; United States v. Robbins, 269

U. S. 315 (1925).
'"Justices McReynolds and Butler concurred in this dissent.

^Compare Mr. Justice Roberts' reasoning with that found in Watson v. State Comptroller,
254 U. S. 122 (1920).
^In establishing the violation of the equal protection clause, Mr. Justice Roberts relies

greatly on the fact that there is no precedent to support the Wisconsin Act. But this is

contrary to the traditional view that novelty should not militate against validity. The
constitutionality of the new as well as the old must be determined in the same manner.

'"See Milliken v. United States, 283 U. S. 15 (1931).
. the standard of reason which has been applied at the common law and in this

country . was intended to be the measure used . ."
'

Standard Oil Co. v. United States,
221 U. S. 1, 60 (1911).
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for the prevention of tax evasion and the closing of loopholes, and retro

spective taxation for emergency purposes.

I. RETROACTIVITY BASED ON ADMINISTRATIVE NECESSITY

Retroactivity has been justified for reasons of administrative conven

ience chiefly in the instance of income tax laws wherein the legislatures
have taxed the earnings of the current year, reaching back to the begin
ning of the year in which the taxing act was passed. Such retroactivity
is reasonable25 because as a practical matter an income tax is imposed
upon the income for the entire year. Hence, if a tax is imposed in June
of 1938 on the income for the year 1938, although at first glance the
law appears to be retroactive, as a factual matter, it is not.26 It is

impossible to determine net income for a year until the year is over.

Income represents a stream which starts flowing on January first and
comes to a stop on the last day of the year. It is then that a determina
tion can be made of the "net flow" of the stream. Such an act cannot be

truly termed retroactive; it is similar to a law which is enacted to tax

an act in the process of consummation. It is retroactive in that it relates
to the beginning of the act but practically it has no effect until the act

is consummated.27
During the past seventy-five years Congress has enacted nineteen

retroactive tax laws.28 Of these, only two have imposed a tax on the
income of the preceding year. One was passed on July 4, 1864,29 tax

ing stock dividends of 1863; the other was that of February 24, 1919,30
assessing earnings of 1918. Both stood up under the test of reasonable
ness.31 Six months after the income became determinable is the longest
period of retroactivity that had been upheld as constitutional before
Welch v. Henry. In the present case the Court has sustained an un

precedented degree of retroactivity. It seems scarcely possible to justify
the retroactivity of fifteen months on any ground of "administrative

necessity."
'"Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220 U. S. 107 (1911) ; Brushaber v. Union Pacific R. R., 240

U. S. 1 (1916); Lynch v. Hornby, 247 U. S. 339 (1918).
"""The legislation properly understood has applied only to current events and not to the

past in any true sense of the word." Smith, Retroactive Income Taxation (1923) 33 Yale

L. J. 35, 41.

27Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co., 278 U. S. 339 (1929).
^For an exhaustive treatment of federal income tax legislation see Ballard, Retroactive

Federal Taxation (1935) 48 Harv. L. Rev. 592; and Brandeis' dissent in Untermyer v.

Anderson, 276 U. S. 440 (1928).
a13 Stat. 417 (1864) ; see note 18, supra.
*>40 Stat. 1057 (1919), 26 U. S. C. � 1262 (1934).
"See note 19, supra.
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II. RETROACTIVITY AIMED AT PREVENTION OF TAX EVASION

As a general rule, retrospective laws receive a narrow construction.32
But when such a law is passed to prevent tax avoidance and to correct the

loopholes of already existing tax statutes, it is held to be remedial.33
Remedial acts whether retrospective or prospective "are construed liber

ally to accomplish the object, correct the evils, and suppress the mischief
aimed at."34 Among the statutes classed as remedial are those passed
for the collection of previously imposed assessments,35 for the validation
of an illegally imposed and unpaid tax,36 for the adoption of an adminis
trative construction of a former law,37 or for the clarification of a pre
viously enacted statute.38
In Stockdale v. Insurance Company39 the Supreme Court had before

it a case involving the constitutionality of an act extending the Joint
Resolution of July 4, 1864. The Treasury Department had construed
an ambiguity in the Act of 1864 so as to limit its application to the income
of 1869 and no further. This construction was not that intended by
Congress, so in 1870 the legislators effectuated their original intention
by extending the taxable period to include the year 1870. The new law,
although retroactive in effect, was a valid declaratory act.40
Closely akin to remedial tax enactments are those imposing tax carry

ing with it retroactive provisions so as- to prevent anticipatory tax

avoidance, and like remedial statutes, their validity must be found
in giving some manner of forewarnng to the taxpayer. In United States
v. Hudson41 the Court found that a tax levied on profits from silver

dealings antedating the passage of the act, was not unconstitutional. The
case involved the Silver Purchase Act42 passed on June 19, 1934, taxing

""See, United States v. Heth, 3 Cranch 399, 413 (U. S. 1806) ; Hedger v. Rennaker, 3 Met.

255 (Ky. 1860).
^he objection of retroactivity has never been deemed a valid one in the case of remedial

legislation. Graham & Foster v. Goodcell, 282 U. S. 409 (1931).
M6 Am. & Eng. Law Encyc. of L. (2d ed. 1898) 939.

^Florida Central R. R. v. Reynolds, 183 U. S. 471 (1902).
""Citizens Nat. Bank v. Kentucky, 217 U. S. 443 (1910).
"Hecht v. Malley, 265 U. S. 144 (1924).
^See N. Y. ex rel. Cohn v. Graves, 300 U. S. 308, 317 (1937), where the court refused

to consider the retroactivity because it was not presented on the record.

"20 Wall. 323 (U. S. 1873).
"See May v. Heiner, 281 U. S. 238 (1930) and Joint Resolution of March 3, 1931, re-

enacted into the Revenue Act of 1932 as an amendment to � 302 (c) of Revenue Act of

1926 as an instance of such "declaratory" legislation. But on the retroactive effect of the

Joint Resolution of March 3, 1931, see Hassett v. Welch, 303 U. S. 303 (1938).
"299 U. S. 498 (1937).
"48 Stat. � 1179, 26 U. S. C. � 904 (a) (1934).
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transfers made after May IS, 1934. It appears that at the time of the

transfers, which were made during the retroactive period prescribed, the
bill had been presented for legislative consideration. The language of
Mr. Justice Holmes was in effect adopted, for the Silver Purchase Act
also "allows a penumbra to be embraced that goes beyond the outline of
its object in order that the object may be secured."43 This case hinges
on the fact that the taxpayer was reasonably forewarned by the pendency
of the legislation.
This seems to be the more logical view, for to hold otherwise would

be to allow the very purpose of the act to be subverted.44 Yet this prin
ciple was refused recognition in the earlier case of Untermyer v. Ander
son45 wherein a gift tax was passed on June 2, 1924, applicable to any
transaction made during the calendar year. The Court held the law
invalid as to a gift completed on May 23, 1924, while the bill was before

Congress.46 The Hudson case seems to overrule this decision, but

viewing the cases with regard to the legislative purposes we cannot state

that they are incompatible. In the Untermyer case no legislative plan
was endangered by a transaction prior to the enactment, whereas the
Hudson case dealt with a statute passed for the purpose of protecting the
financial structure. In the latter case the public policy involved was im

mediate;47 in the Untermyer case the policy was rather of a prospective
nature altogether 48

A remedial statute cures defects, clarifies, or declares the legislative
intent as to a previously enacted law. The legislation involved in the
estate and gift tax cases performs none of these functions, but enters tax

fields formerly not covered by the legislature. The latter type of
statute is to be distinguished from those classed as remedial:

"A distinction is made between a bare attempt of the legislature retroactively
to create liabilities for transactions, which, fully consummated in the past, are

deemed to leave no ground for legislative intervention, and the case of a curative

"Schlesinger v. Wisconsin, 270 U. S. 230, 241 (1926).
"In the Hudson case the purpose of the statute was to discourage profiteering in silver

because of price changes due to the present administration's policy
45276 TJ. S. 440 (1928).
""The taxpayer may justly demand to know when and how he becomes liable for taxes

... he cannot foresee and ought not to be required to guess, the outcoming of pending
measures. The future of every bill before Congress is necessarily uncertain. The will of the

lawmakers is not definitely expressed until final action thereon has been taken.", per Mc-

Reynolds, J., in Untermyer v. Anderson, 276 U. S. 440, 445 (1928).
"See note 44, supra.
"The Untermyer case merely adopted the policy of taxing gifts. A gift tax, as yet, has

never been passed as emergency legislation or to correct immediate evils.
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statute aptly designed to remedy mistakes and defects in the administration of

government."49

The confusion apparent in these cases dissolves when the theory of
the consummated act is applied. When the gift or transfer is complete,
a later tax cannot embrace the vested property. In Coolidge v. Long50
and Nichols v. Coolidge51 the Supreme Court held that an irrevocable
trust was not taxable under a law passed after the creation of the trust.
The Court could not overlook the fact that the settlor had lost all control
over the trust and the property had become vested in the grantee. There

fore, the estate tax was inapplicable to the already consummated trans

fer.52 The law fell because there was no justification for its retroactivity.
The case of Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co.,53 on the other hand, dealt

with a trust wherein the grantor reserved to himself the power to revoke
the transaction. The transfer was not absolute and the property did not

vest in the grantee until the settlor's death. Therefore, it was deemed
not unfair to impose a tax subsequent to the incomplete transaction, but
before the death of the grantor. The act was not actually consummated
until after the passage of the tax. This holding finds reason in the fact
that the settlor, by exercising his power of revocation, could have dis

posed of the property so as to avoid the tax.54 He is, in effect, fore
warned. The same rule applies to cases involving life insurance policies
reserving the power to change the beneficiaries.55 "A transfer made

subject to a power of revocation in the transferor, terminable at his death
is not complete until his death."56
In these cases the courts do not lose sight of the fairness principle, for

retroactivity as to estate and gift taxes has been held valid only when the
decedent or donor is given notice and has no opportunity to pursue an

other course. Under ordinary circumstances such as evinced by the cases

discussed, it would be manifest injustice to tax an antecedent transaction
when it is beyond recall. To adopt a contrary view would enable the

legislature to tax without warning, a policy that infringes all concepts of
reasonableness.
Milliken v. United States51 involved a gift completed in 1916 and.sub-

"Graham & Foster v. Goodcell, 282 U. S. 409, 429 (1931).
B>282 U. S. 582 (1931).
n274 U. S. 531 (1927).
E2Blodgett v. Holden, 275 U. S. 142 (1927) ; Untermyer v. Anderson, 276 U. S. 440 (1928).
ra278 U. S. 339 (1929).
"Saltonstall v. Saltonstall, 276 U. S. 260 (1928) ; May v. Heiner, 281 U. S. 238 (1930).
KChase Nat. Bank v. United States, 278 U. S. 327 (1929).
MReinecke v. Northern Trust Co., 278 U. S. 339, 345 (1929).
CT283 U. S. 15 (1931).
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ject to an assessment at the time. In 1918 the tax rates were raised.
After the donor's death in 1920, when the tax became payable, the com

missioner imposed the rates of the later act. The Court upheld the action
of the commissioner, stating:

"Not only was the decedent left in no uncertainty that the gift he was making
was subject to the provisions of the existing statute, but in view of its well under
stood purpose he should be regarded as taking his chances of any increase in the
tax burden which might result from carrying out the established policy of taxa

tion under which substitutes for testamentary gifts were classed and taxed with
them."58

Thus, if at the time the act is consummated a tax accrues but is not

payable until a later date, and a subsequent increase of rates takes place
before such date, the more recent levy will determine the assessment.

This is retroactivity, but in a reasonable form, since there is knowledge
that there is to be a tax, the amount of which is subject to change.
Moreover, considerations of administrative necessity justify the retro

activity involved in such a situaton, since it is undesirable that a state

be obliged to maintain a variety of rate schedules to be applied according
to the varying dates on which transactions are consummated.
A law retroactively taxing consummated acts may be maintained as

constitutional on the ground that it is remedial or closely akin to

remedial.59 The Wisconsin Tax Law of 1935, involved in Welch v. Henry
was in no sense remedial. The statute did not attempt to close loopholes,
and nowhere in the case is there to be found any intimation of tax eva

sion. The taxpayer had not been forewarned prior to 1935. Measuring
Welch v. Henry by the standard here laid down for permissible retro

activity, the conclusion is inevitable that the case must look elsewhere

for support.

III. RETROACTIVITY JUSTIFIED ON GROUNDS THAT AN EMERGENCY EXISTS

"While emergency does not create power, emergency may furnish the

occasion for the exercise of power."60 Every government at one time or

another is faced with circumstances which call for extraordinary legisla
tion. In determining the constitutionality of the law due regard must

be given to the prevailing circumstances. Enactments are upheld as

"emergency legislation" only when the facts of a given case indicate that

the means used are reasonably adapted to the end desired, providing that

"Milliken v. United States, 283 U. S. IS, 23 (1931).
"United States v. Hudson, 299 U. S. 498 (1937), and Milliken v. United States, supra.
""Per Hughes, C. J., in Home Building and Loan Ass'n. v. Blaisdell, 290 U. S. 398, 426

(1934).
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the end is within the legislative power.61 The taxing power of the gov
ernment in this respect does not differ from its other powers. Changing
circumstances may demand its exercise in a certain manner, whereas in
the absence of such circumstances the particular enactment would be
unconstitutional.62
It is in this that the Joint Resolution of July 4, 1864, and the Act of

February 24, 1919, find their validity.63 The former taxed certain in
comes of the preceding year. Clearly this does not fall under administra
tive retroactivity, since the taxable year (1863) was at a close. A
consideration of the "circumstances" discloses that the act was properly
one of emergency. The nation had experienced four disastrous years of
civil war and funds were necessary for the self-preservation of the gov
ernment. A great drain was exhausting the resources of the nation.
Congress, confronted with such a problem, was obliged to exercise its

taxing power in an extraordinary way. As was said by Mr. Justice
Strong in dealing with another Civil War measure: "That would appear,
then, to be a most unreasonable construction of the constitution which
denies to the government created by it, the right to employ freely every
means, not prohibited, necessary for its preservation . . ,"64 It seems that
the emergency existing during the war permitted a greater degree of

retroactivity than would have been allowed under normal circumstances.
But it is to be remembered that here essentially it was "reasonableness"
that was the determinative factor.
The Act of February 24, 1919, which taxed income received in 1918,

was born of similar circumstances. This law, as a bill, was a carry over

from the year 1918; the flood of war legislation causing its consideration
to be delayed fifty-five days after the taxable year had ended. These
facts in themselves may justify the retroactivity beyond the usually
permissible period. Further reasons for upholding the enactment may
be paralleled with those used in support of the Act of 1864. The country
had just emerged from the World War and again was faced with a press-

^Wilson v. New, 243 U. S. 332 (1917) ; Norman v. B. & O. R. R., 294 U. S. 240 (1935).
""'If it be held by this court that Congress has no constitutional power, under any cir

cumstances, or in any emergency, to make treasury notes a legal tender for the payment of
all debts, . . . the government is without those means of self-preservation which, all must
admit, may, in certain contingencies, become indispensable . . ." The Legal Tender Cases,
12 Wall. 4S7, 529 (U. S. 1871).
"Another example of emergency legislation may be found in the Silver Purchase Act of

1934, which was designed to protect the silver reserve of the United States. See note 44,
supra.
"Legal Tender Case, 12 Wall. 457, 533, 534 (U. S. 1871). The legal tender statutes were

upheld as a war measure.
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ing demand for revenue. The emergency itself was a sufficient excuse
to silence the cry against retroactivity.65
The decision in Welch v. Henry must stand or fall on the Court's

analogy between the Wisconsin statute and these two federal enactments.
When we view the circumstances which gave rise to these tax laws, the
analogy limps. The emergency existing in Wisconsin may have been
sufficient to occasion the exercise of hitherto unexercised power. Yet it is
so far-reaching in its retroactivity, that it cannot find support in court

opinions. The Court refrained from comparing the conditions existing
in 1864 and 1919 with those resulting from the depression; it was merely
stated that "the State was confronted with the necessity of raising revenue

for unemployment relief."66 The mere statement that an emergency
exists is one thing; the adducing of circumstances indicating the exist
ence of such a situation is another. This is the precise weakness of the
decision. It is to be supported on the ground of emergency and on no

other ground.67 The existence of emergency does not appear to have
been clearly established.

CONCLUSION

From the foregoing analysis it may be seen that the power to tax

retrospectively is very limited. The bounds are found in the due process
clauses, which require that the taxpayer be given a square deal. When
the retroactivity is to be justified by administrative necessity, as in the
income taxes, such retrospective application may not go beyond the en

acting year (unless special circumstances intervene) . It is apparent that
in remedial acts retroactivity finds a definite limitation, which is the
date of the passage of the statute to be cured. In such legislation the

period of retrospection may greatly exceed the one year limitation of the

previous class, but never is it to exceed the date of the earlier enactment.
Our third classification is the retroactive tax act justified by an emer

gency. In dealing with these, the legislatures are allowed the greatest
latitude in reaching into the past for revenue. In such cases retroactive
taxation is limited only by the emergency itself.

ARTHUR J. NADEAU, JR.
FREDERICK R. TOURKOW

"United States v. Robbins, 269 U. S. 31S (1926). This case and numerous other cases

have arisen under the Act of 1919 but never has its constitutionality been questioned.
MS9 Sup. Ct. 121, 124 (1938).
"Although the opinion in Welch v. Henry is to be criticized, the decision might find sup

port on other grounds. It may be that the State of Wisconsin's precarious financial con

dition was not realized until as late as 193S. Then and only then can it be truly said that

"the first opportunity" to tax was afforded the legislature in 1935.



CONSENT AS A BASIS FOR DETERMINING JURISDICTION
OVER CHATTELS

TN THE days of early jurisprudence, the doctrine of mobilia sequunter
personam was applied by the courts to the greater class of personal

property, movables. The maxim was originated by the mediaeval jurists
at a time when movable property consisted mainly of gold or jewels, which
could easily be carried by the owner from place to place. Land was re

garded as the only real wealth; all other types of property being re

garded as so insignificant as to be mere incidents of the owner's person,
having no situs of their own.1 But due to the vast changes in social and
economic conditions and the development in transportation, communica
tion and other causes, personal property has assumed a tremendous im

portance; until today the tendency is to give to personal property the

recognition that it may acquire a situs of its own independent of the
location of its owner.2
As a consequence, the courts have favored the application of the rule

lex rei sitae over the doctrine mobilia sequunter personam in their

adjudications as regards personalty, when the circumstances permit. The
rule seems to be that movables, when not massed for the purposes of
succession or marriage transfers,3 and when not in transit, or following
the owner's person, are governed by the lex rei sitae?
There is an apparent conflict among the courts as regards the situs of

intangible personalty, as is evidenced in those cases in which the courts

were confronted with the question of situs for tax purposes. Some courts

adhere to the law of the domicile,5 while others hold that property can

acquire a situs elsewhere than at the domicile of the owner, and is taxable
by the state in which that situs is.6 But notwithstanding any conflicts on

1l Wharton, Conflict of Laws (3rd ed. 1905) 674.

"Id. at 680.
*rhe rule of the domicile is applied because it is convenient to treat the whole estate as

passing en masse, no matter how scattered it is. Goodrich, Conflict of Laws (2d ed. 1938)
405.
'Green v. Van Buskirk, 5 Wall. 307 (U. S. 1866) ; 7 Wall. 139 (U. S. 1868) ; Castrique v.

Imrie, L. R. 4 H. L. 414 (1869). Though in some jurisdictions an exception may be made
in cases where all the parties being subject to a common domicile, are held to be bound by
the laws of that domicile.
Reliable Stores Corp. v. City of Detroit, 260 Mich. 2, 244 N. W. 208 (1932) ; Oglesby v.

Pacific Finance Corp. of Calif., 44 Ariz. 449, 38 P. (2d) 646 (1934) ; State ex rel. Interna
tional Life Ins. Co. v. Gehner, 8 S. W. (2d) 1067 (Mo. 1928). "In this jurisdiction, the court

has adhered to the common-law rule of situs of domicile." In re Dodge Bros., 241 Mich. 665,
666, 217 N. W. 777, 778 (1928).
"Crane Co. v. City Council of Des Moines, 208 Iowa 164, 225 N. W. 344 (1929) ; Safe

Deposit and Trust Co. of Bait. v. Commonwealth of Va. 280 TJ. S. 83 (1929).

968
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this point, it is apparent that the question of situs has become today of

paramount importance.
It must be admitted as well settled that a chattel may have a purely

naked situs, i.e. a mere physical presence in some locality or state and the

sovereign having physical control over such chattel can exercise those

rights, with respect to that chattel, which are incident to its sovereign
character. Such rights are those which are necessary for the preservation
and promotion of public health, morals, safety and come within the police
power of the state.7 These prerogatives may be exercised irrespective of
the fact that the owner did not consent to the presence of his chattel
within the confines of that state.8
However, a different and more elusive question arises when a state at

tempts to deal with the title to tangible property which has been removed
thereto from another state in which title was acquired. A typical example
of such a situation would be where A, the conditional vendor or mortgagee,
sells a chattel to B in state X, and B removes the chattel to state Y there

selling it to C, a bona fide purchaser without notice; or it is attached by
B's creditors; or a lien is placed on it by a mechanic or warehouseman.
The query is, what jurisdiction may state Y exercise over ^4's interest in
the chattel?
The answer is not susceptible of a categorical statement since the

authorities are in great conflict on this point. And whether the assent by
A to the removal is of importance is not clear from the cases.

It is well settled that the mere removal of the chattel across the state

line will not affect ^4's interest. But, where a subsequent transaction
occurs involving the rights of a third party, C, the query reappears. By
the better authority, the rule is enunciated that if A consented, either
expressly or impliedly,9 to the removal of the chattel into state F, he is

precluded from objecting to the application of the law of the situs in any
transaction in which the chattel is involved. If, by the law of the situs of
the second transaction, a sale by B to C operates to put title in C, as

against A , then such will be its effect.10 By the law of several jurisdictions

'Sligh v. Kirkwood, 237 U. S. 52 (1915) ; Boston Beer Co. v. Mass., 97 U. S. 25 (1877).
"Goldsmith-Grant Co. v. U. S., 254 U. S. 505 (1921) ; Van Oster v. Kansas, 272 U. S. 465

(1926).
"Knowledge that the buyer was to take and use the chattel in another state was held to

require the vendor to record these. Meyer Herson Auto Sales Co. v. Faunkhauser, 65 F. (2d)
655 (App. D. C. 1933).
10Cammell v. Sewell, 5 H. & N. (Exch.) 728 (1860) ; Hervey v. R. I. Locomotive Works,

93 U. S. 664 (1876) ; Corbett v. Riddle, 209 Fed. 811 (C. C. A. 4th, 1913). Leflar, Jurisdiction
Over Tangible Chattels (1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 179.
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C would prevail over A's interest in the chattel due to A's failure to record
his interest in the state to which he consented the chattel to be moved.11
There are some states, however, which follow the common law rule that a

legal title is unaffected by an unauthorized sale even to a bona fide

purchaser. If that is the law of the state of the situs, then the subsequent
transaction has no effect on the title.12
The existence or non-existence of consent on the part of A, the

mortgagee or conditional vendor, has been of consequence in the decisions.
We may assume for our present purpose that in the example given above,
B, the chattel holder, removed the chattel into state Y without the con

sent of A , and a subsequent transaction took place. As regards the effect
of this transaction on A's interest the authorities may be divided into
three groups.
The first group comprises those jurisdictions which hold that if title

was created under the laws of a foreign state, then such title will not be
divested by any transaction carried on subsequent thereto, irrespective of
whether or not the non-possessory interest holder, A, consented to the
removal.13
The case of Shapard v. Hynes14 typifies this group. A chattel was

mortgaged to one Hynes in Texas, the mortgage being duly executed and
recorded there. It was removed to the Indian Territory where it was

levied upon by Shapard. There was no recordation of the mortgage as

required by the law of the Territory. In speaking of the failure to record,
the court said,

"when personal property, which at the time is situated in a given state is there

mortgaged by the owner, and the mortgage is duly executed and recorded in the
mode required by the local law, so as to create a valid lien, the lien remains good
and effective although the property is removed to another state, either with or

"Geiser Mfg. Co. v. Todd, 204 S. W. 287 (Mo. App. 1918). "Whoever sends property into
another state impliedly submits to the regulations concerning its transfer in force there,
although a different rule of transfer prevails in the jurisdiction where he resides", Corbett
v. Riddle, supra at 81S.

^Goudie v. American Moore Peg Co., 81 N. H. 88, 122 Atl. 349 (1923) ; Silver v. Mc

Donald, 172 Minn. 4S8, 215 N. W. 844 (1927) ; Shapard v. Hynes, 104 Fed. 449 (C. C. A.

8th, 1900) ; Public Parks Amusement Co. v. Embree-McLean Carriage Co., 64 Ark. 29, 40

S. W. 582 (1897) ; Cleveland Machine Works v. Lang, 67 N. H. 348, 31 Atl. 20 (1893) ; U. S.

Fidelity & Guaranty Co. v. North West Engineering Co., 146 Miss. 476, 112 So. 580 (1927).
As to dicta appearing see Carnahan, Tangible Property and the Conflict of Laws (1935)
2. U. or Chi. L. Rev. 368.

"See note 12, supra.
"104 Fed. 449 (C. C. A. 8th, 1900).
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without the consent of the mortgagee, and although the mortgage is not re

recorded in the state to which the removal is made."15

The court based its reasoning on the rule of comity, however, and not

on any lack of jurisdiction. Therefore, a state may require that all

mortgages be recorded as a condition prerequisite to their validity in that
state. As regards the recording statute in the Indian Territory, the court
was of the opinion that such a statute is to be regarded as speaking with

respect to mortgages made within the territory, i.e. the state, upon property
there situated and as having no reference to personalty brought within the

state, which personalty is at the time encumbered with a valid lien created
elsewhere.
The second group of states is comprised of those which attach

significance to the lack of consent by the mortgagee or conditional vendor,
A, to the removal of the chattel. These states, in general, hold that the
interest of A will not be affected by the second state's recording acts

favoring purchasers and creditors. In Smith's Transfer and Storage
Company v. Reliable Stores Corporation16 this principle was followed.
One Creamer bought furniture under a conditional sales contract, in
which he agreed not to remove the articles from his house in Maryland
without the consent of the vendor. Notwithstanding this agreement, he
stored the furniture in the defendant's warehouse in the District of
Columbia. When the plaintiff tried to recover the furniture from the

defendant, the latter demanded that his lien be paid. By the law of

Maryland a warehouseman's lien was subordinate to the conditional
vendor's interest, but in the District of Columbia the priority was reversed
unless recorded there. The court was of the opinion that under the rule
of comity courts are most unanimous in sustaining a title good under the
law of the original situs, although not good under the law of the jurisdic
tion to which the property may be removed by one party without the
consent of the other. The plaintiff, therefore, was entitled to priority over

the defendant's lien. The court cited Farmers' and Merchants' State
Bank v. Sutherlin17 Cooper v. Philadelphia Worsted Company 18 Forgan

15Id. at 452.
1058 Fed. (2d) 511 (App. D. C. 1932).
"93 Neb. 707, 141 N. W. 827 (1913). This case lays down the rule that "there is a

distinction between a case where a mortgagee voluntarily permits the mortgagor to remove

the same into another state, there to become subject to the laws of that state, and a case

where the property is moveci without his consent. In the one case he is willing to place
his security in a position where his rights may come in conflict with those of the citizens
of the state to which the property is removed, and he has no right to complain if the courts

of that state hold that he has waived his right of priority by failing to take possession, and
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v. Bainbridge,19 and Walters v. Slimmer,20 in support of its holding.
A recent Connecticut case, General Credit Corporation v. Rhode,21 also

supports this doctrine. A New York dealer in Ford cars gave the plaintiff
a mortgage on four cars, which was duly executed and recorded in New
York. The mortgage stated that the mortgagor should not remove or

sell the vehicles without the approval of the mortgagee. Contrary to

these terms the dealer sold to the defendant. There was a dispute as to

where the sale took place, whether in New York or Connecticut. The
court held that in this case it mattered not where the second transaction
had taken place, since, if in New York, the law there would govern, being
the situs; if in Connecticut, the mortgagee's interest would not be di

vested, since it was without the consent of the mortgagee, citing the
Restatement of the Conflict of Laws.22
A California Court in Mercantile Acceptance Company v. Frank,23

which involved a similar state of facts followed the consent doctrine. It
was said therein that "the law of a state into which chattels have been

surreptitiously removed against the will and without the consent of the
owner or person having a lien thereon, will not apply to divest the title
of the absent owner in one instance or impair the rights of the lienholder
in the other."24 Michigan, Louisiana, Pennsylvania and Texas were cited
as not following this rule.
A number of jurisdictions other than those already mentioned may be

cited as embraced within this second group.25 However, it is worthy of

that his claims are subsequent to that of its own citizens. In the other case his property
has been taken away in despite of him and without his consent, and he must rely upon the

comity of the state to which it has been taken to enforce the validity of the contract and
to protect his rights." at 828.

M68 N. J. Eq. 622, 60 Atl. 552 (190S).
M34 Ariz. 408, 274 Pac. 155 (1928).
2�272 Fed. 435 (C. C. A. 7th, 1921).
a122 Conn. 100, 187 Atl. 676 (1936).
^Section 68, states, "If after the chattel is validly mortgaged, it is taken into another

state without the consent of the mortgagee, the interest of the mortgagee is not divested as a

result of any dealings with the chattel in the second state."

�203 Cal. 483, 265 Pac. 190 (1928).
MId. at 492, 265 Pac. 194

"'Moore v. Keystone, 30 Idaho 220, 163 Pac. 1114 (1917) ; Waters v. Cox, 2 111. App. 129

(1878) ; Newsum v. Hoffman, 124 Tenn. 369, 137 S. W. 490 (1911) which overruled Snyder
v. Yates, 112 Tenn. 309, 79 S. W. 796 (1903); Wray Bros. v. H. A. White Auto Co., 155
Ark. 153, 244 S. W. 18 (1922) ; Hart v. Oliver Farm Equipment Sales Co., 37 N. M. 267, 21

P. (2d) 96 (1933) Rodecker v. Jannah, 125 Wash. 137, 215 Pac. 364 (1923) ; Studebaker
Bros. Co. v. Mau, 13 Wyo. 358, 80 Pac. 151 (1905) ; Cunningham v. Donelson, 110 W. Va.
331, 158 S. E. 705 (1931) changed by statute, see note 35, infra.
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note that the grounds on which they predicate their decisions are not in
dicative of their lack of power to decide otherwise, but rather of a

feeling that the exercise of power in these situations would be inadvisable.
Sometimes the decisions are placed on the ground of comity, which would
necessitate the recognition of a foreign-created title interest as having
precedence over an interest subsequently attaching in the home state; or

they are placed on the ground that it would be inequitable or harsh if the
absent non-possessory interest holder should lose his rights by the sur

reptitious removal of the chattel into another jurisdiction.
Professor Beale has promulgated a theory which seeks to establish a

basis on which a court might be justified in deciding as a matter of right,
rather than policy, that the interest of the absent owner should not be
divested by the surreptitious removal of the chattel. He states:

"(1) Ownership is a legalized relation between a person and a thing. The
owner's property does not exist in the thing alone, but in the person of the owner

as well. It follows that:
(2) Jurisdiction over the thing does not necessarily involve jurisdiction either

over the person or over his interest in the thing. Usually the state in which a

chattel is has jurisdiction over the owner's interest; for, in the ordinary case the
owner has submitted his interest to the jurisdiction of the state by belonging to
or being in the state, or by permitting his chattel to be there, or by confiding it
absolutely to another who permits it to be there. But if the owner has done
nothing to submit his interest to the law of the state where the thing is, there
is no jurisdiction in that state to affect the rights of the absent person. The
state may, to be sure, exercise jurisdiction over the thing in so far as the owner's
interest is untouched. It may destroy the thing, thus destroying incidentally the
owner's interest in it; but, it requires no jurisdiction to do so�a private wrong
doer may do the same. . . .

(3) If the state where the thing is has no jurisdiction over the absent owner's
title any provision of its law by which his interest as owner is affected will be
given no force abroad."26

This is apparently the view taken and adopted by The American Law

Institute, but it is doubtful whether the courts would consider themselves
bound by such stringent limitations on their jurisdiction. It is apparent
that none of them have felt themselves restricted on such grounds.
The third group of states consists of those which undertake to protect

bona fide purchasers, creditors, and other lienors under their recording
statutes, even though the chattel is within the state without the consent

of the mortgagee or conditional vendor, A .

Willys-Overland Company of California v. Chapman21 involved the

^Beale, The Conflict of Laws (1st ed. 193S) 299.

"206 S. W. 978 (Tex. Civ. App. 1918).
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situation where the plaintiff, a California corporation, sold one of its cars

to a Mrs. Chapman, under a conditional sales contract. Contrary to the
terms of the agreement, she removed the auto from California to Texas
without the consent of the plaintiff, and there sold it to the defendant's
transferor. The contract between the plaintiff and Mrs. Chapman, though
recorded in California, was not recorded in Texas. The court, in denying
recovery in a replevin action, held that "while it is true as a general rule
that a contract valid where made is valid everywhere and will be enforced

everywhere, there is an exception to the rule as firmly fixed as the rule

itself, to the effect that comity is not permitted to operate within a state
to the prejudice of its government, in opposition to its settled policy or the
interest of its citizens."28
Often cited as confirming this doctrine is the Colorado case of Turnbull

v. Cole29 where a sales contract was made in Utah, the chattel being
removed without the consent of the vendor to Colorado and sold there to

the defendant. In denying recovery the court said, "the contract, though
valid in Utah, could not be enforced in this state because such action would
be contrary to public policy and would result in detriment to the interests
of a citizen of this state. Both of these grounds furnish exceptions to
the general rule of comity as applied to the enforcement of contracts."30
However, in the case of Mosko v. Matthews,31 which involved sub

stantially the same facts, the Colorado court, in holding for the mortgagee
as against a Colorado purchaser, said it was "conducive to mutual good
will between states, necessary to law enforcement, and promotive of like
respect exercised between states that we observe such neighborly ameni
ties. It implies mutuality and reciprocity.32 Turnbull v. Cole33 was

distinguished on the ground that it involved a "secret" lien, probably
meaning thereby that the lien was not even recorded in the state from
which it was removed, although valid in that state. The court adhered

"Id. at 980.
M70 Colo. 364, 201 Pac. 887 (1921).
xId. at 366, 201 Pac. at 888.

3187 Colo. 55, 284 Pac. 1021 (1930).
^Id. at 59, 284 Pac. 1023. As to reciprocity being a necessary element see Union Sec. Co.

v. Adams, 33 Wyo. 45, 236 Pac. 513 (1925). But see Hart v. Oliver Farm Equipment Sales
Co., 37 N. M. 267, 21 Pac. (2d) 96 (1933), where a Texas mortgaged chattel was removed
to New Mexico. The court refused to favor the New Mexico purchaser, and on theory of
comity allowed the Texas mortgagee's interest to prevail, saying that it mattered not that
Texas would not have reciprocated if the situation had been reversed. The court thought
this was the tendency today and the better view, disapproving Hilton v. Guyot, 159 U. S.
113 (1895).
"70 Colo. 364, 201 Pac. 887 (1921).
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to the rule that a foreign law would not be enforced if contrary to public
policy of Colorado, or detrimental to its citizens. Yet it said that here,
the attractive premium placed on comity, the promotion of reciprocity, and
so forth, surpassed any detriment the defendant might encounter.
In this third group may be classified those states which have enacted

statutes governing the proposition. Since it is evident that the protection
afforded an interest holder of another state is predicated on the ground
of comity and policy, and not on any constitutional ground, a state may,
by legislative enactment, require that foreign-created title interests be
recorded. An apt illustration of the operation of the statutes is had by
an examination of two West Virginia cases. In 1931, Cunningham v.

Donelson34 was decided involving the mortgage of trucks in Ohio which
were brought into West Virginia without the consent of the mortgagee and
sold there. The court held that since the chattel was removed without
the consent of the mortgagee, the law of West Virginia as regards recording
would not be enforced, for the courts of that state, through comity, would
recognize the rights created under the law of Ohio. But seven years

later, in Southern Finance Company v. Zegar,35 the court held in favor of
a lienor in West Virginia over a foreign mortgage, by virtue of a Code

provision36 enacted subsequent to the Cunningham case. The Code pro
vided that "if any goods or chattels mentioned in such writing [referring
to chattel mortgages] be removed from another state in which it is
admitted to record to this state, such writing shall, within three months
after such removal, be admitted to record in the county in this state to

which the property is removed, otherwise, it shall be void as to purchasers
and creditors." The court said that the power of the legislature to enact

a statute is in no way limited by a rule of comity; that the rule here is
based on comity and not on any constitutional limitation which would
invalidate any such provision. ,

The statute just mentioned is typical of those in a number of the states,37
but it is noteworthy that the courts require explicit terms designating that
the statute is to apply to foreign mortgages before they will hold that it
was intended to apply thereto. It was stated in Parr v. Brady33 that
"the legislature, if it were thought good policy, could prevent a foreign
mortgage from having effect in this state, but the intention to do so ought
^llO W. Va. 331, 158 S. E. 705 (1931).
^198 S. E. 875 (W. Va. 1938).
3eW. Va. Code Ann. (Michie, 1937) � 996.

^Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Oregon and Washington. See note 12, supra
at 380.

"37 N. J. L. 201 (1874).
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to be clearly manifested, when the object is to abridge the validity of a

common law contract. The words 'every mortgage' in the statute should
be limited to the purpose of the act."39 And it was held not to apply to

foreign mortgages.
Where a statute has been held to apply to foreign mortgages, it operates

on the interests of the foreign interest holder whether he consents to the
removal of the chattel or not. This is by virtue of the right of a legislature
to enact with regard to all objects within its territory. The States which
have adopted the Conditional Sales Acts,40 however, realized perhaps the

alleged hardship resulting to the vendor from a surreptitious removal.
The consent of the conditional vendor apparently governs his right to

recover a chattel which was not recorded. Section 14 of the Act is to the
effect that the conditional vendor has 10 days in which to record his in
terest in the state to which the chattel is removed. This 10 day period,
however, does not begin to run until the vendor has had notice that the
chattel is in another state. Just what security this affords the purchaser
or creditor is not particularly clear, for apparently at any time a condi
tional vendor could reclaim, or record his chattel as against the lienors if
he could show lack of knowledge. This period might be three months, six
months or longer, although the promoters of the idea have suggested that
a payment on the conditional sale would probably become due every
month, at which time the fact of removal would be manifested.
It had originally been proposed that The American Law Institute adopt

a similar rule when it was considering jurisdiction over chattels. In Section
102 of the restatement it is stated, "A state can exercise through its courts
jurisdiction over a chattel within the territory of the estate, though the

person owning or claiming the chattel or an interest in the chattel is not

subject to the jurisdiction of the state." But, in a caveat to that Section
it is said, "The Institute expresses no opinion as to whether a state has
jurisdiction over a chattel brought into the state without the consent of
the owner." The original proposal was that the second state has no

jurisdiction over the title until the owner has had a reasonable opportunity
to remove it or the period of prescription has run,41 but such a proposal
was not incorporated in the Restatement.
The Institute, when using the term "jurisdiction", is speaking of it in the

Conflict of Laws sense and not in the Constitutional sense, although the
10Id. at 204.

"Adopted by Arizona, Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, South Dakota,
Wisconsin, and West Virginia. See Thayer Mercantile Co. v. Milltown First National Bank,
98 N. J. L. 29, 119 Atl. 94 (1922).
"Restatement, Conflict of Laws (Tent. Draft No. 2, 1926) � 52.
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two fields at times overlap. Hence, when the Institute says that it

expresses no opinion as to whether a state has jurisdiction over a chattel

brought within it without the owner's consent, it means that it desires not
to say whether that state, if it undertook to act upon the interests of an

absent, non-consenting owner, has the power to create rights which would
be recognized elsewhere.
Such a declaration brings us to the problem whether the states in the

third group aforementioned, when exercising jurisdiction over a chattel

surreptitiously removed thereto, have created rights which other states

would be bound to follow. The case of Edgerly v. Bush42 would probably
be authority for the proposition that no such rights were created. It
involved the mortgage of a pair of horses within the state of New York, by
two citizens thereof, Edgerly, the mortgagee, and Baker, the mortgagor.
By the terms of the mortgage, which was recorded in New York, Edgerly
was to get complete title to the horses if Baker ever removed them from
the State. Baker removed them, without Edgerly's consent, into Canada
where they were sold to the defendant. When the latter came into New

York, Edgerly sued him for conversion. By a Statute of Canada the rule
of market overt was in force, but in New York that rule did not obtain;
rather, New York's policy was to protect the right of ownership and to

leave the buyer to take care that he got a good title. The court, there
fore, held in favor of the plaintiff, stating that it would be against its
policy and the convenience of its citizens, if the Statute of Canada was

given effect in the case of a surreptitious removal.
It is the contention here, however, that if the rule is that the law of the

situs is the law governing the first transaction, i.e., the mortgage, why
should not the law of the situs of the chattel govern in the second transac

tion? The cases cited in the first two groups aforementioned were not

patently concerned with the protection of the subsequent purchaser or

creditor in the second transaction, and as a matter of common law, it may
be well that the subsequent transferee could acquire only what his
transferor had, hence dispelling the need for considering him. But, if a

state has established a policy of protecting its local citizens, and under its
law the transferee gets a valid title, it is suggested that under the doctrine
of Hartford Accident & Indemnity Company v. Delta & Pine Land Com

pany,43 the refusal of a court of another state to recognize that title might
be a palpably erroneous choice of law and hence a denial of due process.
If not palpably erroneous, at least it would be an unjust and inequitable
c81 N. Y. 199 (1880).
a292 U. S. 143 (1934).
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choice, and one which should not bemade in view of the trend today toward
the protection of the third party in other phases of the law.

Further, under the familiar view that where two innocent parties are

injured, the one who made such injury possible should bear the loss, the
purchaser should prevail over the non-possessory interest holder who

put the chattel in the wrongdoer's hands.

So, in conclusion, it may be said that, although the states are in conflict
as to what their policy should be, yet if a state adopts one policy or rule
of law in such cases, then if it is the situs of the chattel at the time of the

transaction, it should be recognized by the other states, for the laws of
the situs control. The word 'laws', having been interpreted recently as

including the decisions of the courts as well as statutes of the state,44 it
may well be that, whether it is the policy of the second state as promul
gated by its courts, or whether it be express statutory provision controlling
foreign created titles, it is still the law of the situs and should govern and
be recognized elsewhere, regardless of the question of consent or non-

consent of the former non-possessory interest holder.

AUGUSTUS P. CRENSHAW, III.

"Erie R. R. v. Tompkins, 304 U. S. 64 (1938).



RECENT DECISIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW�Securities and Exchange Commission�Stop Orders

The Resources Corporation International filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission a registration statement under the Securities Act of 1933, 48 Stat. 74,
IS U. S. C. � 77 a, et seq. (1934), as amended by the Act of June 6, 1934, 48 Stat.
881, IS U. S. C. � 78 b (1934). The shares covered by the statement had been
issued sometime earlier and were held by an officer of the corporation. On the day
after the registration statement became effective, but before any of the registered
securities had been distributed to the public, proceedings were commenced to deter
mine whether a stop order should issue. The corporation sought an injunction against
the Commission to prevent it from continuing hearings for this purpose. The cor

poration contended that it had an absolute right to withdraw its registration statement

upon the institution of stop order proceedings. The lower court denied the injunc
tion and the corporation appealed. Held, affirmed. The registrant had no absolute

right to withdraw. Resources Corporation International v. Securities and Exchange
Commission, TJ. S. Ct. of App., D. C, Feb. 27, 1939.
The Oklahoma-Texas Trust filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission a

registration statement which became effective under the Securities Act of 1933, supra.
Subsequently on February 9, 1937, hearings were commenced to determine whether
a stop order should issue. Before February 11, 1937, all of the issuer's participation
units had been transferred to dealers but at that date 4318 units remained in the
hands of the dealers. After completion of the hearings, the issuer filed affidavits to

the effect that all units sold to dealers had been resold to investors, together with an

application to withdraw its statement, contending that it had fully served its purposes
in that all of the units had been disposed of by the issuer and the dealers and the
former had thereby acquired an exempt status under � 4 of the Act. The Commis
sion denied the application to withdraw and, finding the registration statement false
and misleading in certain particulars, issued a stop order suspending its effectiveness.
The issuer petitioned the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals to review the Commission's
order. Held, the application for withdrawal was properly denied. Oklahoma-Texas
Trust v. Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F. (2d) 888 (C. C. A. 10th, 1939).
The more important provision of the Securities Act of 1933 pertinent to the

principal cases are summarized as follows, subject to certain exceptions not here
relevant :

� 5 (a)�Unless a registration statement is in effect as to a security, it shall be
unlawful for any person to make use of any means of transportation or communica
tion in interstate commerce or of the mails to sell such security.

� 8 (a)�The effective date of registration statement shall be the twentieth day
after the filing thereof.

� 8 (d)�If it appears to the Commission at any time that the registration state

ment includes any untrue statement of a material fact the Commission may, after
notice and opportunity for hearing, issue a stop order suspending the effectiveness
of the registration statement. Other sections are referred to in the comments that
follow.
The Act contains no provision with respect' to the right of the registrants to with

draw registration statements. However, the Commission, under � 19 (a) of the

979
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Act, granting it general rule making authority, has adopted the following rule: "Any
registration statement . . . may be withdrawn upon application of the registrant if
the Commission, finding such withdrawal consistent with the public interest and the

protection of investors, consents thereto." S. E. C. General Rules and Reg. under
the Securities Act of 1933, Rule 960.
The test under the regulation, according to the Supreme Court in Jones v. Securities

and Exchange Commission, 298 U. S. 1, 22 (1936) is "the absence or presence of
prejudice to the public or investors." In the Jones case the stop order proceeding
was instituted prior to the effective date of the registration statement and before any
securities had been sold under the statement. The Supreme Court held that the
institution of the proceedings presented the registration statement from becoming
effective; that no right of the general public can be affected by the withdrawal of
such an application before it has gone into effect; that there were no security holders

existing or potential to be affected or in any way to be prejudiced and that the regis
trant therefore had an absolute right to withdraw. Thus the Supreme Court depended
mainly upon the fact that the institution of stop order proceedings prevented the

registration statement from becoming effective. The Court apparently ignored the

possibility that even in such circumstances the general public had an interest to be

protected under other sections of the Act.
The Jones case and the Resources case are clearly distinguishable as to the status

of the securities covered by the respective registration statements. However, from
the purely practical point of view the effect upon potential investors was not different
in either case since securities could not have been distributed�potential investors
could not have been prejudiced, if the Commission had consented to withdrawal.

Adopting this view the Court based its decision in the Resources case upon the fact
that the registration statement had become effective; that securities could be sold
under it until the Commission entered a final stop order or consented to withdrawal;
that in considering the application for withdrawal the Commission was bound by
its rule to consider the public interest; that the Act should not be delimited by
holding that the voluntary abandonment of the registration statement after its effective
date was of no concern to the general public, since the Act is designed, through the

imposition of criminal penalties, under Section 24, upon any person who wilfully
makes an untrue statement of a material fact in a registration statement, to insure
fair dealing and good conduct on the part of those who seek the use of the mail
and other instrumentalities of commerce in the sale of securities to the public.
The Jones case was criticized upon the ground inter alia that, ". . .if the court is

overruling the Commission's interpretation of its own alterable regulation, such a

course seems anomalous." (1936) 49 Harv. L. Rev. 1369, 1370. The Court's course

also seems contrary to authority since it is settled that consistent administrative

practice is entitled to great weight. See e.g., Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co. v.
United States, 288 U. S. 294, 315 (1933); Skeen v. Lynch, 48 F. (2d) 1044, 1047

(C. C. A. 10th, 1931), cert, denied, 284 U. S. 633 (1931). cf. Securities and Exchange
Commission v. Associated Gas & Electric Co., 99 F. (2d) 795, 798 (C. C. A. 2d,
1938). Subsequent events indicate that the foregoing criticism was not without justi
fication. While the Commission has not altered its rule it apparently has altered the
circumstances under which its rule is applied by adopting the administrative policy
of instituting stop order proceedings after registration statements become effective,
as it did in the Resources case, rather than before the effective date as it did in the
Jones case.
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Since the Jones case the Commission in a number of cases has entered orders
denying applications to withdraw, where proceedings were begun after the registra
tion statement became effective, and securities of the registrant were already out

standing in the hands of the public. Matter of National Boston Montana Mines
Corporation, 1 S. E. C. 639 (1936) ; Matter of Treasure Hill Extension Mines Co.,
Inc., 2 S. E. C. 134 (1937) ; Matter of Sunset Gold Fields Inc., 2 S. E. C. 329 (1937) ;
Matter of Paper Sales Company of Detroit, Inc., 2 S. E. C. 748 (1937). The decision
in the Resources case thus supports the principles uniformly adhered to by the Com
mission and limits the doctrine of the Jones case.

The Oklahoma case limits the doctrine of the Jones case in another direction. The
latter case may be readily distinguished in that rights of security holders clearly
would have been prejudiced in the Oklahoma case if the registrant had been permitted
to withdraw its statement. Subject to certain defenses not here relevant Section 11

(a) of the Act, provides that where a registration statement, when it became effective,
contained a material misstatement or omission, any person who purchases a security
covered by such statement may sue the issuer and various other persons for the

filing of the statement. Obviously it would prejudice the rights of investors if the
issuer after filing a false and misleading registration statement and issuing and selling
its securities were permitted to withdraw its statement and avoid the liabilities im

posed by Section 11 (a) even though the securities had acquired an exempt status
under Section 4, by virtue of their sale and by the lapse of the period of original
distribution.
Taken together the principal cases not only limit the doctrine of the Jones case,

but they also support the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Cardozo in that case

where he said: "To permit an offending registrant to stifle an inquiry by precipitate
retreat on the eve of his exposure is to give immunity to guilt; to encourage false
hood and evasion; to invite the cunning and unscrupulous to gamble with detection."
298 U. S. 1, 32 (1936).

ROBERT F. GRAHAM

CONFLICTS�Courts�Removal of Causes

Plaintiff contracted lead poisoning while employed by defendant to help in razing
the Kansas City Federal Building. It is provided by statute that ". . . in any action

brought to recover on account of injuries sustained in any such place [i. e., a place
subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States] the rights of the parties
shall be governed by the laws of the State within the exterior boundaries of which
it may be." 45 Stat. 54 (1928), 16 U. S. C. � 457 (1934). Plaintiff brought an

action against his employer in a Missouri state 'court, based on the Missouri occupa
tional disease statute, Mo. Stat. Ann. (1932), � 3301, and the common law duty of
an employer to furnish safe working conditions. Defendant removed the case to a

federal court, contending that the action came within that section of the Judiciary
code which provides that "any suit of a civil nature . . . arising under the Constitution
or laws of the United States ... in any State court, may be removed by the defendant
or defendants therein to the district court of the United States for the proper dis
trict." 25 Stat. 434 (1888), 28 U. S. C. � 71 (1934). On plaintiff's motions held,
the action should be remanded to the state court. Misner v. Cleveland Wrecking Co.,
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25 F. Supp. 763 (W. D Mo. 1938). Contra: Coffman v. Cleveland Wrecking Co.,
Lautenschlager v. Cleveland Wrecking Co., 24 F. Supp. 581 (W. D. Mo. 1938). In
the latter cited cases, decided a few months earlier than the instant case, a different
judge sitting on the same court sustained the jurisdiction of the Federal court.
"The Congress shall have power to . . exercise exclusive legislation . . . over all

places purqhased by the consent of the legislature of the state in which the same shall
be, for the erection of . . . needful buildings." U. S. Const. Art. I, � 8. The place
in which the plaintiff was employed falls within the class of places covered by this
section. Battle v. United States, 209 U. S. 36 (1908). The legislature of Missouri
has consented to land purchases by the United States. Mo. Stat. Ann. (1935)
� 11073.

Thus, under the Constitution, the United States, by virtue of a purchase of land
for a public building, with the state's consent, attains exclusive legislative power over
the site. Ft. Leavenworth R. R. v. Lowe, 114 U. S. 525 (1885), and it has been held
that when the United States acquires title to land in this manner, the federal juris
diction is exclusive of all state authority. United States v. Unzeuta, 281 U. S. 138

(1930).
It is a principle of public law that when jurisdiction over a territory is transferred,

all laws of that territory not repugnant with those of the new sovereign, will be
enforced by the new sovereign. American Ins. Co. and Ocean Ins. Co. v. Canter,
1 Pet. 511 (U. S. 1828). The rule is likewise well settled that the common law and
statutes in effect at the time territory is purchased or ceded for federal purposes re

main in force until displaced by Congress. Chicago, R. I. & P Ry. v. McGlinn, 114
U. S. 542 (1885); Kaufman v. Hopper, 220 N. Y. 184, 115 N. E. 470 (1917). The

law, however, becomes that of the United States, rather than of the ceding state, the
state jurisdiction being completely ousted. Steele v. Halligan, 229 Fed. 1011 (W. D.
Wash. 1916). Consequently, statutes passed by the state subsequent to the transfer
of the land are of no effect. Arlington Hotel Co. v. Fant, 278 U. S. 439 (1929);
Murray v. Joe Gerrick and Co., 291 U. S. 315 (1934); Kaufman v. Hopper, supra.
Congress may, of course, at a later date adopt state legislation then in existence as

respects territory under its jurisdiction. Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1 (U. S. 1824).
The court in the Coffman and Lautenschlager cases, supra, at 582, reasoning in

line with the above authorities, concluded that: "These cases, therefore, arose under
the laws of the United: States. No other laws were or could be in force at the scene

when and where the causes of action had their origin." As a matter of logic, there
is something to say for this conclusion. Since the Constitution grants Congress
exclusive legislative power over such districts, state laws passed subsequent to acqui
sition by the United States can be effective only insofar as they are adopted by
Congress. And when Congress adopts a state law, it would seem that the state law
becomes the law of the United States.

However, the result reached in the Misner case appears to be the more sound.
The purpose of the Federal Removal Statute, supra, was to restrict the jurisdiction
of the Federal courts. Cochran & the Fidelity and Deposit Co. v. Montgomery
County, 199 U. S. 260 (1905); Ex parte Wisner, 203 U. S. 449 (1906). Not every
case in which a Federal law is involved is a good case for removal from a State to a

Federal Court. The rights of the litigants must depend upon the construction given
a Federal law. It is not enough that one is incidentally construed during the course

of the decision. Gully v. First National Bank, 299 U. S. 109 (1936). "The federal
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nature of the right to be established is decisive�not the source of the authority to
establish it." Puerto Rico v. Russell and Co., 288 U. S. 476, 483 (1933).
In the instant case, the rights of the parties depend upon law which, although made

applicable to the situation by Congress, was created by Missouri. Although a federal
statute was necessary to permit the law to apply, the rights of the parties depend
upon a statute passed by the legislature of Missouri, and law as interpreted by the
courts of Missouri. A Federal court would necessarily be limited in its interpreta
tion of the applicable law to the construction placed on it by the Missouri courts.
In the absence of a more controlling federal question, a Missouri court should handle
the case.

OGDEN H. CHAMBERLAIN.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�Agricultural Marketing Act of 1937

At the instance of the United States the appellants were enjoined by the District
Court from continued breach of orders of the Secretary of Agriculture prohibiting
certain standards and qualities of citrus fruits from shipment in interstate commerce

or to Canada 21 F. Supp. 713 (D. Tex. 1938). On recommendation of local com
mittees the orders were issued by the Secretary pursuant to authority vested in him

by the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act, 50 Stat. 246, 7 U. S. C. � 601 (Supp.
1937). The Act provides that the Secretary shall cause an investigation when he has
reason to believe that conditions in the agricultural markets are such that there is a

burden on interstate commerce, a destruction of agricultural assets and an impairment
of the national credit structure. It further provides that, based on voluntary agree
ments with producers and handlers, or through other methods, he shall order such

adjustments in acreage or in the production for market, or both, of any agricultural
commodity as will best effectuate the declared policy of the Act. Appeal is taken on

grounds that the Act is invalid in that {inter alia) : First, its declared purpose is to

regulate prices and production in a manner not authorized by the Commerce Clause
of the Constitution, Art. I, � 8; and second, that it unconstitutionally delegates legis
lative power to the Secretary of Agriculture and local fruit handlers. Held, judgment
affirmed. Whittenburg v. United States, 100 F. (2d) 520 (C. C. A. 5th, 1938).
In answer to the first contention the court points out that Congress' declared pur

pose is to alleviate the conditions caused by a break in the orderly exchange of farm

commodities in interstate commerce and the consequent impairment of the national
credit structure, destruction of agricultural assets and obstruction of interstate com

merce. If as a result of sustaining commerce for the public good the farmer will be

bettered by higher prices for his goods, the betterment is merely incidental as in the

case of tariffs and differentials in freight rates. Though this result may have been

foreseen by Congress still the power to regulate is not defeated for, "The Constitution
does not forbid State or nation to legislate for the public good on economic lines."

This contention of appellant is the weaker of the two inasmuch as the control of

Congress over interstate and foreign commerce is plenary.
Appellant does not contend that Congress may not constitutionally delegate legis

lative powers but rather that in exercising its right it acted unconstitutionally. A

review of the cases indicates certain tests are used in determining whether Congress
had abdicated or unconstitutionally transferred to others its legislative powers. These
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are: (1) definiteness of standards laid down by the statute; (2) degree of necessity
in view of the subject matter. The Congress must stablish primary standards and
intelligible principles for the law and, if this is done, the delegation is valid, even

though the executive must, in implementing the law, exercise some discretion in find

ing the facts on which to base the regulation to be issued. The point is so well
established that citing of authority is unnecessary other than to state it has been
recognized by the Supreme Court ever since The Aurora, 7 Cranch 382 U. S. (1813).
In the instant case the court found that "In the Act before us Congress has set a

definite mark and has indicated the means of reaching it; has prescribed much that
must be done and that may not be done." Or as was stated in Butterfield v. Strana-
han, 192 U. S. 470, 496 (1904), "Congress legislated on the subject as far as was

reasonably practicable, and from the necessities of the case was compelled to leave
to executive officials the duty of bringing about the result pointed out by the statute."
The commodities affected, being seasonable and perishable by nature, would continually
give rise to situations requiring special treatment for which Congress could not

effectively or wisely provide in detail. Hence, though it is not possible to categorically
define what are intelligible principles and primary standards, the court was not able
to say that Congress had gone too far in giving the Secretary of Agriculture power
and discretion.

Some point was made that legislative power was also given to the majority who

signed agreements and to the committees who recommended regulations. The court

disposed of this claim by showing that while their refusal to agree or recommend

might, in some instance prevent action by the Secretary, yet they could never force
action by him. They merely gather and present information to give him a broader
view of the situation.
This decision adds one more application of the rules to the many others which

serve to mark the indeterminate line between constitutional and unconstitutional

delegation of legislative powers by Congress.
SIDNEY M. GOLDSTEIN.

IMMIGRATION�Habeas Corpus�Deportation

Petition by the United States of America on the relation of Solomon Weinberg,
for writ of habeas corpus against Fred J. Schlotfeldt, District of Immigration and
Naturalization at Chicago.
On June 13, 1938 petitioner was arrested in deportation proceedings charging him

with being in the United States in violation of the Immigration Act of 1924, 43 Stat.
153 (1924) 8 U. S. C. A. � 201 et seq. (1934), in that at the time of his entry he
was not in possession of an unexpired immigration visa.
Petitioner was born of Jewish parents in the former Czechoslovakia. He entered

this country as a member of the crew of the S. S. Berlin, at New York, N. Y. He
missed the boat on its return passage and made no attempt to secure passage on

another ship, remaining here until some time in September 1931, when he obtained a

United States passport under the name of Markus Fliegelman. The passport was

obtained when Weinberg presented an original copy of a certificate of naturalization
belonging to the father of Markus Fliegelman, which he had borrowed (sic). He
sailed to Poland to see his sick mother and returned in May 1932. At that time he
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was not in possession of an unexpired consular immigration visa but claimed Ameri
can citizenship by virtue of the passport issued to him under the name of Marcus
Fliegelman. He considered himself a citizen of the United States because he lived
here for more than eleven years, although he never made application for citizenship.
The record further disclosed that he always worked in support of himself; that he
had never been arrested, except that he was once fined for a traffic violation; that he
had never been found guilty of a crime involving moral turpitude; that his status in
Czechoslovakia is doubtful, since he never reported for military service when he
reached his majority. Held, that the prayer of the petition for habeas corpus is
granted and the petitioner discharged from custody. The judge ruled that the immi
gration laws did not contemplate any such strict compliance with the letter thereof
as would oblige the court to send the petitioner back to a country where his life
and liberty would be in jeopardy because of his race. United States ex rel. Weinberg
v. Schlotjeldt, 26 F. Supp. 283 (N. D. 111. 1938).
It is generally acknowledged that the power of Congress is plenary over the admis

sion of aliens. This is a political power to be exercised by act of Congress and to
be executed by the executive branch of the government free from interference by
courts except as authorized by Congress or by the Constitution. Rash v. Zurbrick,
75 F. (2d) 934 (C. C. A. 6th, 1935). In construing statutes authorizing deportation
of aliens the intention of Congress is controlling. Nishimoto v. Nagle 44 F. (2d)
304 (C. C. A. 9th, 1930). The court's power to admit an alien is dependent wholly
upon statute. Stoma v. Commissioner, 18 F. (2d) 576 (C. C. A. 5th, 1927). Since
no express power has been conferred and no duty on the courts to review the pro
ceedings of immigration officials, the courts cannot and should not interfere unless a

judicial question is presented. United States ex rel. Ivanow v. Greenawalt,. 213 Fed.
901 (E. D. Pa. 1914). The extent of the judicial inquiry on writ of habeas corpus
in respect to deportation proceedings has been said to extend only to the question as

to whether or not the alien's constitutional rights were violated. Reynolds v. United
States ex rel. Koleff, 70 F. (2d) 39 (C. C. A. 7th, 1934), cert, denied, 293 U. S. 590
(1934). It was held in Exedahtelos v. Fluckey, 54 F. (2d) 858 (C. C. A. 6th, 1931),
that the courts may interfere in deportation proceedings where citizenship is not
claimed only where there has been a denial of a fair hearing, the filing was not

supported by evidence or there was an application of an erroneous rule of law. It
was also stated in Rouhib v. Zurbrick, 67 F. (2d) 570 (C. C. A. 6th, 1933), that
where an alien was granted a hearing and there is evidence upon which an order for

deportation might reasonably have been predicated, the court is without power to

disturb the executive decision; see also United States ex rel. Volpe v. Smith, 62 F.

(2d) 808 (C. C. A. 7th, 1933), aff'd, 289 U. S. 422 (1933); followed in United States
ex rel. Heinzkiobge, 75 F. (2d) 1021 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935).
The humanitarian considerations influencing the decision of the court in the instant

case are not difficult to understand, but it would seem that the judge did ignore the

rulings and interpretations of the Immigration Act as enunciated by the courts of the

country. Where an alien is otherwise subject to deportation, the court may not

consider the hardship necessarily involved in deporting him. United States ex rel.
Cerami v. Uhl, 9 F. Supp. 887 (S. D. N. Y. 1935), rev'd on other grounds, 78 F.

(2d) 698 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935); Ex parte Garcia, 2 F. Supp. 966 (S. D. Tex. 1933).
It was also stated by the Supreme Court in the case of Chang Chan v. Nagle, 268 U.
S. 346 (1925) that the hardships of a case and the suppositions of what is rational
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and consistent in immigration policy cannot justify a court in departing from the

plain terms of an immigration act.
The arbitrary attitude of the judge in the instant case does not seem to be in

harmony with a majority of decisions in this field. Gorcevich v. Zurbrick, 48 F.

(2d) 1054 (C. C. A. 6th, 1931), (alien who married after unlawful entry subject
to deportation); Bukta v. Zurbrick, 50 F. (2d) 593 (C. C. A. 6th, 1931), (alien en

tering without inspection held deportable although he had visaed passport and entry
was re-entry) ; United States ex rel. Natali v. Day, 45 F. (2d) 112 (C. C. A. 2d, 1930),
(entry of, alien without inspection constituted in itself sufficient ground for deporta
tion); Kaplan v. Tod, 267 U. S. 228 (1925), (feeble minded child subject to deporta
tion since she did not obtain the benefits of the naturalization of her father when she
was not deported because of the war).
It would seem that the policy of Congress has been calculated to prevent the

entrance and habitation in this country of people in a position analogous to that of
the petitioner. Under the Immigration Act of May 26, 1924, any alien who at any
time after entering the United States is found to have been at the time of entry not

entitled under the Act to enter the country or to have remained in the country for a

longer period than permitted by the Act or regulations made thereunder is to be

deported in the same manner as provided for in �� 19 and 20 of the Immigration
Act of 1917. In applying the provisions of the Act of 1924 to alien seamen, the

Supreme Court held that the words "any alien" included alien seamen and thus

deprived them of the benefits of the 3 year limitation found in the Immigration Act
of 1917. Philippides v. Day, 283 U. S. 48 (1931); United States ex rel, Cateches v.

Day, 283 U. S. 51 (1931); Carr v. Zaja, 283 U. S. 52 (1931). The decision in the

present case, although praiseworthy because of the humane views expressed by the

judge, does not seem to respect all the wishes of Congress. The case on behalf of
the petitioner is made, even less understandable when we consider that he most con

veniently borrowed and fraudulently used the passport of Markus Fliegelman ; that the
boat on which he arrived may have been subject to a fine because of his negligence.
On the other hand, the fact that he had never been on relief or been found guilty of
a crime involving moral turpitude are of negative value only. The actions of the

petitioner strongly suggest that his evasion of the law was not haphazard but
calculated.
Quaere, may not this decision act as an incentive to all people wishing to seek

asylum here, however undesirable?

JAMES E. CORKEY.

INSURANCE�False Representations�Effect of Illiteracy and Retaining Policy
Unread

In an action by the beneficiary under a life insurance policy, it was shown that
the following question and answer appeared, among others, in the insured's applica
tion: "Have you been attended by a physician during the last five years? If yes,
give names of complaints, dates, how long sick, and names of physicians." "No."

By its terms the application was made part of the policy and the basis of defendant's
obligation. After verdict for the plaintiff, defendant moved that it be set aside,
claiming that the answer constituted a material representation, which the uncontro-
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verted evidence established to be false, and that the jury could not reasonably have
found otherwise. From the trial court's denial of the motion, the defendant appealed.
Held, error, and new trial ordered. (1) "Since it is undisputed that the insured
accepted the policy, expressly based on the application which she subscribed, the
evidence of her inability to read or write English renders the statements in the
application no less binding upon her. Having accepted and retained the policy, she
was bound by its provisions." (2) The jury could reasonably have reached no other
conclusion upon this issue than that the insured's statement was false. Russo v.

Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 3 A. (2d) 844 (Conn. 1939).
Entirely aside from the question of the insured's fraudulent act, it is believed that

the court's statement, in (1) above, is much too broad and sweeping, and not in
accord with the modern trend of authority. By the doctrine applied, the plaintiff is
precluded from showing fraud or mistake by the company's representative. Yet, it
is judicially recognized in the majority of American jurisdictions that it is customary
for insured persons to accept policies without reading them. Vance, Insurance (2d
ed. 1930) � 71 (a), cites numerous cases.

It follows that such acceptance is not negligent per se. Talnc v. Falls Creek
Farmers' Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 203 Wis. 319, 234 N. W. 364 (1931); Schmitt v. United
States F. & G. Co., 169 Minn. 106, 210 N. W. 846 (1926); Williams v. Pacific States
Ins. Co., 120 Or. 1, 251 Pac. 258 (1926). Thus it has been held that, when the

policy has been accepted in good faith without reading, the insured is privileged to
assume that the policy is written so as to be in conformity with the application.

Because of the peculiar nature of the insurance contract, one of adhesion rather
than of bargaining, whose preparation and terms are solely under the control of the

insurer, the courts have been less prone to apply rigidly the parol evidence rule of
exclusion. Where a bill in equity is brought for reformation, by the insured, it is

uniformly recognized that acceptance and retention unread is not such laches as

will defeat his equity, parol evidence being admissible. Lewitt & Co., Inc. v. Jewelers'
Safety F. Soc., 249 N. Y. 217, 164 N. E. 29 (1928); Robinson v. Union Automobile
Ins. Co., 112 Neb. 32, 198 N. W. 166 (1924).
In actions at law to recover on the contract of insurance, there is diversity of

opinion as to the admissibility of parol evidence to uncover mistake in a policy not

read by the insured.
Distinctly in the minority are those courts which reject such parol testimony:

the courts of New York, Massachusetts, New Jersey. Satz v. Massachusetts Bonding
& Ins. Co., 243 N. Y. 385, 153 N. E. 844 (1926); Thomas v. Commercial Union
Assur. Co., 162 Mass. 29, 37 N. E. 672 (1894); Franklin Fire Ins. Co. v. Martin, 40
N. J. L. 568 (1878).
The great majority of the state courts admit parol testimony, where it becomes

material to show the circumstances under which misrepresentations or untrue war

ranties have come into the contract. This is so, even when the action is at law.
The ground on which many of the courts place this admission is that of an estoppel
against the insurers taking advantage of a defense due to their own (agent's) wrongs.

Among the numerous cases representing the prevailing view are Fayetteville Mut.
Ben. Ass'n. v. Tate, 164 Ark. 317, 261 S. W. 634 (1924); Irving v. Sunset Mut. Life
Ins. Co., 4 Cal. App. (2d) 455, 41 P. (2d) 194 (1935); Ruggirello v. Detroit Auto.
Inter-Ins. Exch., 272 Mich. 44, 260 N. W. 787 (1935); Bucknam v. Interstate B. M.

A. Ass'n., 183 Iowa 652, 167 N. W. 594 (1918) ; Zimmerman v. Bankers' Casualty Co.,
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138 Minn. 442, 165 N. W. 271 (1917); North River Ins. Co. v. Lewis, 137 Va. 322,
119 S. E. 43 (1923); Arneberg v. Continental Casualty Co., 178 Wis. 428, 190 N. W.

97, 29 A. L. R. 93 (1922).
There is nothing in the report of the case under review to indicate that it is based

upon statute. In a previous decision, the present (Connecticut) court had occasion
to apply the law of New York, since the defendant company had been incorporated
there, both insurer and insured were domiciled there, and the policy had been issued
in that state. The contract with the accompanying application, containing untrue

answers, had been retained by the insured for nine months, until death. Recovery
on the policy was denied. New York Life Ins. Co. v. Rigas, 117 Conn. 437, 168 Atl.
22 (1933). The applicable statute (N. Y. Insurance Law � 58), provided that a

copy of the application be attached to and made a part of the policy. The New York
courts thereafter refused to permit a recovery upon such a policy on the theory that
the answers of the applicant were incorrectly recorded. Minsker v. John Hancock
Mut. Life Ins. Co., 254 N. Y. 333, 173 N. E. 4 (1930).
When, to the respective majority views that acceptance without reading is not

negligence per se and that parol testimony is admissible to show the bona fides of the

insured, there is added the circumstance of the insured's illiteracy, the breadth of the

holding in the principal case is apparent. The weight of authority appears to extend
the liberal rule in favor of the insured.
In Fernandez v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 230 Mo. App. 857, 78 S. W. (2d) 526 (1935),

it was held that the illiterate insured was not bound by his failure to request members
of the family to examine documents before his signing.
In Federal Life Ins. Co. v. Kras, 96 Colo. 589, 45 P. (2d) 636 (1935), the insured

was held not barred from recovering on a health and accident policy by false
answers as to former illnesses where the insured was illiterate and had told the agent
pertinent facts through an interpreter. The agent falsified answers and failed to read
them to the insured or interpreter.
In Home Ben. Ass'n. v. Salvato; 295 S. W. 638 (Tex. Civ. App. 1927), the appli

cant's truthful answers were inserted incorrectly without his knowledge, he being
unable to read or write English. Although the application provided that the state

ments therein were "the basis of the contract," and the agent's authority to bind the
association was limited, it was held that the insurer was liable. "The equities in
such a case are all against the company." Richards, Insurance (3d ed. 1911) 204.

J. W. HUYSSOON.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS�Contested Election�De Jure Judge�Right to

Salary

Plaintiff was a candidate for the office of judge of the municipal court of Chicago
at the election in 1930. Twelve judges were to be selected, the twelve receiving the

highest number of votes cast. One George C. Mclntyre was declared to be the
twelfth candidate elected and the certificate of election issued to him. Mclntyre
assumed the office and performed the duties until termination of the election con

tests upset the returns as canvassed. Thereafter the plaintiff ascended the bench
and performed the duties of judge of the municipal court. The city paid the statutory
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salary to Mclntyre and the plaintiff sues the City of Chicago to recover the amount
of the salary paid to Mclntyre. Held, where a municipality has paid the statutory
salary to a de facto judge who received the certificate of election, it is not liable to
a de jure judge who establishes his right in an election contest. McKinley v. City of
Chicago, 16 N. E. (2d) 727 (111. 1938).
The basis for the rule that a city is not liable to a de jure officer for salary paid

to a de facto officer rests on public theory. In the leading case of Dolan v. Mayor, 68
N. Y. 274, 281 (1877), the court said, "Public offices are created in the interest and
for the benefit of the public; such at least, is the theory upon which statutes creating
them are enacted and justified. Public and individual rights are, to a great extent,
protected and enforced through official agencies, and the State and individual citizen
are interested in having official functions regularly and continuously discharged."
The opinion goes on to say that the state and the public depend on having the public
offices filled at all times with persons ready and competent to hold office. It would
be a subject of embarrassment to the public service and an impairment to its effici

ency, if the public authorities could not pay the salary to the de facto officer except
upon the risk of paying it again upon establishment of the title of the contestant.
Similar reasoning was applied in Board of Auditors v. Benoit, 20 Mich. 176 (1870).
But in this case Judge Cooley delivered a dissenting opinion in which he said that
the salary and fees are incident to the legal title and not to the mere colorable pos
session of an office. He also said that the de facto incumbent should sue for his

salary and thus there would be a legal inquiry into his right to the office.
An officer de facto is not entitled to salary for the office and cannot maintain any

action against the city for the compensation to which he would be entitled if he
were an officer de jure. McCue v. Wapello County, 56 Iowa 698, 10 N. W. 248

(1881); Dolan v. Mayor, supra. If he has received the emoluments of the office he

may be compelled to account to the de jure officer. Rule v. Tait, 38 Kah. 765, 18

Pac. 160 (1888); Board of Auditors v. Benoit, supra. Although these considerations
are discussed in those jurisdictions holding that a de jure officer cannot recover from
a municipality they do not affect the decision, Dolan v. Mayor, supra. However, some
jurisdictions argue that since the de facto officer does not have any property right in
the salary, payment to him will not discharge the city from its duty to pay to the
de jure officer. Andrews v. Portland, 79 Maine 484, 10 Atl. 458 (1887). In the
Andrews case the city had knowledge of the contest in the office and the court likened
the city to a stakeholder who pays to one party at his peril when he knows of a con

test as to who is the rightful owner. This question of notice is not considered in

the majority of jurisdictions. People v. Schmidt, 281 111. 211, 117 N. E. 1037 (1917).
There a wrongfully discharged civil service employee reported for work every day
during his illegal ouster. This was not considered by the court which decided that

payment to a de facto officer barred the de jure officer's action against the state.

A de facto officer is one who actually performs the duties of the office with apparent
right under claim or color of appointment or election. It is immaterial that the

power of appointment was not capable of making his title a good legal title. Lavin

v. Board of Commissioners, 245 111. 496, 92 N. E. 291 (1910). Although no cases are

to be found where the rule covers the judiciary, the court in the instant case said
that the rule must necessarily cover these positions. "If the public authorities must

pay at their peril whenever a contest is started, then any candidate, even though
hopelessly defeated, might throw the entire judicial machinery into disorder by merely
starting a contest."

H. D. KOFFSKY.
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TAXATION�"Business" Losses�Exhibition of Estate as Business

The petitioner, Cornelia V. Cecil, in 1930 converted her residence, the Biltmore

Estate, near Asheville, N. C. into a park and museum, open to the public for an

admission charge of two dollars. A large dairy was connected with the Estate.

Receipts of over $40,000 from admissions and sales of views of the Estate were

included by the taxpayer in her taxable income. The Commissioner allowed a deduc
tion of $44,460.07 for wages and other business expenses incurred in operating the

Estate, � 23 (a), Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 791. A further deduction of

$36,309.18, expended for the maintenance of roads and the exhibition Garden, was

refused. The Board of Tax Appeals upheld the contention of the Commissioner that
this sum was not a business expense. On appeal, held, the taxpayer was "engaged in
business" within the meaning of these terms as used in the Revenue Act, and as such
entitled to the deductions claimed. Cecil v. Commissioner, 100 F. (2d) 896 (C. C. A.

4th, 1939).
The term "business" has been liberally construed by the courts to include any

occupation or pursuit followed for a livelihood, Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220 U. S.
107 (1911). Horse racing for profit is a business, Commissioner v. Widener, 33 F.

(2d) 833 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1929). The operators of a dog kennel are in business, Hel
vering v. Ackerman, 71 F. (2d) 586 (C. C. A. 9th, 1934). The publishing of religious
books for profit is a business, Doggett v. Burnet, 65 F. (2d) 191 (App. D. C. 1933);
cf. Chaloner v. Helvering, 69 F. (2d) 571 (App. D. C. 1934).
There is no quantitative requisite respecting the number of transactions necessary

to constitute the doing of business. A single transaction, however, is ordinarily
insufficient. Cooper Mfg. Co. v. Ferguson, 113 U. S. 727 (1885); cf. Zonne v. Min

neapolis Syndicate, 220 U. S. 187 (1911) (corporation leased one parcel of realty on

long lease). With this qualification the slightest activity seems to constitute the

doing of business when profit is the motive. Roney v. Commissioner , 67 F. (2d)
165 (C. C. A. 4th, 1933), cert, denied, 290 U. S. 705 (1933); cf. Woods v. Lewellyn,
289 Fed. 498 (W. D. Pa., 1921) (commissions received from chance sales of insurance

by the president of a corporation with no capitalization held not income from business).
The decisions indicate that any pursuit, occupation, or activity, may be deemed a

business within the meaning of the Revenue Act. The exhibition of an estate for an

admission fee is clearly a business activity unless other considerations interfere.
But to deduct business expenses the business must be carried on primarily for

profit, � 22 (a), Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 791; Edwin S. George, 22 B. T. A.
189 (1931). The principles followed in determining whether a business is operated
for profit or is merely carried on for pleasure or recreation are clearly revealed in
the cases involving gentlemen farmers and race horses. The true intention of the

taxpayer must be determined as this governs. Commissioner v. Widener, supra;
Whitney v. Commissioner, 73 F. (2d) 589 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1934); Smith v. Commis
sioner, 78 F. (2d) 408 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1935); H. T. Cochran, 3 B. T. A. 215 (1925);
August Merckens, 1 B. T. A. 32 (1927); James Otis, 7 B. T. A. 882 (1927); Hamil
ton F. Kean, 10 B. T. A. 97 (1928); and George B. Lester, 19 B. T. A. 549 (1930).
The intention is determined from the overt acts of the taxpayer. Thus losses

incurred in the operation of a race horse stable are business expenses under one set

of facts and not under different circumstances. Compare Commissioner v. Widener,
supra, with W. S. Farish, 36 B. T. A. 1114 (1937) (losses in five years totaled three
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times the invested capital). The same is true in the gentlemen farmer cases. Plant
v. Walsh, 280 Fed. 722 (D. Conn., 1922); Moses Taylor, 7 B. T. A. 59 (1927);
William Buchsbaum, 36 B. T. A. 21 (1937).
Continued losses are merely evidentiary and not determinative of intention.

Whitney v. Commissioner, supra; cf. Deering, Ex'r v. Blair, 23 F. (2d) 975 (App.
D. C. 1928) and Chaloner v. Helvering, supra, (deductions disallowed as gross receipts
were negligible relative to expenditures). Rather it is the taxpayers' expectation of
profits that is determinative. Doggett v. Burnett, supra; Thatcher v. Lowe, 288 Fed.
994 (S. D. N. Y. 1922) (attorney not allowed farming losses) ; Thomas F. Sheridan,
4 B. T. A. 1299 (1926); Samuel Riker, Jr., 6 B. T. A. 890 (1927); James Clark et

al, 24 B. T. A. 1235 (1931).
A taxpayer who derives pleasure from an activity, even though conducted at a

loss, may still be in business. Wilson v. Eisner, 282 Fed. 38 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1922).
But if the evidence shows that the activity would be continued regardless of profits
or losses, it is conducted for pleasure. Frank C. Munson, 2 B. T. A. 174 (1925);
Louise Cheney, 22 B. T. A. 672 (1931) (farm operated to assure good food); Harry
C. Fisher, 29 B'. T. A. 1041 (1934) (race horse losses disallowed); cf. Margaret E.
Amory, 22 B. T. A. 1398 (1931) and Laura M. Curtis, 28 B. T. A. 631 (1933). A

hobby may be pursued as a business. Robert H. Montgomery, 37 B. T. A. 232 (1938)
(corporation formed to raise conifers for a profit). Similarly, renting an abandoned
residence for a long period of years is doing business. Heiner v. Tindle, 276 U. S.
582 (1928).
In the instant case the taxpayer might, with an efficient business system and receipts

increasing yearly, reasonably hope for profits at some time in the future. It is to be
noted that Mrs. Cecil prevailed in the instant case despite a statement in an adver

tising circular that the two dollars admission was estimated to be sufficient to defray
the expenses of opening the Estate. This decision indicates that the actual acts of
the taxpayer are determinative of intention and have a greater weight in determining
whether an activity is conducted for profit or pleasure than a statement quite obviously
made for its advertising appeal.

EDWARD H. ADZIGIAN.

TORTS�Conspiracy�Immunity of Husband's Co-conspirators to suit by Wife

According to the allegations of the declaration filed by Mrs. Ewald in this case

John C. Ewald, Jr., wishing to secure a divorce from his wife, conspired with Michael

J. Lane, and others, whereby one Berry was persuaded to falsely charge that Mrs.
Ewald had committed adultery with him. Using this false accusation as the basis
of his suit, Ewald then commenced an action for divorce in the circuit court for
Calvert County, Maryland. This suit was dismissed when the conspiracy was dis
covered during the progress of the trial. Mrs. Ewald then brought this action in the
District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, against her hus

band, Lane, and the other conspirators jointly, charging them, in two counts, with
conspiracy to defame her character, and in a third count, with malicious prosecution.
All defendants demurred to the declaration. Ewald, on the ground that the wife

cannot maintain an action in tort against her husband in the District of Columbia.

Thompson v. Thompson, 218 U. S. 611 (1910). The others on the ground that:
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"Owing to the common law doctrine in force in this District neither husband or wife
can in the absence of statute maintain an action in tort against the other nor even

against those who co-operate with him in the wrong against the wife." (italics sup
plied). The trial court sustained these demurrer on the authority of Thompson v.

Thompson, supra. "The statute (D. C. Code (1929) tit. 14, � 43) was not intended
to give a right of action as against the husband, but to allow the wife, in her own

name, to maintain actions of tort which at common law must be brought in the joint
names of herself and husband." . . . "could this action have been brought at common
law against the co-defendants in the joint names of plaintiff and her husband?

Clearly it could not, since, the husband would have been suing to recover for an

injury committed by himself. Abbott v. Abbott, 67 Me. 304 (1877)." The plaintiff
conceded the correctness of this decision as to the husband but appealed from the

judgment in favor of the other defendants. Held, reversed, the prohibition against
such a suit at common law was based solely on precedural difficulties. These difficul
ties have been removed by the statute. The Thompson case can not be construed in
the manner taken by the trial court. Ewald v. Lane, U. S. Ct. of App., D. C, March
13, 1939.
In the words of the Court of Appeals: "There appears to be a dearth of authority

on the precise point, perhaps because the answer is obvious." Only by an interpre
tation of Thompson v. Thompson, supra, such as that indulged in by the trial court,
which stretches its reasoning to a point where it becomes imaginary, could it be held
that the cloak of immunity which clothes the husband by virtue of the Thompson
case, is broad enough to cover those who co-operated with him in the wrong against
the wife. Many years ago the Supreme Court of Maine refused to allow the wife
to maintain a similar suit. Libby v. Berry, 74 Me. 286 (1883). But, the Maine
statute was materially different from the one under which the present suit was

brought. The Maine statute went further than merely permitting the wife to sue

alone and allowed her to prosecute jointly with her husband if she so desired. Under
such a statute perhaps the reasoning of the trial court might be sound, but surely
not under a statute which authorizes a married woman to sue or be sued in the
same manner as if she were sole, without any mention whatsoever of permission to

join her husband as co-plaintiff. D. C. Code (1929) tit. 14, � 43. An action against
third parties who co-operate with the husband to do an injury to the wife was not

such an action which at common law could be maintained in the names of the hus
band and wife, since it could not be maintained at all. The wife could not maintain
it as she could not sue alone; nor could the husband sue for his own wrong. The

Supreme Court of the United States, could not, therefore, have had any such action
in mind when it spoke the words in the Thompson case relied upon by the trial court.
The inability to maintain the action on the part of the wife was, however, entirely
procedural, and this was removed with the passage of the Married Women's Act
which provided that: "Married women shall have power to sue separately for torts

committed against them as fully and freely as if they were unmarried." D. C. Code

(1929) tit. 14, � 43.

There is, however, a further ground upon which this action could be maintained,
by analogy to the situation wherein a married woman has been permitted to sue

her husband's employer for personal injuries caused by the husband's negligence in
the course of his employer's business. Schubert v. Schubert Wagon Co., 249 N. Y.

253, 164 N. E. 42 (1928); Poulin v. Graham, 102 Vt. 307, 147 Atl. 698 (1929);
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Miller v. Tryholm & Co., 196 Minn. 438, 265 N. W. 324 (1936). This doctrine has
been opposed in a strong minority line of cases, the objection appearing to be that:
"if the servant is not civilly liable he has committed no civil wrong, and that if he
has committed no civil wrong his master should not be liable, since the master has
done no act in the premises and is answerable, if at all, on respondeat superior." But
the situation in the present case is not open to this objection as the liability of the
husband's co-defendants is not on the ground of respondeat superior; they being
actively concerned as joint tort-feasors in the injury to the wife, the court pointing
out that some acts were committed by the husband's co-defendants alone. Meece
v. Holland Furnace Co., 269 111. App. 164 (1933). The minority school has further
objected to the doctrine of the Schubert case on the ground that if the wife is per
mitted to recover from 'the husband's employer, the employer may in turn recover

from the husband. But, "No such objection is available against the present suit.
As the husband here is no more culpable than the other defendants, they can

recover no contribution or indemnity against him." Curtis v. Welker, 54 App. D. C.
272, 296 Fed. 1019 (1924).
Both of the above grounds were considered by the appellate court in this case; the

conclusion reached by it being manifestly sound and just.

C. JONATHAN HAUCK, JR.

TRUSTS�Executors�Limitation Upon Inquiry into their Activities

Stock in seven corporations had been held by one James J. Sullivan, now deceased.
The controlling stock interest in each of these corporations was held by one of the
executors of his estate, Martin T. Manton. Under a statute permitting the examina
tion of the executor on any matter relating to the administration of the estate,
application was made for an order directing the Surrogate's Court to permit an ac

countant to make a general examination of the books of these corporations. Held,
that such statute conferred no power on the court to make inquiry into the personal
business affairs of the executor, and, that to compel the executor to submit a

general examination of the books and records of these corporations would transcend
the powers of the court. In re Sullivan's Estate, 6 N. Y. S. (2d) 783 (1938).
The dual personality of an executor and administrator has given the courts no

little concern. The executor, in his dealings with the assets of the estate, is con

sidered a fiduciary, and his transactions on behalf of the estate are scrutinized very
closely for it is the duty of the fiduciary to use the highest degree of care to preserve
the assets of the estate that have come into his hands for his administration. On the
other hand, the executor in his individual capacity stands free of the scrutiny of the

court, for his chance role as executor does not give the court blanket jurisdiction
to invade his personal business affairs.
It is only in such times when these two personalities are drawn closer and closer

together�when the executor as the individual deals with himself as the fiduciary�
that the court feels justified in stripping the veil of immunity from the individual
to determine whether he has used his position for his own private gain, to the detri
ment of the estate he administers.
Courts are practically unanimous in declaring that in transactions involving the

assets of the estate the executor must make no profit for himself. Murray v. Stuart,
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79 Colo. 454, 247 Pac. 187 (1926); Vincent v. Werner, 140 Kan. 599, 38 P. (2d)
687 (1934); Adams v. Beam, 168 Md. 544, 178 Atl. 606 (1935); Spilios v. Papps,
288 Mass. 23, 192 N. E. 155 (1934); In re Gerhereux' Will, 148 Misc. 461, 266 N. Y.
Supp. 134 (Surr. Ct. 1933).
Courts are also careful to see that no temptation is placed in the way of the

executor to make any profit whatever, and this even though the assets of the estate
are in no way depleted by such transaction. In the case of In re Cliffs Estate, 135
Misc. 4, 237 N. Y. Supp. 635 (Surr. Ct. 1930), there was a partnership agreement
providing that in case of the death of one of the partners, the surviving partner
should carry on the business of the partnership for one year. Upon the death of one
of the partners, the surviving partner was named executor in the deceased partner's
will. In contravention of the partnership agreement, the executor immediately
wound up the affairs of the partnership and formed a new partnership with his
co-executor. Therein the court declared, that an executor or trustee is required at

all hazards even to own personal loss or disadvantage, to protect the estate under
their administration, where his personal and individual interests conflict with those
of the estate and the persons interested therein.
Other jurisdictions have been just as outspoken. A Minnesota court in In re

Janke's Estate, 193 Minn. 201, 258 N. W. 311, (1935), soundly chided the executor

for his failure to withdraw the funds of the estate from a failing bank of which he
was managing officer, declaring that it was his duty as executor to preserve the
assets of the estate even to the detriment of his own personal business interest.
On the other hand, the court held in Turner v. Kirkwood, 49 F. (2d) 590 (C. C. A.

10th, 1931), that the defendant administrator might purchase the property of the
estate in a foreclosure sale through an arrangement with a bank, notwithstanding an

Oklahoma statute prohibiting administrators from purchasing property of the
decedent's estate.

Admittedly then, just how far equity will go in its policy to prevent personal
entanglement with estate transactions depends upon the factual situation and the
executor's purpose in dealing with himself in his individual capacity. It appears also
that equity, while it will scrutinize closely the handling of estate assets by an executor

or administrator, is nevertheless reluctant to interfere with the regular and orderly
administration of estates. Cannon v. Garrett, 268 111. App. 18, (1933); Patterson's

Ex'r v. Dean, 241 Ky. 671, 44 S. W. (2d) 565 (1931); In re Johnson's Estate, 148

Misc. 738, 266 N. Y. Supp. 215 (Surr. Ct. 1933). And that to authorize interference,
the facts must show good reason therefor. Beck & Gregg Hardware Co. v. McKenzie,
149 Ga. 699, 101 S. E. 806 (1920); Gaines v. Gaines, 171 Ga. 169, 154 S. E. 883

(1930).
The principal case adds its voice of approval to the tenor of these decisions. The

factual picture shows ho irregularity in the handling of the stock of the estate. It is

apparent that, irrespective of this stock, the executor in his individual capacity is the
owner of the majority of the shares of stock of each corporation, hence is able to

direct corporate policy personally. Thus, to compel a disclosure of the business of
the corporation encroaches on his personal rights and authority, and transcends the

powers of the court under the statute limiting inquiry "to any matter relating to

his administration of the estate or fund."

Simply but broadly put, the court declares that it possesses no jurisdiction over

the executor in his individual capacity where there is involved no transaction touch

ing on his administration of the estate.

HAROLD E. MOTT.
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TRUSTS�Investment in Unauthorized Securities�Liability of Seller

Plaintiff was administratrix of an estate among the assets of which were shares
of the Bancitaly Corporation and of the Bank of Italy. Soon after she had under
taken the duties of administratix, notice was given to shareholders that stock of
the Bancitaly Corporation and of the Bank of Italy, both of which were inactive,
could be exchanged for stock of the Transamercia Corporation, which was active
at the time. A year later she accepted the offer of exchange, paying, in addition, a

sum of money to adjust rights which had arisen since the original offer. Five years
later, at a time when the market value of Transamerica stock had greatly depreciated,
the administratrix had instituted this action to recover the value of the original
securities belonging to the estate and also the money delivered to obtain the Trans
america stock on the theory that defendants had wrongfully aided her in wasting the
assets of the estate. The trial court granted judgment for the value of the stock
which defendants received from the estate, but denied liability for the money paid
in the exchange, since the plaintiff had borrowed this money on her own account and
the waste of money did not result in a loss to the estate. On appeal held, that,
since the defendants had no actual knowledge that the fiduciary contemplated a

wrong to the estate and were not chargeable with notice or constructive knowledge
of any wrong, they were not liable for participation in the breach of trust. Stark v.

National City Bank of New York, 278 N. Y. 388, 16 N. E. (2d) 376 (1938).
In all jurisdictions third parties are liable to a trust estate for losses resulting

from transactions into which they entered with a trustee with actual knowledge that
the fiduciary was committing a breach of trust, Wetmore v. Porter, 92 N. Y. 76

(1883), and in most American jurisdictions such third parties are liable to a trust

estate when they know that they are dealing with a fiduciary and there is notice
that the fiduciary may be committing a breach of trust. Duncan v. Jaudon, IS Wall.
165 (U. S. 1872); Loring v. Salisbury Mills, 125 Mass. 138, 151 (1878); Cooper v.
Illinois Central R. R., 38 App. Div. 22, 57 N. Y. Supp. 925 (1899).
But in states having statutes enumerating permissive investments for fiduciaries,

it has been held that in itself investment in unpermitted securities is not a breach
of trust. Clark v. Beers, 61 Conn. 87, 23 Atl. 717 (1891); In re Darlington's Estate,
245 Pa. 212, 91 Atl. 486 (1914); Delafield v. Barrett, 270 N. Y. 43, 200 N. E. 67

(1936). In such a case the trustee is held to his common law liability: the standard

of a reasonably prudent man in managing his own affairs, Harvard College v. Amory,
9 Pick. 446 (Mass. 1830), or the standard of a reasonably prudent man acting as a

trustee, King v. Talbot, 40 N. Y. 76 (1869). It seems that the broker's liability
would be contingent upon actual or constructive knowledge of the fiduciary's breach
of trust as established under one of the foregoing theories.
A third person, who sells securities or other property to a trustee with knowledge

that the trustee in purchasing an improper investment is committing a breach of

trust, is liable to the estate for participation in the breach of trust. Boisseau v.

Boisseau, 79 Va. 73 (1884) (sale of land) ; National Survey Co. v. Manhattan Mortgage
Co., 185 App. Div. 733, 174 N. Y. Supp. 9 (1919) (sale of secondary interest in a

mortgage) ; Delafield v. Barrett, supra, (sale of speculative or untried securities) .

In Hoyt v. Dollar Savings Bank, 187 App. Div. 243, 175 N. Y. Supp. 377 (1919),
the defendant was held not liable in a very similar transaction to that in the National

Surety Co. case except for the fact that the bank was considered as not to have
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taken any part in negotiating the loan of the trust funds and, therefore, not to be
charged with notice that trust funds were involved.
"Knowledge of the trustee's violation of the trust conditions will be chargeable

to the person dealing with him, if the facts were such as, in reason, to put him upon
inquiry and to require him to make some investigation, as the result of which the
true title and authority of the trustee might have been disclosed. He will then be
regarded as having constructive notice of the terms of the trust whence the trustee
derives his power to act." First National Bank v. The National Broadway Bank,
156 N. Y. 459, 51 N. E. 398 (1898). In Bonham v. Coe, 249 App. Div. 428, 292
N. Y. Supp. 423, (1937), the court admonished that the doctrine of constructive
notice was not to be unduly extended and that there was always a presumption that
the trustee would faithfully administer his trust.

A broker who receives securities standing in the name of a customer as trustee,
as security for speculative investments, is chargeable with notice that the customer
is a trustee and committing a breach of trust. English v. Mclntyre, 29 App. Div.
439, 51 N. Y. Supp. 697 (1898). However, it has been held that, merely because
a customer pays for securities with a check drawn in his own name as "trustee" or

because an account is opened in the name of a customer as "trustee", the broker is
not thereby charged with notice, since this is a common practice for men trading
on their own account. Isham v. Post, 3 Misc. 184, 23 N. Y. Supp. 211 (1892);
Titcomb v. Richter, 89 Conn. 226, 93 Atl. 526 (1915). These last cases indicate
that the courts are more apt to charge a third person with knowledge of a breach of
trust when trust securities are involved than when trust funds are used.
In the instant case the court regarded the exchange of the shares held by the

estate for the new securities as a proper and prudent -step in the administration of the
estate, it being the exchange of one set of unpermitted securities that could not
be sold on the open market for another set of unpermitted, but active securities. A
fair trade was made that could have been beneficial to the estate. To charge either

party with liability for the exchange alone would be to hamper the administration
of an estate. The only wrong to the estate was in plaintiff's failure to sell the Trans-
america stock for an unreasonable length of time in violation of her duty as

administratrix. To this wrong defendants were not a party and had neither actual
nor constructive notice of the breach of duty on the part of the administratrix.
For there is always a presumption that a fiduciary will faithfully administer his
trust. Bonham v. Coe, supra.
In its decision the court noted the effect of the Uniform Fiduciaries Act, 9 U. L. A.

149, and similar state statutes in restricting the liability of third persons dealing
with a trustee to transactions in which they have actual knowledge that the trustee

is committing a breach of trust, or in which they act in bad faith, as has been the
rule in England, thus removing obstacles to legitimate trust transactions. However,
� 2 of the Uniform Fiduciaries Act applies only to property which the trustee is
authorized to receive. Thus a broker's liability in selling unauthorized securities
remains unaffected; but the public policy in favor of more freedom in dealings
with trust estates, as evidenced by the Act, will no doubt make it easier for courts

to find reason to excuse a third party from chargeability with notice of the trustee's
faithless conduct.

JOHN C. HARRINGTON.



BOOK REVIEWS
THE SPIRIT OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION�by Robert N. Wilkin.f Yale

University Press, New Haven, 1938. Pp. 178. $2.50.
This sturdy little book on the traditions of the lawyer puts into print

four lectures given to the students of Ohio State University College of
Law by a well known Ohio lawyer. He served briefly on the Ohio
Supreme Court and has taken an active part in bar and civic affairs. He
has read quite discursively in the history of the profession at London
and in Rome and cites many familiar volumes in the fields of English
and classical legal history and theory. Out of these he assembles the
material for his theme. He develops the thought that the gradual evolu
tion of a traditional attitude toward justice and government by the
trained and specialized class which we call the legal profession is a great
contribution to civilization and, generally, to sound dealing with the
affairs of mankind.

Judge Wilkins says law (by which he means a system of rules for
man's civil conduct) first developed in Rome. It came about through
the work of a string of stoic philosophers who became advocates, authors
and scholars. The development of a real profession waited for England.
Turning to that nation, he reviews the rise of the Inns of Court, the
battles between the crown and the bristling independence of bench and
bar. Men such as Dyer, Coke and Hale attract him. At last the courts
were segregated from the executive influence of the crown. Judges were

given permanent tenure; their appointment being controlled more by
judicial and legal considerations, spirited isolation from politics was

gradually attained.
The author moves on to the United States where he finds that the

system of laws which Rome contributed and the professional customs
and attitudes which England had added were ready to cumulate in a

further phase of professional standards, namely a view of the place of

justice in government and a devotion to justice as part of our working
program for democracy. The separation of powers and the footing
which the courts sought between the precipice of dictatorship and the

high winds of mass politics were defined and inculcated by the legal
profession. In the last chapter, the author reviews the story, points to

some of the prides and weaknesses of the brotherhood of the bar and
looks forward buoyantly to the future with its ever shifting succession
of political, social and economic changes.

fFormerly Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of Ohio.
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This is a vigorous and well-considered book written by a lawyer who
has a gift of expression, joy in the day's work, a sense of the dignity of
what the lawyers do and a desire to understand the history of our insti
tutions and ideas. It is more than good legal ritual, but it is much of
that. It seems true, to this reviewer, as it does to Judge Wilkin, that
the development of a series of formulas, emotional attitudes and mores

in the legal profession is one of the chief forces for stability in all modern
societies. Even scholars do not always appreciate how much our lives
are governed and our society administered by inherited ways of doing
things and of thinking which have accumulated through centuries.
From trivialities like clothes and manners, to great issues like politics and
the church, we are the slaves of customs and institutions. These tend
to become folklore and mythology but they rule the world. The contri
bution of intellectualism is relatively minor.
This book is the product of a lawyer much given to reading and

observing but is not the workmanship of a scholar. Surely, Rome was

not the soil of the first legal system. There were legal systems well

developed before Rome was built. There is such a one highly developed
in the Old Testament; India and other areas as well reveal ancient and
mature systems. It is not true that the English institutions are largely
based on the inheritance of the Roman experience. English lawyers
were influenced by Rome but only in minor chords and harmonies. One
of these trends of influence is, as modern scholars think, exhibited in
the jury itself, which Judge Wilkin happens to see too much as a thing
indigenous to England. The author bewails commercialism in the pro
fession and seems to confine it too boldly to a recent industrial period.
In another field, he omits any suggestion of the vast effect on American

legal institutions of the popular movement formulated by Jefferson and
led by Jackson which swept away much of the British inheritance and

gave us our system of judges elected for short terms and a profession
so free and loose, so easy to enter and so ill disciplined that only after
a century have we awakened to its weaknesses and uniqueness. Two

generations ago a great American practitioner, John Forrest Dillon, wrote
a book quite similar to this one in tone and method. That book is today
old and quaint, but it served in its day an important function in passing
on the charts, dignities and precepts of the lawyer guild. Judge Wilkin's

book, not quite so notably perhaps, can make a similar contribution.

JAMES GRAFTON ROGERS*

?Master of Timothy Dwight College and Professor of Law in Yale University.
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SELECTIONS FROM WILLISTON'S TREATISE ON THE LAW OF CON
TRACTS. Revised Edition�by Samuel Willistonf and George J. Thompson.:]:
Baker, Voorhis & Co., New York, 1938. Pp. xli, 1049. $7.50.

The conflict between reason and authority is critical today, as every
one who reads must know. For an act of authority is a particular item
in the realm of intractable existence, while reason questions such brute
particulars by reference to a principle of orderliness or Tightness. Yet
reason without authority ends in one man's opinion against another's,
and authority is meaningless except as it is understood by an appeal to
reason. In a practical sense then, reason and authority are inseparable.
In the realm of law we are always acutely aware of this linkage, because
an act of legal authority�e.g., a statute or a judicial precedent�can

be apprehended only by an act of reason; yet an act of reason which
does not have the backing of authority is barren of practical conse

quences. Thus the legal theory of the academician is questioned if it
does not conform in some practical sense to the facts of authoritative
(official) action; to the practicing lawyer it is "mere" theory. Yet a

particular act of authority, a judicial decision, proves to have been an

unreliable guide to the practitioner when, because of some principle or

reason which he overlooked in interpreting it, it is overruled or ignored
or placed in a dunce's corner of inconvenient precedents. In legal edu
cation we recognize this dualism by purveying in our instruction both
information about acts of authority (or at least about appellate judicial
decisions) and the traditionally authoritative modes of reasoning about
those acts, by which their significance is extended to an indefinite class
of decisions yet to come. We (meaning the law teachers) are not agreed
as to what legal education is designed to impart. The commonest

formula is that the chief purpose of legal education is to develop the

capacity for legal reasoning (i.e., in the authoritative traditional mode)
rather than to impart comprehensive and up-to-date information about
the official pronouncements. The student's edition of Williston and

Thompson on Contracts, by omitting the ponderous array of citations of
the unabridged edition and by omitting or summarizing many details
set forth in the larger edition, furnishes a valuable tool for the practice
of that legal-reasoning-from-authority which is the accepted mode of
American legal education.
The students' edition consists of the full text of selected chapters

from the larger edition, with an abbreviated list of citations, and of

fDane Professor of Law in the Harvard University Law School.

ttProfessor of Law in the Cornell University Law School.
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summaries of other chapters which are deemed less important. The effect
of eliminating the footnote citations is in some instances startling, as

where the authors disagree (and rightly, it seems) with "a writer whose
work on contracts has had great currency"1 without satisfying the stu
dent's curiosity to know who this heretic was. Likewise, the statement of
the facts of a particular decision as an illustration of some distinction
drawn in the text, unaccompanied by the citation of the decision as given
in the larger edition, may lead the student to attach undue importance
to the conclusion of only one of the forty-nine authorities of the common

law. It also deprives him of the opportunity (unless he can lay hold of
the corresponding volume of the larger edition) of checking the accu

racy of the citation and of supplying from the original report such addi
tional facts of the case, omitted from the textual summary, as may en

able him to understand better the relation of the precedent to the doc
trine stated in the text. These are minor defects, however, when one

considers that the students' edition does contain a great many citations
of cases. Some thirteen hundred are listed in the Table of Cases, and
a casual inspection indicates that most of the old and new casebook
favorites have been included. Thus official authority has not been wholly
sacrificed to reason, or rather to that unofficial authority of Mr. Willis-
ton which has for a generation been regarded as reason in the law of
contracts.

The students' edition affords a valuable guide to the "taught tradi
tion" of the law of contracts, with enough illustrative material and enough
buttressing on authority to enable the student to keep his feet on the

ground. The mechanical advantage of having the text conform to that
of the larger edition is, as the authors point out in the Preface, that
the student who wants a full collection of authorities for moot court work
or for some other narrow investigation, can readily turn from the smal
ler volume to the larger set. This will also be a distinct advantage to

the teacher and to the practicing lawyer, each of whom will find the
one-volume edition economical in more ways than one.

Yet it must be said that a shorter and more selective treatment of
the subject matter of the first-year course in contracts would be better

adapted to the needs of most first-year law students, for whom this book
is primarily intended.2 Thus, the chapter on Consideration, which fills
some seventy pages, contains more excursions into the provinces than is

necessary for a grand tour of the subject, and the same may be said

*� 19.

TPreface, p. iii.
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of Offer and Acceptance, Impossibility, and other subjects. Moreover,
an introductory treatise on contracts might well give greater prominence
to the axiology of the law of contracts, the ethical and social reasons

why contracts are "enforced" as they are, and why officials adopt a

hands-off policy with respect to a good many cases of promise-breaking.
A limited amount of this kind of speculative inquiry into the "reasons"
for the law of contract, conducted by authors having the wealth of
information and powers of analysis possessed by Messrs. Williston and

Thompson, would not only afford the first-year students an easier tran
sition from his uncorrupted innocence to the logical framework of legal
doctrine, but would also furnish him with insights which he is not likely
to get in law office or in court room. In this volume, occasionally the
reasons of policy or convenience which may be argued for or against
(usually against) a legal rule are touched upon, as in the discussion of

anticipatory repudiation.3 Yet for the most part the text consists of a

summary of authoritative legal doctrine, with a statement of its meanings
and implications (subsidiary rules) and of its applications. Its reason

ing embodies in the highest degree, with all its faults and its virtues,
what Lord Coke referred to as the artificial reason of the common law.
The selection of subject matter conforms to that of the usual first-year

course in contracts, with a few notable exceptions. Illegality, with its

many ramifications, has been wisely omitted. The measure of damages,
which is included in many first-year courses, is discussed at length.4
Quasi-contracts, and fraud, mistake and duress, are barely touched

upon in this volume.
The students' edition, like the larger work, is typographically excel

lent. It has a good index, in addition to its detailed table of contents.

The omission of the dates of cases is a minor defect; the omission of law
review citations is more serious. The book will be valuable to the law

student. It will also be valuable to the practicing lawyer who is well

supplied with case-finding tools and who needs to turn from the crush

ing burden of authority to a classic embodiment of the reason of the
common law.

EDWIN W. PATTERSON*

*�� 1320, 1321, 1330�1330B.

4Cbaps. XLI-XLII.
?Professor of Law in the Columbia University Law School.
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CASES ON CODE PLEADING�by Archibald H. Throckmorton.t Second Edition.
West Publishing Company, St. Paul, 1938. Pp. xxiii, 718. $5.50.

The first edition of Professor Throckmorton's Cases on Code Pleading,
published in 1926, contained 884 pages of case-matter. As stated in
his preface to that work, the compiler had made "diligent effort . . ., to

keep the book within suitable compass for use in the better class law

schools, in which about seventy-two hours are devoted to the study of
Code Pleading." Twelve years later he recognized a tendency among
law schools to curtail the time devoted to the study of pleading; and in
this later edition the volume of the cases is reduced to 718 pages, a com

pression approximating twenty per cent of the original content. The
book is therefore now intended for a course of three semester hours,
with a latitude admitting of adaptation to a somewhat larger and more

detailed treatment of the subject.
This diminution of bulk has been accomplished by eliminating a con

siderable number of cases. That, of course, makes the collection less
valuable for instructors and students who are interested in what the

compiler terms the problems of the subject, by which term one under
stands questions concerning the philosophy of the reformed procedure
and the principles upon which doubtful points should be resolved and
further reformation should proceed. No doubt Code Pleading affords a

multitude of such problems; and perhaps that branch of the law cannot

be adequately presented as a simple body of crystalized rules, like the
outmoded common law system, in which problems were unknown and

everything was settled with barbaric finality. Quite possibly those who
have the taste and the leisure for such inquiries will miss in the present
edition some opportunities for excursions into fields so fascinating to

all philosophic thinkers. But for those who have to teach and to learn
Code Pleading as a practical matter, and whose concern is with the
actual institutions of the code procedure, the sacrifice is not so serious
as might by some be apprehended. The condensed work is quite com

plete enough to occupy all the time that can ordinarily be allotted to

this branch of the law, even in those schools which Mr. Throckmorton

recognises as of the better class. The compiler has preserved most, if
not all, of the canonical cases which embody the cardinal doctrines of
the reformatory faith. And there is even a considerable substitution of
new cases, many of which are of recent date, so that the work has an

attractive flavor of modernity. In respect of all these items, whether

tLate Professor of Law in the Western Reserve University Law School, Editor of Throck
morton's Ohio General Code.
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old or new, the selection is judicious, and Professor Throckmorton's
book compares not disadvantageously with other compilations of like
purpose.

Perhaps the only serious objection that can fairly be raised to the book
is that which occurs upon looking at it, namely, its volume and por
tentous amount of composition spread out over these 700 wide pages of
type not large above ordinary size. Even as reduced in bulk, this edi
tion will require for complete perambulation, at the rate of twelve pages
to an assignment, almost sixty hours. Of course, it is understood that
the usual class is not expected to cover all this ground; and the late Mr.
Throckmorton, being an accomplished pleader, was always aware that
utile per inutile non vitiatur. It may be that the Western Reserve
University allows all these hours for Code Pleading, and possibly a few
other schools, being likewise alive to the importance of the subject, are

likewise liberal in respect of that study. But it is the constant, and the
well founded, complaint of all instructors in procedural subjects that they
are cramped by the indisposition of their schools to apportion to them
the time requisite for a fair development of their courses. That parsi
mony is mentioned by Mr. Throckmorton in his preface to this second
edition, with this very modest note of querimony, "whether this tendency
has been wise may be open to question." By the same token it may be
open to question whether the schools, even of the better class, will find
it desirable and practicable to offer their students a case-book so largely
incommensurate with the hours given to this branch of the law.

Objection to Mr. Throckmorton's book on the score of his expansive
disposition does not impress the present reviewer as particularly valid,
or so serious as it would probably appear to critics who have not had sad

experience in the endeavor to teach, within narrow limits of time, the
various methods of pleading. That experience is likely to create the
conviction that a great deal of material, and a considerable latitude of
material are necessary for even a fair presentation of procedural subjects.
Accordingly, Mr. Throckmorton's 718 pages do not seem excessive, and
his estimate of seventy-two hours is not merely symptomatic of an ex

aggerated estimate of his subject which causes him to magnify his office.

Indeed, at the present time, there are reasons of comparatively recent

origin, which require a more serious and protracted study of Code

Pleading than has been given to it by most practitioners, even by those
who have never known any other system. Several late practice acts not

only adopt the characteristic features of Code Pleading, but develop
the innate tendencies of that procedure beyond the purview of the ortho
dox practice as established in the Code States. The same is even more
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true of the lately promulgated Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which
make it necessary for many practitioners to acquire Code Pleading as

an entirely new accomplishment and also impose upon experienced code

pleaders a necessity for much new learning. Into the ulterior reaches
of procedural reform�the liberalised rules regarding parties, the joinder
(or jumbling) of actions, the development of discovery into a fishing
excursion, and other late improvements�Mr. Throckmorton ventures
but slightly, almost gingerly, one might say, and with no apparent en
thusiasm for the fetching neologisms. But his book has the value that
it quite adequately embodies that system of Code Pleading which was

developed in the States under the original reformatory legislation and
which was until recently accepted as the final orthodoxy of procedural
progress. Wherefore this collection of cases, to the extent that it goes,
should be useful to the student�whether still in school or already at the
bar�who is obliged to acquaint himself with the presently prevailing
practice and the presently operating tendencies. In the existing paucity
of decisions interpreting the Federal Rules, the United States courts will
have need of frequent resort to decisions upon those provisions of the
codes which have been adopted in the new practice and which afford

precedents or analogies for understanding of the novel scheme. For this
and other reasons Professor Throckmorton's labor is likely to be even

more fruitful than he could foresee; and it is likely also that the student
and the practitioner who undertake a serious study of the enlarging
practice will find this voluminous book none too large for assistance in

grappling with what the compiler calls the problems of the reformed

procedure, which is itself now in course of a reformation which affords
additional material of problematic consequence.

CHARLES A. KEIGWIN*

REPORT OF THE LAW REVISION COMMISSION FOR 1938: STATE OF NEW
YORK�by Charles K. Burdick, Chairman. J. B. Lyons Company, Printers,
New York, 1938. Pp. 718.

The New York Law Revision Commission continues to demonstrate
the value of the "Ministry of Justice" idea publicized by Judge Cardozo
in 1921. Its fourth report, like the preceding ones, chronicles the suc

cess story of what is still a relatively novel adjunct of government.
Observant judges and lawyers�not to mention laymen�have long

known that the common law's boast concerning its capacity for growth
?Professor of Law in Georgetown University Law School.
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and adaptation to new conditions is only partly supported by the facts.
The judge-made law has of course shifted a little here and expanded a

little there; but by and large its shiftings and expandings have come

long after the need for them was felt. The realities of the legislative
process have not ordinarily compelled rapid statutory eradication of
judicial anachronisms. Legislatures have more and more found them
selves absorbed by the business of government, by revenue laws, by
grandiose regulation. Legislators have been left with little time or energy
to meander through the private by-ways of the common law, searching
for the outdated, the ineffective and the unwise rules which cry for

statutory change, but cry in voices too feeble to be heard above the or

ganized stridencies of public and private pressure groups clamoring for
attention to measures of more immediate concern to them.
The Law Revision Commission was created by the New York Legis

lature in 1934, "1. To examine the common law and statutes of the
state and current judicial decisions for the purpose of discovering defects
and anachronisms in the law and recommending needed reforms," and
"4. To recommend, from time to time, such changes in the law as it
deems necessary to modify or eliminate antiquated and inequitable
rules of law, and to bring the law of this State, civil and criminal, into
harmony with modern conditions." Since that time it has been effectively
performing its assigned functions, having each year completed thorough
going studies of branches of the common law or of subjects in which the
events of life have outstripped even the allegedly quick-moving pages of
the statute books.
The Commission's studies have not been mere exercises in academic

speculation, for they have eventuated in drafted bills whose adoption
the Commission has recommended to the legislature. That the Law
Revision Commission has established itself as a respected agency is
manifested by the circumstance that of the 17 bills introduced in the
1937 legislature on the Commission's recommendation, 13 passed the

Senate, 11 passed the Assembly, and 10 became law with the signature
of the Governor. The new statutes were diverse in character; one of

them, for example, altered the legal consequences of ameliorating waste;
another provided a liberal procedure for the sale, lease, or mortgage of

real property held in trust or subject to future interests; a third pre
scribed the effect of an agreement to accept a stipulated performance in

satisfaction at some future time; and a fourth dealt with satisfaction of

charges on real property inherited or devised. The recommendations of

the Commission which did not become law were not in every instance

rejected, but were simply not reached for action during the legislative
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session. Such recommendations, after re-study by the Commission, are
customarily resubmitted at the next legislative session and may then
receive favorable action.
In 1938 the Commission undertook a new activity, that of suggesting

revision of statutes in matters of form. A number of bills designed to
correct errors of language and erroneous references were introduced,
and the Commission has announced that as a regular part of its work it
will henceforth attempt to uncover obsolete statutory sections, to clear
away statutes that have been declared invalid for one reason or another,
to eliminate duplicate numberings, and to correct errors of form which
are found in the statutes.
The work of the Commission, both in its substantive and in its formal

aspects, is obviously significant and ought to be continued. The Com
mission has wisely avoided making studies of and recommendations per
taining to matters arising under regulatory statutes that have been
entrusted to administrative officers. Responsibility for revising and

synchronizing statutes in the labor law field, for example, should rest
with the Department of Labor, and official recommendations for change
in that field should come from the Industrial Commissioner rather than
the Law Revision Commission. So it is also with matters in the field of
banking, insurance and the other realms that have been entrusted to the

continuing supervision of departments or agencies, part of whose work
is to advise and inform the legislature. Quite enough remains to be
done by the Law Revision Commission in the common law and miscel
laneous statutory field.

Only a few months ago a legislative debate occurred in New York on

the question whether the common law rule that every dog was entitled
to one bite should be changed by statute. The request for change had
come from an organization of postal carriers, who pointed out that the
lack of need for ferocious watchdogs in the year 1939 was not reflected
in any modification of the common law rule, much to their occasional
discomfiture and sometimes to their great uncompensated injury. Dig
nified senators of the state of New York rose to defend the doctrine that
an owner was entitled to assume that his dog was well-mannered until
it had actually bitten; they declaimed that this was the ancient rule of
the common law, as though that were a reason not to change the rule,
instead of a reason for examining very carefully the desirability of its
retention. I mention this instance to show that the Law Revision Com
mission has a task not only of detecting antiquities of the law, but also
of performing so telling a job of research that even the worshiper of the
accustomed will see the necessity for making changes. It is not wholly
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without significance that some eight years ago the California legislature
changed the common law rule concerning the privileged status of the
biting dog; a study showed that the public needed protection from the
animals, rather than the householders needed protection from the public,
and the California legislators, unlike their uninformed New York counter

parts, foreswore the oportunity to treat humorously this inconspicuous
branch of the law.
In what has been said thus far, the Law Revision Commission has

been considered as a governmental instrument, without much attention
to the volume which is supposedly now under review. Let me say then,
specifically of the latter, that, like the preceding reports of the Law Re
vision Commission, it is a useful source of knowledge for the astute

practitioner and for the student of the matters under the examination of
that body. In the first place the Annual Report includes not only a

chronicle of what has been done and what has been recommended, but
also contains the extensive studies that have been made preparatory to
the drafting of the recommended bills. Hence, in small compass one

may find collections of the cases, as well as statutes of other jurisdictions,
dealing with the subjects which have been considered by the Commis
sion. These studies are obviously of value to the teacher, to the student,
and to the brief-writer. In the 1938 report, one will find among other

topics interesting commentaries on such varied legal problems as infancy
as a defense to a contract; protection of creditors against unfiled con

ditional sales contracts and chattel mortgages; jurisdiction under the
Civil Practice Act over an action for annulment of a marriage; ex

tinguishment of inchoate right of dower ; the rule against perpetuities and

spendthrift trusts; and notice of termination of tenancies.
Another phase of the Commission's work, of great value to the prac

ticing lawyer, reflects its awareness that an explanatory legislative history
may be of critical significance in the interpretation of statutes which.
however well drawn, may yet be ambiguous. Professor Joseph P. Cham
berlain and others who have been active in the study of legislation have
for many years urged upon state legislatures that they, like Congress,
should produce carefully prepared and permanently recorded committee

reports which might, when necessary, be utilized as extrinsic aids to the
ascertainment of the legislative intent. The Law Revision Commis
sion's reports will supply some of the need felt for such extrinsic his
torical material in respect of the bills recommended by that body and

accepted by the Legislature. More than that, the Commission has wisely
appended to each of its bills an explanatory note which is fortunately
retained as part of the printed measure after its enactment. These
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statutory notes have clear utility in eliminating litigation having as its

object the exploration of ambiguities. For example, in a bill recom

mended by the Commission dealing with the liability of a surety, it is
stated that "a surety or guarantor, upon an obligation of suretyship or

guaranty hereafter entered into, shall not be discharged by reason of the
fact that the obligee agrees to change or changes the principal obligation,
except to the extent to which the surety or guarantor is thereby pre
judiced . . ." The note appended to this bill first briefly explains the
reason for the measure and points out the extent to which existing law
is changed. Then, by way of avoiding any doubt as to the intended

scope of the language, the following interpretive comment appears : "The
phrase 'upon an obligation of suretyship or guaranty' is used rather than
the word 'contract' in order to include within the statute obligations aris

ing by operation of law." Emulation of such explanatory comments on

other bills would measurably reduce the volume of cases in which courts

are now called upon to pronounce the intended significance of legislative
language which admits of more than one meaning.
There is no question as to the interest and value of the many studies

incorporated in one of the Commission's annual reports. However, be
cause of their very variety, which has already been partially indicated,
it seems unlikely that the volume containing them will be examined by
a great number of people. I see no way in which the Commission itself
can make the contents of its reports more accessible to the legal reading
public. Yet, the material embodied in the studies deserves a wider
audience than it is likely to find among those who will leaf through the
official volumes. Perhaps some of those who compile indices of legal
periodicals and literature might be induced to include the Law Revision
Commission Reports within the volumes whose contents they record,
so that the various studies may, like law review articles, be brought to
the notice of those who are investigating the fields they touch. Perhaps
even law review editors, who are not always overwhelmed by manuscripts
of high quality, might be willing to reprint in their pages some of the
studies made by the Commission, just as they now frequently print
addresses or papers that have previously been delivered, in order to give
them wider currency than their first appearance has assured them. Both
the profession and the law reviews might profit by departure from tra

dition to the extent of exhuming from the cold tomb of an official report,
an article that might keenly interest readers who would otherwise never

know of its existence.
WALTER GELLHORN*

?Associate Professor of Law in the Columbia University School of Law.
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SELECTED STUDIES IN FEDERAL, TAXATION (Second Series)�by Randolph
E. Paul.f Callaghan and Company, Chicago, 1938. Pp. xiii, 447. $5.00.

THE FEDERAL DEATH TAX�by John E. Hughes.+t Callaghan and Company,
Chicago, 1938. Pp. xiv, 519. $10.00.

THE TAXING POWER�THE STATE INCOME TAX�by Walter K. Tuller.ftt
Callaghan and Company, Chicago, 1937. Pp. xvii, 460. $8.00.

Taxation is the one phase of the law where as much writing about the

subject is being done by the practitioner as by the professor. Many and

interesting are the speculative possibilities of the motivation behind this

phenomenon but that, as Mr. Justice Frankfurter might say,1 is. matter
for another day. Suffice it that the phenomenon's existence be demon
strated hereby in noting the appearance of three books by three prac
titioners as widely separated as New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles,
indicating that the epidemic of literariness is as universal as is the tax

law upon which it feeds.
Mr. Paul's current contribution is much like his first Studies in Federal

Taxation,2 that is, a collection of miscellaneous essays on various tax

problems. One of them, entitled Res Judicata in Federal Taxation, writ
ten in conjunction with Mr. Philip Zimet, is to some extent a reprint of
an earlier law review article,3 and a second, Ascertainment of 'Earnings
or Profits' for the Purpose of Determining Taxability or Corporate Dis

tributions, is a reprint in toto.4 A third essay, Motive and Intent in Fed

eral Tax Law, covers much of the ground of one of the studies in Mr.

Paul's first series.5 Wholly fresh materials appear in three quasi-mono-
graphs entitled The Effect on Federal Taxation of Local Rules of
Property, Federal Tax Compromises and Prospective Regulations, and

Step Transactions. A final chapter by Muriel S. Paul raises queries con

cerning The Federal Tax Status of Will Contestants, many of which have

recently been answered by the decision of the United States Supreme
Court in the case of Lyeth v. Hoey.6 As evidenced by the titles, the

tMember of the New York Bar.

ttMember of the Chicago Bar.

tttMember of the Los Angeles Bar.

Concurring opinion in Graves et al. v. People of State of New York ex rel. O'Keefe,
59 S. Ct. 595, 604 (March 27, 1939).
"Appearing in 1937; reviewed in (1938) 26 Georgetown Law Journal 522.

"Appearing in (1937) 32 III. L. Rev. 139.

'Appearing in (1937) 51 Harv. L. Rev. 40.

"Paul, Studies in Federal Taxation (1937) at p. 9, entitled "Restatement of the Law of

Tax Avoidance."
"59 S. Ct. 155 (1938).
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subjects chosen by Mr. Paul (and his co-authors) present problems of
substance and vitality, and the treatment accorded them is commensu

rate with their pertinency and importance.
The Federal Death Tax gives evidence that at least one branch of

federal tax law is approaching the point of comparatively complete
crystallization and permanency. For five years now there have been no

major alterations or adjustments in the statutory provisions of the federal
estate tax law. Decisions of the United States Supreme Court are

rapidly narrowing the limbo of unanswered problems of constitutionality.
Unfortunately Mr. Hughes' publication date arrived before the important
decisions in Hassett v. Welch,1 Helvering v. Bullard,s and the still more
recent United States v. Jacobs,9 with the result that the important con
tributions made by these decisions color with disharmonious hues much
of what the author has written in conjecture. But the principal criticism
to be offered is that the author's approach is altogether too tentative to

inspire the confidence that a study of this kind must engender to be

wholly successful. There is a chapter devoted to the constitutional

scope of the federal taxing power (24 pages) ; another invades a wonder
land of mumbo-jumbo fancy, being entitled "Important Rules for the
Construction of Tax Statutes." Yet with time and space for these there
is no genuine analysis of the scope of the federal estate tax, no discussion
of the concept of testamentary transfer, no independent treatment of the
problem of retroactivity and its bearing on the concept of testamentary
transfer. Indeed, there is not even a table of cases. On the other hand,
the chapters dealing with the administrative phases of the law are well

developed, and there is an especially informative discussion of the valua
tion of property for estate tax purposes. The concluding chapter is
devoted to a brief discussion of various phases of the federal gift tax.

One suspects that Mr. Tuller got a kick out of writing what he calls
"A Treatise on the Taxing Power With Particular Application to the
State Income Tax," for in it he indulges in the great American pastime
of griping. "It must always be remembered," he tells us, "that in con

sidering any problem of taxation we must, above everything, be
realistic."19 This comes at the very outset of the discourse, yet what
follows is one long quarrel with things as they are and as they most

surely are going to continue to be. The principle that bases tax on

ability to pay is attacked as a disguise for a "Soak the Rich" policy,
'303 U. S. 303 (1938).
8303 U. S. 297 (1938).
"59 S. Ct. 551 (1939).
10At p. 13.
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which is denounced.11 Income taxation in general is challenged as a

"dangerous form of taxation."12 Taking money from one class of per
sons and giving it to another class of persons is declared to be unconsti
tutional.13 State income taxes with graduated rate schedules are damned
as lacking in due process of law.14 The battle of the Pollock case,

15 like
the War Between the States, is fought over again, and the author emerges
bloody but unbowed in the firm conviction that the income tax is and
always was a direct tax, not an excise, and that the same is true of the
gift tax "with all deference" to the opposed decision of the United States
Supreme Court in Bromley, v. McCaughn.16 All of it is tilting against
windmills, but Cervantes never created a filter as redoubtable as Mr.
Tuller.

FRANK C. NASH*

INTRODUCTION TO FEDERAL TAXATION (1938 Act)�by George T. Altman.f
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago, 1938. Pp. xviii, 238. $2.00.

The first edition of this little book appeared in 1936 and went through
four printings. It must fill a demand. It does seem to be the most suc
cessful attempt which has yet been made to put the immense field of
Federal Taxation into a nutshell. The income tax is covered from begin
ning to end in 169 pages; and it takes just 56 pages more to gather in
the odds and ends.
The book is plainly too compact to be of any real use to practitioners.

It cannot even give the detail which students should have. Its chief value
would seem to be that it presents an excellent orderly organization of a

complex subject which may be of value to students as a skeleton.
The chapters dealing with accounting problems are particularly ex

cellent. We may hope that the author will find an opportunity some day
to present these problems in greater detail.

ERWIN N. GRISWOLD*

nAt pp. 24-25.
"At p. 22.

"At pp. 34-35.

"Chapter XV, pp. 337-350.
"Pollock v. Farmers' Loan and Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429; 158 TJ. S. 601 (1895).
w280 U. S. 124 (1929).
?Professor of Law in the Georgetown Law School, Former Editor of this Journal.

fMember of the Illinois and California Bars, C. P. A.
?Professor of Law, Harvard University Law School.
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LABOR LAW AND RELATIONS�by Herbert A. Lien.f Matthew Bender &
Company, New York, 1938. Pp. xv, 747. $10.00.

Practising attorneys will undoubtedly welcome this book, for it is
designed primarily for the profession whose constantly increasing con

tact with problems of labor law requires a practical, concise analysis
rather than a comprehensive, volumetric treatment.
This work, as any other that seeks to deal with currently developing

labor relations, suffers from chronic "appellatosis"�i.e., the constantly
recurring petitions and applications for appellate review. This carries
with it the possibility of reversal and so, labor law, perhaps more than

any other field, is in a state of flux. A fair example occurs on page 408,
where the author quotes from In the Matter of Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc. v. N. L. R. B.,1 " 'In order to establish
conditions for the exercise of an unfettered choice of repre
sentatives'," an order "that the petitioner should be ordered to cease

and desist from giving effect to contracts entered into with a union that
received the benefit of such interference, restraint and coercion, was

held proper and not unwarranted so as to necessitate deletion from the
order." Of course, on December 5, 1938, the Supreme Court of the
United States reversed this part of the Board's order, holding that "The

findings of the Board that the contracts with the Brotherhood [Inter
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers] and its locals were invalid,
and the Board's order requiring the companies to desist from giving
effect to these contracts, present questions of major importance. . . .

"The Brotherhood and its locals contend that they were indispensable
parties and that in the absence of legal notice to them or their appear
ance, the Board had no authority to invalidate the contracts. . . . We
think that the Brotherhood and its locals having valuable and beneficial
interests in the contracts were entitled to notice and hearing before they
could be set aside. . . .

"Further, the Act2 gives no express authority to the Board to invali
date contracts with independent labor organizations. . . .

"We conclude that the Board was without authority to require the

petitioning companies to desist from giving effect to the Brotherhood

contracts, as provided in subdivision (f ) of paragraph one of the Board's
order."3

tMember of the Bar of New York.

'95 F. (2d) 390 (C. C. A. 2d, 1938).
"National Labor Relations Act, 49 Stat. 449, 29 U. S. C. ISO (Supp., 193S).
"Consolidated Edison Company of New York, et al. v. National Labor Relations Board,

et al., 59 Sup. Ct. 206 (1938).
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Illustrations might be multiplied, but this one seems sufficient to
indicate the nature of the difficulty�which is that of endeavoring to

predict the unpredictable!
The principal divisions deal with Background; Definition of Terms;

Jurisdiction; Interference, Restraint, and Coercion; Discrimination;
Domination or Interference with the Formation or Administration of a

Union; Principles established in Connection with Collective Bargaining
under Secton 8, Subdivision 5 of N.L.RA.; Appropriate Unit; Majority,
Certification and Election; Orders; Evidence; Sample Questions; Prac
tice and Procedure; Labor Contract, Strikes and Picketing; and Anti-
injunction Acts. The principal statutes and administrative regulations
[the National Labor Relations Act, the N.L.R.B. Rules and Regulations,
the Norris-LaGuardia Act and the Wages and Hours "Bill" (sic) (Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938)] are grouped in the Appendix. An ade
quate Index completes the volume. One exceedingly unpardonable over

sight or omission mars the entire opus: there is no table of cases!
Certain of the foregoing topics are given rather summary, at times,

even sketchy treatment. Thus, in Chapter 3, Jurisdiction, only the
bare essentials are presented�probably on the theory that the Board's
power has been sufficiently sustained in the series of cases beginning
with National Labor Relations Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Cor
poration4 and carrying on through Santa Cruz Packing Company v.

National Labor Relations Board5 and since, in Consolidated Edison
Company of New York et al. v. National Labor Relations Board, et al.,6
detailed analysis being then merely supererogatory.
Perhaps a similar explanation accounts for the rather brief, possibly

inadequate survey of Labor Contract, Strikes and Picketing in Chapter
IS to which about fifteen pages are devoted. However, from the stand

point of the practising attorney, this chapter would be merely suggestive
of further research. Very practical and emphatically useful are the

chapters treating of Evidence, Practice and Procedure and the Sample
Questions (to be used at hearings).
Typographical errors (some amusing, others amazing) are of too fre

quent occurrence to indicate careful workmanship; at times, the author
is needlessly repetitious, as, for instance, on pages 306 and 326 where

virtually the same quotation appears [taken from In the Matter of
*301 U. S. 1, 37-41 (1937).
5303 U. S. 453, 466-467 (1938).
"See note 3, supra.
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Daily Mirror, Inc.,7] beginning in each instance. " 'Functionally the com

posing room boys are much closer to the compositors than to any other
class of employees. Composing room boys are ineligible to join the

typographical organization, however, unless they become apprentices
and undergo a long training. .-..'"
To indicate only a few of the numerous typographical mistakes, "in-

terpostion" for interposition (p. 8), "agriculturol" for agricultural (p.
21), "boh" for both (p. 47), "superorior" for superior (p. 129), "suppot"
for support (p. 183), "patricular" for particular (p. 210), "deied" for
denied and "ad" for and (p. 213), "aurora of legitmacy" for aura of

legitimacy (p. 218), "responent" for respondent (p. 55), "industriy"
for industry (p. 240), "Virginia" for Virginian (p. 241), "curcum-
stances" for circumstances (p. 249), "csae" for case (p. 272), "three"
for there (p. 299), "cas" for case (p. 333), "rmaining" for remaining
(p. 416), "forftiaure" for forfeiture (p. 547), "as" for has (p. 624),
"Truex" for Truax (p. 642), "running" for ruining and "laudible" for
laudable (p. 644), "Skinner" for Shinner (p. 654 and other pages),
"cass" for cases (p. 690) and "as" for has (p. 691). Of course, it is

probable that these errors are attributable to the publisher rather than
to the author. However, there are stylistic lapses that are distinctly
the author's�as, for instance, on page 415, the word "interesting" occurs
four times. But in spite of these defects of form, Mr. Lien has produced
a practical manual which may readily prove helpful to the attorney who
finds himself baffled by the intricacies of labor law, and its newer branch,
labor relations.

WALTER H. E. JAEGER*

7S NLRB 59 (1938).
?Professor of Law and Director of Graduate Research in the Georgetown University

School of Law.
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